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ON THE EFF/CIENCY OF DIFFERENT SFAITN STRATECIES

C, Kähler and r. Warner
Carman Cancer Research Center, Heidelberp

Institute for Documentation, Information and Statistics

SYNnPSIS

Five well known search strateeies in EDP have been
compared with a newly developed technique. The latter
proved more efficient, both with regard to the mean
number of access points and the probability of a hit
within the first five attempts,

For the task of information retrieval in computer-based
systems different search strategies have been developed,
the efficiepoy of which is to be compared (cf. Table )h
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Effioienoy of Searoh Strategies

1,) Seouential Search

In searching seouentially, a file of N elements is checked
with a key-word record per record until the element searched
for has been found. Previous sorting of the material is not
required. The minimum number of comparisons eoualg 1,4the
maximum vmax 2 N, therefore the mean number v = " '

If M elements are searched for simultaneously, the mean
number of attempts per element will he v =m

2,) Binary Search

The prlocondition for using.the binary search method is strict
order and a knowledge of the number of elements in the file.
At every step the part of the file which is to be searched is
subdivided into 3 parts, namely

1. the element addressed for the purpose of comparison
2. any "smaller" elemerts
3, any "larger" elements.

The element addressed is compared with the concept to be
searched for ("enual", "smaller", "Urger"), According to
the result of this comparison, the search is either completed
(element has been found) or it is to be continued within
the "smaller" or "larger" elements only. The search strategy
is optimal if the remaining quantity of elements is halved
at each step. In this case, the ranges of the jump form a
monotonously decreasing senuence with the factor 1/2.

For the N elements of a file N 2 2t - 1; this leads to the
mean number of access points

r
vm -yr. . log2 (11 - 1

3.) Block Search

Using the block search renuires the subdivision of a sorted
file into.blocks of length D. The first comparison takes place
with the last element of the first block. Tf the key-word
to be searched for is "larger", the programme jumps to the
last element of the second block where renewed comparison
takes place. The procedure is continued until the addressed
element is "equal" to or "smaller" than the key-word. If it
is "equal", the desired element is found; otherwise, the
addressed block is looked up senuentially until the desired
element has been found,

365



V Evaluation of Retrieval Effeativeness

In a file of H elements with block leneth z D there are
U/D blocks. In order to address all these seouentially,
A maximum of wn steps is necessary. Within a block a
maximum of D-1 steps is renuired to find a certain element.
This leads to a rean number of steps

v - D2

4.) Chaining Pethods

There are two different chaininv methods, the single chain
and the double chain. In the single chain method the address
of the subseouent element is stored in addition to each
element. The entire file is searched element by element,
usina the chained address, until the element searched for
has been found. The sinvle chain method corresponds to the
seouential search in principle; the mean number of search
steps recuired is the same, namely

N . 1V 2

The double chain method is only possible in strictly
hierarchical structures, /n this method 2 addresses are
stored simultaneously with each element - namely the one
of a neighbouring element on the same level and the one
of a neighbourina element on the next lower level.
The mean length of search is

Ym 1,4 log
2
H

S.) Distributed Key-Search

The distributed key search requires a.strictly
hierarchical order of the elements in the file. Each
level is characterized by a number; each element of
the file is unequivocally determined by the combination
of all numbers, On the basis of the complete combination
of the numbers any desired element can be retrieved.

With a symmetrical order of the material and a mean number
of branches of about 4 there is an optimal mean number of
access points of

Ym z 1.24 log2N

However this optimal value is rarely relohed, since the data
collections are hardly ever optimally structured, 4
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Efficiency of Searoh Strategies

(476) BEIN
JAMBE
LEG

(512) BLASTOGENESE
TRANSFORMATION BLASTIQUE
BLASTOGENESIS

BLEI

BLUT

PLOMB
LEAD

SANG
BLOOD

BLUTDRUCK
PRESSION SANGUINE
BLOOD PRESSURE

(516) BLUTGEFXSSE
VAISSEAUX SANGUINS
BLOOD VESSELS

BLUTGRUPPE
GROUPE SANGUIN
BLOOD GROUP

BLUTSERUM
SERUM SANGUIN
BLOOD SERUM

BLUTVOLUMEN
VOLUME SANGUIN -,
BLOOD VOLUME

7.

(524) BOR.
BORE
BORON

Dail.: Part of the Threelinqual Thesaurus
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V Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness

None oe the above named search strategies appeared to us to be
optimally suited to the practical task of translating key-words
in a trilinpual thesaurus (Fig 1) in alphabetical order into
another language. oe, there_ore, developed a search algorithm of
our own - the so-called serial iumn-search. The application of .

this method presupposes setting up a correspondence table
containing the aceresses within Prou's of the first 2 lettere
(cf. Tabl, 2).

LinLuania Altinit

AA 1'

AC 131
AN III
IA MO
BC elt
CA IN
DA tf,

Table It Cerrespoedeoce Table ler the Described reetple

This method is to be briefly explained by the following example:
The first step towards the solution of the task consists in
comparing the 2 first letters of the word to be translated with
the correspondence table; thereby the beginning address for the
search is established.

The word "Blutgeflisse" (blood vess.ls) is to be translated from
Norman into French. The first two lettere of the word "BlutgefAsse"
(BO lie between BE and CA. According to the correspondence table,
the search interval ranges from address 452 to address 595 (riga).

368
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CA 596
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V Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness

The number of elements to be compared from the start to the end of
the search interval is called D. In our example D quals 144. D is
subdivided into X semments (in our example X LI 12). The first
element of each segment (beginning with the second segment) is
compared as to whether the word to be searched for is equal to,
larger than or smaller than the one addressed. If the word to be
searched for is enual, the search is completed. /f it is larger
than the word found, then the pregramme jumps to the first address
of the next segment (in our case = 476) and this address is
compared. The word "Rein" (leg) found at this address is smaller
than the search word "BlutgefAsse"; therefore, the search is
continued at address 488 and so on. If the word to be searched for
is smaller than the word found (e.g. "Blutgefasse is smaller than
"Roe [Boron] ), then the search is continued serially from the
second word of the preceding segment until the word has been found
within this seement.

The number of access points needed to find a certain word is
composed of the number of jumps and the number of steps within a
segment. (In our example 10 search steps were required, namely 6
segment jumps and 4 steps in the last segment.)
The general rule is2

minimum number of access points Ymin a 1

maximum number of accIals points Yalu s (X1)4; ...1) a 3t4 2

Ymax
.6Ymin D x...1 (1)

mean number of access points Ym

Dependent on the size of the search interval Do the value of X can
be optimized by partial differentiation of the equation (1)
(X 'IMP).

When inserting the values D = 144, X 2 12 in equation (1) we
144 11obtain Ym 2 fro -1r a 11.5..

/n using D = 81 (X 2 9) it follows that Ym

With a total of 5.000 words in the thesaurus this value is
already less than the corresponding value of the binary search.

From equation (1) it follows under optimal conditions thateym
1

= - 1/2 (2)

With N 2 total number of elements in the file and S = number of
intervals defined by the correspondence table

370
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From (2) and (3) it follows that Y =r - 1/2m r
This relation has been calculated for different values of N and S
and is shown by a family of curves (rip.3), fleas numbers of access
points for the binary search are inCrOFT for the purpose of
comparison. Fig. 3 shows that our search strateev is better for
a given value of N, if the number S of the address fields in the
correspondence table is large enough.

I S 10 12 14 111 IS 20 22 24 26 28 30 32

Yin

The mean number of access points in serial jump
strategy dependine upon the size of the material
to be searched and the number of address fields
in the correspondenc table compared with the
correspondine values for the binary search,

Binary Search
No, of address fields
No, of address fields
No, of address fields
No, of address fields
No, of address fields
No, of address fields
No, of address fields

N s number of the elements of a file
Y 3 mean number of access pointsm .



EVALUATION OF RETRIEVAL EFFECTIVENESS

T.M. Aitchison and Angela M. Hall
INSPEC, Institution of Electrical Engineers, London

SYNOPSIS

A comparative evaluation is described of a number of
controlled and 'natural' languages which were candidates
for use for retrieval from the INSPEC data base and for
SDI. The problems involved in such an evaluation and the

'general conclusions reached are discussed.

The comparative evaluation of index languages arose from the need to
decide on the main subject organising and retrieval tool to be used
in INSPEC's integrated computer-based system, one aspect of which is
described by Simmons, Vernon and Martin in a paper in Area 4 Since
the basis of the system is that each item included in the data base -
at least 125,000 in 1971 - would be input only once, it was important
to try and ensure that the index.language used should be both the
most suitable wie available and equally useful for the printed
indexes to the abstracts journals produced by INSPEC, for a selective
dissemination of information (SDI) system, and for retrieval,from the
data base.

It is probably true to say that the choice was not completely open
since a classification system (whether U.D.C., a true hierarchical
one or a faceted classification) was never seriously considered and
there was an implied assumption that whatever language was chosen
should be employed in a coordinate-indexing mode.

Like oot information workers we had had a fundamental conviction,
that a controlled language must be superior to an uncontrolled or
'natural' language, and that the performance of an information
retrieval system was mainly dependent on the degree of intellectual
effort involved in the setting up of the index language and in the
indexing. However, the results of the second Cranfield tests (1)
suggested that these convictions or innate assumptions might not be
entirely valid, and that, at the very least, the whole question
should be considered open.

. 373
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V Evaluation of Retrieval Effeotiveneee

It was on that basis that the possibility of conducting a comparative
evaluation first presented itself. Although it ma3 desired to select
a language equally suitable for printed indexes, SDI and retrospective
searching of a machine file, only for retrospective searching had a
methodology been developed (by Cleverdon, Hills and Keen for the
Cranfield (1) tests). This, although it had its share of criticism,
seemed sensible, understandable and had the decidad advantage that its
critics had not been able to suggest an alternative. It was hoped to
avoid at least some of the difficulties and forestall some of the
criticism in the design of the new evaluation. In particular it was
intended to take advantage of the INSPEC facilities by having soft-
ware developed to allow the evaluation data to be obtained by program
and by using, for the evaluation, documents already .indezed for the
normal production of INSPEC services.

The indez or retrieval languages which it was decided should be
studied, since they were already available or potentially available
in the INSPEC database, comprised:

1. Title

2. Abstract and.title

3. Hybrids the subject heading and plain-language modifier
line used in the printed indezes to the abstracts
journal (i.e. a combination of controlled and
uncontrolled language).

4. Free-index: free-language terms applied by an indezer
(applied initially, in the SDI Investigation
before tranulation into the controlled
language).

. Controlled: a thesaurus-based.controlled language used
in the INSPEC SDI Investigation.

It is obvious that the main problem in comparing these five options
lies in ensuring that the controlled language is compared.fairly
with the other four languages in their free-language formulations.
We hoped to overcome the problem by using a wide variety of free-
language formulations and as many controlled-language formulations
as possible.

Methodology

The design of the evaluation (2) was baed on matching a test
collection of documents with a test collection of questions to which
each of the documents had been assessed for relevance. The documents
in the collection required to be indexed by each of ths languages
to be evaluated, and the questions formulated in the ame language.

374
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Retrieval Effectiveness

The main difficulties that may be expected in setting up such an
arrangement are that the document indexing for the test may be
consciously or unconsciously biassed in favour of one of the
languages; the questions or their formulation may favour one
language; or it may be difficult to persuade the questioners to
assess a large enough test collection of documents for relevance
to their questions.

In the INSPEC evaluation it is considered that all of these difficul-
ties were overcome, some more successfully than others.

In the indexing of documents the possibility of bias was entirely
ruled out by ,selecting documents which had been routinely indexed
before the test vas postulated. The indexing had been carried out by
different groups (i.e. Hybrid by one group and the two SDI languages
by another) but it was considered that this was not a disadvantage
since for INSPEC the main interest vas in comparing the total system,
i.e. both.the language and its use.

The possibility of the choice of questions influencing the comparison
was accepted rather than avoided by using 'real' questions submitted
by a wide variety of electronics research workers, while the
formulation difficulty vas reduced, if not overcome, by using a total
of 30 different formulations for each question, i.e. 10 question
formulations, each in three different logical product coordinations
or strategies.

The different question formulations used are shown.in Figure 1. The
three strategies required the coordination (by 'AND') of the minimum,
a moderate, or the maximum number of terms in the question and
corresponded to low, medium and high elhaustivity of search.

An example of the A and C formulations for a question is given in
Figure 2.

In the assessment of documents for relevance to the questions, a
method was found by which the questioner, with comparatively little
effort was able to assess some 1200 documents. This depended on his
having already assessed the documents for relevance to his.profile in
an SDI service and his being supplied with the profile-relevant
documents for assessment of relevance to his question. The method
worked satisfactorily in the main, although some assessments had to
be discarded when it was found that some questioners had again
assessed the question documents for relevance to their profile. A
more serious consideration arisei from the fact that the assessmonts
were highly subjective, peculiar to each questioner, instead of ob-
jective and reproducible as would have been the case if a consensus
judgement had been obtained. However it was considered,thit the
subjective assessment represented the normal situation and should
therefore be retained.
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V Evaluation of Retrieval Effeotiveness

Question formulations

Single-term free-language formulations

A. The words of the question as stated by the
questioner (and, where necessary, selected
for the evaluation).

B. The words of 'A' with true synonyms and other
word forms added as alternatives,'and word
endings confounded as appropriate.

C. As 'B' with the addition of quasi-synonyms and
generic, *ore specific, or related terms as were
considered likely to be advantaamous.

Simple-concept free-language formulations

In these formulations, simple adjective-and-noun
phrases, and a small number of othrs were preserved.

E. As 'A' with simple concepts preserved.

F. As 'B'

G. As 'C' 9'

Hybrid (free-and controlled-language) formulations

D. As 'C' with appropriate Science Abstracts subject
headings added as an additional set of search terms.

H. As 9D9 but based on 101.

Controlled-language formulations

R. The words in the question translated by strict use
of the theiaurus into the controlled language used
in the SDI Investigation.

S. As 'R' but with free use of alternative terms, similar
to the free-language formulations 0C9 and 901

Figure 1

376
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Retrieval Effectiveness

Questions Information on the crystalline structure
of cadmium sulphide?

Field Formulation A Formulation C

10 crystalline cryst*

xtal*

icrostructure*

11 structure structur*

orient*

lattice*

microstructur*

state

12 cadmium cadmium

Cd

Cds

13 sulphide sulphide*

Cds

Figure 2

377
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V Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness

DEVIL

To carry out tho evaluation the DEVIL (Direct Evaluation of
Index Languages) system was developod by INSPEC. By this system,
which is based on the INSPEC general-purpose file maintenance system,
tho question and documont data were input, validatod and corrected:
soarchos for matches were carried out as required: and (since the
relevance assessments wero included in the tost collection files) tho
results woro roported and the performance measures calculated by
program for each formulation of each question and for the oquivalent
groups.

Matching tests

In the tests a total of 97 questions were used in tho main set, and
82 in a subset from which questions with particularly doubtful
(probably erroneous) rolevanco assessments had been removed. The
document colloction comprised 542 documents each 'indexed' by the
five languagos. An example of the indexing of an input document is
given in Figure 3.

Tho evaluation consistod ossentially of matching each formulation of
each question against the appropriately-indoxed document collection
in two modes, for which tho terms, Plain Coordinate Matching (PCM)
and Booloan matching (Boolean) woro coined. In the P.C.M. mode, a
match on all the 'n' terms in the quostion was first required, then
of any n-1, then of any n-2, etc. until singlo-term matches were
roachod. Such an output is shown in Figure 4.

In the altornative modo, Boolean, a logical relationship was
spocifiod for each question. Thus oach question might require a
difforont number of terms to bo coordinated. An example of such an
output is shown in Figuro 5.

Three performanco measures were calculated:

Recall (relating the number of relovant documents rotriovod
to tho total numbor of relevant in the collection)

Precision (rolating the numbor of relevant documonts rotriovod
to the total numbor of documents rotrievod)

Fallout (relating the numbor of non-relevant rotriovod to
the total non-rolovant in tho colloction)

For each formulation of tho sot or Subsot of questions, the rosults
for the individual questions wore averagod by two methods and
totalled by four difforont systems, since each of theeo had certain
advantages but none was froo from some drawback.
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An example of the indexing of an input document

Titles The ultrasonic interface micrometer

Abstracts In nuclear reactors, thickness of the walls
of tubes are measured by ultrasonic continuous-
wave and pulse-wave micrometers. The principles
and recording techniques of the instruments are
described. libm continuous-wave micrometer is
used for simultaneous determination of thickness
during defect-testing operations; the pulsed-
wave instrument is preferred when better surface
discrimination is needed.

Hybrids tBMEMDs Measurement by electrical methods,
distance, nuclear reactor thickness,
U.S. interferometry.

tBMA: Measuring apparatus

tBNPi Nuclear power

tBUt Ultrasonics, tube thickness meas
in nuclear reactor

Free-indexs Ultrasonic interference micrometer, thickness
measurement DM, continuous wave micrometer,
pulsed wave micrometer, design, recording,
applications.

Controlleds Ultrasonic waves, interference, dimensions,
measurement, continuous waves, pulses, design,
recording, applications.

Figure 3
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Plain coordinate matching output

Question: . C030

Document indexing:

Relevant.documents:

Coord- 'Documents
ination

4 2039/1
3 3067/1
2 1155/0
1 1050/0

1097/0
1187/0
2030/0
2060/0
2219/0
2274/0
3214/0
4250/0

Total documents: 542

Free-index Question descriptors:

2039/1, 2273/1, 3067/1, 3221/1

Tot Bel
Ret Ret R% F%

. 1 1 25.0 0.0
4137/0 3 2 50.0 0.2
2273/1 5 3 75.0 o.4
1081/1 1084/0 .

1131/0 1133/0
2005/0 2021/0
2031/0 2048/0
2166/0 2172/0
2232/0 2235/0
3082/0 3104/0
3221/1 4117/0
4287/0 4299/0 32 ,k 100.0 5.2

4

P%
100.0
66.7
60.0

12.5

Figure 4

Boolean Output,

Queetion formulation: C .Total documents: 542

Document indexing: Free-index

Question Documents Retrieved Tot Tot Rel ,

Ret Rel Ret R% F% P%

C083
c084
C085
C086

3116/0,

3003/1
2011/1,

3246/1

2210/0

2
. o

1
2

1

3
3
1

1
0
1
1

50.0
0.0
33.3

100.0

0.2
0.0
0.0
0.2

50.0
*

100.0
50.0

Figure 5
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Results

The matching of the 542 documents and 97 questions in 10 formulations
by 3 strategies, and the use of two methods of averaging and four
types of totalling produced a very large quantity of data (3).
Examples of Recall/Precision plots of P.C.M. and Boolean outputs are
shown in Figures 6 and 7 respectively.

The data were supplemented by analyses of failures in recall and
precision (i.e. why relevant documents were not retrieved and why
non-relevant documents were retrieved).

The results showed that the controlled language was much superior
to any of the others. Of the remainder the free-indexing vas
superior, followed by the combination of subject headings and
modifier line, then title, and title-and-abstract.

The title-and-abstract vas shown to have the highest exhaustivity
and to give the highest Recall of any of the languages, but it had
easily the worst Precision. In other words it has sufficient terms
to provide many of the required matches, but many other words which
produced matches with non-relevant documents.

The low exhaustivity of the title gave a consistently low Recall but
conversely a very high Precision, superior to any of the other
languages. Thus its use could be recommended for situations in which
only a proportion of all the relevant documents, with as few as
possible non-relevant, are required.

The exhaustivity of the combination of the subject heading and
modifier line of the abstracts journals vas found to be only slightly
better than that of the title while the Precision was slightly worse.
Thus its overall performance vas only a littici superior to that of
the title.

The free-indexing vas shown to have an exhaustivity only slightly
worse than that of title-and-abstract and to have a similar maximum
Recall, while its Precision vas little worse than the subject-heading/
modifier combination. It was therefore superior to the other three
uncontrolled languages and only outranked by the controlled language.

Probably the most important outcome of the evaluation came from a
comparison of the free-indexing and controlled language. Since the
document indexing based on these languages contained the same
concepts (the controlled-language indexing being the translation of
the free-indexing into controlled terms), it followed that the
superiority of the controlled language must be attributed to the
question formulation. The failure analysis showed that the super-
iority arises from the built-in ability of the controlled language
to include in the formulation all the alternative words and concepts
which might be used to express the question.
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Legend

0-0 Title
)1- - Abstract
A---411 Hybrid
C30-r-0 Free-index
++ Controlled

Precision % 50
Figure 6

LIMA
2 Title
3 Abstract
4 Hybrid
6 Free-index
7 Controlled

50

Figure 7
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This is a function of the thesaurus and in particular of the procedure
of identifying new terms as they occur in the indexing of the input
documents and adding them to the thesaurus in their correct relation-
ship to the other terms. This suggests that a similar retrieval
performance might be obtained with free-language indexing by the use
of a free-language thesaurus for assistance in question formulation.
Each new term as it occurred in the document indexing would be added
and its relationship to the other thesaurus terms indicated.

It is on these grounds Chat the decision was made to adopt free-
indexing as the basic medium for information retrieval and SDI in the
INSPEC system. At present, subject headings and modifier lines are
still used in the printed indexes to the abstracts journals, but, as
described in the paper by Field in Area , the subject headings are
being related to the free-index terms in a thesaurus structure and
this will be used as the basis of the free-language thesaurus.

Although in setting up the evaluation project it was not intended
to seek results that would necessarily be applicable to other than
the INSPEC environment, it is believed that the main conclusions -
the superiority of the controlled language and the expectation of
obtaining a similar performance by the combination of free-indexing
and a free..language thesaurus are generally applicable.

1. Cleverdon, C., Mills, J.. and Keen, M.; Factors
determining the performance of indexing systems,
vol.1: design; vol.2: test results; Cranfield;
Aslib Cranfield Research Project, 1966.

2. Aitchison, T.M., and Tracy, Jennifor M.; Comparative
evaluation of index languages. Part I: design.
Report No.R.70/1. London, INSPEC, The Institution of
Electrical Engineers, July 1969.

J. Aitchison, T.M., Hall, Angola M., Lavelle, Katherine H.,
and Tracy, Jonnifor M. Comparative evaluation of
index languages. Part II: results. Report No.R.70/2.
London, INSPEC, The Institution of Electrical Engineers,
July 1970.
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A RESEARCH TECHNIQUE TO COMPARE THE RETRIEVAL
EFFECTIVENESS OF ABSTRACTS AND INDEXING TERMS

T. Bloch, U. Bloch and K.D. Ofer

SYNOPSIS

The method proposed to compare retrieval effectiveness of
descriptors and abstracts, endeavours to minimize subjective
decisions by duplicating the basic function of extracting
the terms from the abstract and by restricting the subject
specialist to a few prescribed decisions. The comparison
between the two surrogates is based on comparing the number
of terms in the various categories, but does not allow for
weighing different terms as to their possible effectiveness
in retrieval.

The Problem

When using tape services as the input for a mechanized information service, one cannot
simply merge the different services together, not only because their formatting is not
standardized, but also because the document surrogates vary from service to service, so
that the search profiles must be prepared separately for each.

Some services give (in addition to the citation, the author and the title), an abstract
and others a set of indexing terms. Several tape services include both surrogates.

In this last case, it is of interest to know, whether one of them, the title together
with the abstract, or the set of indeuing terms - would give as good a retrieval on
its own as together with the other. In other words, whether the set of terms available
from the descriptors ("D") and the set of terms from the abstract ("A") are completely
overlapping, partly overlapping, or completely disjoint. It would also be of interest
to know, which set usually comprises more specific terms than the other.

Once we know the answer to these questions, it should facilitate the design of a better
search strategy, e.g. if we know that the terms in the abstract are more specific than
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the descriptors, we should design the mechanized search program to look first at the
descriptors and only after a general term is found in "D" would we bother to search
"A" for the more specific term. This could lead us to a two-stage search, where the
"A" terms would make for higher precision but the "DP-search would still be available
for empty searches. Alternatively, looking only at "ro, terms would make for faster
throughput of a serial file.

Naturally, these decisions will not be the same for all tape services, but may change
from one to the other depending on the quality of the abstract and of the indexing
terms. This study shows a research design that could be employed routinely to decide
upon the above problem applied to a specific case.

Definitions

1. Equal or synonymous terms are called "joint" terms.
Expressions are "synonymous", if we can assume, that an information scientist
would use either in the construction of the same profile.

2. Where one term is more specific then the other, the two terms are called
"inclusive" terms.

3. Any term which is neither joint nor inclusive is a "unique" tem

4. The set of all terms used as descripCors for a document is its "set of descriptor
terms" or "D".

5. The set of all terms appearing in the list culled form the title, the bibliogra-
phic citation and the abstract of a document is called its "set of abstract
terms",or "A".

The Method

The decisions are based on comparisons between the number of terms in the two sets.
The number of terms in "D" is usually not difficult to ascertain; but defining the
set "A" is more laborious. One cannot simply count the words left over after elimi-
nating all words from n copious "stop list", but one must ensure that only "semantic"
words are chosen.

The following technique is suggested:
Abstracts are chosen randomly from the service for which the test is performed.
These are photographed three times. From two batches indexing terms are cut away
and the remaining title + citation + abstract are given to two intelligent persons,
with a good command of English, but with no subject knowledge. They go over the
abstracts and list all expressions found in them that are - in their opinion - of
sufficient value to rate as indexing terms.

Compatibility between the "indexers" is developed as follows: At the first session
the two meet with a subject specialist. After the general ideas of the proceeding@
are explained, each goes over an abstract on his own and draws up a liet of his "set
of abstract terms". The resulting two lists are compared, and where they are not
identical the differences are discussed with a view to develop rules how to create
"tei. Wherever possible, these rules are formalised (see Appendix A), In this way
the indexing of about a dozen abstracts is practiced.
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Abstracts and Indexing Terms

At the end of the session, each "indexer" takes home another batch of abstracts from
which he prepares, on his own, a set of abstract terms, according to the rules. At
the next session these two proposed sets are compared and differences are again dis-
cussed with a view to adapt the rules. These sessions are repeated until the two
lists - prepared at home - are reasonably close.

At this stage another three batches are prepared containing I +GI diffeient abstracts.
Again two batches .are given to the two participants, but this time no discussion takes
place. Instead, the two sets of terms are compared by the subject specialist (who so
far had no access to the set of descriptor terms "D"). Wbere the two lists differ
by more than one or two terms, the abstract is excluded from further analysis (CI
items). Where the lists differ by only one or two terms, the subject specialist may,
at his discretion, adjust the two lists to obtain "A", the final set of abstract
terms (I items).

Only now, after "A" has been extracted by the above procedure, does the subject
specialist compare it to the set of descriptor terms "D". He decides to which of
the three classes (joint, inclusive or unique) each term belongs, and which are the
more spenific ones. This method should provide naximum objectivity on the part of
the subject specialist.

In his decision-making process he has merely to compare two lists. He will look first
for those terms that appear in both lists and will "make-up" the joint list. He will
then have to use his discretion to decide which are synonymous expressions and which
are inclusive ones. Finally he goes over the remainder of each list and checks
whether these are indeed terms for the "unique" list.

This process was relaxed for only one special case. It happened a number of times,
that the two "indexers" who prepared the original lists of "A"; in their zeal to
include only "semantic terms" in their lists, both decided to exclude an expression
that appeared in the abstract. But when "A" was compared to "D" it turned out that
this very same expression (or an obvious synonym) was indeed included in "D". Where
this happened, the subject specialist was permitted to add the term to "A". We
deuided thus because we want principally to compare mechanized retrieval efficiency,
and this "lost term" in "A" would certainly have been found by a computer working in
a free-text mode.

The next step consists simply of counting, for each item, the number of joint terms
(aj di nj); of more specific and less specific inclusive terms
(ams . at. ; ats diss) and of unique terms (au & du) for both the set "A" and the
set "D". Each of the above counts is summed for all items, thus:

nj

ni.

n
ua

aj

ems dms

au

(all joint terms)

(all inclusive terms)

(all terms unique to the abstract)
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nud = du (all terms unique to the descriptors)

n
u nua + nud (all unique terms)

nj + ni + nu (number of terms given to the batch of size I)

We'are now ready to try and answer the original questions: Is there a complete over-
lap between the two surrogates or does one give appreciably more (unique) terms than
the other? Does one of them usually have the more specific terms? How large a re-
call loss (fewer entry points) will be sustained if only one surrogate is used for
retrieval purposes?

Most decisions can be based on descriptive statistics, and no advanced statistical
techniques are required. lf, for instance, the number of more specific terms in the
abstracts is appreciably greater than the number of more specific terms among the

aua
descriptors ( idum ), then "A" is the more specific set. If -- is

small, we know what fraction of the entry points are lost, should we decide to use
only the descriptors. The decision whether to use one or both surrogates, will
thus be based mainly on the expected recall loss. A test of significance will only
be necessary to make sute that we discard the right surrogate, though in practice
this decision will 1,:obably be influenced by factors outside this study. To Oresent
the data to the system designer, with whom the final decisions lie, it is thus suf-
ficient to turn it into percentages. Confidence levels of the differences can be
computed using a non parametric test, such as chi-square or - for very small samples
Fisher's exact probability test.

Examaz

The above procedure was used to test the surrogates of the U.S.G.R.D.R. (now G.R,A.)
service. To check to what extend our findings apply to the various sections, we
tested two widely different subjects, namely section 5 covering the behavioural
sciences, and section 9 on electronics. That the abstracts of the two sections dif-
fer markedly became clear already during the "compatibility phase". Whereas for
the behavioural sciences quite a few sessions were required, electronics just one
session. As the electronics section was prepared by the same two participants only
after they had acquired proficiency, this alone might be attributable to the
learning process. But batches in behavioural sciences prepared later were still
more discrepant than those prepared for electronics. In the final batches

AI was 26% for the behavioural sciences and only 5.6% for electronics.
AI + I

This difference computed according to X2- is significant with P < 0.01.
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Abstnacts and Indexing Terms

Table 1: Comparison of number of terms in "A" & "D" in the
behavioural sciences.

,-

No. X

I 37

N 624 /00

nj 139 22.2

ni 65 10.6

nua 170 27.2

nud 250 40

ams 54 8.8

dms 11 1.8

Table 2: Comparison of number of terms in "A" & "D" in
tlectronics.

No. %

I 35

N 458 100

nj 104 22.7

ni 3 7.7

nua 194 42.3

nud 125 27.4

a
ms 25 5.4

dms 10 2.2
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The various counts for these final two batches are given in Table 1 (for behavioural
sciences) and Table 2 (for electronics). Clearly, there is little overlap between
the two surrogates, as fully 2/3 of the terms are unique. It is perhaps of interest
to point out that, while in one section one surrogate provides more unique terms,
in the other the position is exactly reversed. Thus we cannot say which surrogate
may be dropped (should one really be prepared to forgo a quarter of the entry points).

The more specific of the inclusive terms are always more numerous within the abstracts
with a significance level of 0.01 < p < 0.02 for section 9 (electronics); and of
p 4 0.01 for both section 5 (behavioural sciences) and the two combined sections. It

appears that the process discribed in the beginning, namely to use "D" am a sieve for
pinpointing possible hits and use the abstract for the final check, whether the item
is relevant, may be useful (although the many unique terms in the abstract make this
technique less attractive).

Before taking any final decision we would cross-validate the results, by repeating
the experiment - possibly on another two sections.

Appendix A

Examples of "Rules how to prepare set "A".

1. List all words you deem relevant and all words you do not understand.

2. If synonyms appear, list them.

3. Keep concepts separate.

4. List all countries except U.S.A.

5. Abbreviations must be written out.

6. Look at the bibliographic details to see if they add anything relevant.

7. Formulas and numerical values shall not be listed.
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EVALUATION OF RETRIEVAL EFFECTIVENESS IN RELATION
TO USER REQUIREMENTS.
SOME CASE STUDIES FROM THE COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL SYSTEM AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
STOCKHOLM.

Z. Gluchowicz
Head of Documentation Department
Royal Institute of Technology Library, Stockholm

SYNOPSIS

The report gives a short description of the computerized
information retrieval system -SDI- (Selective Dissemination
of Information) at the Institute. The user population is
presented and the distribution of profiles by subject
categories is indicated.
The evaluation of the retrieved information is based on the
feedback from users according to the Katter scale.
The cases studied represent real requests made to the system
by types of users representing research at the industrial
community and at universities. The requests chosen represent
science-oriented and discipline-oriented queries. The SDI
system at the Institute has been in operation since 1967.
About 1200 queries generating about 2000 profiles have been
run in the system during periods of varying length from six
months to three years.
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Introduction.
Evaluation of effectiveness for information retrieval systems is frequently
expressed in terms of precision and recall ratio although there is a variety of
components influencing the effectiveness of information search.
The precision ratio is generally described as the proportion of relevant items
retrieved over the total items retrieved and the recall ratio is the proportion
of relevant items retrieved over the total relevant items in the system.
Since in real-user environment the user of an operating retrieval information
system is the only person to make evaluation of relevance, precision and recall
depend on subjective estimation of relevance.
Precision figures based on evaluation relevance of real requests made to an
information system may be, established with a reliable degree of accuracy, while
recall figures for a big information system can only be estimated hypothetically.
The present paper deals with retrieval effectiveness evaluated by users in terms
of relevance. The precision figures are based on the performance of real requests
submitted to an operative information retrieval system.

System description.
me Royal institute of Technology, Stockholm has developed a computerized
information retrieval system -SDI- Selective Dissemination of Information -
with the goal to ensure an extensive ready access to documentation in subject
fields of interest for the industrial community and for the educational and
research program at the universities and research institutes in Sweden. At
present the SDI system processes 14 different databases, 11 which are externally
generated and 3 which are internally generated. (Table 1) The total amount of
references processed exceeds one million references a year.
Each database has its own record format designed and developed by the system
originator.
The problem of incompatibility of tape information recorded in different formats
has been solved at the Institute by the mean of a general program system for
information retrieval - ABACUS. The system has been developed through the
initiative and guidance of the head librarian Bjdrn Tell.(5)

Profile performance.

The profile is a list of terms significant to the query which will potentially
be found in the references. (Table 2)
Terms or groups of terms are linked together in a logical manner as expressed
in the search strategy. The required connections between words or groups of
words are expressed by using Boolean logic, the logical operators being "OR",
"AND" , "NOT".

The search strategy may be expressed by one or several alternative logical
connections, each connection may contain several parameters.
The symbols for the logical operators used at the Institute are:
"I" for "OR", "&" for "AND", ""1" for "NOT".
Profile 87 B (Table 2) is presented here as an illustration of a search
strategy comprising four alternative logical connections. Each connection
contains one or several parameters which the items retrieved have to satisfy.
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Uaor Requirementa

Profile 87 B

Subject field: Array antenna design.

Search strategy: -1EgAg2DIC&DA 88(C10))

Nr. Grp Search term

0010 A ANTENNA* * truncation flag

0020 A APERTUR*

0030 A AERIAL.

0040 B ARRAY*

0050 C PHASE COMPARISON*

0060 C MONOPULS*

0070 0 EQUIVALEN*

0080 0 PATTERN*

0090 0 SYNTHES*

0100 0 EXCITAT*

0110 0 DIFFEREN*

0120 0 DESIGN*

0130 0 SIDELOBE*

0140 0 DISTRIBUT*

0150 0 PLANAR*

0160 0 GAgN*

0170 0 TAPER*

0180 0 RADIAT*

0190 0 COLLINEAR*

0200 0 COHERENT*

0210 0 oIRECTurr*

0220 0 SIDE LOPE*

0230 0 SLOPE*

0240 0 ERROR*

0250 0 CIRCULAR*

0260 E ENDFIRE*

0270 E YAGI

0280 E CYLINDRIC*

Profile printout

Table 2

395



V Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness

According to search strategy -E140,42DICIAD)11A(CID)) an item will be retrieved if
any one of four following connections is satisfied:

1. AUD

2. A&C&D

3. LAC

4. BO

and none of the terms in group E appears in the references.

Any one of the connections 1-4 will be satisfied if the item retrieved contains
one of the following combinations:

Connection 1: (word 10 OR word 20 OR word 30) AND (word 70 AND word 80
OR word 16-AND word VT OR ... Oriard 70 AND iiifd 250 OR
74Urd 80 AND7WA 90 OR Vir&J 80-IND word 111U-OR ...OR
word 240-NRD word 257 but NOT TiUrd 260 OR Vi&d 27ff OR
word my--

Connection 2: (word 10 OR word 20 OR word 30) ARO (word 50 OR word 60)
AND (wor(70 OR word10 OR ...0R-Rrd 250) buT-NOT (word
2E11 OR word 27U OR word NO

Connection 3: word 40 AND (word 50 OR word 60) but NOT (word 260 OR
word 270-01k word 284--

Connection 4: word 40 AND (word 70 OR word 80 OR ...OR word 250) but
NOT (word760 oR wor(270 OR wor1-280)--

These connections represent 572 alternative possibilities for items to be
retrieved.

396
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1

User Requirements

Profiles distribution (June 1969).

User groups:

Government and local administration 40

Government research institutes 106

Trade associations and institutes 17

Universities 193

Libraries 7

Private companies 478

Individual researches 4

TAS

Subject categories:

Mechanical engineering 179

Iron, Steel and metal manufacturing 133

Polymer technology 80

Chemical technology 77

Physics 64

Electrotechnology 59

Control and computer technology 57

Reactor technology 40
Wood, pulp and paper 38

Telecommunication 34

Transportation, packaging 27

Business administration 27

Inventories and storehousing 15

Food industry 15

11T5

User-system interaction.
In a batch processing information system the user-system interaction is
maintained by means of a dialogue between user and co-ordinator. When
submitting a query to the SDI system the user has to provide a statement of
his fields of interest in natural language in a narrative way giving a detailed
description of his subject field. He may also provide a draft proposal for his
search profile. This he can do on the basis of the Profile Design Manual issued
by the system author.
The first stage of a user-system interaction is the dialogue htween the user
and the documentalist at the centre clarifying the scope and nature of the
query. As the user is the only person to give a correct statement of the requests
the statement should preferably be made by himself and not by an intermedary
such as a librarian or an information officer. Therefore the documentalist at
the SDI centre insists on maintaining direct contact with the information
user.(Table 3)
The second stage of the user-system interaction takes place when the profile
is being defined. This dialogue is necessary for selecting search terms for the
profile and for the decision on the surch strategy.

397
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GENERALIZED FLOW CHART FOR PROFILE CONSTRUCTION

IIlw SDI subscriber. provides 113frative
description of requested information

14The documentalisl checks his intelpsata.
Dun of the subject

ailment o specs lc ware woe 1, syno-
nyms, relatedsubject phrases, narrower
terms, broader terms, author names, jour-
nal titles author affiliarions

References relevant to the sub.
ject provided by the customer

Truncation of terms

4
Construction of search logic, which den.
nes subject by combining groups of
search terms usine logical operators

Search terms and search logic coded fur
input

1-- No

Search terms and search logic punched and
read into computer

Thesauri, glossaries, handbooks,
indexes and titles in abstract
journals

IManual fur profile construction

IManual for profile input codes

Yes

[ Subscriber evaluates profile and ode. I
rences

Table 3

398

Profile stored in magnetic tape
profile store

151 Source Tape

ICIII Mech.hng
POST

INSPEC
Metals Abstracts Index
Current Index to Conference Papers in
Engineering. Chemistry is Life Sciences
COMPENDIA
Nuclear Science Abst

Abstract Bulletin of The Institutea Paper Chemistry

Food Science and Technology Abstracts
ERIC Master Files

Scientific and Technical Aerospace
Reports

International Aerospace Abstracts



ARRAY/ GAIN/
BOROIOTTI, G.V.

ALTA FRECUENZA (ITALY)
VOL.39. NO.6 701-205 AUG. 1970 12 87036246

IMPEDANCE AND GAIN OF A DIPOLE IN AN INFINITE PERIOOIC PHASED
ARRAY

ANTENNA/ PLANAR/ OIRECTIVIT/
FORMAN, B.J.
RADIO SCI. (USA)
VOL.5, NO.7 1077-63 JULY 1970 87036254

A NOVEL DIRECTIVITY EXPRESSION FOR PLANAR ANTENNA ARRAYS

ARRAY/ RADIAT/
KILLICK, E.A. 70LEDZIOWSKI, K.A. PCRTER, N.E.
1969 EURCREAN MICRCUAVE CONFERENCE

399-402 1970 SEP 1969
RADIATION CF DUAL POLARISATION FROM LINEAR ARRAYS

ARRAY/ OESIGN/
HART, G. VIOLA, R.
1969 EUROPEAN MICROWAVE CONFERENCE

443-6 1970 SEP 1969
DESIGN OF L, C AND S BAN) SOLID STATE ARRAY MODULES

ARRAY/ DESIGN/
PATTON, W.T STAIMAN, O.
1970 IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION DIGEST

390-1 1970 MAR 1970
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS IN ARRAY DESIGN

ARRAY/ OESIGN/
ROSENBLATT, A.
ELECTRONICS (USA)
VOL.43, NO.15 76-61 20 JULY 1970 67036621

VERSATILITY IS OESIGNED INTO DUAL BAND MOOULE FOR PHASED ARRAY
SYSTEMS



V Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness

On the basis of the user's statement the documentalist at the centre compiles the
list of search terms wbich are significant to the query and are potential terms
in the references. As the SDI system at the Institute is a free-language system
the exhaustiveness of the terms in the profile is an important parameter in
retrieval efficiency.
Submitting a query to the system the subscriber may indicate on the order card
his requirements for precision and the search strategy is formulated according
to these indications.

The search output - list of retrieved references - (Table 5) is delivered to the
subscriber together with an evaluation form designed according to Katter's six
grade scale. (Table 4)
During the experimental period the SDI service at the Institute was free of charge
and the user was asked to evaluate the information received. The users evaluation

was used as feedback for modifying the profiles in order to obtain precision and
recall corresponding to the users' needs and judgment.
At the feedback stage the documentalist at the centre amends the search strategy
and/or search terms in order to obtain greater search efficiency.
.Profile adjustment continues the dialogue between the user and documentalist.

During the fiscal year 1968-69 a total of 36072 references were evaluated. These
references have been selected by the SDI system on the basis of individual pro-:k
files, which as of June 30 1969 numbered 845.

Users' evaluation References Percentage

1. Of immediate interest 9080 25.1

2. Of interest, I have already read it 2459 6.8

3. Of interest, but not far immediate use 11009 30.6

4. Cannot determine interest, because the
citation does not provide enough detail 1306 3.6

5. Of no interest, because material does not
correspond to what I have described to
the system. 11913 33.0

6. Of no interest, because my interests have
changed since I described them to the system. 305 0.9

115/17636072

Table 4

The figures on Table 4 are based on relevance evaluation of real requests in
real user environment during the free-of-charge period.
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User Requirements

Experiences.
When the SDI service at the Institute became subject to an annuai charge ( $60:
a year) several subscribers continued to evaluate the received information. They
appreciated these feedback possibilities for amending profiles.
The users were aware of two significant factors:
A) The SDI system at the Institute is not a static system, development work is

continously done with emphasis on programming modifications and system
techniques. New databases are being included in the system in order to obtain
more comprehensive coverage in the subject fields of the queries.

6) The users' fields of interest is not static either. The priority of certain
aspects of the subjects of interest may change at various times and the
profiles have to be modified corresponding to these changes. The staff of the
system must often review the profiles and suggest appropriate changes..-The
documentalists initiative and suggestions are appreciated especially by
these users who seldom do anything to their profiles.

The great majority of users who entered their subscription to the system after
the free-of-charge period are evaluating the retrieved information during the
initial period when the profile has to be amended frequently. During this period
the staff at the centre is analysing the failures such as wrong correlation of
terms, overrestrictiveness or broadness of search strategy etc. When the search
results are satisfactory to the user's need, the user often ceases to make
evaluation assessments.

The cases illustrated in this paper were chosen because of the longest duration
of the evaluation period. They are cited according to the chronological sequence
that the queries were submitted to the system. Of the 15 cases illustrated,
7 stem from private industrial firms, marked with the letter "I", 5 stem from
governmental research institutes, marked with "G"and '3from Universities marked
with "U". The databases searched in each case are also listed according to the
chronological sequence in which they have been searched. As the Source Data
Tapes have been searched since 1968 the biggest number of references in the
illustrated cases come from this database. (Table 6)
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Case 1.

Query: Theory of roller bearings. Theory of lubrication. (1)

Evaluation period: 9.12.196E - 5.2.1971

database number of references

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4 5

9.12.1968 151 271 214 49 49 115 - 1

11.2.1969 MECH-ENG 65 58 10 18 30 - -

30.1.1970 METADEX 35 29 7 3 19 - -

16.10.1970 COMPENDEX 27 22 3 12 7 - -

total 398 323 69 82 171 - 1

mgen- 21,5 25,5 53,0 - -

%
100
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60
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40

30

20

10

0.11,

3

2

1

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5
(see table above)

relevance rating

4112

, 48



Case 2 .

Query: Mobile radio communication equipment

Evaluation period: 11.2.1969 3.2.1971

(1)

database number of references
. .

first

search
name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4 5

ISI 32 24 4 4 7 - 9.11.2.1969_

29.12.1969 INSPEC SO 35 8 4 8 1 14

28.10.1970 CONPENDEX 4 4 - 1 1 - 2

total

_

85 63 12 9 16 1 25

eerc 7,9,1 14,3 25,4 1,6 39,6

100.

90

80

70

60

50.

40

30

20

10

3

2

1

5

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5

(see table above)

relevance rating
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Case 3 .

Query: Noise generated by hydrodynamic devices (G)

!'

Evaluation period: 21.2.1969 - 3.2.1971

database
.

number of references

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 -3 4 9

21.2.1969 IS1

.......

10

16.1.1970 INSPEC 70 44 4
,

9 19 2 10

total 154 89 5 17 40 7 20

tsgen-
5,6 19,1 45,0 7,9 22,4

100

90

80.

70.

60,

50

40

30

20

10

3

2
5

4

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+6
(see table above)

relevance rating

1

404
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Case 4.

Query: Fluidic devices (G)

Evaluation period: 16.4.1969 - 5.2.1971

database number of references

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
wed total

e v

1

0.1 oats

2

d.

3 4 5

ISI 315 42 20 11 3 . 3 5,15.5.1169

16.4.1966 NECH-E110 174 44 11 t .3 6 9.

14.12.190 Imspg ., 279 153 57 34 3 21 36

total 760 2310 64 54 6 30 52

- 36,3 22,6 3,0 12,6 21,7

100.

90

0

70

60

50.

I 40

3 30

it 20

10

r-7--

2

1

5

4

relevant irrelevant
1+2.3. 405 :

(see'table above)

relevance ratlng

405
CJ



Case 5.

Query: Calculation of electrical power networks

Evaluation period: 2.5.1969 - 5.2.1970

(I)

database number of references
]

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4 5

.2.5.1969 ISI 290

....

245 52 13 97 6 77

29.5.1969 MECH-ENG 29 14 - - 7 - 7

18.12.1969 INSPEC 645 489 80 7 201 8 193

16.10.1969 COMPENDEX 56 28 3 6 5 - 14

total 1020 776 135 26 310 14 291

urggen-

_

17,4 3,3 40,0 1,8 37,5

100

90,

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

3

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4.5

(see table above)

relevance rating

406

52



Case 6.

Query: Cereal-based foodstuffs (I)
Evaluation period: 2.5.1969 - 21.12.1970

database number of references

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4 5

2.5.1969 151 504 491 147 3 191 18 132

16.10.1970 COMPENOEX 3 3 - - - -

total 507 494 147 3 191 18 135

iggen- 29,8 0,6 38,6 3,6_ 27,4

100

90,

80

70,

60,

50.

40

30,

20.

10

3

1
5

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5
(see table above)

relevance rating

407

. 53



Case 7

Query: Compressors (I)
Evaluation period: 27.5.1969 - 5.2.1971

database number of references

first
search

name Of
tape

retrie-
ved total

e va

1

luated
2 3 4 5

30.5.1969 ISI 276 219 50 - 57 4 101

27.5.1969 MECN-ENG 247 232 HI 4 62 2 23

26.2.1970 INSPEC SO SO 6 - 14

-

- 30

16.10.1970 COMPENOEX 50 39 6 - 17 - 16

total 623 540 213 4 140 6 177

Utien" 39,6 0.7 2669 1.1

a

32.

100

90,

80,

70,

60,

50.

40

a "
15 20

10

3

relevant irrelevant
1+20 4.5
(see table above)

relevance rating

408

5 4



Case 8.

Query: Technical forecasting on the development of electronics (G)

Evaluation period: 13.8.1969 - 5.2.1971

database number of references

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4 5

13.8.1969 151 206 179 12 6 14 1 146

8.12.1969 INSPEC 427 412 50 14

.

21 1

-

326

16.10.1970 COMPENDEX 22 13 1 - 1 -

. -

11

total 655 604 63

-

20 36 2 483

Mee" 10,4 3,3 6,0 0,3 80,0

4

100

90,

80

t 70
4.

60

50

40

30

5
o

20
3

10

1

relevant . irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5

(see table above)

relevance rating

409

J



Case 9.

Query: Pumps and pumping (I)

Evaluation period: 19.8.1969 - 5.2.1971

database number of references

first

search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4 1 5

20.8.1969 ISI 435 393 55 12 66 17 243

19.8.1969 NECH-ENG 492 419 63 4 115 5
-

232

16.10.1970 COMPENDEX 33 17 7 - 5 - rp

total 960 829

,

125

.

16 186 22 480

mien- 15,1 1,9 22,4 2,6 5803

%

100

90

80

70,

60

50.

40,

30,

20,

10,

3

1

4

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5

(see table above)

relevance rating

410



Case 10.

Query: Chlorinated hydrocarbons in different organisms (U)

Evaluation period: 25.8.1969 - 23.1.1971

database / . number of references

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4 5

ISI 739 685 192 26 460 5 2,25.8.1969

8.9.1969 POST-P 56 43 4 - 13 20 6

26.9.1969 POST-J 24 17 5 - 7 5 -

total 819 745

-

201 26 480 30 8

tercen-age 27,0 3,5 64,4 4,0 1,1

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20.

10

3

1

relevant . irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5
(see table above)

relevance rating

411

5 7



Case 11.

Query: Nickel-iron batteries, iron electrodes (u)

Evaluation period: 3.9.1969 - 5.2.1971

database number of references

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4

3.9.1969 ISI 50 22 17

-

2 2 -

.

1

6.9.1969 MECH-ENG 8 8 2 - . 1

30.1.1970 PETAH% 30

.

26 5 2 18 -

. .

1

9.3.1970 INSPEC 6 5 1 - 4 - -

total 94 61 25 4 29 - 3

tercen-
age 41,0 6,6 47,5 4,9

100

90

0 80

70

60

=

SI 40

30

20
a

P

3

2

1

rr--1
relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5

(see table above)

relevance rating

412

5 8



Case 12.

Query: Aerials (6)

Evaluation period: 6.9.1969 - 5.2.1971

database number of references
1

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total '

evaluated
1 2 3 4 5

6.9.1969 ISI 356 332 12 52 112 - 156

29.12.1969 INSPEC 53 40 9 12 18 .

16.10.1970 CONPENDEX 6 4 - 1 3 - -

total 415 376 21 65 133 - 157

men- 5,6 17,3 35,3 - 41,8

100

90,

80,

70

60.

50.

40

30

20

10

3

2

1

5

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+8
(see table above)

relevance rating

413

5 9



Case 13.

Query: Optimization of Preventive maintenance

Evaluation period: 7.11.1969 - 5.2.1971

(I)

database number of references

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4 5

12.11.1969 1SI 107 99 73 3 17 3 3

7.11.1969 MECH-ENG 79 71 43 6 20 2 -

28.2.1970 INSPEC 88 87 65 3 15 1 3

16.10.1970 COMPENDEX 20 11 10 - 1
- -

total 294 268 191 12 53 6 6

ugen- 71,3 4,5 19,8 2,2 2,2

100

90,

80,

70,

60,

50.

40

30

20

10

1

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5
(see table above)

relevance rating

1 60



Case 14.

Query: Information on radiation protection (G)

Evaluation period: 30.3.1970 - 23.1.1971

database number of references

first
search

name of
tape

0
retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 4 5

30.3.1970 ISI 695 642 139 47 74 10 372

1.4.1970 INSPEC 281 247 70 23 17 4 133

26.5.1970 NSA 575 436 115 30 83 - 208

total 1551 1325 324 100 174 14 713

tgrn- 24,4 7,5 13,1 1,1 53,9

100

90,

80,

70,

60,

50.

40

30

20

10

3

2

1

5

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5
(see table above)

relevance rating

415



Case 15.

Query: Influence of mineral nutrients on morphogenesis

Evaluation period: 2.6.1970 - 23.1.1971

(U)

database number of references

first
search

name of
tape

retrie-
ved total

evaluated
1 2 3 . 4 5

2.6.1970 151 1032 1032 44 1 245 29 713

A

total 1032 1032 44 1 245 29 713

men- 4,3 0,1 23,8 2,8 69,0

100.

90.

80,

70,

60.

50.

40

30

20

10

5

3

1

relevant irrelevant
1+2+3 4+5

(see table above)

relevance rating

416
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Number of references processed per year as tun :Om of time data-

base

CICP

ERIC

WOOD

CAC

IPCAB

COMPEN
DEX

NSA

NYFLI

MA

INSPE

POST

NUM-
ENG

1969 1970 1971 year IS1

Table 6,
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V Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness

Conclusions.
According to Heaps (8) the effectiveness of mechanised information retrieval system
expressed in terms of relevance may be represented as a function of question,
estimate of relevance and database.

Effectiveness = F (question, estimate of relevance, database)

This functional definition of effectiveness is consistent with our three years of
experience with the SDI system at the Institute.
The user's information need, his statement of request, his relevance requirements
and relevance judgments, his tolerance of irrelevance makes him a significant
parameter of this functional definition of effectiveness. The system exists for
the user and in order to satisfy the user's need. The databases have to be chosen
with the goal of covering the fields of interest of the queries submitted to the
system.

In the SDI system at the Institute most of the profiles are searched on several
databases, because the queries are more problem-oriented than discipline-oriented.
The distribution of profiles among the databases as of December 1970 is shown
in the table below.

Number of profiles Number of databases searched

62 1

58 2

63 3

201 4

187 5

32 6

4 7

Although the system is based on a multiple data file, there was no significant
overlap among the data bases. Infact they tend to be complementary by handling
different aspects of subjects.
The effectiveness of the search results in suitable databases has depended in
a very high degree on the active interest of the subscriber. The user with
experience and training in information work or with some knowledge of the basic
principles of a.mechanised information retrieval system will have a more
meaningful dialogue with the system. He takes a more active part in the develop-
ment of his profile and his requirements of precision and recall are easier to
satisfy because they are more realistic. According to our experience scientists
working with basic research are more inclined to use a broader search strategy,
they are interested in browsing through greater amount of references and there-
fore are more tolerant of a higher percentage of irrelevance. (case 8)
The engineer from the industrial community prefers a more restrictive search
strategy. He requires higher precision even when he knows that he may miss an
amount of relevant information not retrieved. He tolerates this omission
because his reading time is limited to a few references and he does not have
the possibility to retrieve these items by a manual search in a large database.
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User Requirements

Profiles giving search results with 90% or 100% relevance (case 1) very rarely
occur. The overage precision in the system as evaluated by the users is ranging
from 40% - 65%.

The increased attention to the user as significant part of an information retrieval
system has stimulated various kinds of user studies.
This paper does not give an evaluation study or a user study as such. Such
statistical study demands a great amount of evaluation assessments from the users
and a continuous feedback analysis.

A computerized system designed to measure retrieval effectiveness in terms of a

real user behaviour, gathering and maintaining data for different decision
functions would be a desirable tool for a reliable study. With the increasing
implementation of on-line techniques transactions files for such studies will be
easier to create and maintain.
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CYBERNETIC ANALYSIS OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Patrick R. Penland and James G. Williams
Graduate School of Library and Information Sciences

University of Pittsburgh

SYNOPSIS

There is a pressing need for research to test the cybernetic model
of communication. This need is met in part by an experimental
community encounter system, where the entropy reducing components
of the cybernetic model operate in a simulated social system. This
system hes been developed at the Graduate School of Library and In-
formation Sciences, University of Pittsburgh for research and in-
structional purposes. Demographic, land use and legal data of
Allegheny County (metropolitan Pittsburgh) serve as a cold-start
constraints before fifteen weekly cycles carry the encounter sys-
tem fifteen years into the "future." The on-line/off-line model
is cybernetic in terms of its response to in-put (man or machine)
and can cause new interpretations of the response by those receiv-
ing the input for the next cycle (man or machine). The encounter
model of decision making involves information handling specialists
in the organizational and interpersonal effects of information
trickster in governmental, management and community decisions, and
provides for the collection and analysis of data on a number of
communications and sociological variables for research purposes.

Introduction:

Since communication is the process of creating situations (dyad, group, commu-
nity) in which meanings can be engendered in people (15), then considerations of
community context cannot be ignored by those in the communications profession. In

general, it is the function of the disciplines to create new knowledge (largely for
its own sake). On the other hand, the professions endeavor to make knowledge kinet-
ic (information surprise) in the lives of people and call attention to lacunae in
knowledge which if researched and created by the disciplines, would be socially
useful (18). Without this symbiotic relationship, the disciplines become overly
academic and the professions waive any leadership role for civic betterment and
social accountability (19).

Until recently, no underlying theory of the societal enterprise existed which
was not a static model. Even the model proposed by Hall (8), whoce concept of
"awareness" is particularly insightful, cannot easily be related to cybernetic
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V EvaZuation of RetrievaZ Effectiveness

theory (17). There exists however the socio-drama model of Burke-Duncan (10) which
can account for the cybernetic interaction of community endeavor. The rules of the
social enterprise constitute the behavioral outcomes of the roles played by adapt-
ive control organisms as they react cybernetically to the perceptions of latent
and even explicit social entropy.

The adaptive control organism has a built-in and dynamically creative antip-
athy to entropy. Necessity may be the mother of invention, but the imperative to
escape entropy is the critical social matrix of significant symbol. Men demand
structure almost more than bread as the reasoned and concluding statement of
Brinton in his Ideas and Men (4) would indicate or as the pessimistic pronounce-
ments of Toffler (20) would in a negative way try to panic the social enterprise.

Granting that men demand structure, the tragedy has been that most social the-
oreticians have proceeded in their analyses upon tNe basis of mechanistic princi-
ples (2). However an alternative position has been developed which cybernetically
shapes the referents of the symbolic enterprise (9). The cybernetic structuring
processing'of the symbol releases participants from both the mechanisms of the
mores as well as the Berkeleian solipsism. This model has been embedded in the
community encounter system developed at the University of Pittsburgh with both on-
line and off-line role components.

In the community encounter system, constraints are abstracted from societal
patterns and operate within the democratic rules of gaming procedure. Participants
deploy themselves according to models of communication, employing sociodrava for
its function of guiding social criticism and information surprise as the votive for
change. While the inclination of powerful elements in the social order is towards
criticism only, information supply is positive and developmental, encouraging other
participants towards a "profiles of courage" approach.

In order to realize its cybernetic potential, communication science must in
Duncan's words "take into account what was communicated, the situation in which
the communication occured,'the kind of person who communicated (i.e. his role), the
means he used, and the social purpose of his communication" (10:17). Duncan goes
on to develop his thesis in the explication of several axiomatic, theoretical and
methodological propositions. These are the propositions of sociodrama theory which
may be refined as they are verified through research design. It is one thing to
talk about research design in the sense of traditional social science (13). It is
quite qnother to determine and assemble tNe research contexts wherein theory can
be verified, let alone establish experimental vehicles for the testing of hypoth-
esis (9).

Community Encounter System:

There is a need to know more about the communicative abilities of humans as
well as the means for predicting such ability based upon experimental techniques
which minimize error and maximize yield of information. The community enco'unter
system has been developed to study an on..going simulated environment which foci-
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Camnunication Systems

litates research on the problems and component relationships of communication. The
encounter system provides for a gestalt of social activity wherein the entire ga-
mut of human communication can be studied. The encounter simulation provides a
central focus in the development and evaluation of new programs and methods as well
as the social justification of existing ones. It also focuses attention on the
need for long range systematic research as a basis for planning situations wherein
effective communication will be engendered.

For example, on an elementary level, videotapes and the computer have already
proved much more effective in recording complex behavior for measurement purposes
than the traditional pencil and paper methods. Of course the "cameramen" are under
control of at least one researcher to ensure that its "selective eye" follows the
"sense" of the dynamic encounter situation being recorded. The computer monitors
the input of each role participant, provides print-outs of individual and group
performance as well as statistical analyses and updates the constraints for each
succeeding weekly (annual) cycle.

The encounter simulation is a unified model of communication based on a very
few principles which are available in cybernetics. Cybernetics in its assumption
and principles is sufficiently general to consider it a unified approach to commu-
nication. It can be a powerful tool for communication analysis. Homeostasis is
not simply a response to a stimulus, but a process occuring in all parts of the
encounter system and results from a transactional process among ever extending
sub-systems. Cybernetic analysis can be used to diagnose interpersonal relations
and categorize such transactional behavior as the communication components which
accampany the self-stabilizing interactions of the entire encounter system. The
traftactional process requires communication of information and motives at many
levels. Information processing can be related to the activities of learning,
thinking and understanding.

Based upon previous knowledge as codified in the social sciences (11) and in
particular information science (14) a number of assumptions underlie the research
vehicle. Principally among these assumptions are the following:

People are willing to pay for information as a social resource to
the degree that it is perceived as an essential ingredient in
decision making.

The degree of consensus underlying the decision making process as
represented on the print-out varies directly as the encounter aimu-
lotion progresses.

The number of people involved in decision making varies directly
with the range of contacts in the communication system..

People in encounter role playing situations react in a manner
isomorphic with real life.
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The function of criticism keeps the social system under control
in terms of community objectives.

Power structure response to continuous citizen criticism follows
an ordinal distribution: (a) agreement and well-wishing; (b)

committees and/or commissions are appointed; (c) economic and/or
legal action occurs as a result of committee or commission reports.

The advantage of cybernetic analysis is that the model transcends subject
boundaries, and views people and institutions as adaptive control systems of re..
ception, transmission, evaluation, and storage. Input is perception; judgement is
decision-making; and output is behavioral action. The findings of the newer "inter-
disciplinary" social sciences have been synthesized in order to explicate the three
components of the cybernetic model. This encounter model has been developed to re-
place the verbal speculation of the older social sciences with the on-line and off-
line cybernetic components of reception, decision-making and behavioral patterns.

The teleological thrust of the off-lin) roles is toward cooperative or compet-
itive behavior for valued ends by employing the entropy reducing functions of cy-
bernetics for research purposes. The findings of each of the newer social sciences
shed light upon, and delineate research matrices for the functions of the three
components of an adaptive.control Organism. The following table which is somewhat
more abstract than Figure 1, indicates the cybernetic components of the community
encounter system which has been developed for research and instructional purposes:

Cybernetic Model Components

Perceptor Interpretator Effector

Organized and pro- Role-structure (off- On-line Data Matrix
jected information and on-line)

Mass Communication Cognitive structure: Land title

Organizations organized information Financial
space constraints

Talking chains Affective structure: Legal constraints

power Demographic
constraints

government
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1

The encounter vehicle has been designed to explore a number of theoretical
considerations. Among the propositions for which measurement devices have been
initially developed are the following:

The understanding of participants towards their roles varies directly
with increased information and coamunicative contacts.

Social power varies directly with the ability to supply information
for decision making and with the number of communicative contacts.

The complexity of decicion making processes varies directly with
the amount of information available and the number of communicative
contacts.

The explication of social issues and problems is a function of
information.

Issue awareness and problem identification varies directly with
citizen involvement and monitoring of governmental decision making.

The first component of the cybernetic model, stimulus and reception, has been
explored in the disciplines of information theory, linguistics, sign and symbol
behavior which together lay a foundation for the analysis of information surprise.
From a cybernetic aystem-model point of view there are two basic purposes for
communication: to inform and to motivate. Communication functions to alter a
receiver's concepts and to change his preference and feelings so that a wider range
of alternatives exist for decision-making and behavioral response. This has the
effect of increasing the complexity of decision making as well as extending the
time interval between problem identification a.,41 behavioral action. In the con-
struction of a message, it is necessary to build in informational and especially
motivational referrents (12). However, according to the sociodrama model of commu-
nication (10) and the experience of the mass media in persuasive commuLication,
motivem are changed first and then concepts are filled in.

Human behavior is the output of a controlled, not an uncontrolled system.
This vitwpoint is consistent with the analytical concepts used in communication,
decision-makin :rid systems analysis whith are considerations in the selector and
effector stages of the cybernetic model. In addition, they are similar to the in-
formational and motivational aspects of communication, to the opportunity and pre-
ference functions of decision-making, and to the broader cultural notions of scien-
tific and value judgenents in ociety. Interpersonal relationships and transac-
tional analysis in group, organization and community endeavor are means of enlarg-
ing opportunities directly both in concept effectiveness and preference strength.

Human behavior is based on information about things, not necessarily on the
nature of things. The human is able to aacumulate reservoirs of information over
a period of time through a proem of symbolisation or conceptualization. Concepts

can be of things as well as of events. Once infcrmation is tored in the form of
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concepts, iL can be tapped, or released, by cues. No action or cue can occur at a
distance without some connection either of a cause-effect or a feedback relation-
ship. The cause-effect action, no matter how complex, proceeds in one direction
and is common in the natural environment. A feedback system, however, involves re-
ciprocal relations which can be studied by the multi-correlational analysis of many
variables. Correlation can not establish cause effect relations, but orgy show
that variables co-vary. Correlation is very useful in exploring an environment to
determine what variables should be brought under controlled study using other clas-
sical methods ta show cause-effect.

Freedom of opportunity varies directly with an increase in number of informa-
tion sources and depends on access to communication media. Mass media constitute
a major stimulus source for social endeavor as well as the community encounter sim-
ulotion. In order to maintain a bargaining advantage, the flow of information can
be curtailed about the matters under bargaining. Where information cannot be con-
trolled directly, perception may be modified by criticizing communication content
or by raising compelling points of view against it. In any event, organized in-
formation space (library as prototype) is considered to be of surprise value as
well as serving as an entropy-reducing function, whether the "beings of reason" in-
cluded were developed in the past or are emerging at the present moment.

The second component, the preferential phenomena of interpretation, is explor-
ed in the disciplines of game theory, decision theory, value philosophy and psy-
chology which taken together help to explicate the preferential patterns of the
adaptive control organism. Descriptive and normative studies of decision-making
have led to the analysis of aspects of human behavior in which choices are made
among alternatives. For example, Simon has pursued the ramifications of decision-
making and value theory in his Models of Man (6).

By way of illustrating the availability of choice among alternatives, the
following changes in inputs which vary directly with outputs have been adapted fram
Cadwallader (9): (a) the innovation rate is a function of the legal and economic
rules which organize the problem solving matrix of the social system; (b) the range
of communicative contexts varies directly with the available variety of infornmtion;
(c) communication capacity cannot exceed the quantity and variety of information
supply; (d) the sociodrama model provides the rules (criticism) for forgetting ur
disrupting the highly probable organizational patterns of the power structure.

Any cybernetic system has both input and output. The effect of the environ-
ment on the system is input, while output is the effect of the system on the en-
vironment. Within the system, the effect of one component upon another is a func-
tional relation or interaction. In a cybernetic system, the governor or selector
is set by the larger or encompassing system. For example, the value system of a
human individual is not calibrated by the individual alone, but mainly by the cul-
tural system. The setting of the governor or the establishing of values for con-.
trolling behavior is a parameter of the cybernetic system determined by the larger
environment and during the traditional experimental study of a system is supposed
to remain unchanged. However, in the correlation analysis of nonparametTic dis-
tributions, it is not essential to hold independent variables under rigorous
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experimental control. No apriori idens need be placed on the distributions understudy.

Almost any action of one person with another produces feedback, the action andfeedback being the transactional use of power. Power is the ability Lo do work inthe physical sciences, and the ability to satisfy wants in the social and policysciences. The bargaining strength of one individual varies inversely with his owneifective preferences and directly with the preferences of the other. Reciprocaldemand is the basis of all transactions whether interpersonal or societal. Poweris only as strong as the effective preference, and the limits un equilibrium withinthe transaction are set by the parameters of available alternative opportunities.Figures 2 and 3 indicate that a fundamental dichotomy exists between cognitive(information) and affective (power) elements of the library vs. governmental en-tropy-reducing complex.

Events occur and situations exist,
but their import occurs in people. Prob-lens exists only in the minds of people and become a subjective index of the factthat the world of reality did not behave the way people wanted it to do. Peoplepay attention to the unexpected (information

surprice), and the amount of attentionvaries directly with the degree of relationship between an individual and some e-vent, idea or other person (s).
Consequently, the power of a communication sourcevaries directly with its ability to create situations where information surprisecan be engendered.

The third component of the adaptive control organism is explored in the dis-ciplines of gefteral systems theory and operations resenrch. General systems theoryhas grown out of the work of Lotba (1) and Von Bertalanffy (16:: where generalizedmodels, principles and laws are applied to the physical and biological behavioraluystems and their subclasses.
Operations research on Lhe other hand is the appliedcomponent of general systems theory. it brings the systems approach as well as itsintellectual and interdisciplinary

resources to bear on organizational problems.
Ashby (5), Nagel (3) and Latil (7) have explored the relation of software and hard-ware in operations research employing computers, automata and other control-devices.ln the community-encounter

research vehicle, general systems theory has been takeninto the future, as the encounter system investigates the iiupoct uf behavioral out-cumes today upon the information
processing and decision-making of tomorrow.

The Research Vehicle:

Following Ashby's postulate that cybernetics the theory of all possible
machines, organisms and combinations, the encounter system is an integrative modeland n guide lo the planning of individual research studies and components for anexplicit galaxy of research "designs." Uniformities among the various subjects
and professional disciplines have been incorporated into tho simulation model.The generality of social science

research findings (11) has been extrapolated tothe encounter system and integrative benefits have been derived from comparingtheories in apparently diverse ilalds.
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There is one area of communications research to which a program of investi-
gation in the encounter simulation leads directly. Professional education is based
upon an academic grading system which, while it may be pertinent to a degree pro-
gram, does not necessarily ensure role definition and development. The encounter
simulation creates situations in "real-life" standards where effective communica-
tive behavior can be developed in context. In addition to evaluation which re-
flects content gain or progress, role definition and development can be evaluated
in relation to defined group norms.

Actually from the studies already undertaken there is a reakon to believe that
research employing canonical correlations in the encounter simulation can be as
productive as investigations carried out in highly organised experimental frame-
works. "Value free" distributions may be logically desirable but in communications
research are difficult to achieve. The advantages of research in the encounter
simulation lie not so much in the degree to which the findings are rigorously veri-
fied, but rather in the large repertoire of types of studies that become possible
and in the built-in stimuli to inquiry. Because of the nature of the encounter
simulation, the faculty and participants have the combination of energy, insight
and integrative effort that is necessary for constructive inquiry about fundamen-
tal problems (see Figure 4).

Before experimental research can be undertaken in social communications, many
studies need to be conducted in contexts employing statistical controls rather
than experimental controls. The distribution of variables must be identified and
compared not only with one another but also with the characteristics of the com-
ponents and subcomponents of the encounter system. Instead of specially selected

subjects who might fit more readily into traditional experimental design, subjects
are the students who register in the communications sequence. Considerable pro-

gress has been made in the development of evaluative instruments, including de-

vices which as final instruments in one phase of evaluation can be used as initial
measures at the beginning of another.

After all, there are really few indispensable elements in research design that
cannot be conducted in the encounter system. The instructional personnel respon-
sible for the library-community encounter simulation have a research point of view
and possess knowledge of appropriate experimental and statistical techniques. An

office of tests and measurements has readily available not only instrument to
measure achievement as well as participant characteristics, but also has the re-
sources and the meaas for test development, administration, scoring and statistical
analyses.

Except for the randomization of treatment groups, many experimental controls
can be applied after the observations are collected. Groups can be stratified or
matched after the experiment is completed just as easily as before. Whenever the
original groups are large enough to permit fractionalization, specifications can be
imposed on the groups during the analyses. Computers can be programmed to accom-

plish this readily. In the matrix of intercorrelations and weightings, the unique
contributions of any of the independent variables can be determined by factor an-
alysis. Any variable can be interchanged as totwhether it is to be used as a con-
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trol or as a predictor. A system of experimental inquiries will generate valuable
results without designing a new experiment for each new set of conditions.

Older social science methods of research have been evaluated in relation to
components of the encounter system and to characteristics of senders and receivers.

In addition, new methods and devices not only are being invented but they also are
being evaluated in relation to "established" procedures. New methods can be eval-
uated relatively easily without radical disruption of the encounter simulation.
For example, subject groups need not necessarily be matched. Nor do they have to
be of the same size'or even be concurrent. It is however necessary that the "con-
trol" groups be measured for initial level of skill or knowledge to be communicated
as well as for all the characteristics under consideration as referents.

Experimental control as employed in the social sciencea with human subjects
uses a limited range of one or two variables. The subjects may be selected to
yield predetermined distributions, or members of like paira, or triads, or quartets
may be assigned to treatment groups, usually at random. Treatment is the indepen-
dent variable, residual gain the dependent. However, other variables may be used
for control. Correlational analysis or canonical correlation permits the use of
conventional significance tests as to whether zhanges in the skill or variable un-
der study are related to method. Also through analysis of variance the practical
importance of changes nay be assessed to better advantage than in the usual ex-
perimental.designs.

Summary.:

Organization adds to the transactional model of communication but one element
of structured cooperation which includes the development of goals and the shared
experience of values or motives. With organization comes the complications of in-
creased roles but also of relationships among the sponsors or owners (if a business
or industry), the staff and the recipients. The whole society is an organization.
Government is the formal organization of power. Property and legal rights consti-
tute the set of rules about transactions. Whether the awareness of them is in-
formal, formal or technical (4), transactions among citizens are constantly going
on and continuously being formalized into "permanent" coalations. For government
not to intervene in the transactions of power groups is to sanction those trans-
actions. The scope of government is total for its society since its actions and
inactions cover all possible situations.

The adaptive control organism is most productive when the cognitive and affec-
tive domain work together in a complementary manner. However such a harmonous re .
lationship is neither always the case nor possible. Be this as it may, both realms
are essential components of the community encounter system. Figures 2 and 3 de-
lineate this cooperative vs. competitive interaction which is the matrix of the
social enterprise. The encounter system is composed of participant roles and the
firot line of research has focused on theentropy-reducing functions of communica-
tion (information) agents. This depends not only on the manner in which informat*
ion space is organized but also and especially on the way in which information is
employed to cause surprise in receivers.
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Many specialized information processing centers are available in 'metropolis,
but there is a serious lack of coordination. There is no one clearinghouse to
which to turn. The discrepancy which exists between need and the mustering of in-
formation and of making it kinetic in the affairs of citizens is approaching a cri-
sis. When left unattended, it is interesting that participants begin to speculate
on the contributory affect of a lack of available information upon the urban dis-
order in the simulated encounter environment.

Information networking and library planning is an extension of the surprise
value of information retrieval. Networks and interlibrary cooperation require the
combination of materials, services and professional expertise which is impossible
to achieve by onc library alone. Information networking adds the dimension of an
effective switching center at the regional, state and national levels.

Libraries in the simulated metropolis work together through regional library
centers in order to avoid unnecessary duplication of resource collections and to
facilitate access both to their awn resources and to other libraries in the nation-
al network: Numerous other information centers exist which function to provide
significant services to specialized interests. All of these benefit in varying de.
grees from the information transfer (bibliographic) network. Each of these may
have other needs for information which primarily cannot be met from documents that
stet. from the usual publishing and other distribution channels.

A good rumunt of knowledge, particularly that rflated to the work-a-day life
of the people, exists in records and sources that are ephemeral and not highly or-
ganized, or perhaps remain unorganized. This type of knowledge is often mission-
oriented. Information is retrieved from such sources only so long as there is an
obvious and continuing need, usually for a limited clientele such as a housing pro,-
ject or a neighborhood activist cell. There is another extensive category of know.
ledge which does not exist in records at all, but is available only in the minds of
specialists and professional experts. This kind of knowledge becomes available on.
ly upon consultation. The information is rendered kinetic when the individual in-
terfaces with a consulting expert over an immediate problem or specific interests
such as Information Volunteers Services of the Health and Welfare Association of
Allegheny County.

Finally there is the knowledge of the present moment, the near past and the im-
pending future where the emerging needs of the people help to shape the information
sources of the present moment. There are several media of communication in metro..
polis whose knowledge of the present, the near past and the immediate future is a
constant and continuous source of information which few citizens in the area could
avoid even if they wanted to do so. Most people's requirement': are conditioned
partially by the media and partly by their daily occupations. Consequently the in-
formation spaces sought, range widely over ephemeral and =lesion-oriented sources
of knowledge. Only a small percentage of the information required every day is
sought in the depth for which the bibliographic record is designed to serve. Of
course without such inquiry from the record, however emall in quantity, civilitation
would flounder for lack of perspective. In the long run, libraries of the record
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ere an integral element of modern vigorous civilizations, but in the day-to-day
preoccupations of people they often seem irrelevant.

Consequently a communitp.encounter simulated social system has been developed
by the Graduate School of Library and Information Science, of the University of
Pittsburgh. The encounter simulation has been built upon a cybernetic model of
communication for research and instructional purposes. The power-deployment of
government and the surprise value of organized information space are the central
entropyreducing components of the model being tested. Social science research
methods and distribution-free statistical techniques have been used to study re-
lations of variables in the input and out-put phases within and mong each other
as well as with characteristics of the entropyreducing components.
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A GENERALIZED THEORY FOR THE EFFECTIVENESS
AND UTILIZATION OF INFORMATION*

M. C. YOVITS
Department of Computer and Information Science

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

U.S.A.

SYNOPSIS

A general theory is presented which defines the term 'Information"
as "data of value in decision making". Decisions in turn result
in courses of action which in turn result in actions that can be
observed or measured in the physical world. A generalized theory
is suggested which establishes relationships and procedures for
the flow of information. Analytical relationships are suggested
for describing the effectiveness of information as a function of
resulting observable actions.

Introduction

One of the major problems that exists in the development of information storage and
retrieval systems is that of developing methods of evaluation for these systems.
Only when such mothods have been established will it be possible to compare
various systems as to their effectiveness and then ultimately to attempt to decide
on the value to be placed on such a system. Only when effective criteria for
evaluation of information systems are available will it be possible quantitatively
to determine whether it is worthwhile to develop one system rather than anothor
or even whether it is desirable to develop any system at all.

*Research sponsored in part by the National Science Foundation through Grant No.
GN-534 from the Office of Science Information Service to the Computer and
Information Science Research Center, The Ohio State University.
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V Evaluation of Retrieval Effeotiveneee

Naturally in order to establish specific measures of effectiveness for information
systems it is necessary to develop quantitative measures of information and to
relate the information quantitatively to some measure for the utilization of informa-
tion. At the present time any measure for the effectiveness of information is
generally limited to the rather general, qualitative question of relevance to a user
or group of users. The question of what relevance may mean or of how relevant
information may be is normally not considered. The question of what value can be
placed on a particular measure of relevance is not generally considered.

In the present paper a theoretical treatment which enables the establishment of
quantitative measures for the effectiveness and utilization of information is
presented. Some of this work has been presented in earlier papers and is accord-
ingly summarized here. Suggestions for extending the previous work are given in
order to establish relationships which enable the evaluation and comparison of
information systems.

Background

The term information has many different connotations, uses, and meanings. It is
sometimes used in the rather specific sense that Shannon and Weaver (1) have
established. In this sense, although information and its properties and appropriate
analytical relationships are well defined and quantitatively measured, the class of
situations which is covered is a small part of those of interest. In the situation
considered by Shannon and Weaver the context of the message is of no significance
and the theory is concerned with the probability of the receipt of any particular
message for various conditions of the transmission system.

On the other hand, information is frequently, perhaps almost universally,considered
to be the equivalent of "knowledge". It is in this sense of the term information
that information scientists and information systems designers and users are
concerned, and it is this senso of the term which is the popularly understood
meaning as well.

In the Shannon-Weaver sense, the term information is indeed quantifiable,
measurable, and rigorously defined, but the theory is of such limited applicability
as to have little utility with regard to the design of information storage and
retrieval systems. In the more general sense of information being equivalent to
knowledge, the term is neither rigorously defined nor measurable nor quantifiable.
Furthermore, it seems unlikely that such broad and vague conceptions can yield
relationships that are meaningful and useful in any real sense.

Thus, we have been concerned with the formulation and developinent of a theory of
generalized information flow which has wide and perhaps universal applicability
(2)-(5). This theory leads to a model which allows rigorous mathematical treatment.
One of the motivations for the development of this model is the desire to establish
analytical relationships which have as wide applicability as possible. These
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analytical relationships can then be used to derive principles and identify
limitations on the flow and transfer of information. The model may also be used to
define fundamental quantities involved in information flow, including information
itself, in a quantitative, rigorous, measurable and repeatable way. In particular,
the model can be used to generate specific measures to be used in evaluating the
effectiveness and the utilization of information and for the comparison of
information systems.

Properties and Definition of Information

To be of value it is clear that knowledge must at some time be put to use. That use
is to assist in making decisions; that is, information it used jj. order to inake
decisions. Indeed, the 2nk resource that if available to a decision maker is
information, nothing more. Thus a definition of information has been proposed (2)
which forms the basis for the model of a generalized information system which was
mentioned above. This definition is: information jj. data of value in decision
makina. While this definition my delimit the total range of interest in information
in an intellectual sense, it does have virtually universal applicability with regard
to any potential applications. It is further claimed that any more general definition
of the term is not amenable to the quantification and analytic conceptualization
necessary to the treatment of the study of information as a science.

In the physical world, the only way in which a real parameter, say a mass or a
velocity, can be measured is through an interaction of a system with its environ-
ment. If this interaction does not exist then it is impossible to measure a
parameter or even to establish its existence. The same statement can be made of
information. Without some type of interaction with the environment it is not
possible to measure information or to know of its existence. Such an interaction
will result in some kind of physical change which can be measured or observed.

A physical change or observable action will take place as a consequence of the
operation of the decision-making apparatus. The decision maker will recommend
courses of action which are in turn executed, yielding a set of observable actions.
Since, as indicated above, the decision maker makes decisions solely on the basis
of the information he receives, it is clear that this is a fundamental mechanism
by means of which information is transformed into physical, observable actions.

These remarks concerning the definition, measurement, and significance of informa-
tion lead to the development of a model of information flow. This model can then
be used to obtain fundamental analytical relationships which can be used for
measuring the effectiveness of information. It is the purpose of this paper to
propose such a theoretical approach.
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The Generalized Information System

Since the model of a generalized information system forms the basis for our approacht
it will be useful to describe this system in some detail in order to provide the
necessary background to the present research. The generalized model is depicted
schematically in Figure I.

External Environment External Environment

Jr

Information Acquisition ourses
Information Decision

o Action
and Making

Di sserni nation

a
Observable
Actions

Data
ITransformation II

Figure 1. Generalized Information System.

The system is comprised of four essential functions. These include the
Information Acquisition and Dissemination function (IAD), the Decision Making
function (DM), the Execution function (E), and the Transformation function (T).
As has been pointed out, virtually all situations involving the flow of information
can be described by this model. These situations would include the use of
information by the research scientist or the development engineer, management of
a large corporation, command and control of a military engagement, or such
relatively straightforward and simple activities as the switching on or off of a
thermostat-furnace system.

Personal decision-making problems are described by Figure 1. It is not even
necessary or required that the decision-making process be a logical one. This
model is applicable when decisions are completely irrational, as may frequently
be the case. Each function is seen to collect, store, operate, and disseminate.

In any realizable and operational system all the indicated functions must be
present, and they must be considered together in order to understand Information
flow or in order to establish principles, relationships, or guidelines for information
flow. Just as in the analysis of any system, suboptimization or consideration of
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the functions independently may yield misleading or incorrect results.

In particular, the Decision Making (DM) function is a most important one and is
established as the key consideration in the entire information flow process. The
DM function represents any system component accepting an input from the IAD,
and providing an output tc E. The DM mr.o: be an individual person, an organization,
a man-machine system or simply a machine system. In all of these cases, the DM
transforms information into courses of action which are in turn transformed into
observable actions. The input to the DM is information, some of which may be
stored or held in memory. The DM makes decisions on the basis of the information
available at some particular time. The decisions are made individually, serially,
sequentially, or in parallel and, of course, the decision-making process may be
delayed. This may be the case when more information is necessary. But the
decision maker is responsible for the generation of oliseryable actions and will
eventually make decisions that will lead to these actions.

A very significant point concerns the closing of the feedback loop to the DM. In
any system this loop must be closed to provide a basis for retaining or altering
the courses of action disseminated and it is only on this basis of closure that the
DM is able to refine or alter decisions intelligently. Such feedback Ls always
present whether or not it is explicitly considered. Most of the presently designed
so-called "information systems", however, do not consider feedback or closure
to the decision maker in meaningful ways. The loop in the system is closed by
the transformation of the observable actions generated by means of appropriate
measuring devices, into data transmitted to the IAD which are in turn disseminated
to the DM. This feedback provides the major interaction which the DM has with
the total system and is the only way for the DM to probe and understand the system.

Since information is supplied only so that a decision maker can make decisions of
some kind it is most appropriate to analyze our model by starting with that particular
function.

Note that the decision maker collects three basic kinds oi information from the IAD.
There is information on the particular activity under consideration (that is, data
which have been obtained by transforming the observable actions resulting from
operations of the Execution function). There is information on the external
environment over which the decision maker has no control but may have knowledge.
There is also other fundamental information which the decision maker may utilize.
This latter category includes reports, tables, mathematical and physical constants
and appropriate relationships. The DM stores a data base in its memory.

The DM operates as follows: it develops a predictive.model which it believes will
transform the information received into the appropriate observable actions. This
model developed by the DM may be an accurate one or it may be incorrect. It may
even be irrational or illogical. Nevertheless, it is the way in which the DM
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believes that the only resource available it to, namely information, will be
transformed to observable actions. It is only after further information is available
from transformations of these observable actions into data that the DM "knows"
whether its model is an accurate one or not. Secondly, the DM may alter
recommended courses of action using the same predictive models, as further
information regarding the particular activities involved or the resulting observable
actions become available. Thirdly, the DM may develop new models as further
information becomes available either concerning the observable actions or the
external environment. In this situation the original model was incorrect or
inadequate regardless of the courses of action suggested. The DM isleminates
courses of action (results of decisions) which are communicated to the E function.

The E function is responsible for transforming decisions into observable actions.
It collects courses of action from the DM and perturbations from the external
environment. If it were not for these perturbations from the external environment,
E would be essentially deterministic and would transform decisions in a predictable
way into observable actions*. It is largely the action of the external environment
which provides much inherent uncertainty in the process of transforming informa-
tion into observable actions. There is also "internal noise" which introduces
fluctuations into the observables. The E function stores nothing other than its
structure or design and has no memory p_a. se. It is strictly a transforming process.
It operates by transforming decisions into observable actions.

Observable actions or observables are quantities which are physical in nature. As
the tern implies they are capable of being observed or measured,. They are neither
dato nor information, but are capable of being transformed into data. This
1istinction is an important one conceptually. Some examples of observable actions
are the heat generated by a furnace, the position of an aircraft, results of a
scientific experiment, a new product developed by a manufacturing firm, or the
movement of men and equipment in a military engagement. These are physical
quantities, in themselves neither information nor data.

In order to become data or information, observable actions must be transformed.
This is accomplished by the function which, for want of a better name, is called
the Transformation function. This function is fundamentally a measuring device
which transforms the physical observable actions to data. This distinction
between data and observable actions, although perhaps obvious, is not a trivial
one. It is an important point to keep in mind. Data are transformations of the
observable actions.

*This assumes that the E function is known by the DM. This knowledge is
generally obtained only by successive iterations of decisions courses of
action, execution; generation of observable action, transformation to data,
and then transmission to the DM, further decisions, etc.
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The last function remaining to be discussed in this model is the IAD function or
perhaps, more accurately, the Information Acquisition, Storaae, and Dissemination
function. The IAD is frequently referred to as an "information system". Although
it is of course a system it is in fact an open-loop system and, as we have shown,
only a part of a much more extensive closed-loop system. As has been indicated
it is important to consider the total closed system as shown in.Figure 1. The IAD
is only a gat of this system and must be treated accordingly.

In order to measure or even discuss the effectiveness and utilization of information
and of information systems it is necessary to consider the total system as
indicated in Figure 1. In other words the total process encompassing the decision
making and execution into observables must be of concern in the determination of
effectiveness and value. It is clearly impossible to determine any measure of
utility without considering the total process. To consider the IAD by itself
independently of the decision making, as is generally done, can not give meaning-
ful results. Some understanding then of the class of users (decision makers) and
the resulting observables must exist to develop significant measures.

The IAD function collects data from threw different fundamental sources. It
collects data on the particular activity under consideration (that is, data which
have been obtained by transforming the observable actions produced). Data from
the external environment are also collected. The external environment includes
all the factors over which the decision maker has no direct control. Finally, the
IAD collects basic data such as references, tables, reports, textbooks, relation-
ships, etc. The IAD disseminates data for the use of the decision maker. These
data, if used, are information within the context of our definition of information.
This distinction between data and information is of fundamental importance here.

The model of a generalized information system has now been described in summary
detail. All of the functions indicated must be present for any meaningful analysis
of information flow. Information now can be defined and analyzed in generality
by the use of this model. It is further contended that only in such a model does
information really have any significance. General discussion of the storage
of knowledge or data without reference to the potential uses leads nowhere, or
provides minimal fruitfulness.

General Relationships Involving Information

The general definition of information which has been proposed is "Information is
data of value in decision making". Data on the other hand are transformations of
observable actions. They result from the measurements which have been made
onphysical quantities. Information is thus inherently involved in the decision
making process and inherently involves transformation into observable actions of
some kind.
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Note that information must be a relative quantity depending upon the decision
maker, the total history of the decision maker, and the rerticular environment
involved. In this sense it is different from the physical universe where a
physical quantity is absolute and independent of the particular situation. That
is, a mass of 20 grains generally remains a mass of 20 grams independent of the
position or momentum of the mass.

It should not be surprising that information is to be considered, relative. For
example, a sophisticated research paper in some technical field may have a great
amount of information for a scientist who is well versed in that field but no
information to, say, a housewife who would be completely unable to make use of
that paper. The background of the decision maker must necessarily be important
inasmuch as two decision makers given the same document may act differently,
thus generating different observables.

We may represent the relationship between the information and the observables as

x T 0

where I is the information, transduced (T) by the DM and the E leading to the
observable actions, 0 More precisely, one might more properly discuss the
changes in the observables

tJ x T 0

Generally, I and 0 each would consist of a number of components and might be
thought of as being represented by vectors.

Note that there will be a smallest amount of information that will cause the DM to
change a decision which in turn produces a change in the observables. That is,
it is the smallest amount of information which will cause the decision maker to
change a course of action. As we have noted, this smallest amount of information
is relative to any particular situation. This smallest amount of information Is
fundamental in the relationships developed. This fundamental unit we call an
infonnor). It is convenient to measure information content in units of informons.

Discussion

It is Just this value of the information in informons which is directly related to the
significamle of the information received. As we have shown, the amount of
information ih a message is a direct function of the change in observables caused
by that information. However, the change in the observables may not by itself
be of direct significance. It is the change in the observables as a function of the
minimum change that would be obtained from a change in a decision that is a
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quantity of considerable significance. This is closely related then to the amount
of information measured in units of informs.

Note that we do not specify what the various functional relationships actually may
be. These must, as we have shown, be dependent on the decision making process
which is involved. Thus, the relationships will differ from situation to situation
and even from time to time. Or to put it in another way, information and its value,
its effectiveness, its measurement, its utility, and other quantitative measures
must all be relative and dependent on the particular situation which is being
considered. As we have indicated previously, a particular scientific paper would
contain different amounts of information for scientists with different backgrounds
and it would clearly contain a different amount of information for a military
commander or a statesman. Each of these individuals would make different
decisions generating different observables from the same document. Of course,
an individual might make no decision at all if the document is of no interest to
him or if he is unable to understand it.

Once it becomes clear that information must be treated in a relative way, dependent
on the particular situation which is considered, then many conceptual and specific
relationships also develop. Naturally it is difficult for us to accept this type of a
situation inasmuch as we are part of a physical universe where the measurement
of a physical quantity is generally absolute and independent of the situation
considered. Thus specific measuros for the value and effectiveneca of information
and information systems must consider in detail the ultimate objectives to which
the information is to be put and the types of decision makers who will use the
information. Currently, at The Ohio State University we are pursuing research
to establish more definitively some of the relationships that must exist among
these vadous activities and parameters for various classes of users or decision
makers. While it is necessary to know the decision making rules in detail in
order to develop specific reladonships, it is possible to develop general, useful
relationships for different tampli or types of decision makers. General relation-
ships of this type are currently being sought in our research.

Conclusion

In an attempt to establish some fundamental relationships that describe the
principles of information flow and transfer and which define its limitations some
earlier papers have developed a generalized theory of information flow. It is
believed that this theory has wide and perhaps universal applicability. This
theory which has been previously described leads to a model which allows
rigorous mathematical treatment. In particular, it defines information as data of
value in decision making and develops mathematical techniques for measuring
and quanfifying rigorously information in a general sense.
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This paper uses that theory to suggest a procedure for measuring the effectiveness
and utilization of information and information systems by relating the information to
the change in observables which is attributed to the information in the document
or message. It is indicated that a fundamental unit called an informon, which is
the minimum amount of information required for a decision maker to change a
decision, plays an important role in these determinations. If the information is
measured in terms of informons, then it is closely related to the effectiveness or
value of the information.

In this paper it is pointed out that further research is taking place to establish
general relationships which may be used to develop criteria and quantitative
measures of effectiveness for information and information systems. While detailed
measures will depend specifically on the user or decision maker and the types of
decisions made, it is possible to develop general relationships which are
applicable to classes of decision makers.
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ON THE NOTION OF RELEVANCE IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL*

C.V. Negolp
National Council for Science and Technology, Bucuresti, Ramie

SYNOPSIS

The paper presents a new point of view about the "relevance"
concept. The logic of information retrieval is analyzed (two-
valued, many-valued and infinite-valued logic) and the truth -
value is interpreted as the relevance value. The logical
system which seems to be most appropriate to describe the
process of information retrielial is the continuous logic
suggested by MeNoughton. In this came the answer of the in-
formation retrieval system is interpreted as a fussy met.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last twenty years, a number of attempts to furnish a theoretical founda-
tion for the retrieval process stand out, but little accepted theory exists as yet.
One of the most serious difficulties in the theory of information retrieval is the
lack of adequate explications for the notion "relevance". This term is used so widely
and so broadly today that it tends to connote fussy thinking.

Some experts pointed out that the relevance was not the subject of detailed theo-
retical investigation. Donald Hillman's opinion is only one of many:

"In recent theoretical discussion of the structure of information storage
and retrieval systems, one major problem has received little attention.
This is the problem of elucidating the concept of relevance, or connecti-
vity. The importance of having a clear notion of this concept is hardly
a matter of doubt, for retrieval outputs consisting of citations to docu-
ments which are either unrelated to each other or irrelevant to the
prescription are totally unserviceable for the user. It is therefore
imperative that the concept of relevance be adequately defined and a
suitable place found for it in the theory of information storage and
retrieval systems."

This is not to say that scientists were not very much aware of the importance of
relevance concept and that a fair amount of discussion was not devoted to the subject.
Rather, it suggests that, historically, considerations were not directed toward and

*Editor's note: This paper was retyped from a somewhat unclear original, and due to
delays in the mails we were unable to get the author's corrections to the manuscript
before going to press. We apologise to Mr. Negoita and our readers for mistakes or
omissions in the paper.
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V Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness

did not result in a theoretical, or even less, a mathematical framework for the in-
vestigation of the relevance concept*).

There is no universal agreement at present on what the primary definition of rele-
vance should be. Some specialists go so far as to express doubt that the problem admits
a definitive solution at all. Obviously, this is a topic in which no one can yet claim
the final word.

With the opinion that we can get really significant insight into the structure of
information retrieval systems only by applying powerful algebraic methods, this paper
is intended as a contribution toward what might be a general theory of information
retrieval, touching upon some features that seem to have had little attention. The
research vorker will find here some fresh points of departure for future research.

INDEXING

Before proceeding to a technical definition of indexine.let ue review briefly the
intuitive ideas involved.

The retrieval process can in general be considered as a satellite process between
a search request and a set of documents. In so-called descriptorwystems, the re-
trieval of items of information in response to a requestinvolves comparing an item
specification derived from the request, with the descriptions of the actual items of
information. The preparation of these descriptions is normally referred to as index-
ing: the assignment of a set of tags or descriptors to provide an indication of the
content and a means of retrieval.

An information retrieval system is then one which compares the specification of
required items with the descriptions of stored items and retrieves, or lists, all the
items which correspond in some defined way to that specification. The content identi-.
fiers are used during the file search as principal criteria for discriminating between
retrieved and non-retrieved items. Finally, those items are identified as relevant to
the requeet whose key information is considered to be sufficiently similar to the
request keys.

Thus, a relevance assesment becomes a value judgement on a retrieved item.

We are now ready to formalise the indexing process as follower

If d is a descriptor and x an information item, consider the proposition "the
item x has the descriptor d". It is symbolised in the calculus of propositions by the
single letter p. But in the calculus of functions we refer to the fact that the pre-
position has an inner structure and we separate the subject "Item" about whom something
is said, from what is said about him, namely, the property of having the descriptor d.

*Serious attempts at preliminary explications of the notion in question have been how
ever made. In the work of Goffmanz - substantial contribution, though rather restric-
ted in extent, to the achievement of an adequate explication - relevance is a relation-
ship between the search request and the set of documents, 1.e. a measure of information
conveyed by.a document relative to a request.
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As the symbol of this relation, we employ that of the mathematical function and sym-
bolize the proposition in the form d(x).,

The argument sign x corresponds to the ubject about which we speak; the function
sign d corresponds to the property holding for it. The symbol d(x) indicates the in-
ner structure of the proposition.

Since d and x are variables, the expression d(x) can be given various seanings by
Suitable pecialization of these variables. If only d is specialized, the expression
d(x) is not yet a proposition. The sign d is called a propositional function (predi-
cate); the combination d(x) is called a functional. If we wish to indicate the
variable in a propositional function, we write d(2); the circumflex distinguishes
this expression from the functional d(x). The expression d(2) therefore, means the
same as d.

The object correlate of the propositional function, the property denoted by it,
is called a situational function. For instance, the property, or situational function,
of redness is denoted by the predicate, or propositional function "red".

There are two ways of constructing a proposition from a propositional function, or
from a functional. The first has been mentioned. We substitute a constant xl for the
variable x, that is, we go from d(x) to d(x1). This is the method of specialization.
The second procedure for constructing a proposition from a propositional function is
the method of quantification, which employs the all quantifier NIx and the existential
quantifier3x.

The aim of an indexing system is to make propositions that inform us about the
content of the documents. The proa of the truth is based on experience and observa-
tion, sources of knowledge that play no part in logic.

THE LOGIC OF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Two-valued lo ic
In a two-valued propositional calculus we write "p","q" for propositional varia-

bles, for negation, "A" for conjunction, " v " for alternation, " =1" for
implication, " m " for equivalence.

Well-formed expressions built up from the preceding symbols will be called
formulas.

Formulas must just have two "truth-values"; "true" and "false". They are true or

false; they may not be true and false together. Hence it is intuitively clear that '

there are 2n combinations of values for a formula mentioning n different propositional
variables.
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haracteristizations of the propositional operations are expressed in
following "truth tables", in which the truth-value v(p) of a proposition p, which is
either truth or falsehood, is denoted, respectively, by "1" and "0".

P A 1 0 v

0 1

1 0
000
1 1 0

010

0 1 0

1 i 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 all0 0 1

1 1 0

Using these tables we may determine the value of any formula for all possible values
of the variables.
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Let us consider the formula pAq. Clearly we have 4 combinations of values for p and

(1:

for p 1 1 0 0
for q 1 0 1 0
for pAcs 1 0 0 0

If the two-valued propositional calculus is accepted as the underlying logic of an
information retrieval process, the algebra ( ip) , %,, A ,, , u, t ) of propositions,
where t is the tautology and u is the contradiction, may model the storage and re-
trieval of information. This algebra is a Boolean algebra defined as a system
(B, + -,0,1) for which the following axioms holds

1.- The binary operations and + are commutative
If a,bEB, then a.beb.a and a+beb+ a

2.- Each binary operation is distributive over the other
If a,b B, then a.(b + c) a.b + a.c

a + (b.c) (a + b).(a + c)
3.- There exist in the set B two distinct identity elements

0 and 1 relative to the binary operations . and +
respectively.

4.- The unary operation - is such that for every element
a in set B there exists an element 1 in B such that

a.i e 1
a + I ma 0

Thus, in this model*) (queries being represented by folanslas and the file of
cocuments to be interrogated by a finite set) there is a unique subset of the file
wh!ch corresponds to each formula. For each member in tha file the formula takes
on , truth-value of "1" or "0", depending upon whether ne document is or is not rele-
vant to the query. Hence the answer consists of all members in the file which take
on I value of one, i.e., all members for which the formula is.assertable.

If we now consider the relationship between propositions and truth-values, in the
light of the above explanation, then the truth-value mav be identified with the rele-

. vance value. The existence of the truth-value entablishes the precise nature of the
connection, liminating the confusion.

* An equally w.111known interprstation of the same formal system is supplied by the
so-called calculLa of classes". If a propositional function d(R) is given, all
arguments x that satisfy d(2) can be incorporated in one class, the class D. Every
propositional funo'..ion thus defines a class. Vice versa, every class can be re-
garded as defined by a propositional function. The arguments x for which d(x) is
true are called elements *7f the class D. For the expression "x is a member of D"
we write x1CD.

Let us consider the algebra (P(X), (1- tl POO X) of subsets D C P(X) of a
set X of documents, which is alsn a Iloolean algebra, if D is interpreted as the set
of all documents indexed under term D Calms

D + E e DIIIE the set of all docum6nts indexed under terms D and E
D E D LIE the set of all documents Indexed under terms D or E

0 * 0 the set of no documents
1 * X the set of all documents
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If the two-valued logic has been accepted as the underlying logic of an information
retrieval process, the retrieval system may be defined formally as a relation on abs-
tract sets Q and A representing, respectively, the set of inputs (search requests)

and the set of outputs (answers).

ScQ xA
We regard a system as a structure which receives inputs, performs some function, and

produces an output. Since the inputs can be considered as causes and the outputs as

effects S is a.functional system

S Q-4, t

Defining the search function f of the system by the mapping

f : fq3 x x -.[(1,1)

the answer A of the system is the graph of this function!)

A ((x,fq(x))1 xCX}

Ban -valued losic
In the two-valued logic, let fil be the set of propositions, L2 the set 0,1

and v2 a function defined by the mapping

v2 :

The value v2(p) is called the two-valued truth-value of the proposition p

I

1 if the proposition p is true

v2(p)
0 if the proposition p is false

Such a function is a homomorphism of the algebra of propositions onto the two-element
Boolean algebra of truth-values.

In a similar way, in the three-valued logic (of Lukasiewicz)

v3: fp) ..4 L3

1 if proposition p is true

v3(p) 1/2 if proposition p is indeterminate
0 if proposition p is false

* Since
f (x) 1 if x A

fq(x) 0 if x A

the retrieval system can be defined as

SSQ x P(X)
S Q P(X)

In other words, the retrieval system is the system (X,Q,S) where S is the retrieval
function. The set of documents S(q) is said to be retrieved by the request q C Q.
That is, the mapping S maps each request q C Q into some subset of the document

set X.
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In the four-valued logic (of Lukasiewicz)

v4: jpi -4 4

(1 if proposition p is true
;2/3 if proposition p is possibly true

' 11/3 if proposition p is possibly false
,0 if proposition p is fals

In the many-valued logic (of Lukasiewicz)

vn: tip] Ln

Ln tO, 711:1, 1171, . , , 11

Some values from Ln correspond to r levels of falsehood, other values correspond to
s levels of indetermination and other values correspond to tmn-r-s levels of truth.

There is an algebra of many-valued logic that could play the role of Boolean
algebra in the case of classical two-valued logic. The many-valued Lukasiewics alge-

bras were introduced by Moisil as models for Lukasiewlcz' many-valued propositional
calculusi

where

The Moisil algebra is a lattice M which satisfies the following axioms:

1.- M is a distributive lattice with first element 0 and last element 1
2.- M has an involutive duality named negation

N(41/1b) a Na N/Nb
N(aVb) aNa /116

NNa aa
3.- M has n-1 chrysippien endomorphisms a-oCia

a 0 2 2
n-1 n-1 '

n-3 n-2
1

n-1 n-1

Cla 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 1

0 . 0 0 0 1 1

an-la 0 1 1 1 1,

WITH CIO a 0 and dil a 1

Via A N Cia a 0

°ha N Cia a 1

4.- The elements 41a form a linear ordered lattice

ala c C2a c c ewe
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5.- There is the relation

Si Gja cja for any i,j

andCiNa N Gja where j Y(i)

6.- If Gia Gib (11 , n-1) then ab

Sicoe6 proved that a Noisil algebra is a system (N, 1, N, I;n-leA)
where 1 is not postulated as last element, verifying the following axioms:

1.- aAN(Nal\Nb) a

2,- anN(NbANc) N(N(cAa)n N(bAa))

3,- N( Gi Nil/Neje) 1 4P(i)

4.- Ti aj(ai\b) a Aajb , for any i,j

5.- GiNaLACklia NCja , 1 4k , i yp (1)

6.- if ia Gib (14;146n-1), theniPab

and that a many-valued Lukasiewics algebra withl(i) n-1 (sod n) is a Kleene
Algebra.

If the many-valued logic has been accepted as the logic of an information retrieval
process the search function g of the retrieval ystem ScQ x A can be defined by the
mapping

1 2

g = 1=11 3= 111°M 7,7r , n-1 '1)

and the answer, by the et

A fU x,gq(x) I x4; X i

The continuous loaic
In a continuous (infinite-valued) logic

vc p40,1)

i.e., the proposition (or the formula) should be permitted to take on any value on
(0,i) All real numbers t such that Oft61 shall constitute the et of truthsvalues
which the formulas are permitted to take. This logical system, which we shall call
Lc, may be constructed as follows: we shall admit a denumerable number of proposi-
tional variables denoted "p1","p2",...,"pn" together with a number of propositional
operators (those of the twv-valued logic). Formulas in Lc are then defined by the
following et of rules:

1.- every propositional variable is a formula.
2,- If F is a formula thens.F is a formula.
3.- If F and F' are formulas, then FAF',F0',F=F1, F a F' are formulas.

We shall denote
v(p) t

v(P)
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With every formula F there is associated a truth function f(ti,...tn) where ti ..... tn

are the truth-values of the propositional variables pl,...,pn. The value of the truth-

function is said to be the truth-value of the formula F. thus, the truth-value of a
formula is determined solely on the basis of the truth-values of its propositional

variables.

We shall now define* the truth function of the elementary formulas by generalising

the two-valued case. Thus:

* 1-t

v(plaq) * Min (1 - t + u . 1)

v(p v q) Max (t,u)
v(pAq) * Min (t,u)

The propositional operators ."/" and "A" may be defined:

PW1 ** (1:11)2e
pAq as

If formula F contains the propositional variables pl,....pn.
then we shall write F(p1,...o5) and

v(F(p1 pa)) *

Suppose given a function 11(t1 ..... tn) defined by 04:441, Plaoughtont,

has shown that for a function i(ti tn) to correspond to formula F(p11...,pn).

such that f it is necessary and sufficient that f satisfies the fonowing

conditions:

1.- fis uni-valued, continuous and
0 1:1(t1,....tn) 4 1 if 044 1 11,...,n

2.- there exist a finite set of polynominalax,...,N,
73eysljt1+...+mnjtn where b end a are integers,

such that for any (t1,...,tn), 0 t1 41,i01....,n

exists a j, 14j 4poruch that (ti....,tn)

If the continuous logic has been accepted as the underlying logic of an information
retrieval process, in the retrieval system SCQ x A the search function h la derived
by the mapping

h x x-,10,1)

This function maps the sat X in the unit interval. Then the answer A is a set of

ordered pairs.

A me ((x,hq(x))11: 4:Xi

where h (x) is termed the grade of membership of x in A. Thus, the answer of a re-

trievalcisystem is s fussy set, 1.e., a class of objects in which there is no sharp

* Another continuous logical system (the probability logic Lp of Roichenbach) was

suggested by Goffman7. In Lp:

(pwp) * 1-t

(paq) 1..t+tu

(p v q) t+u-tu

(p nq) tu
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boundary betveen those objects that belong to the class and those that do not.30

Let A
IS denoted

and IS be answers in a space X, with the grades of membership
by hA(x) and hE(x), respectively. Then for all x in X:

A 3 ..-41hA(x) hg(x)

A GB hA(x) hg(x)

C A LIB .....hE(x) Max (11A(x)phg(x)1

D A rlis .4. h(x) Min IhA(x),hg(x)]

E A hE(x) 1 - hE(x)

If A,I and D NIB are bounded convex answers then 1-SuphE(x) is the highest degree
of separation of A and 3 that can be achieved with a hyperplane.

The family T of snorers in X is a fuzzy topology10, vhich satisfies the following
conditions:

of x in A and

The pair (X,T) is a
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Session Five - Discussions

EVALUATION OF RETRIEVAL EFFECTIVENESS
Chairman: Dr. A. Cookx (Belgium)

MILT.M. AITCHISON allip The necessity for our investigation arose when we were de-
veloping the Science Abstracts system into the integrated information service that
became INSPEC. There was a need to find a subject indexing system which would be
suitable for retrospective searching of the data base and SDI, as well as for the
printed indexes to the abstracts journals.

We decided that there were essentially five possible index languages we might use:
Title; title plus the abstract; subject heading in modified line that we use in the
printed indexes in our abstract journals; uncontrolled or free indexing; thesaurus-
based controlled indexing.

Obviously, it would have been ideal to be able to use the title, or the title plus
abstract, since both of these were bound to be in the data base when we were producing
journals. Next best would be the subject heading, as long as we were using that
system.

The other languages, free-indexing and controlled language, ware less atractive since
these would have to be added to the data base. We had experience with both of them
since we had been using a thesaurus-based controlled language in our experimental SDI
service and in the SDI service in electronics before we integrated it with our main system.

On that basis, we set out on the lengthy process of carrying out an evaluation of
the retrieval performance. The brkt one was controlled language. The next best waa
free indexing. Then the printed index system. Then the title and title plus abstract.
In other words, the ranking was exactly the inverse of what we would have liked.

We then considered the question of the cost effectiveness and practicality. We
ruled out the last three, the cheapest ones - the printed index system and the title
and title plus abatract. That left us with the free indexing and the controlled lan-
guage. At this stage we carried out failure analysis in recall with these two lan-
guages. The free-indexing language had a lower performance, probably due to our not
having included in the question formulations all the possibilities for stating the
different concepts that appeared in the questions.

The answer of course was that the thesauri we used were not based on the indexing
of our documents and therefore could not be expected to provide what we required,
whereas the controlled language thesaurus which had been developed was based entirely
on the document file we were using. So we came to the conclusion that if, for a
variety of reasons, a controlled language would be impractical, we could hope to ob-
tain the benefits of a controlled language by using a natural-language or free-index-
ing thesaurus. Thus we would consider each new concept as it arose for adding to the
thesaurus. But the important thing was that the free indexing would remain unchanged
on our data base and this would be available for searching in natural langu4ge. This
would avoid having us make any decisions in the thesaurus that would affect the data
base, and would be there forever.
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Our evaluation was done specifically for INSPEC, in our own particular environment,
and has no pretensions to general applicability. However, I wonder whether the conclu-
'pions, such as they are, may not be worth considering in relation to other subject
fields.

MR. U. WO (Israel): I didn't know about Mr. Aitchison's work at all until last
night. In a peculiar way we have used complementary techniques in order to find out
the same thing. We found in an information center which wants to use ready-made bases,
usually you have bases that are either based on abstracts, or indexes, or index terms
and abstracts. In this last case, it is fairly pertinent to find out whether one of
the two, the indexing terms or the abstract alone, will give sufficient retrieval, or
whether you need both.

Mr. Aitchison's work is based on relevance assessments for retrieved items. Now,

we all know that this expression of relevance is not a clear-cut affair of either yes or
no. We all know that something can be relevant if you haven't seen another paper on
it, but by the time you have seen three papers, the first paper would not be relevant
any more because you already know about it. For that reason we felt that we would
like to develop a technique that is not dependent on assessments, but to do something
that is much more objective.

We tried to minimize subjective evaluation by a two-step process. As far as the
indexing terms are concerned there is really no difficulty - you have the terms. But

when you want to find out what is in an abstract, you cannot simply go and say: let's
compare the abstracting to the indexing terms, because then your own subjectivity will
automatically say: well you can say this term is equivalent co the other. And we
found very quickly that this is something highly non-objective. We decided that the
extraction of terms from the abstracts has to be don,: In a way that will ensure that
it will be consistent. Once we have developed something consistent, we no longer say
it is subjective, because we find the same abstracts repeatedly give the same kinds
of indexing terms.

After the first step of finding a list of possible terms, we invite a subject spe-
cialist to compare the list of terms that we have culled from the abstracts with the
terms in the index. We permit him to make only three decisions: Do you find synonymous
terms in the index and abstract? Do you find that one of the two has a more specific

term than the other? Do you find that the term appears only in one surrogate and not
in the other? This is about as far as we can go to ensure that it will be as objective

as possible.

From there on, 'it is really a matter of counting. We astamc that the greater the

number of entry points the greater the effectiveness. In principle I think this right.
If you go on you can of course make as many points as you want; it becomes a very noisy
affair, and your precision will suffer badly. No doubt in theory this is true, hut as

long as you take only indexing terms from abstracts or indexing terms that have been
prepared, you may assume that the terms you find In these are relevant to the subject
of the item and you will not create too much noise.

Another remark I have heard is that all we have actually done by culling index
terms from the abstract which we afterwards compare with the index terms prepared
originally,.is that we have prepared a second list of indexing terms; and as we all
know, index terms are highly inconsistent. We feel that since we stressed greatly
that the list culled from the abstract must be consistent between two people, this
randomness hos been eliminated, and we do not think that this is just another
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list but something more reliable. We have in fact found that after home time there is
fairly good consistency between two or three indexers from the point of view of culling
terms from an abstract. When we did statistical tests to see whether there is proba-
bility of chance in this, the probability was fairly low; about 1 in a hundred, and
less.

MR. R. BJERPPE (amden): (Presentation of Gluchowica paper). The goal of the SDI system
of the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, is,and I quote: "to ensure an exten-
sive ready access to documentation in subject fields of interest for the industrial
community and for the educational and research program at the universities and research
institutes in Sweden." This is quite an Ambitious goal, and we have tried to fulfill it.

In 1968, our system developed very slowly until we prepared our first information
brochure and held our first information seminars. We have since had a steady rise in
the number of inputs, during the whole period that the service.was free. When we
started asking for money, there were a large number of cancellations. Today we an
going'up again, and the number of cancelled profiles is decreasing.

In profiling, we use the usual Boolean logic. We use AND, OR and NOT operators
and an operator which we might call SELECT. The SELECT operator uses a number and a
letter. For example, 25 means that any 2 from B will do; Our Boolean operators
operate on groups of terms instead of single terms and we have both left and right
frontations. Our search terms can be of any size. In fact, in our profile we have
12 different types of terms. You can ask for all authors, or for a publisher, or for
affiliation, or for the name of a journal, or for key words or classification and/or
chapter heading. All in combination as you like. .0ne of the big problems in maintain-
ing these profiles is the interaction between the user and the documentalist. I want
to stress that this interaction is something dynamic; a profile is not made up once
and for all, but must be revised regularly.

Relevance judgeient or precision judgement is not something static which can be

given in percentages. We process totally 14 different data bases with over 1 million
references per year., For those data baies which have more structure, you have to have
different versions of the same profile, and ideally you should have one query profile
for each base because each base is unique in content and structure. This is not
practical, so we take the largest structured data bases and divide them. For example,

we have a separate profile running on 1NSPEC. This profile first of all sub-divides
INSPEC tapes into three parts: physics, electrotechnology and computer control. We

then search that part which is pertinent to the question, using a normal profile and
also using the classification or chapter headings which are there, in connection with
natural text. This means that having first used all the natural test possibilities
we broaden the scope of the query by combining the categories and the natural text
terms. In this way we get more precision without losing recall, within the context
of the data base.

Regarding profile construction and updating, we introduced statistical tools; for
example, statistics on the number of hits for each search profile per data base run.
If someone continually receives 1,000 references per run, something is wrong, because
this is mostly not what the customer wants. We have some customers who are quite
satisfied to be getting nothing, because this means that nobody else is engaged in
same work. On the other hand, we have customers who are very eager to receive even
200, 300 references every week, although the precision might be as low as la; they
still want it exactly this way. We have tried to explain to them that there are ways of
doing it better, but they want it as it is. And we don't interfere with their wishes.
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We also produce a diagnosis for each output. For all profiles which give an out-
put of more than 20 references per run, we produce a diagnosis as to which combinations
of terms have resulted in hits.

We also have a thesaurus of terms which the customer uses. When queries are sub-

mitted to us, the first thing we do after having a dialogue with the customer and
checking our interpretation of his query, is to select those data bases which should
be.used for the customer. No customer uses all the 14 data bases which are available

to him. There is a table at the end of the paper which shows that of 800 profiles,
62 use only one data base, 58 use 2, 63 use 3, 201 use 4, 187 use 5, 32 use 6, and 4
use 7. Therefore, the performance for this kind of system cannot be given in a simple

relevance assessment or precision assessment, because naturally the effectiveness of
the different data bases will vary. The first thing which has to be done is to look

at the different data bases, as in Cases 1 to 15 which are included in the paper. In

these Cases, the relevance as Aeasured by the customer varies from close to 100% to

about 20%. And even when the customer receives only 20%, he may still be satisfied.
So even a user evaluation in terms of precision does not actually state anything about
the effectiveness of the system.

In the beginning when the service was free, the only thing the customer had to do
was to give us an evaluation of the results. These results are included in the paper;

out of 36,000 references, 9,000 were of immediate interest, 2,459 were of immediate
interest.but the customer had already read them, and 11,000 were of interest but not

for immediate use. Summing up these three figures comes to somethlng like 60% preci-

sion overall, which is quite good. It is important to stress that the interest of a

customer is not static, but evolves continually. As soon as the customer receives
information which is relevant to him, and which has given him something new to consider,

it is quite natural that his interest changes.

Finally, the effectiveness of search from the precision point of view is very de-
pendent on the activeness of the user. We have some users who are very active and who
receive very good results, whereas we have customers who in the beginning submit a
question and then do not follow it up, which makes it very hard for us to know how
the system works for this particular person. We have noticed that applied research

workers are more inclined to want small packages of information. We have had customers
telling uss "I receive too much relevant information; I can't swallow it, I don't want

this service." On the other hand, most people in basic research want a lot of output.

They can afford the time to read more.

PROF. P. PENLAND (VSA): I value this opportunity to talk about an approach to communi-
cation that is not often heard in the information science and retrieval field. We move

with my presentation from bounded, finite systems, ISR, to finite interactive systems
in a dynamic environment.

I assume that there are three components of information science. The first of

these is the manual and technical operation of libraries, the usual library routines.
The second is mechanized and automated ISR, information storage and retrieval. The

third component which is emerging is a theoretical discipline for advancing the under-
standing of the information function in all the disciplines. As a result, I will not

argue with those who claim that information science is a discipline. It is indeed a

discipline. It is based upon theoretical considerations, and rigorous research design
is used with advanced knowledge in this field.

However, despite library and ISR orientation, there are considerations which have
caused us to raise questions about this communicative infrastructure called library
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and information science. First, it seems to me that it is difficult, if not impossible,
to evaluate a system from the inside and conversely, goals for a system cannot be set
within the system. It seems that no evidence has appeared yet that either the library
or information processing center is not a system. In any event, I myself am often
frightened at what we are doing tO people in training them to be librarians and infor-
mation scientists. We call it a profession, but we emphasize a service orientation,
a service distribution and an information supply function, precisely those aspects
which in any other area of human endeavor would be called an occdpetion. Of course,
librarians have human relations training. But what comes out most often is public re-
lations, salesmanship, and that kind of thing, rather than communication leadership.

The second consideration has to do with the relationship between a discipline and
a profession. It seems to me that the pursuit of knowledge by means of a discipline
is purposeful, perhaps even moral. It is certainly not concerned with teleology; it
is not concerned with the social usefulness of the discipline. It seems to me that
it makes little sense to question the validity of atomic research or computer research
on the basis of the fact that these instruments may be used to destroy man. This is
irrelevant to the concerns of a discipline. It is however a primary concern of a pro-
fession whether these instruments will be used for social purposes - for the better-
ment of man and for the good of our community.

The position that we have taken is to study the flow of information in society
rather than the route of ISR, whose main concern is the creation and regeneration of
knowledge in the disciplines. Users' studies, as we presently know them, are largely
concerned with the scientific use of information: how do researchers use information
to create new knowledge, rather than to solve social problems. The simulation that
we have developed is designed to study the use of information in political and commu-
nity decision-making under conditions that we feel are isomorphic with reality.

What we call library and information science is based upon the usual homomorphic
and isomorphic transformation. On the other hand, the structure of the socio-economic
system is based upon social power, i.e., the ability to satisfy people's preferences
by means of economic profileration.

ISR is not enough to ensure that information will surprise anybody. We believe
that a mediating profession is needed to create conditions which will maximise tha
surprise value of the retrieval of data, and data remains data until it surprises
someone. Until it gives you some information that you had not expected. In other
words, the important problem is to ensure that people will pay attention'to the infor-
mation by arousing their curiosity.

In our research we have used a variety of observational techniques; We are trying
to develop new ones as we go along. Some we have used are semantic differentiation,
attitude instruments, diaries, socio-metric devices both in the group and in the com-
munity, interaction analysis and the content and context analysis video tapes. We

use video extensively. All group meetings are video-taped and analyzed for behavioural

patterns. Mass communication is built into the model - radio, television, newspapers,

etc.

I might add that we can play the simulated roles, the dynamic roles of County
Commissioner, activist groups, business amd industry, information specialist, floating

librarians. You name it, we can play these roles both mi and off-line. For reaearch

purposes, the off-line role playing is much more valuable. You can observe the be-
havior taking place in actual human actions.
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In summary, our major purposes are first, to provide a matrix within which the
effectiveness of library and information storage and retrieval can be evaluated; and
secondly, to identify the knowledge, attitudes and skills of a library communications
profession. This is our grand purpose, our overall objective, our hope to deal with
the "Gestalt" of human activity. Sounds global? It is. However, ISR is quite
manageable, it is finite and it is bounded, and I am afraid most librarians and most
information science specialists want a finite, bounded world. But I must point out to
them that it is a highly artificial world, particularly from the view point of people
who live in communities and with community problems.

QUESTION: To Prof. Wagner. Does the serial jump strategy you developed have practical
applications already?

PAW. G. WAGNER (Germany): I think it is very difficult to give you general solutions
to the problems of table look-up techniques. It depends on what you are doing which
strategy will be best. In most cases this is done by trial and error; comparing dif-
ferent strategies and seeing what takes longer and what takes less time. You then take
the strategy which proves to be the quickest one. Because so many parameters go into
these search strategies, it is very difficult to give general solutions. What we had
was one practical problem - the translation of words in strictly alphabetical order
from one laSguage to another. For this, we found this solution. But for other prob-
lems you will find other optimal solutions.

DR. COCKX: To Prof. Wagner. Do you mean that you can generalize your method to other
disciplines?

PROF. WAGNER: To Dr. Cockx. It is not restricted to the medical field. It is trans-
lation of words. The SABIR system was set up in Paris with the help of our own
Institute in Heidelberg. The center of the SABIR system is still in Paris and we
are collaborating on the creation of an information network. The first axis of this
information network is Paris - Heidelberg and other axes have since come into being
such as Warsaw and Belgrade. The principle of the SABIR system, which is restricted
to cancer literature, is that each country which would like to participate comes in
with its own national literature in the field, puts it into the system and receives
the total of the system. I think it is very economical. The central point is still
Paris where most of tht work is done. We in Heidelberg put the German literature
into the system. But we have also been collcSorating on the preparation of the system.

MWS. AROSENHECK (Israel): To Prof. Wagner. Who funds this project? Does every
country which participates also shoulder part of the budget?

PROP. WAGNER: To Mrs. Rosenheck. We pay our costs for putting the German literature
into the system. The French pay not only for the French literature at the moment, but
also for the English and American literature because we have no partners yet in the US
and UK. We hope to in the future and then they will pay for their own national lite-
rature. My belief is that evety country should be glad to come into a large inter-
national system. It is much cheaper to pay only for the national literature than for
the total of the system.

DR. COCKX: Is it preferrable to retrieve documents by searching unprocessed text or
matching descriptors assigned to documents and queries? I would like to know what Is
the future of automatic indexing and automatic translation? Can users' needs be met
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better by rapid diffusion of title lists, by group profile services or by relatively
slow, but high-recall/high-relevance retrieval services? And, under which conditions
can the user benefit from on-line, time-sharing terminals?

DR. W.E. BATTEN (UK): To Mr. Aitchison. You used the word "best" and carefully inserted
inverted commas around it. In view of what followed from Mr. Bloch it might be worth
our while if you would spare just a moment to tell us what in this particular set of
experiments was your criterion of "best".

MR. AITCHISON: Te Dr. Batten. How do we measure "best" performance? We were talking
all the time about recall, fallout and precision, so we were getting the normal
Cranfield curves. We got series of curves and if one curve is more to the top right
than the other, we know the recall precision all the way through is better. It is
when the curves come close that one has arguments. Essentially all the performance
measures were based on recall precision and fallout. But we produced curves in
different ways.

MR. BLOCH: To Dr. Batten. Since we assumed that the number of terms will not be too
great, we considered that the more terms the better. I stressed before that we assumed
the number is not so large that it becomes noisy again. We based this on the fact that
we do not extract from the full text but only from the abstract where we may assume
that only relevant information has been given.

I mentioned that we assume that the greater the number of terms the greater the
chance of an entry point for retrieval. This may increase the noise; however, we feel
that abstracts will very seldom be noisy.

MR. B. VICKERY (VK): To Mr, Aitchison. I believe that not many of the abstracts used
in the INSPEC system derive from author summaries. If this is.so, is this a factor
affecting the precision of the search using the abstracts? And secondly, did you
collect information about the amount of overlap between the documents recalled by the
different searches? I have been connected recently with one system using titles and
one using descriptors to search the same base. Both performed quite well, but the
overlap between the two was relatively small. They were recalling different lots of
papers.

MR. AITCHISON: To Mr. Vickery. We tend in INSPEC to use author abstracts and data
them as far as we can. Obviously a certain portion of the abstracts are produced
separately because either there is no abstract or it is not suitable.

On overlap, we find quite a difference. In general documents either tend to come
out or not to come out. If a document has a tendency to come out, it would come out
with a fair number of the different languages. In other words, at each time there
was this sub-set of documents that came out, you were topping up on the different lan-
guages. If you think of it, there is a reasonably good reason for that. One can
tnagine the subject is clear and everyone lstches on to it.

MR. S. DASCAL (Israel): To Mr. Aitchison and Mr. Bloch. When you speak of titles and
abstracts, I understand that you mean that no treatment has been made in the input.
That means the file contains titles or abstracts that are searched in natural language
without any morphological or syntactical analysis. Does this mean that you didn't use
such instruments as thesauri? If in the search you used thesauri or other aids, I
cannot see precisely what the different is between this and the system you have
described.
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MR. AITCHISON: TO W. Dascal. It is not the same to produce a controlled language or
use a thesaurus. The thesaurus that provided the controlled language had been developed
in setting up the data base, whereas the thesaurus that we were using for the natural
language was the EJC Thesaurus and various others.

MR. W. UHLMANN (Sweden): To Mr. Aitohison and W. Bloch. I think one doesn't take
sufficiently into consideration, considering computer costs, that a search using un-
controlled vocabulary is considerably more expensive than a direct text search.

Secondly, I think one sometimes oversimplifies the problem because, for example,
if I use card string search into a character string, title for example, it is quite
different from using a character string search in a string having some thousand charac-
ters such as abstract. The second needs much more character string routines. It is
not sufficient that one sees that these character strings are simultaneously present
in the abstract. The first might be in the beginning of the abstract and the second
might be at the end, and they Tey have nothing to do with each other. In such cases
it is essential to be able to state that these two character strings shall be in the
same phrase, in the same sentence, in the same paragraph and shall be separated from
each other by no more than, let's say, one word or three or four blanks and so on.
This in its turn means that these character string teams become considerably more
expensive. I have experience with two fairly large data bases. I can get from both
roughly the same relevance figures.

A third point is that it depends very much how structured this data base is. If

you have subject headings and categories and key words and abstracts, it is much
easier to formulate reasonable and sensible questions, and it is much cheaper. On the
other hand, if you have an unstructured data base you can get about the same results
with more advanced routines if you haven't got only titles, and that depends also on
what kind of title. But the unstructured data base demands approximately twice as
many terms in the question as the structured data base, and that is a very considerable
increase in cost. With controlled vocabulary you know what you have to ask. Let's
take a questiont computer traffic. On the open data base I search under the subject
heading computer software, for example, only with the character string traffic. Ask
it in an unstructured data base. You can imagine what you have to enumerate to get it.

MR. AITCHISON: To W. Uhlmann. Control versus field text in procesaing - I agree that
one will be more efficient than the other, in computer time. We did not do context
searching, but we made a somewhat abortive attempt to see whether context searching
would have helped us, for instance, to overcome the fact that we got very low precision
in the abstracts. in general, and that was on hindsight, tbm same sentence was going
to help the preciaion, but would reduce the recall. It was surprising the number of
times that what you wanted would only come out in the abstract because there was.one
term at the beginning and another at the end.

Regarding the structured data base, I entirely agree. Because the data base
obviously only covers a certain, if multidisciplinary, field. Since we have the
classification imbedded in our data base, it means that we can combine the classifi-
cation with free text searching and make sure that we have partitioned the data base
so that the use of the word will be very precise although it is natural language.

MR. BLOCH: To W. Vaunt and W. Uhlmann. What we wanted to know is not whether this
will wform well, because this obviously is a question of the kind of system you use.
In order that the system can work you must have a certain amount of input data. What
we wanted to know is what input data will be sufficient in order that with fairly
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sophisticated techniques we will be able to retrieve something. We wanted to know
whether it is enough to have the indexing terms or whether it is enough to have the
abstract, or whether we must use both because they do not overlap sufficiently. After
we have the data base we must use a retrieval system which is sufficiently sophisti
cated to differentiate between character strings that are consecutive and those that
are not consecutive. We were fully aware that you cannot work with pure Boolean
algebra on an abstract. In 1967 we already had what we called end terms. A certain
,number of words have to be consecutive or must be within a given number of words or
must be within a phrase or must be within a section. And only by using sufficiently
sophisticated techniques can you go to an abstract. It will be disastrous to go with
a simple Boolean algebra system into an abstract. There is no question that when you
want to work on a long character string you must provide sufficient sophistication.
Our research was . based on the fact that you have indexing terms and abstracts and you
want.to know which is better. But we wanted to go into proddction and not research
only and we have to 1ive on data bases we buy from abroad. Most of them are unstruc-
tured, and therefore we have to develop our own systems. Title is very nice as long
as you work from highly scientific subjects but the.moment you come to engineering,
the titles have no information.

QUESTION: To Mr. Aitohison and Mr. Bloch. Several years ago Bloomfield of Hughes
Aircraft Co. did some studies on comparative retrieval effectiveness taking terms
from titles and from various abstracts. He did comparative evaluation on retrieval
effectiveness. I just wondered whether his work fits into this.

MR. AITCHISOW: We have seen moit of these studies. Our feeling was that the Cranfield
approach was the most productive, although it has its critics. One of the reasons we
were happy to continue in that particular way was that none of the critics seemed to
have produced an alternative aethod which any of the other critics accepted.

AR BLOCW: The idea was to find out whether abstracts or indexes @lone ere sufficient
er your system through methodology which can be applied by anyone with twoweasonsbly
intelligent persons, one who knows English well and one Who is a subject specialist. It

is methodology only4 For every data base it depends on what the indexing and'abstract
policy is. Only that decides whether the index or the abstract is better er whether
,yau cannot use one without the other.

MRS. AtN4 DC BUSTAMANTV (Merimqj Regarding the question of whether abstracts alone
are sufficient, I would like to recall an article by. Ra. Ackoff describing a very
interesting experiment in which a certain number of publications selected by special
committee of the University of Pennsylvania were given to a number of students in two
forms. First, abstracts.of articles classified by the authors as good or poor articles
were given to two groups of graduate students. The same authors then performed a test
for content comprehension of the abstracts of the articles. Students were then given
both the abstracts and the complete article. A further comprehension test showed
that on articles of poor quality the comprehension of the students was better when
they read only the abstracts; whereas on the good quality articles the students had
better comprehension when they read the complete articles.

MR. W J. NIEDERMCYR (Germany): To W. Aitohison. How large a number of items did you
consider in measuring your performance and if the number was very large, how did you
practically measure recall, since the procedure is very time consuming.
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MR. AITCHISON: TO Mr. Niedermeyr. We took advantage of our particular situation. We
had at the time 600 users of our SDI service. They had been receiving weekly outputs
and also lists of all items in the data base. So from them we had all assessment of
the relevance of some 1,200 documents. We then asked them to submit a question in

the context of their SDI profile. All we had to do now was to supply them again with
a copy of all the documents that they had already assessed as relevant to their profile.
This gave us a relevant subset. Thus we were able to ask them on the average to look
at the assessment of relevance of some 30 documents.

MR. H. FANGMEYER (ItalY): To Mr. Aitchison. When you compared the abstracts and in-
dexes, did you also foresee automatic indexing? We had performed some tents on automa-
tic indexing in the framework of the nuclear documentation system. If we speak about
indexing, we should also speak about automatic indexing, because we found that it is
preferable to manual indexing. We found that the consistency between manual and
computer is about the same as between manual and manual. On the basis of more than
500 documents we found that the recall and precision curve is much better for automa-
tic indexing than for manual indexing.

MR. AITCHISON: To Mr Fangmeyer. It seems to me that the one part that the computer
does not do well is to find out which of a large number of words in a paper are going
to be the most relevant. I thought that this had been the experience in the automatic
indexing experiments that have been carried out in the US.

MR. S. ISAACSON (Israel): I think two points have not beer brought up. The first

point is the indexer himself. If he is an expert in the field, the chances of relevance
being high according to the retriever is going to be high. In several of the informa-
tion centers I was associated with, we found that if we eed an expert to do the in-
dexing we usually got very high retrieval effects. The number of terms used varies
from subject to subject, but on the average we found about 5 to 7 terms adequate. There

is one other point. If one of the index terms is the category, and if you can set a
weight on some of the other terms, then your relevancy of retrieval will be high. If

you want to get radar measurements of the moon and the category is radar, and you set
a very high retrieval margin on the word "moon", then certainly you will get very high
retrieval even with a low number of terms.

MR. BLOM To Mr. Isaacson. We were trying to find out what happens when you use
commercially available data bases. If the service from which you buy your data base
employs highly specialized indexers, very possibly the indexing will be of such a
high quality that it will be sufficient to use indexing terms only. We wanted to de-
velop a methodology which could be used every time you want to incorporate n new data
base in your own services. From the experience Mr. Lancaster had when he checked the
MEDLARS system, it ,ppears that it is extremely fruitful if the indexer is on the spot
working with the search team because there is a kind of croes pollination, since the
searcher knows what the indezer has put in and the indexer knows how the search will
be done. But that can only be done if you use a data base where you do your own in-
dexing and your own search. Many et Us use systems like that, in industrial firms
where you want to use your own classified material or in a large international
installation like MEDLARS. Until Lancast,dr clime along, MEDLARS kept the indexers
and searchers completely separated and ware surprised when it turned out that one
didn't know what the other was doing.

We worried for a long time about weighted systems, but we decided on the Boolean
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for two reasons. It makes for a faster through-put because the moment one of the end
terms of the profile is not fulfilled, you go directly to the next profile. Also it
is more difficult to get customer to make a weighted profile than a Boolean one.
The scientists can feel what happens when they make a Boolean profile, even if it is
a sophisticated one with strings of characters that must be together. When you ask
them to put wieghts on, they feel completely lost. Recently I was teaching students
on the use of computers in information work and I was surprised that even in teaching
It was difficult to make them understand how the weighted system works. But it was
very easy to explain how the Boolean system works.

I must mention one advantage to a weighted system. When you use a weighing sys-
tem, you can update your profile automatically. So far we have not found way to do
that with the Boolten system. If someone here has some idea how to do that with
Boolean, I would be extremely grateful to hear about it.

MR. C. REM (Ierctel): I would like to offer a suggestion concerning a system we
are trying out just now. We take titles of articles and reports which have actually
been requested by customers and extract from them the key words and compile a list
of key words which we hope might later be useful. We think in fact they are useful
as sin aid to profiling and to making retrieval more effective. This is still very
much expertmmttal, but I think that our system might to a certain extent be an aid
instead of automatic indexing.

MR. DASCAL: To Mr. Hjarppe. I'd like to know why the evaluation took so much time?
About two years for each case study.

1449. HJEAFFE: TO Yr. Descal. Case studies which are included were selected for three
reasons. First, the customer should make an evaluation over a long period. Second,
the case should concern different subjects; and third, it should concern different
types of users - government, industry, etc.

MR. J. DE LACLEMANDIEHR (France): To Prof. Penland. A propos de Ilexcellente analyse
du processus de la communication faite par M. Petland, je desirerais formuler deux
remarqueat - Le processus de communication est presque toujours schematise par les
interractionst Emetteur-Recepteur, sans toutefois que l'un se preoccupe beaucoup du
contenu du message, ninon pour des raison. de cout de transmission.

Ce probleme est asses bien resolu par la theorie de l'information (information
theory) qui a anticipe celle de l'information scientifique. Toutefoie, en dehors de
sujetions materielles, cette theorie se revele a l'experience peu feconde pour ce
que nous avons a faire.

- Seconda remarquet NOnsieur Penland propose une approche cybernitique de la
communication, qui s'avere plausible bien d'avantage au niveau des structures, qu'a
celui de la signification. Ne rappelle-t-il point que "Ilhomme est plus friend de
structures qua de pain"?

Son allusion a la "theorie des systems" stipule, que la structure represents, dans
une tranche d'espace et de temps, l'equilibre en function d'un but. Cette definition
nous conduit a penser que la structure est une information (LABORIT), mais il nous
rests connaitre la signification de cette structure. Et a l'heure actuelle, les
systems. de traitement de l'information qui se reduisent a des systems de traitement
de fichiers, pratiquement depourvua de syntexe et de valeurs semantiques, na nous
permettent pas de nous fairs une idee des significations.
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Ces systems sont bien eloignes des homeostats aux quel N. Penland fait allusion.
La raison de tette divergence reside dans unw double confusion: confusion que l'on
commet entre l'informatique et l'informatIon, et confusion que l'on entretient entre

les ordirateurs et l'informatique.

Cette double confusion justife du mese coup les KWIC, les doubles KWIC, les pro-
cessus de diffusion selective d'information, de diffusion automatique de publication
secondaires, les reseaux documentaires non optimises, la linguistique structural.,
tous produits de notre "technostructure" qui melange delicieusement necessites et
aspirations sous le nom de besoins. Pour ma part je regrette qua nous soyons tombes
dans le piege des besoins, ce qui nous amen. a effectuer un certain nombe de taches,
qui ne se justifient pas, mais servent principlement a nous justifier.

On a tendence a traiter les documents canoe des produits industrials sais &lore
que l'on connait avec precision, a la fois, la structure, le contenu, la signification
et l'usage d'elements stockes en conteneurs,lors qu'il s'agit de "memoir.. documen-
taires", on ignore la plupart du temps la signification de ce qu'elles contiennont.

Cette carence est principlement due au fait que les analyseurs - progremmeure
ignorent les motivations des utilisateure et que les utilisateurs meconnaissent cella@
des analyseurs. Notre schema: Emetteure-Recepteurs, s'il slagissait d'un veritable
dialogue: homme-machine, devrait comporter les feed-back d'autoregulations necessaires,
dont les systemes qui nous sont proposes, sont generalement depourvus.

La communication de M. Penland est au coeur de nos preoccupations. Il en est de

meme des travaux d'OsgooA et d'Hayskawa qui nous ont aide en France a formulas les

premisses d'une theorie psychologique de l'information.

PROP. PENLAND: I want to start off with that black box which represents ISR. It

represents the sum total of recorded knowledge and unless knowledge is recorded it
is not in the black box. Documents are arranged by content in a way that represents
the totality of knowledge. In addition to that, the librarian-information scientist
does a curious thing. He transforms that document store into a homophoric set of
descriptors, backed up by abstracts in this system. And the so-called science of
information says that these documents have been scientifically transformed into a
set of abstracts and descriptors.

If you have transformed these documents into descriptors, why can't you reconp
struct these documents from the descriptors? The answer is "Well, you know we can't

do that". This, I think, says something about the bounded finite system of library
and information science.

Weiner developed the adaptive control mechanism AGO. The only thing that will
ttigger this adaptive control mechanism is something that surprises it. If it isn't

surprised, it won't pay attention. I 'Aisten to the sound of the air conditionct I

don't pay any attention to it because it doesn't surprise me. But if I were to hear
music coming from the air conditioner, this would surprise me and get my attention.
Until information has that surprise element you can have all the libraries and Infos-
Nation storage units in the world, but they won't mean a thing to anyone unless there
is some surpriseful relationship between the data and the individual.

Using this kind of communication model, where I, the receiver, go to a number of
enders who corlunicate to me, and go through a mapping process and earch for
serendipity and if something surpsises ma, I pay attention. This is a model diametri- ,

tally opposed to the usual one, even the one used by Shannon, which is tho kind of model
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where you have sender and many receivers. Most communications theory is based
upon that kind of one-way model. However, the library and information science pro-
fession is based upon another kind of model, the potential of which is not completely
realized. I initiated this theory and will follow it up only as long as I am getting
some data that surprises me.

MR. BLOCH: TO Prof. Penland. I just want to remark that this idea "if it surprises
me, it s information" is actually what Shannon did. But he says as long as you can
predict it there is really no content in it. And it is only when something surprises
you that you cannot predict, you call it information.

PROF. PENLAND: TO Mr. Bloch. Precisely. Information centers have all the data in
the world; I don't know whether they have any information at all.
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PATTERNS OF EDUCATION IN INFORMATION SCIENCE

Harold Borko
Professor, University of California

SYNOPSIS

Information science education has developed into a variety of
forms in different countries. An analysis of these educational
programs and their developing tendencies toward a more uniform
set of practices suggests that a common pattern for information
science education is emerging. This pattern is described and
conceptualized by means of a two-part classification scheme--
one dealing with the levels of competence of the trainee and the

other with the orientation and content of the courses.

As one /nvestigates the programs and procedures for education in
information science, one is impressed with the diversity that
exists. As one searches through the literature, problems arising
from diversity are quickly encountered. Under what subject heading
should one look? In the United States, the commonly used name is
"information science". In the USSR and kindred countries the pre-
ferred term is "informatics", and in many European'countries, the
tendency is to use the term "documentation". The FID/TD Training
Committee, in what we may assume to be a spirit of compromise, has
published its very excellent report under the title "A Guide to the
World's Training Facilities in Documentation and Information Work"
[1].

In addition to the differences in the name, there is also a dif-
ference in the place where the training takes place. In some coun-
tries information science education is connected with schools for
librarianship. In other countries special institutes have been
organized to provide training for documentalists and other informa-
tion personnel. The level of training also varies; it may take
place at a secondary level, at a technical college or at a univer-
sity.

The cultural, economic and political regime, particularly the
difference between socialism and capitalism, influences all aspects
of national life including sciontific information and education.
In a very enlightening article, Professor Majewski of Poland points
out that [2, p. 15];
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"In all countries with a socialist system of economy
three main scientific sectors can be discerned, each
possessing their own scientific and research institutes.

There are scientific and research institutions existing
within the framework of the

(a) national academies of sciences
(b) academic schools,
(c) industry, services, organs of health protec-

tion, etc."

There are also different levels of training, and Professor Majewski
goes on to explain that documentation technicians are graduates of
the higher secondary schools who have, in addition, completed
special documentation school courses of two years in length. Doc-
umentalists are trained in the academic schools and by means'of
extramural courses which provide instruction on the aims and uses
of scientific information as well as in the skills of processing,
classifying and disseminating documents. There are also post-
graduate courses, and in the USSR one is able to obtain the degree
of "doctor of information science".

The importance of the embedding educational system and how this
effects schooling in documentation can be easily seen through the
training policies and trends in The Federal Republic of Germany.
In 1965 Professor Cremer wrote [3] that, "Because of the different
education systems in the German 'lender' and the fact that the
teaching of librarianship is not included in the university cur-
ricula in Germany but takes place in the so called 'Bibliothekarlehr-
institute"...it was necessary to promote training activities at a
national level. Such training became the responsibility of the
Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Dokumentation in Frankfurt. This society
offers special courses, examinations and a diploma.

More recently, at a meeting of the FID/TD Committee in April 1970,
Mr. Marloth described some current educational developments in the
Federal Repuhlic of Germany [4]. He pointed out that now a clear
distinction is made between:

(a) education and training of librarians
(b) education and training of documentalists, and
(c) education and training of information scientists.

The educational requirements for documentalists, at the highest
level of competence, are a master's degree, good knowledge of the
English language, one year of practice in a documentation center
and a one-year part-time course at the Lehrinstitut of the Deutsche
Gesellschaft fur Dokumentation. At the completion of training, the
documentalist should be qualified to assume a leadership role in
documentation centers.
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For information science, Mr. Marloth explains that at present there
exists no regulation curricula in German universities for this sub-
ject; however, a study group has been commissioned to examine the
form and content of such educational training. It is anticipated
that a master's degree in information science will be established
and thin this will be followed by a doctoral program which will be,
essentially, a research degree.

Current training programs in the United Kingdom have been described
in two articles, one by Farradane [5] and the other by Schur [6].
The latter paper is particularly noteworthy for it mentions some
of the problems in information science education that are faced in
the U. K. and, as the author says, no doubt in other countries as
well. Included among these problems are the following:

(a) It is difficult to interest a sufficient number of
good young scientists for training as information
specialists;

(b) Existing first degree, and even post-graduate
programs, are of a general nature lacking an
adequate balance of specialized courses in,
for example, mechanized information retrieval,
reprography, management, etc.;

(c) The expansion of courses in information science
is Limited by the shortage of qualified teach-
ers;

(d) Research and development in scientific and
technical information takes place outside the
schools of librarianship and information
science, and there is a problem of how to
integrate the results of this work quickly and
efficiently into classroom teaching.

Efforts are being made to alleviate these problems, but the solu-
tion is still a long way off.

It is tempting to continue in this vein and to discuss the
separate educational prugrams of other countries such as Japan [7],
the USSR [8], Canada [9, 10], the United States [11, 12, 13, 14],
Israel [15], and the countries of South America [16] and Africa.
It is tempting, but the cataloging of differences will not be par-
ticularly enlightening nor can a brief mention do justice to these
individual developments. One can easily become impressed with the
differences that are present and loose sight of the similarities
that are equally prevalent and which are, perhaps, of greater
importance.
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The diversity and experimentation in educational procedures that
exist are part of a necessary stage of development, but now as inter-
national activities expand there is a need to increase the similar-
ities among the training prugrams and decrease the differences. As
educators from different countries exchange experiences, and as they
become more familiar with each others' achievements, there will be
a mutual influencing of the training programz, of courses, text
books and teaching aids. Information is an international commodity;
no one country has a monopoly. Information must be disseminated
across boundaries, and international cooperation is essential. The
desire for a free exchange of information contributes toward coop-
erative efforts, and these in turn bring about a greater uniformity
in the training programs and in the competence of the information
specialist.

Efforts for furthering cooperation and for raising educational
standards are facilitated by such organizations as FID, UNESCO,
ICSU/AB, and others. Not only do these organizations provide a
forum for the exchange of ideas, but they engage in projects that
have an international scope. A project of particular significance
for information scientists, and one which will have a great effect
on the standardization of educational training is UNISIST. The
UNISIST program envisions [17, preface pp. VI and VII]:

"The unimpeded exchange of published or publishable
scientific information and data among scientists of
all countries; The cooperative development and
maintenance of technical standards in order to
facilitate the interchange of scientific information
and data among systems; The promotion of cooperative
agreements between and among systems in different
countries and in different areas of the sciences for
the purpose of sharing workloads, and of providing
needed services and products; and the development
of human and information resources in all countries
as necessary foundations for the utilization of ma-
chine systems."

Among the recommendations that the UN/SIST study committee made is
one [17, pp. 56-57: recommendation for #13], which deals with man-
power development.

"For all nations to take an active share in the
operation of international information systems, a
concerted effort is needed to provide information
specialists, librarians and documentalists, with
improved educational facilitieu... Attention should
be given to the desirability and feasability of inter-
nationally oriented training and educational assist-
ance programmes, which might include proposals for
pooling resources, where needed, in a number of re-
gional education centers."
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What then are the common trends that can now be identified as one
studies the educational programs of information science in various
countries of the world? Can these programs be catagorized and
classified? The questions are difficult ones to answer because the
programs are still evolving and any attempt at class:libation will
necessarily have to ignore significant individual differences.
However, all programs are not unique; similarities do exist and
more will emerge. Perhaps the best way of escaping the dilemma is
to avoid classifying the existing education practices and to de-
velop a conceptual taxonomy which will help us to understand the
full range of programs in information science education that seem
to be developing. With this in mind, I would like to suggest a
two-part classification scheme; one dealing with the levels of
competence of the trainee and the other with the orientation and
content of the courses.

Education in the information sciences, documentation or informatics
will be seeking to train people at three different levels. These
are:

(a) the Information Technician: Requiring a
baccalaureate nr first degree

(b) the Information Specialist: Requiring a
master's degree

(c) the Information Scientist: Requiring a
Ph.D. or equivalent doctorate degree.

Education at the technician level will be of a very practical
nature emphasizing the analysis, organization and dissemination of
information by both manual and automated techniques. People with
this degree will make up the majority of the workers in documenta-
tion centers.

The information specialist is equivalent to the professional
documentalist. He will receive more intensive basic training plus
additional training in languages and will acquire competence in a
subject specialty which may be one of the sciences or management.
Graduates of this program will be qualified to take a leading role
in the organization and management of the documentation center.

The doctorate degree in information science is a research degree,
and the information scientist will be qualified to conduct research
and to teach.

Four different orientations to the organization of an information
science curriculum can be identified [13]. These are:

(a) the library oriented curriculum;
(b) the computer science oriented curriculum;
(c) the systems oriented curriculum; and
(d) the information science oriented curriculum.
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The library oriented curriculum tends to identify information
science with documentation, and these programs are frequently
located in library schools. The emphasis is on the use of com-
puters in libraries, and the course of study includes library
automation, circulation control, on-line cataloging, etc. Also
included are courses in information retrieval and dissemination,
automatic indexing and abstracting, and the automation of various
library functions.

The comter science oriented curriculum places primary emphasis
on the computer. Such programs are generally located in engi-
neering schools, and the course of study stresses the mathematics
and logic involved in computer hardware and software design. Ap-
plications are also a topic of study, but these too emphasize
engineering and mathematics, as in the use of computers in simula-
tion studies or to represent recursive functions. Other applica-
tions that might be included are linguistics, information retrieval,
data base organization, public health, etc.

The systems oriented curriculum emphasizes the methodology.of
systems analysis as it applies to one or more institutional environ-
ments: The curriculum deals with the analysis and design of infor-
mation systems, information retrieval, library networks, etc. Stress
is placed on the management and decision-making aspects of infor-
mation systems rather than on the operational and service needs.

The information science oriented curriculum is based upon the premise
that information science is a distinct discipline with its own
methodology and research interests. Schools having this orientation
emphasize theoretical courses drawn from the formal disciplines of
mathematics, logic, and perhaps linguistics. Courses in computer
utilization, language processing and data base management systems
are also included. The emphasis of the entire program is theory,
methodology, and research.

These are the discernible trends in information science education.
The course stracture may have any one of four different orienta-
tions, and within any given structure, students may receive training
at three different levels of competence.

The challenges facing education in the information sciences of this
particular moment in history are very great. The universities
throughout the world are in a furment. Students everywhere are
clamoring for more relevance in their courses of study. However,
information science is in an enviable position. What can be more
socially acceptable than studies that lead to improved methods for
gathering, processing and disseminating information to all who need
it and for the betterment of all mankind?

The study of information science is now in its infancy. The pattern
for its future development is reasonably clear. It is up to us, the
educators in this field, to nuture and accelerate the growth of
information science into a fully accepted discipline with its own
body of theoretical knowledge and useful application. This is the
challenge that we face and that we must meet.
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TRAINING IN LIBRARIANSHIP AND
INFORMATION SCIENCE IN ISRAEL

Lydia Vilentchuk
Head,_Dept. of Training and Publication

National Center of Scientific and Technological Informatim, Eel Aviv

SYNOPSIS

Development of education in all trends of librarianship and
information science on non-graduate and graduate levels in
Israel is reviewed, and statistical data about graduates for
the last 14 years is given. Forecasts of needs in trained
man-power for the next 10 years are made. Importance of edu-
cation of users of information from an early age is stressed.

To given an indication of the number of potential users of the services (-1 special
librarians and information scientists, as well as the required trends ani depths of
their training, let us first look at some pertinent Israeli statistics.1.2.3

Total population in 1971
(approx. 17% non-Jews)

Primary schools
High schools
Institutes of higher learning

University-trained manpower in
science and technology, including
mediine and agriculture

Master's degrees granted in 1969
in science and technology, including
agriculture

Doctor's degrees granted in 1969
in science and technology, including
medicine and agriculture

School libraries
Public libraries
Special libraries
Academic libraries
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125

approx. 3,000,000

1,442 (456,356 pupils)
246 (138,850 pupils)
7 ( 37,343 students)

approx. 25,000
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exact figures not available
611
283
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These figures provide the statistical background to the subject. However, there is a
great gap between the number of potential and actual users of libraries and informa-
tion services. The Israeli public lacks habits and training in the use of libraries
and recorded information. This can be explained by the curricula of the primary and
high schools of the country, which do not provide systematic training in the use of
libraries and thus do not foster information-mindedness from an early age. The great
influx of new tmmigrants with their language difficulties and different backgrounds
in schooling and reading habits is .also not conducive to the creation of information-
mindedness among the population.

Most secondary schools, primarily administered by the local authorities, have recently
established libraries, but most of these libraries are not in the charge of trained
librarians and no formal orientation classes in the use of libraries and of published
material are offered to the pupils. The situation is even worse in primary schools,
which are administered by the Ministry of Education and Culture. In most cases these
schools do not have any libraries at all, as the Ministry does not earmark special
budgets either for library premises or for the salary of a librarian, and only small
budgets for book purchases. The collections are in the charge of a teacher-librarian
who devotes not more than 8-12 hours per week to this work. It is interesting to note
that the.Ministry considers the work of a teacher-librarian lens qualified than that
of a teacher, and equates one hour of teaching assignment to one and a half hours of
a teacher-librarian4.

It is curious that although Israel is among the most book-minded nations it does not
yet have a Public Libraries Law, aLd the provision of library services to the general
public still depends on the goodwill and insight of local government bodies, trade
unions or other institutions, which undertake to provide such services. However, the
Ministry of Education and Culture has recently begun to establish public library net-
works in various areas, especially those settled by new immigrants, and has prepared
a draft lsw on public libraries to be submitted to the Knesset (Parliament).

Until 1956 the only body providing education and training of semi-professional uas-
power for public libraries was the Libraries Division of the General Federation of
Labour (Histadrut), whose activities in this field started long before tlie State of
Israel came into being. The first courses offered by this Division were one-day
courses, which later developed into two weeks intensive boarding courses. Their
syllabus included simple cataloging, Dewey classification, physical care of books
(very important in a hot climate), bibliography of reference and standard books,
with emphasis on Judaics and modern Hebrew literature.

An important step forward in the training of non-graduate librarians has been made
by the Israeli Library Association, founded in 1953. In 1964 the Association intro-
duced professional examinations in librarianship and is now the only body which grants
recognised certificates of proficiency in the library profession on a non-graduate
level. The Association is now engaged in A revision and enlargement of its examina-
tion syllabus. Examinations take place at two levels: "A" general basic knowledge in
library techniques, "B" a more advanced level with specialization in either public
librarianship or special librarianship or special librarianship (see Appendix 1).
Successful candidates are granted a certificate of "Assistant Librarian" or "Librarian"
respectively. Between 1965 and 1970 the Association granted 170 certificates of
"Librarian" in the public libraries, and 30 in the special libraries5.
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Courses leading to these examinations are offered by various organizations; the
Library Association, municipalities, and the Libraries Divisions of the Histadruth
and of the Ministry of Education and Culture. For the "B" level examination in spe-
cial librarianship the only body offering preparatory courses is the Extramural Stu-
dies Division of the Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, which in 1958 started
evening courses for this purpose in Tel Aviv and Haifa. These courses became a
regular feature; at first of one year's duration, they were later extended to two and
.a half years and now comprise over 300 instruction hours.

In the training of librarians at the graduate level, an important development occured
in 1955. Through the good offices of UNESCO, Prof. Leon Carnovsky of the University
of Chicago Library School was invited to prepare a report on the library situation in
Israe16. On his recommendation a Graduate Library School was established at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem in 1956. The duration of the course is one academic
year and the minimum entrance requirement is a Bachelor's degree. At present a dip-
loma course, the management intends to extend the studies to two years, leading to a
Master's degree in librarianship. This development is expected to take place in the
pear future. In the second year of study the curriculum will accomodate different
trends in librarianship; at present the School does not cater adequately to the train-
ing needs of special librarians and certainly not of information scientists.

Out of a total of 300 graduates during the 14 years of the School's existence,only 152
.are employed in special libraries, as against 652 in academic libraries7. This can be
explained partly by the curriculum of the School, which emphasizes conventional library
techniques, sourcea of information in the liberal arts and Judaica and the administra-
tion of academic and public libraries (see Appendix 2). Partly it is due to the educa-
tional background of the students, as the majority (68.72) possessed first degrees in
the liberal arts and in Judaica, 23.3% in the social sciences, and only 92 in the
natural sciences. No student had a degree in engineering or medicine.

To fill the gap, the Center of Scientific and Technological Information of the National
Council for Research and Development, in collaboration with the Weizmann Institute of
Science in 1968 began to offer a postgraduate course in information science. In 1968
and 1970/71 (in 1969/70 no course was offered) 7 and 13 students respectively gradu-
ated (13 ia an estimate, as final examination results are not yet available). 452
of the students possessed degrees in the natural sciencea, 351 in engineering, 10% in
social sciences and 102 in the liberal arts.

This course is financed by the Ministry of Labour and the Ministry of Defence. The
graduates are in great demand and more positions than students are availabl,. All
students found employment either with research institutes or with industry. However,
because of budgetary problems and the difficulty in recruiting teachers, the course
will probably be continued on a biennial basis only.

As schools and institutes of higher learning do not introduce their students to the
use of libraries and literature, all training in librarianship and information work
in Israel has to devote a disproportionally large part of the curriculum to basic
information on the use of catalogues, classification schemes, reference books, etc., -
skills the students should be familiar with before embarking on professional studies.

The newly trained information scientist will only seldom be.able to rely on the support
of an experienced librarian or have the benefit of starting his career under the
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supervision of a senior. A considerable amount of his time will be devoted to the
supervision of routine techniques. This, and the development of oral and written
communication skills - sadly neglected at all levels of education in Israel - have
influenced the shaping of the syllabus. (see Appendix 3).

Some institutes of higher learning have recently begun to introduce library orienta-
tion periods for undergraduates and it is hoped that in the near future such pericids
will become a general feature at all of them. The Center of Scientific and Technolo-
gical Information last year sponsored two short courses in the use of chemical litera-
ture, one at an undergraduate level at the Hebrew University and the other at a
graduate level at the Weizmann Institute of Science (see Appendix 4).

The need for trained information workers on all levels in the near future can be
evaluated from the following:

The libraries Division of the Ministry of Education and Culture'conservatively esti-
mates that after the Public Libraries Law becomes effective, a total of 150 new
librarians (both graduate and non-graduate) will be required to staff new public li-
braries during the first five years, and approximately the same number for extension
of services of the existing libraries and for replacements.

How many professional librarians will be required to staff the primary and secondary

libraries is difficult to pridict. This depends largely on the readiness of the
Ministry of Education and Culture to train pupils at an early age in the use of in-

formation media. But even lacking the official blessing of the Ministry of Education
it can be safely predicted that the number of school libraries and librarians employed
in them will grow in the very near future. Presently only 2% of the Hebrew University
Library School graduates are employed in school libraries7.

Considering the need for information scientists, and starting from a cautious evalua-
tion that for every 100 potential users - scientists, medical men, engineers and
senior management personnel - one information scientist will be required during the
next 10 years, 250 information scientists will have to be trained during this period.
In this estimate the number of 25,000 potential users is taken as static; the yearly
growth of the user community by approximately 650 equals the number of those retiring
from active professional life. Any addition of users through immigration is presumed
to be covered by an additional information scientist from the same source. A ten

year period is chosen because the integration of information scientists into the
economy of the couutry takes time, as the Israeli scientific and technological coo-
munity is not yet information-minded and therefore not prepared to absorb a large
number of information scientists today. As to special librarians (see 8tatistf.7.s
p. 1) - these are presently very few (see statistics p. 2 and 3), and they are to be
found mainly with research institutes and university and government departments. In

industry only the largest organizations posess special libraries, and very few have
information centers. But there is currently a change of attitude, and plans are
underway, partly initiated by the industry itself, to establish regional and/or
subject or mission oriented information centers requiring trained information workers.

This leads to the conclusion that there is room in Israel for at least one additional
graduate school of librarianship and/or information science. The first, oriented to
acadesic and public libraries (including school libraries), should train students
with a liberal arts background; The other, oriented to special librarianship and
information science, should accept students with a science background, and their
respective curricula should be planned accordingly.
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Conclusions

From the experience gained during the 15 years of the existence of a formal training
network in Israel (a country conventionally regarded as somewhere between a developed
and a developing country), the following conclusions can be drawn:

a) Beginning at an early age, possibly from the primary school level, pupils
should be instructed in the use of libraries and information media.

b) Extensive training in library and information science techniques should
be provided on a non-graduate level - creating a cadre of good technicians
to support the qualified reference librarian and information scientist,
and thus free them from routine library work.

c) On a graduate level, different schools should be established for training of
personnel for work in academic, public and school libraries, and for those
for work in special libraries and information centers. To try to embrace in
one syllabus both trends seems inadvisable as they require entirely different
educational backgrounds and different personal qualifications.
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Appendix 1

EXAMINATION SYLLABUS OF THE ISRAEL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ATTAINMENT OF A CERTIFICATE AS
"ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN" AND "LIBRARIAN"

A. "ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN" operative from 1972.
The candidate has to be aver 18 years of age; possess an Israeli matriculation*
certificate or its equivalent, and minimum skill in typing in Hebrew or English.

The examination is conducted in writing only and consists of four papers of 3 hours
each.

I. Cataloguing.
(i) kinds of catalogues; (ii) definition of terms in Hebrew and English; (iii) fi-
ling rules; (iv) preparation of catalogue cards based on ALA rules - determination
of entry and heading, descriptive and analytical cataloguing, serials and
periodicals.

II. Classification.
By Dewey Hebrew Abridged Edition, which includes special extension on Judaism and
Israel.

Basic Reference Tools for the Librarian.
(i) part of the book: title page, contents page, introduction, main part, illustra-
tions, notes, bibliographies, indexes, binding, cover; (ii) various groups of
reference books: general dictionaries, bibliographies (international, national,
trade, etc.), encyclopedias, geographical sources of information, who's whos,
periodicals; (iii) criteria for evaluation of reference books; (iv) techniques of
reference work; (v) a list of 58 reference works the candidate should be familiar
with.

IV. Administration.
(0 general knowledge about different kinds of libraries: national, academic,
special, public, children's; (ii) administrative, technical and reader's services;
(iii) premises and equipment; (iv) the profession of librarianship in Israel;
(v) main internal.ional and national organizations concerned with librarianship.

B. "LIBRARIAN" in the Special Libraries trend.
The current syllabus which has been operative since 1965 will remain in force till
1972 inclusive. The new syllabus., operative from 1973, is still under delibera-
tion, so that only a general outline can ge given.

The candidate has to poasess a certificate of "Assistant Librarian" and prove that
he has worked at a recognized library for at least one year and that his knowledge
of English is not less than required by the British General Certificate of Educa-
tion 0 level.

* Matriculation corresponds to the British GenerarCertificate of education - A level.
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The examination is conducted in writing only and consists of 5 papers.

Cataloguing.
Special problems in cataloguing.

II. Classification.
By UDC - Hebrew Abridged Edition, and Medium English Edition (when published).
Some knowledge about LC, Bibliographic and Colon Classification schemes.

Bibliography.
General bibliography on an advanced level, natural sciences and technology (incl.
medicine and agriculture), social sciences and economics. Covers classical text-
books, abstracting services, subject dictionaries, encyclopedias, who's whos,
international and national organizations and their publications.

IV. Management of Special Libraries and Information Centers: staffing, budgeting,
reporting, internal publications, reprography (systems, equipment and operation).

V. Documentation.
Principles of indexing and abstracting; literature search techniques and prepara-
'tion of bibliographies; principles and operation of manually operated feature and
edge-notched cards; use of KWIC and KWOC indexes; use of Citation Index; use of
thesauri; basic knowledge about computer applications to library work; handling
of collections of special material: reports, patents, standards, trade catalogues,
etc.
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Appendix 2

SYLLABUS OF THE GRADUATE LIBRARY SCHOOL, HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

The syllabus comprises 610 instruction (contact) hours and is divided into required
and elective courses of 430 and 180 hours respectively..

Required courses
1. Cataloguing
2. Library classification (general and Judaistic schemes)
3. Hebrew literature .

4. Bibliography (general, Judaistic, and humanities or social
sciences or advanced Judaistic or natural sciences)

5. History of libraries and librarianship
6. Administration and management
7. Introduction to data processing

Elective courses
1. Advanced cataloguing
2. Advanced classification (subject headings and Judaistic

subjects)
3. Bibliography (childrenls literature or oriental seRdies)
4. History of books, writing and printing
5. Book and paper preservation
6. Comparative,librarianship
7. Public libraries (incl. adult education, readers studies)
8. Academic libraries
9. Childrenls libraries

10. Archives
11. Preparation for printing
12. Reprography

70 hrs.
60 hrs.
20 hrs.

120 hrs.
20 hrs.

100 hrs.
40 hrs.

430 hrs.

40 hrs.

40 hrs.
10 hrs.
60 hrs.

10 hrs.
20 hrs.
70 hrs.
20 hrs.

30 hrs.
20 hrs.
20 hrs.
20 hrs.

360 hra.
the student must elect 180 hrs.

Students with no practical library experience Milt carry out one month's work at a
recognized library, and after passing ill the oral and written examinations are
granted a diploma of "Qualified Librarian".
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Appendix 3

SYLLABUS OF THE GRADUATE COURSE IN INFORMATION SCIENCE
OF THE CENTER OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION

in cooperation with the
WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE

The syllabus comprises 560 instruction (contact) hours, divided into 4 main subject
areas, and a 6 weeks "Special StUdy", carried out individually by each student under
the supervision of a tutor selected by the programme director of the course. Home
assignments are calculated on Ahe'basis of 2 hrs. for each contact hour.

1. Sources of Information 143 hrs.

(i) General reference sources and'basic search techniques - 33 hrs.; (ii) General
sources of information in science and technology: books, periodicals, abstracting
services, reports, patent specifications, standards, conference proceedings, trade
catalogues, learned and professional societies - 40 hrs.; (iii) Subject-oriented
sources of information: life sciences, earth sciences, exact sciences, engineering
and technology - 70 hrs.

2. Information Processing 152 hrs.
(i) Cataloguing; types of catalogues, filing principles, union catalogues, card
services - 22 hrs.; (ii) Library classification: Dewey, LC, Bibliographic Classi-
fication, and a detailed study of UDC including index construction - 34 hrs.; (iii:
Advanced classification and indexing: theory of classification, analysis of re-
trieval systems, types of indexes - chain, hierarchial, etc., KWIC and KWOC
indexes, citation indexes, feature and edge-notched cards, descriptor languages,
file organization and coding, chemical codes, search procedures - 44 hrs.; (iv)
Oral and written communication; report and review writing, abstracting, transli-
teration, preparation of bibliographies, proof-reading, editing, oral presentation
(in Hebrew and English) - 52 hrs.

3. Use of Machines in Information Processing 145 hrs.
(i) Reprography: contact and reproduction methods, equipment, materials, processes
and costs - 18 hrs.; (ii) computer fundamentals; computer hardware, system analysit
flowcharting, computer languages (emphasis on COBOL) - 75 hrs.; (iii) Computer ap-
plications to library and information work in libraries for household purposes,
construction of indexes, IR systems in use: MEDLARS, DDC, EURATOM, AEC, NASA, MARC
CODATA, SDI, etc., costing - 52 hrs.

4, Information Management 104 hrs.
(i) National and international information and library networks, institutions,
cooperation - 8 hrs.; (ii) Introduction to statistics and survey techniques -
36 hrs.; (Ili) Organization and methodu - 14 hrH.; (iv) Management of special
libraries And information centers - 48 hrs.

Miscellaneous 14 hrs.

introduction to course; cybernetics; technologicJI forecasting; visiting lecturers
from varionu organizations; visits.

Students passim: all written examinations and submittIng a satisfactory "Special Study
are granted a diploma.
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Appendix 4

SYLLABUS OF THE COURSE IN THE USE OF CHEMICAL INFORMATION SOURCES
GIVEN TO GRADUATE STUDENTS AT THE WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, 1970

1. Scientific Information: General definition and concepts of information, value of
scientific information; methods of exchange of information and their efficiency;
scientific literature as a source of information.

2. Chemical literature: (i) Sources: encyclopedias, monographs, data collections,
compendia, journals, dissertations, patents, industrial and government research
reports, etc. (ii) Needs of the user: background information, current awareness,
retrospective information.

3. Tools: (i) Abstracting Services. (ii) Indexes: author, subject, classified, for-
mula, patent, citation, keyword; their advantages and disadvantages, and their
various uses. (iii) Chemical Nomenclature. (iv) Chemical Notation: purposes and
uses, fragmentation codes, computer readable nomenclature (Dyson, Wiswesser,
Hayward systems), connectivity tables.

4. Mechanized Information Systems: information store, search and retrieval tools;
description of some operational mechanical information systems; the C.A.S. regis-
try system: mode of operation and uses; commercially available tape services for
search and retrieval, their mode of operation, and efficiency.

5. Information Centers: Development of regional information centers, their tasks and
services, construction and operation of small specialized information centers:
purpose and use. Industrial information centers: personal files, modes of
handling and operation.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF LIBRARY PERSONNEL: THE INDIAN PROGRAMME

Prof. P.N. Kaula
University Librarian & Head of the
Department of Library Science,
Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi

SYNOPSIS

Traces briefly the history of education and training of
library personnel in India which started with a training
class in 1911, developing into a postgraduate Diploma
course in 1937, and a Master's Degree programme in 1948.
This was followed by research facilities and special
courses on,documentation. Describes the five levels of
courses to produce semi-professionals, professionals,
specialists, and scientists.

1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

1.1 Library Schools: Old Phase

Library education in India started with the opening of a training class in the
aarstwhile State of Baroda by W.A. Borden, an American Librarian and a student
of Melvil Dewey in 1911. He had come to India to be the Director of the State
Library Department in 1910. In 1915, another American Librarian Asa Don
Dickinson who had been invited to organise the Punjab University Library,
Lahore (now in Pakistan), started a library school at the University Library.
Both the training programmes in Library Science by the two American Librarians
and students of Melvil Dewey had a tremendous impact on library education in
the country in the initial stages. This resulted in the introduction of
Dewey Decimal Classification, Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, and other
American practices. The Punjab School continued till the Partition of India
in 1947 and one of its earliest products who became the Librarian of the
Imperial Library now called National Library at Calcutta, conducted a Diploma
course from 1935-44 on similar lines.

1.2 Library Schools: New Phase

A new phase in library education started from Madras. This was due to .

Dr. S.R. Ranganathan, the then Librarian, Madras University and since 1965,
National Reseaka Professor in Library Science, who started the first systematic
programme in Library Science education under the auspices of the Madras Library
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Association in 1929. This course was taken over by the University of Madras in
1931 which was converted into a full-time postgraduate Diplom' course in 1937.
The theory and practice evolved in India was taught on-comparktive basis with
other well known practices in this school. The impact of this school in the
country has been very significant.

Another university that provided for Library Science training was Andhra Univer-
sity which started a course in 1935. Banaras Hindu University established its
Library School in 1941 and started the postgraduate Diploma course from 1942.
This was followed by Bombay School in 1944, Calcutta School in 1946, Delhi School
in 1947. After the Independence of the country, a number of library schools have
been established in various States in India. Today there are library schools
administered directly by universities or through their affiliated colleges in
13 States. The States of Bihar, Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Orissa,
and Nagaland have no university library school of.their own. An account of
library schools had been given by the author in 19621 and 19672. Carl Hintz
had also made his own evaluation in 19633. A chronological table of the library
schools in universities in India is given in Appendix 1. The State-wise distri-
bution of library schools is given in Appendix 2.

2 LEVELS OF THE COURSES

The levels of Library Science courses in India are as under:-

S.No. Course Award Level

1. Certificate in Library Science Cert Lib Sc Semi-Professional

2. Bachelor of Library Science/ B Lib Sc/ Professional
Diploma in Library Science Dip Lib Sc

. Master of Library Science M Lib Sc Specialist

4. Special Courses ADRTC/ADR Specialist

. Research in Library Science PhD Research

2.1 Certificate in Library Science Courses

These courses arc mainly conducted by professional associations to train semi-
professionals who hold lower positions in libraries or join as school librarians.
Some of the universities and colleges have been conducting this course of 3 to
4 month's duration. A list of library schools at this level is given in
Appendix 3.

2.2 B Lib Sc Courses

B Lib Sc course is conducted by universities to produce profesmionals.
This course was earlier named postgraduate Dip Lib Sc (Diploma in Library
Science). The change was brought about as a result of the recommendation of
the Review Committee of the Univarsity Grants Commission4. This course is of
one year's duration and is open for graduates only.
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2.3 M Lib Sc Courses

M Lib Sc course was first instituted in the country in 1948 at the University
of Delhi. It is a two-year course - the first year being a first professional
course which was then a Dip Lib Sc and now B Lib Sc. Banaras Hindu University
started this course in 1965. This was followed by two other universities at
Bombay (1967) and Chandigarh (1970).

2.4 S ecial Courses

The Documentation Research and Training Centre, Bangalore instituted a course
in Documentation of 16 month's duration in 1962. It provides for post-course
apprenticeship as well. The course has been recognised equivalent to M Lib Sc.
The Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre, New Delhi, and the Indian
Association of Special Libraries and Information Centres, Calcutta, are offering
Diploma Courses in Documentation and Reprography, and Special Librarianship
respectively.

2.5 Other Courses

The Women's Polytechnics set up in the country at various places are conducting
Diploma in Library Science (Dip Lib Sc) courses of one to two years duration.
These courses are open to undergraduates as well. At present the Polytechnics
at Ambala, Bangalore, Chandigarh, Delhi, Jullundur and Rourkela are conducting
these courses,

2.6 Research

Facilities for research in Library Science, leading to PhD are available in the
University of Delhi, and DRTC, Bangalore. The minimum duration for earning a
research degree is two years.

3 METHOD OF ADMISSION

3.1 B Lib Sc Course

The minimum educational qualifications prescribed by all universities for ad-
mission to B Lib Sc is a basic bachelor's degree. However, in several library
schools, the demand of candidates seeking admission is so heavy that graduates
do not get admission in such schools. In that category are the schools at Delhi
University and Banaraa Hindu University. In Banaras Hindu University, the
applicants seeking admission for 1969-70 and 1970-71 have been 519 and 480
respectively, It, therefore, conducts an Admission Test to select candidates.
In case of working librarians and deputed candidatea, higher academic degrees
are not insisted. In several schools a specific percentage of seats is fixed
for working librarians. Madras and It'sore schools insist on a pre-training
apprenticeship of 4 months. Some schools do not attract talents and have also
a large number of seats for admission. Some figures in this connection are as
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under:

These relate to 1969-70 and is based on a questionnaire.

1. Total number of students enrolled in
20 universities

2. Highest enrollment in a Library
School (Calcutta)

1,000

103

3. Lowest enrolbnent in a Library
School (Lucknow) 15

4. Percentage of enrollment per school 35

5. Percentage of Women students 53

6. Average age of students 26

7. Admission by academic attainments:

B.A. 53.4%
1B.Sc. 5.4%

M.A. 30.00%
M.Sc. 1.2%

8. Knowledge of Foreign Language 3.00%

3.2 M Lib Sc Course

The minimum qualifications prescribed for admission to M Lib Sc course is the
basic professional degree or postgraduate diploaa (B Lib Sc/Dip Lib Sc). A
minimum of 50% marks in the basic professional degree is required at Banaras
and Delhi Schools followed by an Admission Test. Delhi, however, does not
screen its own students. Bombay School does not prescribe any minimum marks
for admission but stipulates a minimum of three years experience in an approved
library.

DRTC course prescribes an intensive screening through a Test for a very limited
number of seats.

4 SCHEME OF PAPERS

4.1 B Lib Sc

The curriculum for B Lib Sc course is more or less in conformity with the scheme
of papers recommended by the-Review Committee of the University Grants Commission5.
The core papers are the following:

1. Library Organization

2. Library Administration

3. Physical Bibliography and Book Selection
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4. Documentation, Bibliography and Reference Service

5. Library Classification (rheory)

6. Library Cataloguing (rheory)

7. Library Classification (Practice)

8. Library Cataloguing (Practice)

9. Records of Practical Work

Some schools offer additional subjects qs given below:

1. Paper on General Knowledge by Bombay, Karnataka,
Poona, Shivaji and SNDT Schools.

2. Paper on Survey of Books and Ideas by Osmania
School.

3. Paper on Library Development in India
by Andhra School.

4. A Project Report with 100 marks by Punjab
School.

5. An elective to be selected from (a)
Children's libraries; (b) High School,
College and University Libraries; (c) Public
Libraries; and (d) Speciai Libraries at
Osmania School.

Provision of additional papers may be justified but the duration of the course
of one year does not provide sufficient time to go through the professional
content of the courses. Mbreover, General Knowledge is implied in Reference
Service if it is covered properly.

4.2 M Lib Sc

The Syllabus of M Lib Se course in Banaras and Delhi Schools is on the pattern
suggested by the Review Committee of the University Grants Commission6. The
subjects prescribed are:

1. Universe of Knowledge: Its Structure and Development.

2. Depth Classification (Theory)

3. Advanced Library Cataloguing (Theory)

4. Depth Classification (Practice)

5. Advanced Library Cataloguing (Practice)
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6. Any one of the following:

(a) Public Library System
(b) Academic Library System
(c) Research and Technical Library System
(d) Documentation

7. Literature Survey in any one of the following:

(a) Humanities
(b) Natural Sciences
(c) Social Sciences

8. Current Problems in Librarianship as one of the
following projects:

(a) Field Studies
(b) Survey Projects
(c) Documentation Project
(d) Literature Survey

Bombay School, however, does not follow the UGC pattern. The scheme of papers

cf this course is as under:-

Group A: Written Papers.

(a) Comparative Studies in Librarianship (tuo papers)
(b) Research methods and Documentction Techniques

Group B: Observation

Group C: Oral and Viva Voce.

Punjab School has adopted a modified pattern of written and practical papers.
The scheme of papers of this course is as under:

1. Evolution and pattern of knowledge

2. Advanced Reference Service

3. Documentation and Information Retrieval

4. Advanced Classification and Cataloguing (Theory)

5. Advanced Classification and.Cataloguing (Practical)

6. Bibliography and Classics

7. Library Organisation and Administration

8. Dissertation
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5 SYSTEM OF EVALUATION

The examination for both the degrees are held at the end of the course. There is
a written examination as well as practical. Banaras School has introduced the
system of having examiners for practical papers like other disciplines in a
university. Rajasthan School follows this practice for B Lib Sc course. Delhi
and Chandigarh schools have introduced the semester system. Periodical class
tests and internal assessments are also made. Terminal examinations are held
for evaluating the student's performance during the course of study. In B Lib Sc
course, professional tour of various libraries in the country is made for obser-
vational study and evaluation of this report is added to the marks of the final
examination. Some schools have a regular programme of tutorials, seminars and
observational study.

The gradation of the results is in the category of Class I, Class II and Class III
All the schools prescribe a minimum of 60% marks to obtain a Class I, but there
is variation in the percentage of marks to obtain a Class II which is generally
a minimum of 50%. In Banaras, Burdwan, Calcutta and Gujarat Schools, Class III
has been abolished. The minimum for a Class II in Burdwan School is 45%,
Calcutta School 40% and in Gujarat School 45%. The minimum marks for a Class III
varies between 30% and 35% in some schools.

In M Lib Sc, the gradation is between Class I and Class II. Papers 7 and 8
prescribed in Bsnarss and Delhi Schools are in the form of dissertations which
are evaluated like other d issertations in a university. Distinction in a sub-
ject is awarded if the marks obtained are above 75%.

6 THE FACULTY

The library schools in India started with part-time teaching staff who were
basically appointed librarians to work for their respective libraries. The
status that teaching could give to a librarian, induced a number of them to
start Library Science courses managed basically with part-time teachers drawn
from the library. Aligarh School has been the first school to appoint full-
time Lecturers in 1957. Of course, D.r. S.R. Ranganathan had been the full-time
teacher st the Delhi School from 1947-55. The Review Committee on Library
Science of the University Grants Commission (UGC) recommended full time teaching
staff in library schools. The author of this paper was appointed the first full-
time Reader (Assistant Professor) at the Delhi School in 1958. The pattern of
teaching staff varies from one school to another. While some schools have
appointed full-time faculty members, some are still managed entirely by part-
time teachers who are basically practising librmrians. A large number of
schools have both part-time and full-time teachers. In ome schools librarians
from other libraries and persons from other disciplines are associated with the
teaching es visiting teachers.

The position of the library schools is also governed by the provision of teaching
staff. Wherever there are part-time teachers, the concerned library school is
managed by the librarian of that university. 16 university schools and 4 poly-
technic schools are headed by full-time teachers. In vast of the schools,
librarians are also heads of the teaching departments. The schools with full-
time Professors as heads are st Senoras and Madras. DRTC has Dr. Ranganathan
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as Hon Professor with one more Professor as its head. An analysis of the
teachers is given in Appendix 4.

The analysis in the above appendix shows that there are 80 full-time teachers
including full-time heado of departments. The total number of part-time teachers
is 88.

6.1 Library Facilities

Library facilities in most of the schools are available to teachers and the stu-
dents. The Delhi School has a bOok collection of about 6,000 volumes and re-
ceives 112 periodicals on Library Science. It has a professional Librarian to
manage i t. Banaras School has a collection of 5,000 volumes and it is subscrib-
ing to 58 periodicals on Library Science. At the lower level, there are newly
established Library schools which have practically no library on Library Science
of their own. Even in matters of text books and the number of copies of basic
books, they depend on the assistance of neighbouring libraries. Rajasthan
School has built up a Workshop for the use of students.

7 EVALUATION OF THE COURSES

7.1 Number of Schools

The number of library schools offering B Lib Sc is fairly adequate. Out of 83
universities functioning in India, 34 universities have departments of Library
Science. Four universities offering M Lib Sc is not, however, adequate. 'With
the growth in the number of professionals, India will need 164,263 M Lib Sc and
B Lib Sc holders at the end of Sixth Five Year Plan. The estimates of man-
power requirements have been worked out in the following seven categories by a
panel at DRTC, Bangalore and given in a table forming Appendix 5.

S.No. Category
(Class)

Professional
required

Minimum Qualifications

. Class A 6 PhD or M Lib Sc & Master's
deicee in some other subject

. Class B 7
11

3. Class C 55 11

. Class D 656 M Lib Sc or B Lib Sc and a
Master's degree in some other
subject

6 Class E 3,593 11

6. Class F 159,946 B Lib Sc (Second Class)

6 Claes G 79,689 Certificate in Library
Science

--

The annual output from library schools is about 1,000 for B Lib Sc and about
50 for M Lib Sc. With the accelerated Library development programmes in the
country, the product from schools have to be increased.
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7.2 Contents of the Courses

Library schools generally offer a one set of B Lib Sc course which is endorsed
by the University Grants Commission. As is evident, the scheme of papers do
not take into consideration the developments taking place elsewhere and also
within the country. They do not meet the new functions of the libraries ade-
quately. The emphasis in the scheme of papers should be in developing adequate
and up to date library services in institutions. In M Lib Sc, there should be
more elective papers so that students turn out specialists in one area of
Library Science or other. The needs of special libraries, university libraries
and documentation centres requiring specialised services should be covered at
this level. Special courses on school librarianship and special librarianship
should be introduced. M Doc (Master in Documentation) courses be instituted
along with M Lib Sc.

7.3 Standardization of Courses

There should be an accrediting agency for degree courses. The Indian Library
Association being inactive, the initiative has to be taken by the Indian Associa-
tion of Teachers of Library Science (IATLIS) established in December 1969. It

held its annual seminar on Teaching Methods in Library Science in December 1970.
The growth of Library Schools should be checked and an evaluation of the teaching
and other facilities in existing schools made so that higher teaching standards
are maintained. The Association (IATLIS) is conducting a survey of library
schools and plans to bring out a "Library Science Year Book" from 1972. Similarly
an accrediting agency is required for Cert Lib Sc courses. No evaluation of
these courses has been made so far. The Review Committee of UGC was concerned
with the evaluation of professional courses conducted by the universities. It
has, however, left the teaching at the semi-professional level to library asso-
ciations who by themselves are unable to reach a particular standard. While
there is a certificate course of one year's duration conducted by the Delhi
Library Association from 1955, there are similar courses of 3 to 4 months duration.
Papers offered also range from three to eight in these courses. Some colleges
have also started such courses, though no recognition has been accorded to them
by the universities with which the colleges are affiliated.

There is a brain drain in library science as well. Several librarians who qualify
even with M Lib Sc degree migrate to the United States to join MLS programme
once again. There is therefore need to examine the equivalence of M Lib Sc with
MLS degrees offered by American and Canadian universities. M Lib Sc in India is
a two-year full-time professional degree programme while MLS in U.S.A. is not so.
Perhaps a Committee of Association of American Library Schools and the Indian
Association of Teachers of Library Science can resolve this issue. Recently
British Library Association has taken up the issue of equivalence of FLA and
MLS with the Association of Canadian Library Schools.

7.4 Duration of Cogses

The duration of a year to both the professional graduate degree courses and post-
graduate degree course is not sufficient. In the M Lib Sc course, especially
the two projects covering intensive knowledge-content and research make it
difficult for students to read extensively for specialisation within the limited
period. The students do not find ufficient time to do practical, xperimental
and project work; and at the same time, study for the number of papers prescribed
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in one year. The duration of both the degree courses be increased to three
years instead of two years as at present. The project work may be completed
within the next academic year after the evaluation of theory and practical
papers. Dr. Ranganathan has agreed on this.issue7. For admission to M Lib Sc,
a minimum three years experience in library work shnuld be prescribed so that
the students are familiar with the application of theoretical knowledge learnt
during B Lib Sc period.

8 RESEARCH FACILITIES

The Library schools even at the advanced level, have little facilities for doing
research. The Delhi school has not attracted sufficient candidates for its
doctoral programme. DRTC is the only school in the country where research in
various branches of Library Science and Documentation is being conducted by its
faculty members and is able to attract candidates for doctoral programme. There

are very few teachers in other library schools who engage themselves in research
and publish papers or books. Some teachers in the Bannras, Delhi, Gauhati,
Punjab, and Rajasthan schools have produced works on library science. Facilities
to do research for development of the subject by teachers in library schools
should be adequately provided by the university authorities and the University
Grants Commission. Sufficient fellowships and scholarships should be made
available both to the students and teachers in library schools. The seminar
on the Teaching of Library Science in 1966, recammended that library schools
actively take to research on library problems, faced by librarians in their day
to day operations8.

Jesse H. Shera strongly pleads for research programme in library schools. He
says "Librarians know very well how to do what they do, but they never concern
themselves to any great extent with tal they do it."8 Library education in
India must be research-oriented at all levels.

9 TEACHING METHODS

Library schools conduct training programme mainly through lecture method. In

some schools, other methods of teaching like seminars, tutorials, colloquia,
project work,and observational study are emphasized. All the schools should do
minimum of lecturing and impart instruction through other effective methods of
teaching. The teachers of Library Science should also undergo a training pro-
gramme on teaching methods18. Teachers should have worked in some good library

before they become teachers. They should engage themselves constantly with the
practical problems in a library and demonstrate them to the students. The
University Library should be used as a laboratory of library science by teachers
and students. Teaching should be integrated with theory and practice of Library
science.

10 RECOMMENDATIONS AND ATTAINMENT

Library education in India has been a recurring theme of debate and discussion
among the members of the profession. Four All-India seminars have been held
on the subject during the last decade. Two of these seminars were held in
Delhi (1960 and 1966)11,one at Bombay (1965) and one at Banaras (1966)12. Li-

brary education has also been discussed in other professional conferences. A
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survey of the Delhi School has been made by Morris A. Gelfand13. A survey of
library education has been made at Banaras Schoo114. Karl Hintz and the author
have made evaluation of the training programmes in 1962, 1963 and 1967. Review
Committee of UGC (with Dr. Ranganathan as Chairman and the author as one of the
expert members) set up in 1961, has made a number of recommendations. Another
Committee for M Lib Sc courses has been appointed by UGC last year. The recom-
mendations of the seminars and of UGC Committees have gone a long way in
developing library education in India on proper lines.

India has the unique distinction of starting M Lib Sc Programme in 1948 when
no other university in the entire Commonwealth had provision for it. This
position of India continued till 1965. India has also established an endowed
Chair in Library Science at the Madras School in 1958 which is perhaps the only
endowed professorship in the East. India has also appointed Dr. S.R. Ranganathan
as 'National Research Professor in Library Science', thus recognising library
science as a discipline at par with other academic disciplines in the country.
This recognition according to Mr. P.N. Kirpal, Chairman, Executive Board of
Unesco, is "unique in the world"15. By forming the Indian Association of
Teachers of Library Science, India has achieved another distinction in Library
Science by instituting a Fellowship for study in library education at DRTC,
Bangalore. This has been made possible due to the donation received from a
distinguished teacher from the United States. It is proposed to have exchange
of teachers with other countries to give new shape to library education.
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APPENDIX 1

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE LIBRARY SCHOOLS IN
UNIVERSITIES IN INDIA

Place of Name of the Year of Name of
School University Foundation Course

School

Madras Madras 1931 Cert Lib Sc
Waltair Andhra 1935 Dip Lib Sc
Madras Madras 1937 B Lib Sc
Varanasi Banaras 1941 Cert Lib Sc
Varanasi Banaras 1942 B Lib Sc
Bombay Bombay 1944 B Lib Sc
Calcutta Calcutta 1946 Dip Lib Sc
Delhi Delhi 1947 B Lib Sc

M Lib Sc
Ph D

Aligarh Aligarh 1951 Cert Lib Sc
Baroda Baroda 1956 B Lib Sc
Nagpur Nagpur 1956 B Lib Sc
Poona Poona 1956 B Lib Sc
Ujjain Vikram 1957 B Lib Sc
Aligarh Muslim 1958 B Lib Sc
Hyderabad Osmania 1959 B Lib Sc
Jaipur Rajasthan 1959 B Lib Sc
Chandigarh Punjab 1960 B Lib Sc
Trivandrum Kerala 1961 B Lib Sc
Jaipur Rajasthan 1961 B Lib Sc
Pachmarhi Saugar 1962 B Lib Sc
Lucknow Lucknow 1962 B Lib Sc
Dharwar Karnatak 1963 B Lib Sc
Jadavpur Jadavpur 1963 B Lib Sc
Bombay SNDT 1963 B Lib Sc
Ahmedabad Gujarat 1963 B Lib Sc
Owalior Jiwaji 1964 B Lib Sc
Kolhapur Shivaji 1964 B Lib Sc
Burdwan Burdwan 1964 Dip Lib Sc
Varanasi Banaras 1965 M Lib Sc
Mysore Mysore 1965 B Lib Sc
Rewa Rewa 1965 B Lib Sc
Gauhati Gauhati 1966 B Lib Sc
Varanasi Varanaseya

Sanskrit 1967 Dip Lib Sc
Bombay Bombay 1968 M Lib Sc
Jabalpur Jabalpur 1968 D Lib Sc
Kurukshetra Kurukshetra 1969 II Lib Sc

Patiala Punjabi 1969 D Lib Sc
Bhopal Bhopal 1970 II Lib Sc
Chandigarh Punjab 1970 M Lib Sc
Saugar Saugar 19;11. D Lib Sc
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APPENDIX 2

STATE-WISE LIBRARY SCHOOLS

S.N. State University Other Total Number
Schools Schools of Schools

STATES

1. Andhra Pradesh 2 1 3

2. Assam 1 1

3. Bihar - 1 1

4. Gujarat 2 1 3

5. Haryana 1 1 2

6. Himachal Pradesh - 1 1

7. Kerala 1 1 2

8. Maharashtra 5 2 7

9. Mhdhya Pradesh 7 1 8

10. Mysore 2 2 4

11. Orissa - 1 1

12. Punjab 1 1 2

13. Rajasthan 1 1

14. Tamil Nadu 1 1 2

15. Uttar Pradesh 4 4 8

16. West Bengal 4 1 5

UNION TERRITORIES

17. Chandigarh 1 1 2

18. Delhi 1 3 4

Total 34 23 57

Note: Other schools include DRTC, and schools at INSDOC,
Polytechnics, associations and colleges.
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APPENDIX 3

COURSES FOR SEMI-PROFESSIONALS

Association Schools .

1. Andhra Pradesh Library Association

2. Bengal Library Association

3. Bihar Rajya Pustakalaya Sangh

4. Bombay Library Association

5. Delhi Library Association

6. Gujarat State Library Association

7. Indore Divisional Library Association

8. Kerala Librarians Association

9. Maharashtra Library Association

10. UP Library Association (3 Centres)

Universities

11. Rajaathan Univeraity

12. Madras University

Government Schools

13. Library Training School, Bangalore

14. Library Training School, Gualior

15. Library Training School, Simla

16. Library Training School, Madras

17. Library Training School, Patna

Co Hess's,

18. Agra College, Agra

19. BR College, Agra

20. Dharam Samaj College, Aligarh
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APPENDIX 4

AN ANALYSIS OF THE FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME TEACHERS
IN THE LIBRARY SCHOOLS IN INDIA

School Status of
the Head

Full-time Part-time Total

UNIVERSITY SCHOOLS

Aligarh Reader 4 - 4
Andhra Reader 2 4 6
Banaras Professor 4 4 8
Baroda Reader - 5 5
Bhopal Lecturer 1 1 2
Bombay Professor - 4 4
Burdwan Lecturer - 4' 4
Calcutta Lecturer 2 9 11
Delhi Professor 6 3 9
Gauhati Reader 2 1 3
Gujarat Professor 1 2 3
'Jabalpur Lecturer 2 - 2

Jadavpur Reader 2 2 4
Jiwaji Lecturer 2 - 2

Karnatak Reader 3 6 9
Kerala Professor 3 2 5
Kurukshetra Reader 2 3 5
Lucknow Lecturer 2 1 3
Madras Professor 4 1 5
Mysore Reader 1 3 4
Nagpur Professor - 5 5
Osmania Lecturer 2 2 4
Poona Professor 2 1 3
Punjab Professor 1 3 4
Punjabi Reader 2 1 3
Rajasthan Reader 5 - 5
Rewa Lecturer 2 1 3
Saugar Reader - 3 3
Shivaji Reader 1 2 3
SNDT Reader 1 4 5
Varanaseya Sanskrit Lecturer - 3 3
Vikram Reader 5 2 7

INSTITUTIONAL SCHOOLS

DRTC Professor 5 5
INSDOC Reader 1 4 5

WOMEN'S POLYTECHNIC

Ambala Lecturer 2 - 2
Bangalore Lecturer 3 - 3
Chandigarh Lecturer 2 - 2
Delhi Lecturer 2 1 3

Jullunder Reader 2 1 3

Rourkela Lecturer 2 - 2
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PROFESSIONAL DIVILOPKINT IN LISRART-INFORNATION SCIENCE AT
VW CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Vivian S. Sessions
Associate Professor, University Graduate Division

The City.University. of New York

SYNOPSIS

CUNVIs Professional Davelopsent Program le closely linked in

coacept and effectuation -- to the looger-range goal of a Ph.D.
in Libramgmformstion Science. The over-all framework is pro-
vided by four groupings of courses, of which the most general
contains both humenistic (or qualitative) and quantitative con-
cepts The three areas available for more focussed study are
information access, its menegement, and its technology.

Introduction

The interest in Professional Development for Librarians that prompted the estab-
lishmset of a Coster for the Advancement of Library-Inform/Ales Selesce at The
City Usiversity of New Tack is by no means limited to that institution. The 1970
work by Diatom, lotuses N.L.S. sod Ph.D., (Americas Library Associatiom) is the
most Isportast caveat study in this area. It reveals that several library
schools are also coacerned sheet nom-doctocal education beyond the Nester of
Library Sciatica or Nester of *cloaca in Library Science. The ALA study also re-
veals lack of consistent pattern, if indeed pattern can be discerned.

Ome evident fact is the Waseca of some relatiooship between post-masters
professional development amd mere formal doctorates. Under these circumetseces,
it is interesting to nate that the program umder discussion has hese amdertakee
by the Usiversity Ore/sate Division itself, the administrator of the Ph.D. programs
throughout The City University (CUNT). "asides, no other kind of academic emit
can have a greeter interest la the improvement of those'professiosal information
services that support graduate research.

Librairy-Informstiom Science at CUNT

What Beattie did sot -- sod could not include was any familial to the Center for
the Advescement of Library-Information Iciest. at CUNT. the reseal is quite
simple: the Caster wee being formulated, sod its proecame subjected to their

SOO,
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first live Was, at the very time that the ALA work was being prepared for
publicaticn. Forthermore CUNY's Center had, from its first inception as an idea,
closer ties to the Special Libraries Association (SLA) and the American Society
for Information Science (ASIS). It is therefore interesting that the program
now in loplementetion anticipated -- hopefully successfully -- so many of the
problets raihed by the ALA study.

It is no coincidence that the program under discussion incorporates a great deal
of the thinking that surrounded the Curriculum Committee Workshop of the ASIS
Special Interest Croup in Education. It itt also no coincidence that it draws
upon several years of workahop experience by the Documentation Croup of the
New York Chapter of SLA. The Director of the CENY Center was very much involved
in both sets of activities. The program also draws heavily upon the experience
of a predecessor at the University Graduate Division, Project URBANDOC. an R and D
effort in information storage and retrieval that was funded by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development.

The background of the Center virtually dictated that its Professional Development
represent an integration of librarianship with the computer-inspired developments
that have transformed the older term "documentation" into "information science".
Thus "Library-Information Science". The earlier project experience of the princi-
pal staff (Project Director and Systems Analyst) also Indicated that there would
be an emphasis on practicality, on the ability to input and output information.
However, the sponsorship of the Graduate Division also guaranteed the presence
of a strong component of scholarship even though formal academic credits are not
presently involved.

Relationship to Doctoral Study

Although the Professional Development Program under discussion was established
for the express purpose of helping practicing librariana and other information
personnel become better acquainted with newer developments in their field, all
the courses relate to another responsibility of the Center for the Advancement
of Libtary-Information Science. That is to develop full-fledged Ph.D. studies
in this field. The kinds of work now being given are therefore not necessarily
terminal; they may also satisfy some of the requirements for the Ph.D. The only
concession to the present aomewhat informal status of the programs is that the
instructora suggest, but do not require, outside readings, homework, and

laboratory experience.

It is anticipated that when the University does authorize the granting of academic
credit in Library-Information Science -- hopefully in another year -- it will
continue to enable non-candidates to participate appropriately. There are also
discussions underway which would widen the non-doctoral students' options to
the point where he or she could elect to obtain a second masters degree (or a
first, if entering without one). If necessary, the Center is prepared to design
a minimum number of dual offerings -- one set for formal credit and the other
with lesser demands on the students. That, however, will not be done unless the
necessity for duality is proven both pedagogically and financially.
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Courses: Design and Implementation

There are presently four areas of instruction in the over-all design. The first
is "general" in that it contains those courses, seminars and colloquia that are
considered to be more applicable to the entire program than to any one area of
concentration. Equally at home in the general category are such humanistically-
oriented courses as Information in Society and such quantitatively-oriented ones
as Mathematical Concepts. The latter course was the first of this group to be
implemented. Successful completion of basic work in set theory, probability and
statistics is considered as essential for any serious work in library-information
science. It means, for one thing, the ability to read the Journal of the ASIS
in its entirety.

The three other areas represent three foci of concern: information access,
management, and technology. In a formal degree-granting program, the core curri-
culum would include at least the introductory work in each; a similar spread is
recommended for non-credit students.

1. Information Access

The offerings can be expected to be heaviest in information access, which in this
program means chiefly bibliographic access and control. During the initial year
of Professional Development, there were three courses in this area:
Document Analysis, Document Analysis Workshop, and Introduction to Information
Retrieval. The first was strictly a "talk" course, while the other two included
interaction with operational information systems. The students in the Document
Analysis Workshop prepared a Thesaurus, and then used the Thesaurus to index a
selection of NY Times articles. Their input was processed for them, and they
received as output two sets of indexes. One used the programs that had been
developed by Project URBANDOC and the other was processed by the American
Petroleum Institute.

The Information Retrieval class was divided between introductory lectures, the
opportunity to address class-formulated queries to four large-scale IR systems
(two of them SDI oriented, and two of them offering retrospective searches), and
the opportunity to prepare and have processed within the University Graduate
Center a small data base of its own. The class also queried its own data base,
comparing the effects of searching on descriptors with the effects of searching
on author, title, and abstracts.

The Library-Information Science program is particularly fortunate in having ac-
quired a programming package for the IBM 1130 that will permit the students to
simulate with small data bases most of the search capabilities of larger computer
installations. The resident staff of the Center expects to devote a considerable
effort in the coming year to furthering the teaching capabilities of this system.
More advanced students will be expected to gain greater interaction
with the system itself, whether or not they are candidates for degrees. The
capabilities of the system also include substantive data retrieval, one of the
many additional units to be added to the information access area.
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2. Management

In this area, the Professional Development Program started with Management
Science Concepts. It soon developed, however, that this course could advanta-
geously concentrate on the Operations Research alone, which might remove it to
the more general group of courses. In any case, the next two courses scheduled
for implementation are Financial Administration and the Information Industry.
Plans for the still more distant future include a variety of other management-
oriented studies in Library-Information Science. The large reservoir of busi-
ness administration expertise at the Bernard M. Baruch College of the University
offers unlimited educational opportunities in this area, with many administrative
possibilities for effectuating the opportunities.

3. Technology

The third and last area of focus is the obvious one of technology. The

Professional Development Program started with a course in Computer Concepts and
Programming. It utilized the PDP-8 computer and terminals, thus starting
students early with hands-on experience. Although a small and relatively
inexpensiye system geared primarily to quantitative analysis, its teaching
capabilities for Library-Information Science are by no means that limited.

Both the lhantware" and the "software" aspects of the technology will be de-
veloped further, with the IBM 1130 being used for on-site processing as wall
as remote access to a large IBM 360. However, the prime technological thrust
of Library-Information Science is not to develop computer scientists. If

specific needs for advanced study in that area should arise, appropriate doc-
toral programs at the University will be called upon to furnish assistance.

People: Students, Faculty, Advisors

1. Students

The appeal of the Professional Development Program in 1970-71 was entirely to
"working stiffs" in libraries and information centers. Their employers, many
of whom paid the tuition, range from the army to the university, from drug
companies to advertising agencies, from the professional society to Wall Street.
A total of 89 individual student. (not counting librarians from the City Univer-
sity Graduate Center), participated to the extent of 135 course registrations.
Although all classes were scheduled for 14 weekly meetings each, from 6:30 to
800 in the evening, a great many of the students travelled from the far reaches
of the metropolitan area.

A general characteristic of the student body is that its active involvement in
professional activity is by no means limited to this particular program. Prac-
tically all the students are members of professional societies, many of them
belonging to several. Those societies were, in fact, the chief source of re-
cruits; the University was reluctant in this initial phase of the program to uss
newspaper or other general advertising which might attract people who did not
already have a considerable committsent to library-information science.
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The program does, however, exclude non-joiners; they report being alerted to the
existence of the program by announcements in such places as Library Journal.

2. Faculty

Staffing the program was, of course, crucial. The two resident members of
the Center for the Advancement of Library-Information Science were the Director
and the Systems Analyst, the first a professional librarian and the second an
IBM-trained systems analyst. With over five years of working together on Project
URBANDOC, they had integrated library and information science at the working
level long before the time to formulate the relationship as a theoretical propo-

sition. There was also some individual and joint experience at the workshop
level with the kinds of librarians who later enrolled in the Professional
Development Program.

The basic teaching team was supplemented by laboratory assistance from
the Graduate Center Computer Facility and by teaching assistance from Baruch
College, which houses the City University's doctoral program in business admini-

stration.

In addition, the 1970-71 program called upon two leading practitioners in the

field: Everett Brenner of the American Petroleum Institute and Melvin Weinstock
of the Institute for Scientific Information.

There are, of course, a great many other sources of qualified instructors in
the New York area, with several library schools, information systems, and im-
portant libraries located in or near the city. The present thinking, however,

is to turn more to the various faculties of the City University, and particu-
larly the doctoral faculty which has its headquarters also.at the Graduate

Center. The present emphasis at the University on interdisciplinary research
is especially relevant to library-information science, which can profitably
incorporate expertise from both the "hard" and "soft" sciences.

3. Advisors

The potential broad academic base of library-information science at CUNT is
already represented by the membership of the Committee for the Advancement
of Library-Information Science:

Professor James M. Ushers, doctoral program in sociology;
Professor Barry S. Brook, Executive Officer, doctoral program in music;
Professor Carl Helm, doctoral program in educational psychology and Director,

Graduate Center Computer Facility;
Dr. Richard Logsdon, C.U.N.T. University Dean of Libraries;
Professor Margaret K. Rowell, Librarian-in-Charge, Graduate Center Library;
Professor Vivian S. Sessions, Director, Center for the Advancement of Library-

Information Science;
Mrs. Lynda V. Sloan, lecturer, Center for the Advancement of library-

Information Science;
Professor Lawrence R. Zeitlin, doctoral programs in busipess and psychology.
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The formal identifications do not, however, properly indicate the extent of
individual expertise in library-information science. Professor Brook initiated
and directs HRH (R6pertoire International de Litarature Musicale).
Professor Beshers is an authority on the use of Census tapes, especially for
demographic analysis. Professor Helm has extensive experience in computer
technology, especially for educational applications. Professor Zeitlin is
similarly experienced in management information systems as well as in the
relationship between information and decision-making process. Dean Logsdon
and Professor Rowell are particularly experienced in the areas of academic
and research information needs and resources.

The Future: Prospects and Caveats

This is one situation in which it is completely accurate to say that a program
enjoys the whole-hearted support of the administration. Dr. Mina Rees,
President of the University Graduate Division, and Dr. Harold Proshansky, the
Dean, not only support professional development in library-information science,
they made it possible. Having made available the necessary Graduate Division
personnel lines to establish the Center for the Advancement of Library-
Information Science, they asked only that the incremental cost of its external
teaching responsibilities be borne by student fees. As indeed it was during
the first year, and is anticipated for the next. This degree of committment
contrasts sharply with the impression of Denton in the ALA study that most
post-M.L.S. programs are closely linked to the availability of federal funds.

The immediate prospects for continued and expanded professional development
at CUNY are therefore excellent. As for the longer range one of the Ph.D., it
is being pursued with all the cpeed that is possible under the administrative
constraints of a large public institution.

In the meantime, some words of caution are necessary to temper the predominately
optimistic tone of this report. They have to do with the "science" part of
library-information science. The thrust of the entire program appeara more in
line with the methods of the "hard" sciences than of the humanities that have
hitherto dominated the library part of library-information science. Whole
semesters of rigorous courses, seminars and laboratories are undoubtedly appro-
priate to the doctorate, and even to the masters' degree. However, it is
possible that non-credit students will be less inclined to push as consistently
for proper mastery of their materials. The question then arises as to how the
University should treat their requests for some formal recognition of attend-
ance.

Another set of caveats concerns the proper teaching of the courses. Although
those that received specific mention above are reasonably straight forward in
their staffing requirements, others will require more than one instructor,
and/or more than the standard timing. The full implementation of Professional
Development in Library-Information Science at The City University may, there-
fore, require some decisions that other institutions are not prepared to take.
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The Director of the CUNY program is very grateful for the opportunity to exploreboth the prospects and the caveats.
Hopefully, the results will make contribu-tions beyond the

institution which is supporting the effort. There havealready been many requests for copies
of teaching materials,

and these will behonored as soon as possible.
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A SYSTENS APPROACH TO EDUCATION AND TRAINING
IN INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Herbert Schur
Senior Lecturer,

Postgraduate School of Librarianship and Information Science,
University of Sheffield

SYNOPSIS

In the systems approach the detailed design and implementation
of a programme follows consideration and discussion in depth
of utilitarian and educational objectives and the assignment
of priorities, of environmental and other constraints, and of
qualitative and quantitative criteria for evaluating the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the education and training pro-
gramme. These and other factors are discussed.

Introduction

The systems approachl is a method of problem solving which, viewing a system as com-
prising interacting and interdependent sub-systems otmen, machines, naterials, and
money and itself a sub-system of a wider system, ains at achieving the overall objec-
tives of the system in the most effective and efficient way. The method includes
first and foremost the consideration of the objectives of the system and their re-
examination in the wider context, the cvasideration of constraints, and of criteria.
It is the imposing of the requirement for thinking in terms of the wider context that
distinguishes this approach from the all too common narrow and parochial approach the

consequences of which may be very serious. To find a few examples of a failure to

apply a systems approach in much of industrial planning we need to go no further that
the polluted beaches, to breathe the polluted air, and to see the derelict land in
almost any of the advanced countries. A failure to apply the systems approach in
programme design may result in equally serious consequences, in terms of mis -employment,
underemployment and unemployment.

Assuming, then, that t4e systems approach may be of value in educational planning, we
still have to ask whether education and training is required in information science
and technology. The fact that most of the information workers and researchers do not
poetises formel educational qualifications in information science or technology and that
many of them are successful may suggest that formal education and training in thie
field is not necessary and that most, or even all, that the information worker or re-
searcher needs to know can be learnt /on the job'. An analogous situation arises in
management education and the case for an academic educational programme in that field,
made by Professor ElIon2, applies with equal force here. H. statedl "Let us face its
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some people go through an engineering college and never become good engineers; others
become first class engineers without any formal education. Similarly, I do not think
that the question whether management education can produce mead managers or not is a
relevant one. The question is whether it can produce better managers. Naturally you
must have a flair for management and certain personal attributes, as indeed for any
subject or profession you choose as a career, and without appropriate pre-requisites
it is doubtful whether any educational programme can guarantee to produce good mans-
gers, good engineers, good doctors or indeed good practitioners in any field of human
endeavour. But given the aptitude and inclination for a certain subject, surely the
individual stands to benefit from a course which provides a broad background, which
attempts to knit together relevant problems and issues and which relates past and
present human experience in the field, rather than to struggle on his own and learn
from his slowly accumulating narrow experience ".

Obiectives

The primary objectives in education and training programmes are educational. It is
only when we consider the programmes in the wider context that we have to consider
the problem of education and training for what and the implications of these needs
for the programmes.

Following Bloom; educational obiectives may be grouped into three domains:

(1) cognitive,
(2) affective, and
(3) psychomotor.

The cognitive domain, which will be considered in more detail below, includes those
objectives which are concerned with the recall or recognition of knowledge and with
the development of intellectual abilities and skills.

The affective domain is concerned with attitudes and values.

The psychomotor domain relates to the manipulative and motor-skill area and is there-
fore largely of interest in the design of training programmes at the technician level.

Returning now to considering the cognitive domain, we have, in order of increasing
.intellectual difficulty, six categories:

(1) knowled3e (whieh includes the recall of facts.and generalisations,
methods and processes, patterns and structures),

(2) comprehension (which includes the ability to make use of the material or
idea being communicated without, necessarily, relating it to other
material or seeing its fullest implications; it includes the ability
to translate, interpret and extrapolate from facts or ideas),

(3) appliaction (which includes the use of abstractions in particular or
concrete situations),

(4) analysis,

(5) synthesis, and

(6) evaluation (including judgements in terms of internal or external evidence).

In analysing existing programmes and courses within these, it is difficult to detect
just what stress is laid on the various categories (for instance by studying the
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examination papers) since solving a problem encountered for the first time may require
the highest intellectual ability, yet if the problem and its solution had been encoun-
tered earlier, only simple recall may be involved. The need for educating and training
students for work in a dynamic situation, rather than a static one, means that a right
balance must be found between what Henderson4 called "knowledge-stuffed memorizing-
based type of teaching" and the opposite extreme where a lack of factual knowledge may
lead to the "re-invention of the wheel". Whilst much research is concerned with the
re-examination of "facts", progress would not be possible if every problem had to be
considered ab initio and if all, or even a large part, of accumulated knowledge were
to be ignored in education and training. There is thus a need for a student to acquire
a knowledge of some basic facts, generalizations, aethods, processes, patterns and
structures regardless of whether he is to proceed to research or to operational work
in an information aystem. The problem is to select the bits of knowledge required to
be taught (and therefore identifying the large areas of knowledge in which the bits
required can be acquired by the student at a later stage, for instance in the course
of his research or operational work). Since the amount of Imowledge which can be
acquired by a student during the period of formal education and training is very small
indeed in relation to the total knowledge of a field, to attempt to cram more and mere
facts and techniques into a programme will only lead to a massive indigestion on the
part of the student and yet make barely an impact on the amount the student is ignorant
of; the aim should therefore be to ensure that the student learns to recoanixe the
situations when he does not know and to ehsure that he does know how to go about ac-
quiring the required knowledge.

The second of Bloom's categories is comprehension. This, as stated above, includes
the ability to translate, interpret and extrapolate from facts or ideas. Translating
includes the expressing of facts or ideas stated in one set of words in other words
(both between different languages and in the same language, as when attempting to
express ideas in non-technical terms), it includes the translating of mathematically
expressed statements into verbal ones, and vitae mu, and of 'graphs into mathematical
or verbal statements, and vide versa. It includes interpreting, for instance of
instructions for the use oraaranlatiun or indexing schedules or of data presented
in numerical table form, and extrapolating from data presented in various forms. Do
we really make sure that students are capable of doing this? II* impression is that
students wilo ppecialixed in the physical sciences or mathematics all too often assume
that once, say, experinental results are presented in a mathematical or graphical form
anyone will bs capable of comprehending these results without needing' to be told in
words; on the other hand humsnities background etudents will write at great length
even where a graph or a mathematical formula would express all they have to say in a
concise form. It is not only a matter of comprehending facts and ideas expressed in
en unfamiliar form but also of an ability for extracting the full content of the
stateMOUt.

Closely related to comprehension is application. Here we expect the student to search
for familiar elements in a problem, to use these to restructure the problem, to select
the theory, principle, idea or math31 suitable in solving problems of this type, and
finally to use these in producing the solution. To take simple cases we wish to
know how to atisfy a national loan demand for scientific periodicals with the minims
number of multiple sets of these periodicals; that is, would it be better to have de-
centralised regional collections or a centralised national one?. The student, by making
assumptions such as that the loan demand for any given volume of a given periodical
will follow, a Poisson-type distribution, and that the cost of postage and packing is
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the same for the regional or national service, ,:?.n then produce figures showing the
number of sets of the periodical required for various loan demands and from these
argue the case for, or against, a centralized or a de-centralized service. The point
here is that more than just comprehension (e.g. of terms such as "Poisson distribution")
is required. Programmes exist which include a wide range of advanced topics, one 20s
hour (in total, not per week) course, with 40 hours of 'practicals including, inter

alia, methodology of research in information science and technology, graph theory,
Boolean algebra, information theory, operational research, psychology of classification,
semantic theory, linguistic models, transformational grammars, and a lot more besides.
One may be a bit sceptical of the ability of students to comprehend all this in the
time devoted to it, let alone in applying it all. This is not to say that such topics
should not be included in a programme, but only to point out that mentioning a wide
range of topics is not sufficient. Time has to allowed for carefully selected topics
to be studied in depth, so that the knowledge gained can be applied.

An educational programme, particularly for higher-level students, should ensure that

analysis, is given sufficient weight. Before solutions can be proposed, problems need

to be analysed, Tad this applies equally to operational work and to research. But

analysis, and by. this I mean the breakdown of structures (e.g. systems), processes
or statements into their constituent parts and the critical and logical study of the
parts and the whole, should not be considered as an end in itself, but should be viewed

as the prelude to further work, not necessarily of synthesis. Statements like "infor-
mation is a raw material" or "information is a commodity" should be analysed, as
should such very difficult concepts as "relevance", or "information needs" of users.
There is a large number of topics on which useful analysis can be carried out and even
though no definite conclusions may be reached (e.g. on the meaning of "information",
on appropriate measures of "benefit" of an information system), the analysis of the
problems will in itself help to clarify at least the areas of our ignorance.

Whilst analysis enables the students to dissect, constructive work requires synthesis.
It is synthesis which apimals to the imaginative mind and it is this imagination which
should be fostered in an educational programme. Developing a capability in synthesis

may be achieved by means of system design studies, by report writing, by planning
exercises, and other means. It is the development of this capability which appears
.to be most neglected in schools and even in the undergraduate courses in universities
and it is this which was stressed in various major reports on engineering education5
and in my recent discussions with deans and professors in some of the leading schools
of information science in the USA and Europe.

Finally, evaluation, This includes judgement in terms of internal or external evidence
involving the use of logic and estimation of probabilities (Among others). In general,
scientists, and particularly physical scientists, are used to judging on the basis of
data which are on at least the ordinal scale and, perhaps because of this, appear to
be unhappy when asked to make value judgements as in some major management decisions.
It is possible to teach how to evaluate and judge on the basis of objective (and
quantitative) data, but such exercises remain lateoreticall if the student bears no
responsibility for the consequences of his judgement!. The student who will cheerfully
decide that an amount one hundred times his annual salary be spent on a machine for
the hypothetical information service, will, when later required personally to be res-
ponsible for sanctioning an expenditure one tenth of his salary feel weighed down by

responsibility. Can 'games' really simulate real-life ituattens? Nevertheless,

'games' may be of value in bringing out some of the problems of making judgements and
thua prepare the student to face real-life situations forewarned and forearmed.
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Professional ob ectives

Since education and training does not take place in a vacuum, objectives of the pro-
grammes have to be considered in the wider context. In systems language, the programme
becomes a sub-system of the larger system of education and training in the country,
which itself is a sub-system of national policy, and so on.

In determining the professional objectives of a programme, usually at least four in-
terests need to be taken into account, namely those of:

(1) the individual,
(2) academic,
(3) professional, and
(4) national.

The individual (i.e. the student) wants the best possible education and training pro-
gramme for his needs. But what is 'best' and what are his 'needs'? The individual
is usually singularly ill-prepared for answering these questions and therefore de-
cisions may need to be taken on his behalf by those with experience in the field. I

would think that in designing a programme consideration must be given to the career
expectations of the graduates, which must not be worse than the expectations of gra-
duates in related fields (e.g. science, engineering), in terms of financial reward,
prestige, and interest in the subject. We must avoid developing programmes leading
to dead-end jobs, however great the demand from 'the field' for such personnel, and,
on the contrary, we should aim at providing an education for flexibility. Education
for flexibility will not only increase the employment opportunities for the individual,
but also by exposing him in the course to completely new topics will broaden his out-
look and, I would hope, increase his interest in the subject. There is conflict here
between the shoe-term and long-term benefits of a programme for the individual, be-
tween the benefits to the individual and to the employer, and between those of the
employer and the state. So long as the conflict cannot be resolved by an appeal to
objective evidence, an essentially subjective decision has to be taken, and, in the
circumstances prevailing in the U.K., I give considerable weight to what I believe are
the needs of the individual. However I am not so sure that an equal weight would
necessarily be appropriate in, say, a developing country or Israel.

The academic objectives are concerned with promoting fundamental theoretical and
experimental studies. From the point of view of academics, advanced level programmes
need to provide adequately educated and trained candidates for research work, and
therefore programmes muat include the necessary foundations.

Professional institutions are concerned with maintaining a high level of quality in
those entoring the profession, the level being similar to that demanded by professional
institutions in related fields. The usual set of requirements includes a prescribed
level of general education, of the specialized education, and of practical experience.
It is usual for the major professional institutions to recognize certain academic
institutions, or particular programmes, for the purposes of giving full or partial
exemption from the professional qualifying requirements of the institution and it is
obvious that a programme which is recognized by a major institution will attract more
good candidates than one that is not. In planning programmes it is therefore useful
to note (but not, necessarily follow) the requirements of the relevant professional
bodies.

Finally, national objectives. The primary objective is, of course, survival and
linked with this is the economic, social and cultural development of the country and
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nation. As already mentioned, there is obviously a source of conflict between the
objectives of the individual and those of the state, but in an honest (i.e. not
corrupt) democracy the gap separating the objectives is not likely to be unbridgeable.
To illustrate: sources of conflict may be created by the broad versus specialised
programme requirements, education versus training, requirement for operators versus
research workers, short-term versus long-term needs, and so on. Tn a democracy the
state can only exert positive pressure, for instance by providing funds for the sup-
port of programmes which are considered to be in 'the national interest', it cannot
prevent a programme from being implemented (although lack of financial and other sup-
port may make it difficult to maintain such a programme). Again, the implication for
the programme designer is that national objectives should be noted but that their
'official' interpretation should not, necessarily, be accepted.

Cateeories of work

So far I have been discussing education and training programme objectives in general
terms. I now wish to turn to a discussion of the various categories of work.

As we had already stated earlier6, a useful division can be made into four categories,

namely:

(1) production and operation,
(2) development and design,
(3) applied research, and
(4) background research.

In considering the design of programmes in relation to the requirements of the
production and operation category of work, as well as of the other categories, the
first question we have to ask is "what is the business.we are in?". Does information
work include, for instance, all aspects of data processing including automAic equipment?
It is concerned with "all the phenomena and processes mediated by signs, the carriers
of information", or is it concerned primarily with the "collection, collation, evalu-
ation and organized dissemination of scientific and technical information" only? The

definitions of information science and technology differ widely, but perhaps a des-
cription of the field is emerging in publications such as the Annual review of infor-.
nation science end technolosv, periodicals such as Information storese'and'retrieval,
Nauchno-tekhnicheskava informateiva, Journal of documentation.'Journal'of'ASIS, and
abstracts such as Library and information'science nbatracts.leferationvi shurnals
!Lila. and its English version. The production and operation category will require
the largest share of the output of education and training programmes in information
science and technology, and that at a range of levels.

I believe that development and desisn is a key activity in all but the smallest opera-
tional units and therefore the requirements of this activity must be taken into account

in the design of programmes.

Applied research is required both to back-up the development and design effort and to
provide the means of bringing the findings of background research to the stage when
these can be used in design. The applied research worker will need to comprehend the
background research findinga and analyse and synthesise these for the benefit of the
design workers.

Finally, the backaround research, whilst fairly remote from the problems of day to day
operation of information units, is required to provide the scientific basis for the
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developsent of new methods and means in information science and teChnology. It will
necessarily be closely linked with work in related fields, such as psychology, lingu-
istics, communication studies, and engineering science.

Prioritiew_in cateaories of work

Looked at from the point of view of national needs it is obvious that the first 1121-
ill will be for operational staff. What le not so obvious is that even in a develop-
ing country some staff will' be required for development work since information systens
Can remain unchanged only at the risk of becoming increasingly ineffective, inefficient,
and obsolescent.

I would rate design capabilities as a close second priority. Adapting systems imported
from abroad may be useful in a high proportion of cases, but there will always be par-
ticular local needs for special purpose syatems which are best designed by one with an
intimate knowledge of the local conditions and requirements. I am referring here to
the design of systems not only in cases where security considerations prevail, but
also of systems such as district or national library and information systems.

Applied research may be conducted on an ad-hoc basis, that is whenever the need arises
for providing background information for designers, or on a more systematic basis in
accordance with some policy. The piecemeal appraoch, which is essentially based on
trouble-shooting, cannot provide a basis on which education and training programmes
can be planned, and therefore a national policy should be evolved designating certain
areas as priority areas. These priority areas would include first those areas of
interest to the country on which little or no research is being carried out elsewhere
(for instance problems connected with the language barrier7 and language processing),
secondly problems specific, or of primary interest to the country (problems connected
with specialized information centres), and only thirdly problems of general interest
in infornation science and technology. This may, of course, not be a popular view
since the individual research worker may gain nor* prestige internationally by working
in areas of more general interest, but the consequence of this attitude will be that
the local needs will be neglected and design and development will suffer. If priority
areas are known then centres concerned with their study can be devaloped and conse-
quently education and training programmes based on the expertise in these centres
can be planned.

Background research, on the other bend, appears to ms to be essentially °academic',
and although possible ultimate applications may be Imagined these applications are
very remote and the research le primarily oriented towards an increase of knowledge
of the field rather than the potential application of this knowledge. It is not
really feasible to plan background research, both because the number of powerful ori-
ginal thinkers who are able and willing to devote themselves to background research
le very limited, and because original thought cannot be planned. The beet that can
be done is to attempt to promote interest in information science and its problems
and to encourage those willing and able to work on these.

Even if it le decided to support education and training for categories other than
operation, there le no simple way of determining what proportion of the total effort
will be required for this support. It may therefore by useful to note that in engi-
neering, much of which originated in craft-based industries andnot in research
laboratories, and much of information work practice is still in the craft stage, the
proportion of the graduate manpower engaged in research and development has reached
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about 35-40% (in countries like USA8 or the UK9): it is therefore not unreasonable to
expect that a proportion of a similar order of magnitude will be required in information
science and technology by, say, 1990.

,Summary

We have, so far, asked and outlined answers to questions such as:

(1) why do we need education and training programmes?
(2) if we do need such programmes, what are the educational objectives requiring

to considered in the design?
(3) and what are the objectives the individual, the academic community, the

professional community and the state wish the programme to achieve?
(4) there exist various categories of work: what are the principal ones requiring

to be considered in the design?
(5) and what are the priorities in providing for education and training for

these categories?

Constraints

Programmes are implemented not in some ideal environment, but in a real one. We
therefore need to take into account the constraints imposed on the programme design by
various factors. In parenthesis, it should be stated that, as far as I am aware, no
useful studies had been made of the sensitivity of the effectiveness and efficiency of
programmes to these constraints (e.g. what is the effect of a lack of material facili-
ties, of good teachers, of different educational systems, etc.).

Let us consider some of these constraints:

(1) the HIP barrier (i.e. history, incentives, psychology)
(2) educational system
(3) students
(4) teachers
(5) material facilities, and
(6) finance.

The HIP barrier is by far the most important one for unless there is the will and de,
.termination for change no action will result. Following Galloway10, the 'history',

element of the barrier includes not only the history of the individual person concerned
with the change, but also the history of the institution, of the profession, and of the

country. All are greatly affected by their past and by the effect of this on their
attitudes to change, and particularly rates of change. In practical terms one conse-
quence might well be the need for developing a completely new programme rather than
attempting to modify an existing one.

Change can be brought about, or speeded up, by general exhortations, by the 'carrot'
and by the 'stick' method. General exhortations and resolutions, so popular with
some governments and international bodies, are of little valuell. The 'stick', that

is penalties and sanctions, may produce the desired results but at a considerable loss

of good will and enthusiastic cooperation. We are therefore left with what, in my
view, is the most desirable method, that of the 'carrot'. Incentives arm survival
(both national and individual), economic well-being, prestige, and interest in work.
Some of these incentives have already been discussed in relation to objectives, and
it only needs to be added that a well designed national programme of education and
training in information science and technology will make a positive contribution in
all these areas.
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psvcholosv is the third element of the HIP barrier and is the one least written about
in accounts of programmes. Nevertheless it is a very real factor and cases abound
where progress had been held up because individuals would not co-operate for reasons
such as imagined (or even real) 'loss of face', or loss of prestige. Obviously inside
knowledge of the likely reaction of personalities to be involved in and affected by
any proposals considered for implementation in the programme is of great importance
since this can be taken into account in the design. It is not only what is proposed
but also how it is proposed which matters.

The second major constraint is the educational s stem which determines what is acceptable
where, for whom and when, and how it is to be implemented. If a programme is to be
implemented in a university, for instance, then the design must be such that the pro-
gramme is acceptable in its level, form, and other parameters to the institution con-
cerned. To the extent that educational systems differ between countries (consider just
the place of engineering education in some of these), to that extent will vary the
assumptions uaderlying similar level progranmes in these countries.

The principal constraints relating to students are their intelligence, educational
background and practical experience, motivation, age, and numbers. Admission require-
ments to most existing programmes'specify some, or all, of these although, solar, no
figures appear to have been published to show the sensitivity of programme effectiveness
and efficiency to variations in these requirements. There exist, however, some figures
in relation to undergraduate programmes in a university12, which indicate that the re-
lations between academic progress and fectors like intelligence or educational back-
ground are not quite as simple as might be expected from the rather rigid entrance
requiresents specified for some programmes. On the other hand students with a rela-
tively low I.Q. and a poor record of educational progress are such more likely to fail
than their fellow students. Similarly, studies have been carried out (although not in
the field of education and training in information science and technology) of effects
of motivation, age and numbers (in seminars, in a university as a whole), on success
in programmes. The results of these studies do, of course, indicate the importance,
or otherwise, of these factors, but for programme design and implementation more re-
search into these factors would be desirable.

The shortage of suitable persons who are able and willing to teach is, in many cases,
a serious obstacle to the development of programmes, particularly those for higher
levels. The design of programmes must therefore take this factor into account and
build from the available to the desirable on the basis of the attainable at the time
the programme is being planned for. To wait until the whole programme can be imple-
mented by first class teachers means to postpone the implementation indefinitely and
this, in turn, means to destroy the programme, ince objectives, constraints, and
criteria are bound to change in a dynamic environment.

Similar considerations apply to the availability of material facilitiea. These faci-
lities often exist, or can be built up during the planning stsge provided that the
requirements are realistic. In most countries fairly large computers are available
and collections of the literature of information science and technology can be built
up to complement existing collections of academic and technological literature. Here
I would like to stress, again, the importance of periodicals relative to textbooks,
particularly for programmes for the higher levels. Here, too, there is considerable
advantage in implementing programmes in existing educational inititutions (or some
large research organisations with educational facilities) with their large libraries
,and other facilities.
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Finally, finance. The provision of financial support is crucial to the planning and
implementation of programmes. Both the total amount and any restrictions on the ex-
penditure need to be taken into account in programme design. This applies not only
to the provision of funds for the build-up of material facilities and for remuneration
for the teaching staff, but also the provision of finance for the support of students.
From the national point of view, if research and development are considered desirable
then the provision of information services is desirable, and if this is so qualified
staff must be desirable. This implies that their education and training should be
considered as of equal importance to the education and training of research and develop-
ment workers (scientists, engineers, economists, etc.).

This brief sketch of some of the constraints shows that even for identical programme
objectives different solutions will require to be found in different countries, or
even in different regions of the same country. This does not of course mean to imply
that every component course of a programme will need to be designed ab initio, but if
it is to be taken over ready made a suitable one will need to be selected.

Criteria

There appear to be potentially three useful indexes for appraising education and
training programmes:

(1) effectiveness
(2) efficiency, and
(3) benefit/cost.

When asking whether or not a programme is effective, me are asking whether or not the
programme is achieving what it was designed to achieve. If we ask, "how effective?",
we are attempting to determine the ratio of actual achievement to planned achievement.

We have earlier distinguished between (i) educational objectives, and (ii) professional
objectives. Effectiveness indexes can be determined provided that we can quantify the
objectives. Considering first the educational obiectives it appears likely that a
series of assessments of the students, by means of examinations, seminar performance,
course work, laboratory work, and minor research studies, might provide a reasonable
basis for an educational effectiveness index. Whilst it is true that all these asses-
sments are subject to error, as studies of marking of examination papers have shown,
it is still the rule that students' performance is assessed and (at least in British
universities and professional examinations) the use of external examiners does tend
to ensure a reasonable uniformity of standarcis between universities and between
professional institutions.

To quantify professional obiectives is considerably more difficult. Is the programme

to be considered 100% effective if all its graduates find posts in the area of infor-
mation science and technology for Which the programme was to prepare them, or are
only those graduates to be considered who 'survived' a given 'probationary' period
in employment (excluding those leaving for reasons of health or for family reasons)?
Are only those who achieved a predetermined level of seniority to be counted? I.

salary relevant? And publications?

When asking, "how, efficient is the programme?", we are attempting to find an output
to input ratio. We may, for instance, use the ratio of graduates to students at the
start of the programme, or the pass rate, or some similar ratio relating to students.
We may, on the other hand, have a mixed ratio like graduates to cost of programme,
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where the cost needs to be defined closely. To amplify: cost may include all the
inputs, such as manpower (teachers, administrative staff, and the marginal cost of
other persons, plus the cost of students, including their loss of earnings), materials
and machines, and overheads including depreciation (an item which may be particularly
heavy if one includes depreciation of software and investment in programme preparation).
The graduate to cost of programme ratio has also been used in cost-effectiveness
analyses13 either to find the cheapest means of accomplishing a defined objective or,
finding the maximum output for a given expenditure.

The benefit to cost ratio require., again, a definition of the terms used: 'benefit'
and 1---Icoma:.,H7ligir17:71-0 is often defined in the sense of input costs, as indicated
in the preceding paragraph on efficiency,.'benefie is still subject to much discussion.
The importance of this ratio is that given a limited amount of money available for
expenditure on all kinds of necessities (or even luxuries), a decision has to be made
on haw to spend this money to best effect. Would the same investment in promoting
(say) other programmes bring greater benefits? And what would be the losses if the
programme were not implemented? Benefits and coots, to whom?

A common approach is to use a 'rate of return' on investment, that is the return to
programme graduates in terms of the total lifetime increase in earning resulting from
the programme as compared with the cost of the programme. The financial benefits are
not the only ones, but other than financial benefits are difficult, if not impossible,
to quantify. There are, of course, considerable difficulties in calculating the life-
time increase in earnings, firstly because programmes in information science and
technology are of too recent an origin and therefore none of the programme graduates
has worked for 30 or 40 years following graduation from the programme, and secondly
it is difficult to estimate what the individual might have earned had he not parti-
cipated in a programme, that is, estimating the degree to which students optingfor pro-
grammes in information science and technology are representative of a larger body of stu-
dents attending programmes, in related fields (e.g. science,.technology, or economics).

The benefit to cost ratio is probably beet used not in comparisons of investments for
different purposes, but in comparing programmes aiming to achieve the same, or similar,
objectives.

Conclusion

In this paper we considered three primary components in system design of programmes
of education and training in information science and technology. We have, intentionally,
left out consideration of designing particular programmes and therefore we have not
discussed methods of forecasting needs and levels of work (which are likely to be de-
termined by analogy with related fields).

Following a brief note on the need for education and training programmes, we considered
both educational and professional objectives (and briefly discussed categories of work
and the prioritise), a variety of major constraints, and, finally, some of the criteria
for assessing education and training programmes.

We hope also to have indicated some of the areas in which more research is required if,
in future, programme@ are to be designed on a more scientific basis than in the past.
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7HE NEED OF HIGHLY QUALIFIED LECTURERS FOR THE
TRAINING OF INFORMATION OFFICERS

G. Reichardt
Head of the Central Library of the Nuclear

Research Center Alich

SYNOPSIS

Besides all new programmes for the training of information
officers, well experienced lecturers are necessary for each
training. The lecturer must be able to inspire his hearers
so far.and so much that they take enough with them, ready to
attack new and better ideas and to become active during the
whole of their professional life. Consequently post-graduate
seminars for lecturers should be regularly given in all coun-
tries of the world. An educational system for lecturers in
library and documentation services should be organised at once.

When you invited me to lecture I was quite sure that I wouldet prefer a common-place
subject such as education in Germsny or in the town of JUlich or in our Nuclear Re-
search Center. I didn't wish to pay homage to local patriotism that didn't seem to
be reasonable. I have had experience in the training of documentalists at Frankfurt
and in the training of scientific librarians at Cologne. I believe that many an edu-
cation programme of today is often non-effective, obsolete, filled with ballast. The
basic concept that documentation and information sciences are applied sciences and
social science, is missing. Therefore, there is no education for the performance of
activities beyond the reach of libraries as such.

That wider such means: teaching methods, how to advise, to provide, and to satisfy
the Individual user? That wider reach means: lessons about the various means of dis-
covering unknown literature, often representing secret literary paths for the asto-
nished user; lessons about methods, how to encourage the reader. to read the same
book as oneself; lessons about the assistance a documentalist should and could give
to oach visitor wanting to learn and to all those entering a library - the documents-
list has to be trained in lnterhuman relations.

Therefore, we do not often ask: where do lecturers come from? Where are well experien-
ced teacherell. The problem, how to manage information le rarely recognised but
education methods are not discussed at all. .

Today's lessons in librarianship and documentation are characterised by the features of
a sort of pre.school traininet educational literature about training in librarianship
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or in documentation activities presented in form of books, lectures, programmes,
conference papers, or in other endless masses of papers, and that hardly any uore
has meaning than business forms or the bureaucracy of documentation work: library
and documentation work are represented in the form of a one-sided conversation.5
The lecturers seem to look at the students like married spectators watching a wed-
ding and saying: "Let them too see how life lel"

Should education be regarded as successful when the level of knowledge has reached
a certain mark of success in the ease way as the calculable successes in the produc-
tion of refrigerators, otor-cars, and other industrial products? By no means!

For a good lecturer must not only take into consideration the human and social re-
lations of libraries and documentation centers during his lectures, but also must
point them out. Without establishing these relations for the audience, for students,
for users, we could abandon all our documentation aervice, catalogues, book collect-
ions, and bibliographies - and last but not least - ourselves too. I found this
fundamental attitude best and most clearly applied by the University of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, in its educational programme for information Science, that attributes
great importance to the "Foundations of behavioral theory."5

Where are the difficulties cooing from which our social structure hes put up against
a real communication of infornation? Actually, these are difficulties which tha
Enlightment has had to overcome in all countries and in various manifestations since
200 years. You find the idea expressed in a popular Gerson proverb: Satter tha
devil you know, than the devil you don't know! This proverb as applied to communi-
cation of information means: It is not absurd: The person truly responsible for the
efficiency of information is not the one who informs but that one who is informed.6.
According to that discernmentthe informatiom process is determined as an event, where
the receiver, the student, tha auditor is the important partner. To request an im-
provement of educational methods same understamding that documentation work and
librarians' knovledge do not unfold themselves like a magic flavor, but it mane,
that in tha long-known educational and didactic qualities requested by Pestalossi,
Coasnius, Kerschenstainer or Ellen Key, Bawd Sprangor a:d Anton Seajonowich
Makarenko should also be required for studies of librarianship and documietatian:
vis. enthUslasn for the subject, patience tor the audience,. Continuity, prosecution
of the fixed aim, dyneeic formation of the lassoes by adding intellectual atImmlue
without which studeots reapond poorly to lectsrers. "Informatics obtains smeboibut'
encouragement obtains all."1 The teaching of the subject only represents eoliths
without tha students' own participation. In that way we train only engineers of
Catchwords. Soon after the examination, all subjects taught fall off the walla
like inferior house-plaster.

In moral: Documentalists are trained with as erieetatiaa'twardo forthcoming saw
minations, but actually docummetallite oriented towards practice ou,ht to be trained.

_

Nr a iood licturprrmust be ahloqiiiisimme, t progaossiots.juilge. tbe eituatimin !

order to lecture mad to ressmismd,the right therapy, the rightidocisioneb tbeiNght
means. The-emly reel method ef mierchineatimm le miclneively,the right amalysie
st.ats amd.meamei that muse, am midgets of Who greleeeitmatoituation avIibrories
.and documentation center: setae smelyele of literature oeurese. This eiscaticm#, .
called "training en the job" sheltgrepare thenandmita.to taksaver special 10.4.
tion,sad.te fill a spacial Placebo. Tkieranalyele wham carried put as 61111matia
and decision should result in system of relation between teacher and stud:mkt, tie'

. , .
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method of which can be hown at a pragmatic model implying good and critical relations
between teacher and tudent and including a good feedback to the teacher, so that the
ideas of library and documentation considered to be fundamental and obligatory may be
submitted to modification and correction.

During library and documentation lessons we are learning to answer the questions:
How? How to proceed? How to analyze and how to catalogue? How to find literature
for a Special problem? But where are.we taught to ask: Why shall we act in a cer-
tain way? What does this card index actually accomplish? Which rules and regula-
tions are applied to the Administration of the branch library, i.e., of the branches
of institutes and laboratories? What is the matter with the basic strategies of
cataloguing?13 Why is that place of employment saved? Why is this colleague preferred
and that one dismissed? Where can we learn to be more than a well turning small wheel
within the machinery of an institution of industry or research? Where can we acquire
the knowledge iequired to ask, to think, to judge in a self-reliant way? Where are
we taught to recognize the margin of action of a documentalist and to assume respon-
ibility for ourselves and others? Where can we learn that it is indispensable to
know for each information the relation between the various branches of knowledge in-
volved, whose theories and eethods have bicome extremely complicated? Where can we
learn that language of cience has become an artificially constructed language based
on formalism and symbolism, where a development of pragmatic-semantic aspects results
in purely syntactical questioning? We must learn to reach decisions, according to a
well prepared planning, to prognosticate, to prepare decisions according to need.12

We hould encourage the inclusion of studies of the operation, economics and use of
existing ervices and of the need for further development. The training programs
should consider the management problems of libraries and information systems and
should identify the objectives of future planning and operation and the types of
information that are required. The students should learn something about technolo-
gical forecasting, about PPBS, about analysis of needs, about the mechanics of deci-
sion making, about R&D programming and goal determination. The educational refor-

mation must start at this point. The practice of a lecturer will have to assume
information about the students/ interest in life and about their expectations con-
cerning education as well as a critical opinion and clear understanding of the

present problems. How to educate such documentalists? Where are appropriate
lecturers to recognise and to solve those problems and to assume conscious respon-
sibility? Consequently there is correlation between the request for experienced
teachers and the efficiency of education and there exists the same difficult ques-
tion of the efficiency of lectures. For the lecturer must be able to inspire his
stodents7 so far and so much that they will become good information officers9: that
he will be able to establish communication from brain to brain.

The subject of the lectures should be based on the need for things which should be
done in library and documentation world, and accepted as their mission by the stu-
dents themselves. This knowledge may consequently be derived from two main ources:

Firstly: More attention hould be paid to the audience, to the students and to the
users of information! That means more tudies, more research and more lecturing
about the environment of library and documentation ceeter,4

Just as industrial production can't be stimulated without marketing, library and
documentation center, too; and education in librarianship and documentation should
take into consideration, more than until now,the environment, the audience and the
user that means 1.e. students and their future duties.
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Secondly: I don't know whether our time is better than the past or the future, but
in spite of all controversies in this regard it is marked by one evident advantage:

it admits criticism.

And concerning the methods - we should seek increasingly to identify those methods
of study that can best provide the highest type of training and that can stimulate
the application of proven techniques, data, and knowledge. Knowledge itself occupies

the second position. At this moment, when for the first time the student feels when
listening: "That is of great interest to e! - at this very moment the long, enticing
way of a documentalist starts, rich in advantages, in experiences, in dissappointments,
which nobody knows but you yourselves. That means in consequence, not to strive me-
thodically for the moment in regard to which Faust longing says: "Linger a whfle,
you are so beautiful". As to the method we can therefore proceed in 3 different ways:

1) with pathos, viz, complaint, praise, heroic songs of praise, gilding, accentuation
of culminating points in development, underlining of evident pluses or minuses are
the most important elements.

2) with a irony viz, the lecturer reflects ironically on the deficiency as an effect
arisen in the subject. Tension between longing and fulfillment is reflected; a de-
ficiency is represented by irony as difficult to overcome and hardly avoidable. Or,

a deficiency may be represented as cultivated laziness or mistakes may be unmasked
in a wrongly programmed mental range or unpleasantness of life occurring everywhere
in library and documentation service, and which I meet too - may be presented.

31 with a sense of humour, viz, the powerful palliative against a deficiency not yet
overcome, against incomplete intelligence and lack of knowledge.

Therefore, it seems important to me to take into consideration - for any education
needs lecturers - that an educational system for lecturers in library and documenta-
tion services should be organised at once. For a high standard of knowledge doesn't
qualify a lecturer or a teacher: Most of the library and documentation schools find
their lecturers in the same way, as one finds a $100.- note, by accident, unsystema-
tically and most of them do not find even one. They mostly find cents, that means
"in general: the teacher is not prepared for the library and documentation centre of
tomorrow, but for the one of yesterday. 1110

The position of a professor in the university's scope or of a director of a museum,
or of library or documentation centers does not guarantee the ability to teach or to
act as lecturer. For not only the subject matter should be taught, but it should be
shown also how to develop the subject and how to acquire a personal relation to it.
Even the lecturers/ work should be submitted to control, censorship, and examination.
Qualification of the educators, lecturers, and places of education must be fixed.
The authorization to educate should be limited to three years. A control of educa-
tion courses and the determination of educational aspects should be introduced. A

most specific educational strategy against inflexibility and inefficiency must be
developed.8 We must try to improve a great number of relations between the educa-
tional system and the educational environment. You see that the main problem is:

how to arrange for an active educational system. Mbdernization of education also
depends on providing the educational system with means for innovative processes and
on creating an adequate modern administration. In fact: all deuirable measures of
performance are reducible to the user criteria of reliability awl efficiency - and
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the management criteria of cost. Otherwise, it only represents a pretended school,
a pretended education. The critical self-control to which students should be raised,
should be set as an example and demonstrated.by the lecturers who ought to have this
ability.2 A better control of the results in education should be introduced.

But an education for lecturers which is oriented towards application and practical
work does not exist..

The greater is the uneasiness in special libraries or documentation centers, which
employ scientists who are not at all or poorly educated, that means, uninitiated
employees, who have ideas but no complete educational background. Consequently
post-graduate seminars for lecturers - not only for information officers - should
be regularly given in all countries of the world in order to lead out of ivory
towers and to bring every routine training programme to life:

I am closing my lecture with the following old story, which will demonstrate, that
this fear is very old and that hope and good wishes are justified.

"When I was on my travels, I met a huge haicock which had collapsed and lay across
the road. The peasant, standing beside, called to me to help him to set up the
cart. That touched my heart. We had two planks to hand. We forced it under the
cart and layered tp the best of our ability, the vehicle tottered, rose up and
stood and we loaded the hay again. And the peasant said: "Nobody knows whether he
can do something unless he has tried it and because you got in my way. The cart
collapsed, in order that you may help me. What else have you learned if you
haven't learned that everyone has his own way of duty? What would be a God who only
would have one single way of service? He doesn't exist. There is a way to serve
God hy praying and there is a way to serve Him by good deeds for other people and
theru is another my to serve God by learning.

This story is not my own story, I found it in the book "Gog and Magog" written by
Martin Buber.

It symbolises our mubject, for the theory of library and documentation service is
actually not different from the.assistance to the great number of "hay carte" that
have collapsed. Even lecturers of information science should learn to see those
"hay carts" and to draw the listerners' attention to them. We all should help,
setting up the "hay carts" collapsing every day. We all should wish that it were
only collapsed hay carts needing our help.
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Ausbildung. Zeitschrift fGr Bibliothekswesen und Biblio-
graphic 16, 1969. p. 168).

The complexity of the modelling of information system.
.(Journel of Documentation 26, 1970. p. 204-220).

Access and recognition. From users' data to catalogue
entries. (Journal of Documentation 26, 1970. p. 230-249).
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GRADUATE EDUCATION NEEDS OF INFORMATION SPECIALISTS

Dorothy B. Lilley
Professor and Head
Department of Library Science
East Texas State University
Commerce, Texas, U.S.A.

SYNOPSIS

This study identifies the graduate education needed by the practicing
information specialist: (1) subject reference and subject bibliographic
control, including control of current information; (2) research in
information prbblems; (3) information center administration, including
cost analysis; and, (4) design, evaluation and use of information systems

Introduction

Administrators in ten selected scientific information centers in the United States
were interviewed in 1964 (5). The centers, representing eight different scientific
and technical fields, were selected for their use of sophisticated, nonconventional
information systems. Data were collected by means of a structured interview
schedule. These data were supplemented by those from interviews with officers of
professional organizations in scientific, technical and special library and
information science fields, and by reading and consulting during the next five years
while analyzing and interpreting the extensive data.

The purpose of the study was to find out (1) to what extent information centers were
different from libraries and different from each other; (2) what activities
information specialists performed or in which they were most frequently involved,
for it was, in fact, found that several different types of professional personnel
were involved in most of the information center activities; (3) what knowledge
information specialists needed; and, (4) what part of the knowledge that information
specialists needed required formal education.

Apparently by selecting outstanding centers in terms of their sophisticated
information systems, and studying these in detail, trends were identified that have
prevailed in the educational needs of practicing information specialists. Factors

which affect the kind and extent of the formal education that information
specialists need are: the environment in which the information specialist works, the
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activities in which he is involved and the areas of knowledge that he can learn on
the Job.

Environment

The environment in which the information specialist works is different from the
university library environment. Three types of information centers that are
different fram libraries and different from each other were identified. The
differences between the information centers and the libraries vere attributable
mainly to differences in input, i.e., personnel, materials and equipment use, and
did affect a difference between the education needed by librarians and the education
needed by information specialists. The differences in input between the libraries
and the information centers were (1) several different types of professional per-
sonnel were employed by information centers: computer specialists, scientific and
engineering personnel, information specialists, librarians and administrators, while
in the libraries there were only librariens and administrators; (2) several types
of documents different frce those in libraries or no documents at all were input by
the centers; and, (3) input of computer and other equipwent vas widespread in the
information centers, but not, at that tine, in libraries. The differences among the
information centers were largely differences in distance from and relationship to
the users, some being totally remote, others working with their users in a common
endeavor and others acting as liaison officers from sources of information to the
user, aho'in these cases, were research scientists. Tbese differences did not
appreciably affect the activities of the information specialist in the different
types of centers, not the kind of education needed.

Although this study did not expressly investigate the differences between the output,
i.e., services, of the libraries and information centers, it is known that there are
differences in form, e.g., print-out frma microform; method of serving the user,
e.g., selling or giving the output rather than lending it; and, differences in
relationship to the user, e.g., searching out and delivering information to the user
rather than requiring that he select and retrieve it himself. Some of these
differences are more a matter of degree than of types of services. One of the
principal differences betieen libraries and several of the centers is that same
centers operate for profit or to break-even. This is a trend that has been develop-
ed to a fine point in one center investigated in 1970 by a gr.duote student at last
Texas State University (7). Using the saw interview schedule vbich was used in the
original study., he found that 411 of the services or the center are on a charge
basis with a subscription deposit against !bleb all services are charged.

Activities and Areas of Knowledge

The activities in which the information specialist is involved and the areas of
knowledge which he needs to know are closely allied. Oeventy-one astivities and
thirty-three related areas of knowledge were surveyed. la the msjority of the .
centers, infOrmation specialists were found to be involved in fourteen of the
activities and to need formal education in.thirteen of the thirty-three related
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areas of knowledge. The information specialists were considered to be relatively
more competent in the activities and areas of knowledge related to design and
operation of their own information systems: coding index terms, developing
terminology authority, information system design, transforming user questions into
the terminology of the system, evaluating materials retrieved, coordinating elements
of the information system, retrieval by logical operations and selective dissemina-
'tion. They were less ccapetent in activities and areas and of knowledge related to
sUbject bibliography and reference, research in information problems and information
center administration, including cost analysis. The former are the areas that have
tended to define information science. Several engineering and technical schools
have developed educational program including these areas.

Graduate Education Needed

The principal contribution of this study is that it.revealed (1) that the function
of the information specialist is largely locating and tranenitting subject infor-
mation to the user; (2) that knowledge of.sUbject bibliography and reference and
bibliographic and subject matter control is the greatest felt need for the education
of the practicing information specialist; and, (3) that therefore, the program of
education in information science which does not include the study of guides to and
sources of the litArature of a subject, including the available subject data banks
stored on magnetic tape or disk, cannot be considered adequate education for the
practicing, professional informstion specialist. This fact contributes to estab-
lishing the library school as the location for education for the information
specialist. These.findings have been obliquely confirmed by Elempner (14) who
reported in 1968 that the infornation from several centers was isolated and poorly
disseminated, implying that information specialistswould benefit from knowing of
other information besides that produced by their own centers, and by Taylor (3) in
1967, who, although not affiliated with a library school, reccementled that library
schools change their curricula to parallel the growth of the information sciences
and that graduate study in the information sciences be imbedded in research. While
library schools have traditionally accepted the responsibility for education in
subject bibliography and bibliographic control, they have little tradition in
research and eveluation testing the statuesmand still less, until recently, in
design of nonconventional information systems. The problem has been, as Muller (1)
noted, that library education has been taught se "Bible-truth" while it should be
taught as "an area of knowledge and theory that is sUbject to continuing reappraisal
and renewal." The design of new information systems was a major bresk from the
tradition. It has incited a new type of service and a new type of operation. This
stuGy found that administration of such services through infOrmation centers sassed
major empluals on cost analysis. This is understandable since there are a nunber of
centers which operate for profit. At tha time of this study there were very fev.
courses being offered in the administration of information centers. The content of
such courses is a matter of current concern (8).
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Conclusions

The principal areas of knowledge that require formal education are those related to
subject reference and.bibliography; research in inforaation problems; information
center administration, including cogt analysis; end, infornation system design,
evaluation and use.

This study, although based on data from scientific and technical information centers,
predicted widespread application to other fields. Wider application is indeed the
current prognosis, not only in information centers, but in libraries (2)(6).
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Session Six - Discussions

szucnow, EDUCATION MID TRAINING OF PERSONNEL
Chainsan: Prof. J. Grose (14raeZ)

PROF, BOW (OS): Some of you may ba familiar with s curriculum thst wee pnblished
in "Computer Sciences" by the Associstion of Computing Machinery. This hod a great
impact on developing a separate discipline of computer science In the US and through-
out the world. The Association is now working on another curriculum for s degree
called "Information Analysis and Systems Design". This will be puhlished sitar it hes
gone through all the necessary reviews, which will be in six months to year. I

think it will also asks a great impact and there is a need for discussion of it from
our point of view so that the new curriculum, whatever it will be, will not be fina-
lised before we have got our point of view icross.

NRS, L. VILINTOW(Ieraa): I want to touch on the shortcomings of most training
programs ia informqtion science rad the reasons for these shortcomings se I see them.
The training of information workers in uost countries, including Israel, is like an
upside-down pyramid with emphasis on theoretical subjects. Whet, in effect, ars we
doiagt Ws ars trying to produce resserch workers and theoreticians instead of pro-
perly s cadre of useful and highly quelified technicians. When I soy technicians,
I don't necessarily mean non-graduate workers. In my terminology, technicians ere
all those who practice their profession as opposed to those engaged in research and
development of new techniques within their professions. They'may be non -graduates,
or om a higher level, graduates with Bachelor's or Master's degrees.

Ualversity schools in information science ars sprouting all over the world. The
curricula of most of these schools either impart knowledge in librery techniques omly,
sr, going to the other extreme, emphasise purely theoretical subjects, such as maths-
ustIcal theory of communicatime, operations resserch, etc. ben worse, is my opinion,
they emphasise the study of computer technology se a subject in inforuatios @cloaca,
disregarding the fact that an information scientist should be the user of library and
computer services and not their operstor.

The students ars fed lot of inapplicable knowledge, rather than being given the
tools for the intelligent practice of the profession whose object is to serve as the
liaison between the generator sod the user of information.

Graduates are often unhappy and frustrated biomes their work after graduation
does not measure up to the high expectations evoked by the printed curricula of the
schools. Moreover, the schools mislead them into thinking that the attaining of this
or that degree guerantess proficiency on the job, whereas proficieucy on the job re.
quires lose years of experiemcs. The result is that the intellectually honest, the
gifted, end those possessing initiative amd personality are tempted to leave the
professiou.

The other weakness in the training of the profession is the criteria by which ap-
plicants for training are selected. Information scions is service profession,
therefore, the personal qualifications of its members is of paramount importaace.
Befortunately, no reseerch has been dons yet on what personal qualifications are needed
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in a competent inforention scientist. Because of the newness of the profession there
is probably not enough data on which to base such research. However, common sense
and the experience of managers heading information units nay provide some useful
guidelines.

We need, primarily, all-around, good general practitioners, to borrow a term fros
medicine; people with a broad range of interests, a sound general education and spe-
cialized education in the particular dise.ipline in which they will work. People with
intuition and the ability to feel, think and live other people's feelings, thoughts
and needs; a commend of several languages, balanced, not aggressive personality;
the ability to remember facts they cone acmes even through chance readies or personal
encounters amd associate them at the right moment with the problem at haul; people who
pay meticulous attention to details, but whm nevertheless discern the essence of a
problem and, finally, people who are articulate in oral and inlets, prooestaties.
Very cart qualities indeed.

The best age is just over 30; at that age students are still young, but sot youth-
ful; the very young are generally aggressive, egoistic, self-teetered, Likable to um-
derstamd other people's paychology, needs amd visvpoints - all qualities which WO
very gold la sem professions (.g. the military), but mot suitable few eay service

profession.

One last poise. There are professions which require from the outset a greet
amount of theoretical kmowledge, such as for lastest., chemistry; the edecaties el
a chemist today is sot complete if he hei sot acquired a Ph.D. degree. Om the ether
head, there are professions like segineeriss or our own prefeesiss amd easy ethers,
which require years of practical experience before siditioaal theoretical bawledpe
is digestable, useful aid desirable.

I therefore believe that schools with a Ph.D. program la islorantios science ere

premature. The elite of our professime, after years of esperiesce on the job, will
develop new techsiquee, do research and open sou vistas fer the profession with or
without Ph.D. &Imes. These activities are sot to be emeased in Stem the ;wheel

bench.

MCC P:114 1014A (1sdig): ladle is a Federation of alights's states where education
is a state subject. Library gestation is the respessibility ef the ladivideal states,
but the GUMMI Misiatry of Idecation lays down the satiosal policy for the satire
causer,. The University Ornate Camisoles sets the norms like the thiversity Crests
Committee is the LW.

There are 34 usiversity library schools la 14 elates. la oddities, me here toe

lalomeatisa OCidiCO schaels which offer specialised trainisg im decumestatiss sad
isferesties meioses'.

The equivalence ef the degrees is library atlases in varieve countries is a problem
amd this le the right forum to discuss it. A Mester's dopes program is op covatry la

tve-yecot, full-time professional course gives after the completlea of tte first de-
gree, Iloilo In memy countries a Master's 4egree program is oily see year atter gradu-

alism. Degrees overdid by the British Library Asseciatios and by the Leedom Scheel of
Librarlieehip mad others are mot receleised as as equivalent to s Mister's deem ia
the 01. Such iscompatibilities create prebless for students who would like to go to
other countries for higher education. Staadardisaties of degrees le neceseary.

The following extract cameras the equivalence of prefesaleeel degrees le Gude,
the VS omd the M. I quote an estreet fres, Safflisg variety; eduestiosal methods
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for librarianship in Great Britain, Canada and the United States", A. Roberts Rogers,
Coll. and Res. Libs., 23(1), Jan. 1962, p. 45-50.

"In the susses of 1959 an informal committee consisting of J.C. Harrison, Head
of the School of Librarianship; Henchester College of Technology; George Pitcher, Li-
brarian of the Russel College of Technology, Ghana; Bertha Hamm, Director of the
University of Toronto Library School; Lester Ashein, dean of the University of Chicago
Graduate Library School; and Robert L. Gales, executive secretary of the Library Edu-
cation Division of ALA, met In Urbana under the chairmanship of Dr. Lancour.

"The committee recommended the following table of inimum requiresents:

Canada a) Bachelor's degree from an approved institution.
b) I.L.S. degree from a library school accredited by the ALA

and CLA.

U.S. a) Bachelor's degree from an approved institution.
b) M.S., M.A., H.L.S. (or similar degree) from a library school

accredited by the ALA.

U.K. a) Bachelor's degree from an approved institution.
b) Ons year of study in ons of the zen library schools approved

by the Library Association.
cl Possession of the Associateship of the Blitish Library

Association.

"These proposals mark a real step forward in the matter of international library
cooperation, although they do laime a few questions unanswered. For example, no
mention is made of the recognition to be accorded the holder of a British university
degree plus the ILA or the Academic Post Graduate Diplona in Librarianship of the
University of London. By implication at least, these qualifications are ranked
somewhere above the slaloms, perhspe at the level of the Canadian H.L.S. or the old -
style sixth year American master's degree".

Mork has alreedy.been dons on the formation of an International Association of
Library Schools, and we have been in correspondence with IFLA. He have about 35
library schools who ars interested in forming an International Association of Library
Schools to discuss library ettication and training program. Me should take some de-
cision on this issue.

The next point to be coesidered is the exchange of teachers in library science
in various countries6 provision of fellowships for foreign students in selected li-
brary schools, holdies profeesional international seminars on library education,
analysis of various courses in library schools, etc. I would like to invite your
suggestions on these issues which are pressing problems for library education in
every country.

PAOPIeSS/C,f/SUS: The professional development props* at the City University
is-fatendidforpe-o-l-pe who ars practising librarians and for information specialists
who want to learn sone of the newest techniques. However, the progress was designed
with broader goal in mind. Vs were trying to look at what librarians and informa-
tions scientists in general have to know, not just what practitioners have to know.

Vs may, as we go on to the doctorate, have an intermediary step. It is possible
that we will decide to have a broader discipline called Inforaation Science, which
will be different from Computer Science. I did have several discussione about the
eventual Ph.D. dogree in Computer Science with the Head of the new Computer Science
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Program at the City College. It would be a travesty to give a Ph.D. in Computer
Science to somebody who will only have the level of proficiency in Computer Science
necessary for people who practice in libraries, information centers, data archives
and such institutions. We feel that library or information science generally, and
computer science,are quite different disciplines.

AT4 H. SCHUR (UK): I will deal with four topics. First, why do we bother with edu-
cation and training programs? A. has been said before, there are qdite a nomber of
people who have no formal qualifications in information work or librarianship and
yet are quite successful.

Second, if we have training programs, what are their objectives? Some of the
dogmatic statements heard this morning stem from the fact that the objectives, in
the view of the person who stated them, are veryspecific,whereas objectives which
might exist in other environments are'not taken into account.

Third, there are constrainti. It is of no use just comparing programs in dif-
ferent countries because the conditions under which these programa had been developed
are different. I am not trying to say that no two programs can be similar, but that
we ought to know a little bit more when discussing programs, about the constraints
and incentives under which these programa operate.

Fourth, what criteria exist for evaluating programs? There ought to be some sort
of feedback on whether these programs are really useful.

I feel that there are really two major objectives. First, there are educational
objectives which, so far as I have seen in the literature on educstional training
programs in this field, seem to have been completely forgotten. The objective of an .
educational program la educational. This may sound a platitude, but it is absolutely
essential. By educational I mean Bloom's ressoning on education objectives. You will
see that this takes into account some points like knowledge, which include, theme
call of facts and generalization. of methods and processes, patterns and structures.
Then one goes to the much'more difficult level of comprehension, publication, appli-
cation, analysis, synthesis, and finally evaluation which includes judgements.

I am afraid that many programs seem to concentrate largely on the knowledge part
because it is very easy to test this. It is very difficult to test evaluation judge-
ment, because people.have got their biases and it is difficult to agree that somebody
hes mildew good case if one holds a diametrically opposed point of view. Mowever, it
is the function of a teacher to be able to do this. So knowledge is the thing which
tends te bmstressedll and people are walking encycLipiwile.a. .

Secondly, there are professional or utilitarian objectAvem. Obviously people do
not *attend courses just for the fun of it. There are four oajor types of utilitarian
or professional objectives. There are those of the individual concerned, there are
academic ones, those of the profession, and finally the national objectives, Which
are very pronounced in a country like Israel.

It seems to me that there are essentially four categories of work. First there
is the production and operation category. This requires people who know something
about the subject they are working in - the subject specialist. These are the practi-
tioners. One also requires system operators. Very many librarians are just of that
type. They know how to run the library.

Increamingly important, I think, are people who are capable of doing development.
One knows of libraries which become fossilized. Development hos to bs continuous.
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Applied.research, which doss not deal with the topics which bring prestige to the
individual, are the topics which are essential to the country. Unless they are dealt
with, the work won't get done.

Background research, which is almost pure research, appears to be essentially
academic. I do no think one can really prescribe what sort of thing ought to be re-
searched because this le something which comes from the individual himself. All that
can be done is to state the sort of problem which exists, at a national level, and
hope that some people may. get interested. It is no use coning around and saying "you
will work on this." Research is like the work of an artist. An artist does not nor-
mally produce works which have been dictated to hte.

What are the criteria which ought to be considered? First, effectiveness; second,
fficiency; and third, the benefit-to-cost ratio. Educational effectiveness: how ef-
fective is the course? Professional effectiveness: is the output of the program use-
ful? It it actually used? Do the people in fact get jobs? Efficiency is essentially
the graduate-to-cost ratio. It is certainly not the output-to-input ratio. One could
easily pass everyone and be 1002 efficient, but quite ineffective. Benefit-to-cost is
xtremely difficult to asseme. There is a lot of discussion in educational circles
about the benefits of education in general.

rtxT, N. XOCREN (US): To Prof. Bork:). Tony Stinger of Havard has questioned whether
it is desirable to.hmve a separate computer scitste departnent; the sane thing could
be asked about information science. I wonder what your views on this question are?

PROF DOM: TO Prof. Koohen. This depends upon your emphasis. We could emphasize
it in our library schools; for example, UCLA gives a special degree in information
science in their library school, and grants two separate degrees: Master in Library
Science and an M.Sc. in Information Science. UCLA will give degrees in inforsation
science within the Computer Science Department and the School of Management. My own
view le that there is enough of a common body of knowledge in information science and
particularly in the systems analysis aspects to deserve a separate degree program.

'PROF -swats: ro Prof. Bork°. Logic does not always determine where a program is

ocated. Sometimes it le a matter of political or administrative necessity. Let us
be honest about why esme programs are called by certain names and why they are OK
where they are. There are some theoretical reasons, but there are also sone pragmatic

reasons.

TR. ROISSCRILD (Israel): To FAN% Borko, Whet are the undergraduate requirements

for the different programs? Can one enter one of the computer programs or informa-
tion science programs with a RA in the humanities?

PROF BMW: To Dr. AOthookad, This is a very important point. At the moment we
see tne level of technician ae a terminal type of degree and the student will probably
come from sn equivalent of a high school education, maybe with some work experience
and possibly some technical training. In Germany, this is the equivalent of a degree
from the Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Dokumentation, an institutional type of degree.

For the level of Infornation Specialist,.requiring a Hi:erase Degree, there la an

area of specialisation. The person who wants to work in sciences ehould have a
background in sciences. If he wants to work in education or linguistics, he ehould
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certainly have a knowledge of more than one language; if he will emphasize management
he would need a Bachelor's degree in management. He would also need, and this is a
personal opinion, a fairly strong background in mathematics. These are the require-
ments of my school. Forthe doctoral level, he will have to do research work and
this would have to be interdisciplinary.

DR. 144 KESSLER (VS): TO Prof. Borko.1 This is not a question, but a request. Those
in the profession who occupy themsellees with matters of education ahould consider
that the field is new and, therefore, by necessity, practitioners in the field have
not gone through any formal education guided by our present understanding of what
education ought to be. It is fair to say that this condition will prevail throughout
the next 5, 10, ot 20 years.

I would suggest that the people who give thought to the matter of education also
concern themselves with the problems of education of the present practitioners whose
circumstances are quite different from those of a student who attends classes from
9 to 3. They work all day and have to take evening courses. I think that considering
the state of our technology this educational problem is of great importance and I
would be very happy if the educationalists in this field would give some thought to
it by organizing courses or even writing textbooks.

PROP. HORHO: TO Dr. Kessler. I am glad to say, unequivocally, that people in all
countries of the world are giving a great deal of attention to this and indeed most
of the development hss come first from in-house service courses, later from spacial
technical schools and only-then have they been adopted by the univeraitias. The need
to retrain and to continue the education has grown out of the technical level end
there is still a major emphasis on this in all the countries of the world.

PROF. H. MINTZ (Germany): I would like to add something from the point of view of
the International Federation for Documentation .(FID). We are in the process of set-
ting up a new program and new statutes and we deliberated in Mbscow whether to retain
the word "documentation" in the name of the organisation or to change it to something
new. Aa this proved to be impossible, we decided to stick to the old name Interna-
tional Federation for Documentation with the understanding that "documentation" in
the name meant Informatica, Dokumentation, Documentation, and Information Science,
singular, but at the same time we agreed that our "documentation" was part of a bigger
science called the Information Sciences, plural. Other sciences either belong to this
group completely, e.g., library or archive science, or in part, applied linguistics,
theory of communication, computer science (informatics), and so on.

FAM GROSS: I think it is a tour de force to get a form of Esperanto into the name
TorirTiiirtization; you seem to have succeeded in that!

DR. ROTHSCHILD: I am glad to endorse at least two of the points which have been made.
First, the importance of selection of trainees as well as of teachers. I am extremely
glad that Mts. Vilantchuk pointed out the need for general background, not only in the
limited field of science or technology, and I am even ready to agree to the point she
made concerning the desirable age. I like to have in my classes at least some stu-
dents who have accumulated experience in life, served in education, etc.

The second point is service versus research. Our universities here are rather
conservative. Only next year I hope to get the right to grant Master's degrees.
Even today members of the University Senate doubt if ours is a scientific profession,
and it is especially difficult to recruit science graduates.
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Before the opening ceremony I had a talk with Dr. Penland and he asked me how
many librarians from public libraries are at this Conference. I had to answer - very
few. alit public librarians also must have basic knowledge about all that is dealt
with at this Conference. Concerning the recruiting of science graduates, I should
like to Emotion that Kr. Lebowits is more optinistic in this respect than I. He in-
tends to interest science graduates at the Technion in joining a Mister's program in
library science.

In the States there is a five year program without any relation between the Ba-
chelor's program and the ohe year course in librarianship or information science. I

think it would be desirable to shift some of the basic subjects to the undergraduate
level without giving Bachelor's degrees in information science and librarianship.

PROP. ARNTZ: We sometimes simplify the problem if we do not .think of the persons
wnom we are going to train. What we really want are persons able to serve user pro-
files. This neans they must have experience in the fields in which they will serve
their users.

On the other hand, Mts. Vilentchuk said that it is difficult to recruit people
over thirty. This is absolutely true as I'have found many times, but we want the
best chemist to serve a chemical user profile. This neans that we take him away
from chemical work where he could sake discoveries and become famous. We want the
best medical doctor for medical profiles. We take him away from his medical work
and so.prevent hisefrom becoming a famous surgeon. Only the best people in the filed
will make the best information officerr.

So we must give lot of incentives to those whom we want as scientific informa-
tion officers. Questions of pay, social status, general recognition of information
work, and so on are inirolved. And this in addition to all the problems of curricula.

Ak R.B. ZAAINANISOuth Africa): TO Prof% Arnta. In our experience, information of-
ficers are normally not people who are extremely successful in research or who find
research very interesting. It is not those people who become good information offi-
cers. Good information officers normally start off with a highly idealistic view of
science and research and become disillusioned. They then turn to information work
in which they find more intellectual stimOation.

I think research institutes which have funds avsilable can make a study of the
psycholosy of the successful information officer. At the moment one has to find
these people by trial and error. There is no way of actually selecting then accor-
ding to psychological testa and one only learns by experience which people ere likely
to be successful and which are not.

ZR, MOW (Canada): I would like to confirm what Mr. Zasiman just said. In
carnage during che past aix years we have operated an in-training program sponsored
by the National Science Library and a scholarship program, in an effort to encourage
scientists to come into the field of science information. We have attracted some
very good people, but on the whole the applicants have tended to be people who are
not doing.tee well as scientists and have decided that they have to get into another
field.

As a result of developments in Canada, we are now undertaking Avery detailed
study of what type of training information scientists require. We have a team headed
by a professor from Dalhousie University which le trying to find out what the training
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needs are, taking look at the situation as it now exists in Canada, evaluating
whether it is adequate or not, and if not, what should be done about it. I suspect
that the needs in Canada are no different than in other countries and the team's re-
port, which will be out within the next three or four months, will be of interest to
other countries too.

DR. A. COCKX (Belgium): This discussion has emphasized the difference between the
Anglo-Saxon approach and the European approach. The American approach over-emphasises
the information scientist as against the subject specialist. I cannot accept Prof.
Borko's view that a Ph.D. In information science is qualification for work in
chemical information center.

Dr. Gezelius has mentioned that libraries are creations of the nineteenth century
and documentation centers are the creations of the first half of this century. When
we enter the second half of this century, the dialogue in information transfer is
only possible when there are top qualified people on both ends. If you do not have
this dialogue your information center is complete failure.

PROF. GROSS: I cannot think of the future of information as a mechanism without
highly trained people at the Ph.D. level.

PROF. BORKO: To Dr. Cookx. I do not think there is any disagreement at all. What I
was trying to describe are the different needs within the broad field of information
science, and the different levels of training necessary to meet these needs.

I agree completely that for the service oriented degree there is no need for the
Ph.D. It is necessary for research and teaching career to advance the state of the
art in communication, in information analysis and dissemination. Wbether the same
person can do both, Whether he will progress by experience from the service degree
and then come back to the university because he has real research problem and wants
to be able to pursue it, is different matter. We should not make the mistake of
tryigg to force all education into single mould. The field seems to be developing
into various types of orientations and various levels of competence.

Not everyone is going to go into management and information centers._ Ik is_fer
the university to decide whetLztr all those going into librarianship or information
work should have courage in cost accounting, in mathematics, in,operations research.
There are different levels of specialization. It would be a mistake to say that
particular curriculum is the only curriculum.

1U4 ZAAIMAN: To *y. Seasiona. You mild in your paper that the City University re-
quires thoae students who do costing to have quite good background in mathematics
and statistics. That is very true if one works at doctoral level, but I think that
any librarian who wants to do costing would be very lucky if he had the very special -
ised.training in costing and statistics required. In sost instances the services of
specialists in these fields could be called on.

PROF. SESSIONS: W. feel that certain basic elemental understanding of costing and
management is essential to almost everybody at some point in his career. Perhaps not
for the first degree, but certainly later. I have been asked to chair seminar of
the Library Association on new developments in librarianship,for the City University
next spring. We have 276 libraries at the university. We asked ourselvee, once they
know about newdevelopments,how will they be able to apply them in their own libraries
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and what will the effect be on the university library system? So we decided to make
this into a 2 year program. The first year is devoted to matters that we feel almost
everyone should know, but is not aware of, and therefore, not really capable of making
the kinds 'of decisions which should be made on the low level of the hicarchial
structure.

FRO& ARNTZ: We in %rope were unhappy when the Americans changed documentation to in-
'17GWENTricience because the word scientist here takes on a different meaning from thar
which it normally has. Ifinformation science is a science, and we ate convinced that
it is, then we need information scientists who are scientists in the field of informa-
tion science. The man of whom I previously spoke - the best chemist who is to serve
user profiles in chemistry, the best medical doctor who has to do this in medicine -
he, of course, just as Dr. Cocks said, must have studied chemistry or medicine and in
addition, after practical experie=e he must have studied information science, but
this is not his subject field. The man who runs a big information or documentation
center, in a chemical plant, asked about his profession will always answer, "I am a
chemist", but, of course, he is also an information man.

So we in Europe and in the' international field distinguish between the real sci-
entist in information science whom, as I said, we badly need, and the man who serves
user profiles. H. has studied a particular subject but afterwards he certainly has
studied information science as well.

MESS N. ATER (Israel): We forgot one very important thing and that is the public. What
is the image of our profession from the poiet of view of the people we serve? I

studied at Columbia University in the States and when I started working in the New
York Public Library people asked me - what is a librarian? Do you need to study to
become a librarian? I hear the same question in Israel. The public does not know
what our profession ie. How can a student want to become a librarian if he does not
know what it is?

PROF% MSS: I can talk as one of the users. I am not a librarian. I use libraries.
Research people learned very quickly that they waste an awful lot of effort in dupli-
cation4f their interaction with the information source is not adequate.

MRS. 14 EHRLECU-DRVAIESIXOrael): Theoverlapping disciplines demand an enormous
amount of special knowledge from a librarian and I wonder whether in a speciallibra-
rian's training it would not be possible to have .two years of general education in
addition to the librarianship subjects and in the third year specialization in the
field in which the student would later like to %wk. A degree in civil engineering for
example, is not much help to somebody who will later work. as a librarian in medicine.
If, on the other hand, in the third or fourth year the student learns a special disci-
pline, it might afterwards give him an enormous advantage in.finding work.

PROF% BONO: TO Ws. Rhrlioh. This suggestion is being followed now by a number of
institutions in many countries. Let me speak for a moment about my own institution.
We started with a one year Master's degree, and immediately recognized the problem
that you raised, the need for specialization. A medical librarian needs different
training at the specialization level than a military or a tare book librarian and so
a second year has been added, which is a sixth year to the whole program.

It now Includes a four year Bachelor's degree, which is the basic first degree;
then the one year Master's degree in librarianship; and then the sixth year for a
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certificate of specialisation. Now, UCLA felt that we should sake it uore general
so we are beginning this year a 2-year Master's program. The first year of our
Master's program will deal with gemeral subjects in librarianship: basic work in
classification, bibliography, referemce amd menagement; and the second year, after
the student already knows whet be meats to do upon graduation, with coecialleation.
Many other schools are considerimg this same approach.

PROP. CMGS: ro Pre. Dorft It comes tooled that with 6 years of training you are
getting pretty close to &medical degree mid I wonder why an internship in an appro-
priate library is not included.

PRIM BONO: To Pre. Orme. Our 2-year degree program does indeed include summer

internship prom's in the second year. The question is whether it im worthwhile,
cost effective, to go to tha extra year? Is there en increment in salary commensu-
rate with the cost of that training? At the moment the thinking at our University
is that jobs are difficult to get amd thst a versos with an extra year training
would be more readily selected for a job, ether things being equal, agal we hope that
this person will start at a bilker salary.

PROP; AMENS: There is of course egreat'deal to be said for the idea that there
should be specialised traising is mailcal librarianship, engineering librarianship,
etc. I have bed a great deal of legal becberommi, so I obviously took a course in
legal bibliography and la the social miaow, lowever, in the US there is great

deal of moving arouni from one type of library to anoth:r. I think that we ars
doing a disservice to librariams by limitimg agate one type of library. If libra-
rianship and informetiom seisms is aidisagaihme in itself, than there are basic
techniques in information-science which csm be applied no matter what the subject
field im.

1M'SCRUR: I have in fact put this intomg paper when talking about professional
ajallias. In designing &program comaideration must be given to the Offeer expec-
tations of the graduates, which most sot be worms than expectations of graduates in
related fields, in terms of financial reward, prestige, interest in the abject, etc.

We must avoid develop*" programs which load to dead-end jobs, however great the
demand may be for such.personmel. Oa the contrary, we should aim at providing an
e ducatios for flexibility. The oiscation for flexibility will not only increase the
employment poesibilitisi of tbe isdividnal, but also by exposing him in the course
to completely sew topics, will broaden his outlook amd hopefully increase his interest
in the subject.

The poiat I di tryise tombs is that these special purpomu courses for law li-
brarians for medical librarisms, amd others, which in fact do exist in some sohoole

'in the al, are highly uadesirable as &first basic program. I am stressing this as
first program. One does mot trais a toothpaste organic cheni4t, but expects him to

take a gsseral chemistry degree, which includes organic, inorpnic and physical chae-
tatty, and only then allows him to specialite. Vs ought to te doing the same. People

.neod a broad background.

NRS. IfilAITCNUK: The status mod imsge of our profession are at present not good. But

1-6-Tariiiiraiiesgues who's personal status is excellent. Why? Because status is

something which you don't get by resolutions or with high salary, but *rough your
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personal qualifications and the usefulness of your work to the community. And here
again I come back to the Ph.D. problem. Ph.D. training is probably necessary - but
for whom - for us, for the professionals, to advance our profession. It is not ne-
cessary, however, at the moment,for our users. For our users what is necessary is
the technical level - people who can give really useful service.

The Ph.D. programs may be necessary later, and I come always back to the example
of Lomonosoff. Somebody who really has something in himself and has somathing to
contribute cannot be held down through any external circumstances. Lomonosoff was
a Russian peasant who lived at the beginning of the 19th century when there still
was serfdom in Russia. He walked by foot from Siberia to St. Petersburg motivated
by his thirst for learning. Born a serf, he ended up as the first President of the
Academy of Sciences of Tzarist Russia. Why? Becaune he had it in him.

We do need people who will advance the profession and they will probably need
Ph.D.'s, but if they have it in them they will do it without a Ph.D. too. But we
must not build an upside-down pyramid. We must first improve the technicians, the
engineers of our profession who will be immediately useful to the public and will
help to improve our image and our status.

MR. D. ELAZAR (Israel): I would like to make a comment regarding specialization. I
think we have not taken into consideration the overlapping in the sciences. You
can't take an information officer and say - you are going to be an information of-
ficer in chemistry - without understanding something about physics, mathematics and
possibly geology and engineering. From my own experience I can say that the fact that
I was able to work in a general science library helped me later immensely with
specialized information work.

MRS. F. CESTAC (France): I would like to comment on Mr. Reichardt's paper. We train
students to be information specialists and we have a two year program in information
science. The first year is devoted to library oriented subjects and to computer
work. We insist on a dialogue between the trainer and the trainee and apply a me-
thod of group dynamics.

We require from the students special competence in a specific field, such as
management or systems analysis. In the second year we teach system analysis and
management, but we also have special training in semiology which nobody here mentioned
though it is very important.

I have no scientific background but rather a literary or artistic one, and I have
noticed that often documentalists have no artistic feeling at all and know nothing
about graphical layout. This is an important point and we have had a great demand
for it in France. We have also started courses in oral communications.

PROF. KAMA: In library education much depends on what the library schools and
teachers are able to do. A good curriculum with bad teachers cannot produce good
librarians. We should have good teachers with good backgrounds in the subjects
they teach. Normally when we recruit teachers we don't ask whether they have work
experience in a particular library or a specific documentation field. This should,
however, be considered when the teachers are being recruited.

I am pleased to hear that UCLA now has a two-year Master degree program. In
India, we have had two-year Master degree programs since 1948.
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DR. S. SCHWARZ (Sweden): As you know,Martin Luther said that the way to hell is

paved with good intentions. At various Conferences, not the least so in futurology

in which I am working now, I hear these good intentions have never materialized in
really good propositions.

Now the question of usefulness is quite interesting. We say, "Let us be more

useful". But I am not sure that esteem is related to usefulness because for instance,
a garbage collector is one of the most 1,seful persons in society and yet the status
of the job is not that high.

I believe that the relation between information and the structure of science and

of scientific growth has not been really considered. If information could go into

science policy, which can be easily done, by a science index method or other similar
methods, we could show how useful we are and extend the field in a direction which
can then be related to esteem.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL METHODS TO PRODUCE
MICROFICHE ECONOMICALLY IN SMALL

QUANTITIES.

Georg Thiele
Arbeitsstelle fUr Reprotechnik im Institut

fUr Dokumentationswesen
Frankfurt / Main

SYNOPSIS

The increasing flood of literature in science and tech-
nology makes it necessary to find new ways for storing
records and information. Large documentation centres have
been using microfiche successfully for many years. The
technical possibilities of using the advantages of micro-
fiche for storing information even in limited quantities
are explained.

Mit steigenden Veröffentlichungszahlen besonders im wissenschaftlich-
technischen Bereich ist das Ende des Zeitabschnittes gekommen in dem
Papier die einzige Materie zur Fixierung und Ubermittlung von wissen-
schaftlichen Mitteilungen war. Neue Speichermedien werden gesucht,
fUr die zwei Voraussetzungen wichtig sind. Bei einer Speicherkapazi-
tNt, die erheblich höher sein mua, als die des Ublichen Druckes'mull
ein schneller Zugriff gewahrt bleiben, oder verbessert werden. Die
EffektivitNt einer Veröffentlichung darf jedoch durch eine VerNn-
derung der Publikationsform weder eingeschrNnkt, noch erheblich ver-
teuert werden. Normale Druckschrift oder Schreibmaschinenschrift
lliBt sich auf Papier höchstens um 50% verkleinern um noch lesbar, und
was auch wichtig ist, kopierfahig zu bleiben. Magnetspeicher und
Mikrofilm bieten sich an, da ihre KapazitNt erheblich healer ist, wo-
bei der Magnetspeicher zwar die geringere KapazitNt, aber den schnel-
leren Zugriff bietet, der Mikrofilm dagegen die höhere Speicherkapa-
zitlit. Es hat sich in der Dokumentation bisher als sinnvoll erwiesen,
in Magnetspeichern keine Gesamtinformation zu speichern sondern hier
Auszüge in Form von SchlagwOrtern, Daten und Literaturangaben festzu-
legen, wNhrend es der Mikroverfilmung vorbehalten ist, Gesamtinfor-
mationen, seien es Texte oder Bilder, die als Information in der ori-
ginalen Beschaffenheit erhalten bleiben, zu speichern. Die vorlie-
gende Information wird verkleinert und in analoger Form archiviert.
Man kann in diesem sachlichen Zusammenhang deshalb such von Analog-
speichern sprechen.

Besonders eingefUhrt hat sich hierbei das Microfiche in seinen inter-
national genormten Abmessungen von 105 x 148mm, mit einem lesbaren
Kopf und fUnf Reihen von je 12 Aufnahmen mit einem Verkleinerungs-
faktor von ca. 20. Ein solcher Microfiche hat in der ganz normalen
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Ausführung eine Speicherkapnzitat von mindestens 200 000 Zeichen.
Starkere optische Verkleinerungen sind heute bei anderen Verfilmungs-
arten bereits in der Anwendung und kiinnten nuch die Kapazitat des
Microfiche noch erheblich erhOhen. Die derzeit internationale Form
des Microfiche, die nuch einer ISO-Empfehlung entspricht, ist aber
bereits so weit verbreitet, &US man erwarten kann, allerorts Benutz-
ungsgerate, d.h. Lesegerate oder RückvergraBerungsgerate, vorzufinden.
Beispielsweise in den Vereinigten Staaten erfolgt die Informationsver-
teilung in Form dieser Microfiche durch den National Technical Infor-
mation Service, wobei ein Tngesversand von 4 000 Microfiche als nor-
mal angegeben wird. Es ist nnhelie.g.pnd, daB nuch kleinere Informations-
zentralen sich für dns Microfiche als Informntionstrager entscheiden
machten und zwar nicht nur weil die Lesegerate an vielen Stellen be-
reits vorhanden sind, sondern auch weil es miiglich ist, kleinere
Microfiche - Serien in die groBen Snmmlungen zu integrieren. Diese
Absicht scheiterte bis jetzt aber daran, dell die auf dem Markt be-
findlichen Microfiche - Aufnahmegerate mit ihren sehr hohen Preisen
far kleinere Dienststellen vbllig unrentabel sind. Diese Gerate lie-
gen in einer Preisklasse zwischen$20 und 35 000,-. Unsere Uberlegung
gingen daher dnvon nus, ein Geratesystem zu schaffen, das stufenma-
Big der Menge der herzustellenden Microfiche angepnat werden kann.

Zunächst wurde sichergestellt, daB 16mm Mikrofilm - Aufnahmsgerate
und zwar Schrittschaltkameras auf dem Markt sind, die genau dem in-
ternational genormten Microfiche - Schritt von 11,75mm entsprechen.
Zusatzlich hat dann ein Hersteller far Mikrofilmgerate, die Mikro-
film GmbH, eine Tochtergesellschaft von Agfa - Gevaert, far ihre
35mm-Mikrofilm Schrittkameras, die in vielen Bibliotheken und Doku-
mentationsstellen stehen, eine auswechselbare Kassette far 16mm-
Film mit einem festen Schritt von 11,75mm geschaffen. Hierdurch ist
es interessierten Dienststellen möglich bei geringen finanziellem
Aufwand Streifenfilme im Microfiche - Schritt herzustellen. Die Fir-
ma Kalle produziorte nach unseren Angaben einen Montage - Tisch, in
dem der Film nuf die Lange von 12 Aufnahmen geschnitten und festge-
halten werden kann. Eine von der gleichen Firma hergestellt Acetat-
Haftfolie im Format von 10,5 x 1418cm, bei der die Schutzschicht
streifenweise entsprechend den Zeilen eines Microfiche abgezogen wer-
den kann wird dann auf den Montage - Tisch gedrackt und nimmt die
Filmstreifen auf. Der noch fehlende Titol in der ersten Zeile des
Microfiche,kann von einer Schreibmaschinenvorlage durch eine Schnell-
kopie mit Diffusionsentwicklung oder mit Hilfe anderer reprographi-
scher Verfahren hergestellt und auf den Kopf der Haftfolie aufgetra-
gen warden. Von dem so fertiggestellten Master far Microfiche können
nun im bekannten Diazo - Kopierverfahren beliebig viel Microfiche
kopiert werden. Eine solche Herstellung von Microfiche entspricht der
internationalen Normung, da hier ausdrUcklich festgelegt ist, &IR
auch die Kopien von Montagen, wenn sie der Norm entsprechen, und in
der Qualitkit nicht von anderen Microfichekopien abweichen, als
Microfiche akzeptiert werden.

Diese Aufteilung technischen Arbeitsganges hat den Vorteil, dall man
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bei geringem Bedarf mit der Beschaffung eines 16mm Mikrofilm - Auf-
nahmegorhtes fhr ca. 1 500 Dollar bereits im eigenen Bhro den Film
herstellen kann, ohne Unterlagen aus dem Hause geben zu mhBen. Der
belichtete Film kann im einfachsten Fall an eine Zentrale gegeben
werden, die diesen Film entwickelt, den Microfiche montiert und
auch die Kopien herstellt. In Deutschland ist die Arbeitsstelle far
Reprotechnik eine solche Zentrale, die derartige Arbeiten far andere
Institute durchfhhrt, die aber auch neben einem Dupliziergerht ei-
nen RhckvergrdBerungsautomaten zur Verfhgung hat, mit dem sie bei
Bedarf auch Hardcopies von den bei ihr deponierten Microfiche her-
stellen kann. Die einzelne Dienststelle, die bisher nur den Film auf-
genommen hat, kann dann bei steigendem Bedarf, durch Anschaffung der
weiteren Gerhte die Herstellung von Microfiche immer weiter, stufen-
weise, in eigene Thtigkeit hbernehmen, ohne das vorher gekaufte Ge-
rhte hberflhssig werden. Weitere Vorteile haben sich bei dieser Form
der Microfiche - Herstellung ergeben, da beispielsweise Microfiche,
die nicht abgeschlossene Berichte enthalten, durch zushtzliche Mon-
tage neuer Seiten auf den neuesten Stand gebracht werden kiinnen. Bei
diesen Ergänzungen kann jeweils ein Datum mit verfilmt werden, um so
den jeweiligen Stand der Arbeiten kontrollieren zu Ickinnen. Ein wei-
terer Vorteil besteht darin, daB auch Halbtonbilder besser als bis-
her im Microfiche wiedergegeben werden krninen, denn es ist nun mög-
lich, eine Serie Halbtonbilder auf entsprechendem normalen 16mm Ki-
nofilm aufzunehmen und in den Microfiche einzufhgen. Dadurch ver-
schwindet der bisher sehr groBe Qualithtsunterschied zwischen der
Schrift und der Bildwiidergabe.

In Deutschland wird dieses Verfahren zur Herstellung von Microfiche,
weil es problemlos und relativ billig ist, in steigendem MaBe, be-
sonders bei Instituten und Dokumentationsstellnn mit einem kleineren
Mengenbedarf benutzt. Es ist selbstversthndlich, daB Dokumentations-
zentralen mit einem groBen Durchgang von Reports auch in Deutschland
auf automatische Aufnahmegerhte zurhckgreifen, für die sich dann ja
auch eine Rentabilitht orgibt. Die Verbreitung des Microfiche wird
noch weiter zunehmen, da bereits die ersten Microfiche - Farbfilme
produziert sind, was besonders fhr die Medizin sehr'interessant ist
und da eine sphtere automatischo Sortiermöglichkeit bei Microfiche
aller Herstellungsverfahren durch nachtrhglich angebrachte Code -
Leisten in Zukunft moglich werden wird.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL
METHODS TO PRODUCE MICROFICHE

ECONOMICALLY IN SMALL QUANTITIES

Georg Thiele

Translated by the author from the
German original

We note that the number of scientific and technical publications is increasing. The
period during which printed paper was the only material for transferring and storing
scientific knowledge is now coming to an end. Normally printed or typescript charac-
ters can be reduced up to 50%. But this is the limit if the characters are to be
legible and - this is also important - it should be possible to make copies from them.
It has become necessary now to look for new media in which information can be storld.
These materials must meet two essential requirements.

1. The storage capacity must be much higher than that of printed matter.

2. Rapid and comparatively easy access to the stored information must be ensured.

Besides new media forstoring,information should ideally not be less convenient
than printed paper, and should also not be very much more expensive.

Two new media for the storage of information meet these requirements: Magnetic
memory and microfilm.

The storage capacity of both media is much higher than that of printed paper.
Comparing these two materials, the storage capacity of microfilm is higher than that
of magnetic tape. On the other hand, the access to data stored in a nagnetic memory
is much more rapid. Therefore, in the field of documentation it has been proved use-
ful to store in magnetic memories (tapes or discs) only such data which is relevant
for retrieval purposes (keywords, descriptors, bibliographic data, etc.) and to store
total information (reports, papers, tables, diagrams) on microfilm. In using this
method the original paper is optically reduced and stored in analogous form. In this
connection I would like to add that microfilm is an analogous memory.

Microfiche in the internationally standardized size of 105 x 148 mm is widely
used. It is built up of an eye-readable headline and 5 lines with 12 pages on each.
The 12 pages in each line may be 12 single pictures or 6 pictures with double-frames.
The pictures have a reduction ratio of 1:20. The capacity of a standard microfiche
is in the range of at least 200,000 characters. In other microfilm systems reduction
factors higher than 120 are used, which makes it possible to increase the storage
capacity of microfiche. The internationally accepted form of microfiche, however,
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which also corresponds to an ISO-Recommendation is meanwhile being widely used. It

appears that the necessary equipment, "readers" and"read printers" for the internation-
ally accepted size of the microfiche are available everywhere.

For example in the U.S. the National Technical Information Service is.distributing
information in the form of microfiche. On the average 4,000 microfiches are mailed by

the National Technical Information Service everyday. It is obvious that other smaller
information centers would also like to introduce microfiche for several reasons, as it
is also possible to merge smaller series of microfiche into larger collections. In

many cases the introduction of microfiche is prevented by the fact that the available
micro-fiche cameras are very expensive. The prices vary between 20,000 and 35,000 U.S.

dollars. In many cases this equipment cannot be used economically in smaller informa-
tion centers. It was our intention to develop equipment for the production of micro-
fiche, which can be adapted step by step to the number of microfiche to be produced.

At first it had to be ensured that 16 mm Microfilm cameras, flow cameras and pla-
netary cameras were available which could take pictures in steps of 11.75 mm. This

correspond exactly to the internationally standardized Microfiche step.

One manufacturer of microfilm equipment, Microfilm GmbH, developed an inter-change-
able magazine for 16 mm film which has a fixed step of 11.75 mm. This magazine has been

designed for Microfiche's 35 mm planetary cameras, which are in use in many libraries

and information centers. So it is possible to produce microfilm 16 mm with microfiche-

step. According to our specifications the firm of Kalle has developed a special
mounter-table on which the film is cut into 12 exposure strips and the strips are then
fixed in the mounter. The same firm has developed an acetate self-adhesive transparent

film in fiche size, i.e. 10.5 x 14.8 cm. The fiche film is then pressed on to the
mounting table and the film strips adhere to the transparent fiche film. The title

of the microfiche can be copied from a typescript original using a Diffusion Transfer
process or by other reprographic methods. This film strip with the title is then also

mounted on the self-adhesive film. From this master a microfiche can now be produced,

.by using a diazo copying method. Microfiche made in the way just described is in

accordance with international standards. It is said that mounted microfiche duplicates
will be accepted as valid microfiche as long as they conform to the relevant interna-
tional standards, and if they are of the same quality as other microfiche-copies.

The splitting up of the technical process for producing microfiche in sub-processes
offers great advantages. If microfiche are only produced on a small scale, a 16 mm

camera is sufficient. The price of such a camera is around $1,500. Microfilm can be

produced at the office and there is no need to send out the originals. In the simplest

case, the microfilm is sent after exposure to a service bureau which develops the micro-
film, mounts the microfiche master and produces the copies.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, such services are run by the Arbeitsstelle fUr
Reprotechnik at Frankfurt. In addition, there is also an automatic enlarger which

produces readable hard copies of the microfiche.

But if microfiche is later to be produced on a larger scale, the office can purchase
the additional equipment which is needed to undertake all the production processes on
its own premises without having to discard the already available equipment. There is

another advantage in utilizing this way of producing microfiche. Far instance, a micro-

fiche of a report, which has not been finished can be brought up to date by adding
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pages. In this case, the date can also be put on the microfiche so that the progress
made in the work can be checked at any time. A further advantage is that in the most
widely used negative microfiche, the continuous tone reproductions also appear in ne-
gative form. Now these pictures can be produced in a better way. It is now possible
to mount 16 mm diapositives in the master microfiche. So there is no longer the dif-
ference in quality between the reproduction of text and pictures.

In Germany, this method of producing microfiche is being used more and more, because
it is easy to operate and comparatively inexpensive. It is especially widely used in
research institutes and information centers which are using microfiche on a relatively
smaller scale. It is obvious that information centers which handle reports on a large
scale will use automatic equipment which will then be more economic. There is no

doubt that microfiche will be used more and more as recently it was shown that
colour-microfiche could be also produced. This may be of special importance in the
field of medicine. In Germany the first periodicals in the area of natural sciences
will be published in the form of microfiche. For other purposes special code-strips
are attached to the microfiche duplicate. This will also have the effect of increas-
ing the use of microfilm.
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REPROGRAPHY'S CONTRIBUTION TO INFORATION SERVICES IN UVELOPING COUNTRIES

E. Offenbacher

Head, Reprographic Service

The Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem / Israel

SYNOPSIS

Conclusione about reprography in information services were reached

in industrialized countries. They are not necessarily true for

young nations. Differences are discussed concerning gathering of

information and its dissemination. Economic considerations are

stressed. Local technical and organizational limitations are taken

into account. Training abroad is recommended.

Reprography, Information Services and Developing Countries are in themselves terms

extensively considered in the literature. Much practical experience has also been

gained concerning reprography's contribution to information services. Fbr obvious

reasons, theoretical as well as practical, conclusions have been reached in this

field in the leading countries which happen to be the highly industrialized ones.

No direct conclusion can necesearily be drawn from their experience for the benefit

of the young nations. The foremost among the reasons would be the considerable

difference in economic development and resulting possibilities. Organizational and

administrational limitations in developing countries also make it often difficult to

take full advantage of the reprograihic techniques available for information centres.

Commonly, their services are supposed to include the gathering of information, its

processing and dissemination. In this context, it will have to be considered which of

the existing reprographic techniques could best be applied for the benefit;of

developing countries.

Gathering information in a developing country most often means receiving desired

particulars from abroad. Concerning the text of whole books and serials, the original

publication is still the most desireable one, even where micro-publications might be
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available. Microcards may serve as a typical point in case. Some years ago, their

distribution was rather popular for some time, paricularly from various American

channels. Considering the great need for specialized information, such as atomic

energy reports, medical research,papere and similar publications for the United States

and other industrialized countries, their libraries and information services had to be

equipped with special microcard readers for that purpose. The organizational changes

and capital investment involved were certainly worth it, considering the large number

of microcards required within a short time. After a while, this particular technique

proved to be not really satisfactory and was largely replaced by the transparent

microfiche. In this wgy, microcard-readers rapidly became obsolete, not without having

served their purpose while it lasted. Developing countries, however, had caught up

with the microcard technique only at a later stage and to a much lesser extent, hereby

channelling capital investment into a doubtful economic undertaking.

In spite of that hardly avoidable experience, microcopies prove a most useful tool

for gathering information from irregular sources. This is especially true for develop-

ing countries, the literary resources of which are mostly limited as far as scion,

tific and technical information is concerned. Usually, they also happen to be

situated at a geographical distance from the main centres of information. They there-

fore have to rely on air-mailed communications incurring considerable postal charges.

In these cases, microcopies prove an ideal medium. Learning the lesson, the inform,

ation centres of developing countries ought to be careful in evaluating microfiche

and its latest atages: Super- and Ultrafiche for their purpose. The whole of this

field is still in a rather fluid state of development. Besides, here again, a spe-

cific consideration, typical for developing countries, should be mentioned. It ap,

pears, namely, that microfiche readers can be marketed at a much more attractive

price Ilan the usual mbrofilm readers. The price of these microfiche readers proves

reasonable indeed in relation to the high economic standard of the countries of

origin. In consequence, the microfiche (*totem becomes rapidly popular there. The

eame reader, however, becomes rather expensive when marketed in countries importing

their equipment with heavy duties attached, in addition to freight and insurance
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charges involved. The consideraLly enlarged price must now be related to the economic

standard prevailing at the reader's destination which, in the case of one of the

developing countries, will compare unfavourably with that of the couLtry of origin.

Even for that reason alone, microfiche cannot be expected to become as popular in the

developing countries as in the industrialized ones in the foreseeable future, not-

withstanding its particular advantage for information services as such.

With due respect, therefore, to the care needed in choosing appropriate repro-

graPhic media for gathering information in developing countries, the advantage of

microcopies cannot be overstressed. At the same time, it ought to be realized that

these copies have in the first place always been looked upon as a medium to be

scanned for the importance of its contents. Microfilms are not supposed to be read

for any length of time. Instead, enlargements should be requested of frames of

particular interest which, by way of scanning the film, appeared to be important.

Microcopies as such remain the cheapest means for the acquisition of information and

its storage,- more specifically for developing countries. Portions of particular

interest, however, should be made available to the information centre's customer,

where possible, by way of paper enlargements.

For processing of information and its retrieval, microcopies prove also a medium of

advantage, e.g. where the classification of the information can be included in the

microcopy at the time of its production. Once more, the microfiche has a good point

in case. Much of the information required for retrieval can be included at the head

of the fiche, where it can be read by the naked eye. Such a fiche, put in an envelope

for its protection, can actually serve as a kind of index-card and source of inform-

ationat one and the same time; because, once taken out of the card-file, the fiche

serves as the actual material one has been looking for. Here again, information

services operating in developing countries may find themselves in a less fortunate

state, except where they practically act as the producer of the microcopy involved.

However, where microcopies are received from abroad without classification, alter-

native solutions may be available. If the copy arrives in the form of rollfilm,
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the lengthy material may be cut into strips, respectively of 10 single or 5 double

frames. A heading is attached above each strip, which has been written by typewriter

and therefore is readable with the naked eye. Fbrmerly, for this kind of strip with

heading attached, special envelopes had been readiliy available. Unfortunately, it

arpears that they have gone somewhat out of fashion; but they may still be a solution

for developing countries. An improved and mechanized version of this technique can be

found in Kodak's "Nicrostrip". This system, in turn, is largely overshadowed nowadays

by the more soPhisticated systems of data processing and storing. In most cases, the

latter ones will prove, though useful, muchtoo expensive for the limited possibili-

ties of developing countries as against their extensive use in industrialized oiles,

for which these complicated and costly systems were originally conceived.

Generally speaking, the dissemination of information should preferably be handled by

way of paper copies. These are produced from original sources available at the in-

formation centre. No real difference exists between the techniques used for that pur-

pose in developing or industrialized countries. The great number of copier models,

their materials and prices, however, make it essential for information services in

developing countries to choose the appropriate product more carefully. Developing

countries, usually being limited by their resources of foreign currency, even mgy

have to give preference to techniques based on materials locally available, including

advanced applications for diazo copying. In any case, the number of copies needed in

the foreseeable future should be taken as basis of calculation for investment in a

particular product; and although eadh of these models may be capable to serve for

many years to coxe, another typical difference between industrialized and developing

countries exists. In the former ones, the chosen model probably returns the invest-

ment through its use during two or three years. By that time, a more advanced model

- or possibly new technique - may become available which would make it desirable to

change the existing equipment, though still usable, against new one. Such a chance

would be economically sound. In a developing country, rentability may be leas obvious

after the same period. In that case, a change of model might still be desirable but

without economic justification. It is for these reasons, that the choice of the
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appropriate copier must be made much more carefully in the case of developing count-

ries..

Similar considerations exist where a large number of copies from the same document

has to be ditributed. These copies may be produced either by one of the duplicating

processes, such as small-offset printing and spirit duplicating, or by making use of

an additional counter at an automatic &rot copier which makes it possible to photo-

graph, as from the sixth copy, at a considerably reduced price. Weighing these and

similar techniques may become of decisive importance for the economics of information

services in developing countries; because, even economizing in a small way may, in

the long run, produce important reeults. Limited editions of, say ten to fifty copies

are typical for this kind of work. From there onwards, small-offset printing probably

remains the only solution up to the stage where full printing processes become

justified.

Where small-offset printing has been chosen for duplicating, a decieion about pre-

paring the offset master muet yet be taken. Specialized, high quality equirment can

be bought for that purpose. In developing countries, however, one may want to take

advantage of electrophotographic copying machinee already existing, in order to

produce masters in a Cheaper way with satiefactory results. Actually, the whole of

these dissemination probleme requires not only reprographic knowledge and experience

but aloo an understanding of distribution matters and publishing of limited editions

which are so typical for the requiremente of information services. In industrialized

countries, these centres of information may consider as their foremost duty to answer

requeets received from interested parties. In developing countriee, the same centres

may have to go out of their way in order to etimulate local induetry, for instance,

into teeting new poeeibilities gathered from publications abroad. Suggestions of this

kind may have to be sent at random to all concerned. The distribution of a few dozens

of copies ie therefore typical for the neede of developing countries.

Consideratione like ehortage of foreign currency may etimulate the setting-up of
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local factories for the production of certain reprographic material and, possibly,',

ever,: ume of the simpler models of equipment. Progress made in this direction in

India, for instance, could serve as a guide. Nonetheless, careful economic calcul-

ations should ahow if local manufacturing would indeed prove of advantage. On the

other hand, a case such as the local production of reasonably priced microfiche

readers could become almost decisive for the introduction of new reprographic tech-

niques in the service of information az pointed out earlier. Instead of designing

basically new equipmext, arrangements with manufacturers in industrialized countries

by payment of royalties may be preferable. EVen assembling parts manufactured abroad

may bring about some valuable savingu in foreign currency. Unfortunately, developing

countries are usually also those which suffer from lack of the necessary number of

technicians. This shortage makes itself felt even in the proper handling and upkeep

of the more sophisticated equipment, as required by information centres. It must be

realized that, although the famous slogan "Any office girl can do it" may basically

be true, it is the well trained and experienced technician who must be available to

the untrainedyersonnelin order to overcome unavoidable short stoppages in the smooth

running of the machines. This technical point becomes more apparent in developing

countries, as the manufacturer's own technicians or those of his representative may

be stationed far away. Any information centre based on reprographic services without

the assurance of adequate technical help will certainly find itself limited in dis-'

charging its duties.

It would be wrong, however, to consider the utilization of reprographic methods from

a technical point of view only. After all, information services are run also in a

certain organizational and administrative framework. This framework in itself must

be in a certain relation to the country's general organizational capabilities and

its administrative network. These again may yet be less developed among the younger

nations. For that reason, reprographic techniques which satisfied in the framework

which they were intended for, may not be applicable for developing countries. For

the solution of this kind of problem a local trainee ought to be sent abroad, prefer-

ably to a smaller one of the industrialized countries. On his return, tho by now
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trained professional, experienced in the local difficulties of hia native country,

will become the appropriate person to find the desired solution. lc, any case, ac-

lutions - although based on the experience gained among industrialized nations - have

to be adjusted to local habits and posaibilities. Prestige reluests for sophisticated

equipment must also be avoided au long us its true application cannot be utilized.

Modern reprographic equipment, often based oh eintronic machinery, is typical for

this kind of consideration.

With due care, however, roprographic means will prove a powerful aid to

running modern information services even in developing countries. With reprography's

aid, centres of information can play their proper role in the international network

of information services. Through thin cooperation,- not only developing countries,

but the industrialized nations too, may gain important advantages. It is well known

that experience gained in developing countries may be of significance even for the

industrialized nations as far as similar physical conditions, for instance, exist.

The language used in announcing the results of these experiments may not be known

outside their country of publication. Information services would then be looked to

for translating the main features of these results for the benefit of interested

parties abroad a'd for disseminating them accordingly. In such a connection, repro-

graphy will prove a decisive medium for international cooperation.
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COMPUTER TYPESETTING WITH AN
EXTENDED FONT OF CHARACTERS

Horst Zuchel
Zentralstelle fUr
maschinelle Dokumentation(ZMD)
Frankfurt(Main)
Germany

SYNOPSIS

The limited font of characters of the used
machines is one of the main problems in the
field of non-numerical data processing. The
example of the production of the "Deutsche
Bibliographie" should shown, how the Center
for Mechanisation in Documentation has
solved this problem.

Im Jahre 1964 begann man bei der Deutschen Bibliothek in
Frankfurt(Main) damit, die Möglichkeiten des Einsatzes
der elektronischen Datenverarbeitung bei der Herstellung.
der Deutschen Bibliographie zu prUfen. Die standig stei-.
gende Anzahl von Verbffentlichungen und der Personalman-
gel erforderten geeignete haBnahmen, um den Erstellungs-
zeitraum der Bibliographie, der damals z.B. fUr ein Halb-
jahresverzeichnis bei 16 bis 18 Monaten lag zu verkUrzen.
Die Zentralstelle fUr maschinelle Dokumentation(ZMD) ent-
wickelte ein System, welches alln Arbeiten, die zwischen
der Titelaufnahme und dem Druck samtlicher Verzeichnisse
und Register liegen, von einem Computer ausfUhren lieB.
Als output lieferte dieser Computer einen TTS-Lochstrei-
fen zur 8teuerung von Bleisetzmaschinen.

So erschien am 6. Januar 1966 als erste in der Welt eine
National-Bibliographie, die mit Hilfe eines Computers
erstellt worden war. Damit war das grundsätzliche Problem
gelöst, Bibliographien, Register, Kataloge u.a. in typo-
graphisch ansprechender Form maschinell herzustellen.
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..enn dieses erstmals praktizierte System nicht frei war
von Nangeln, so waren diese Ndngel in erster Linie zurUck-
zufUhren auf gewisse Unzuldnglichkeiten der eingesetzten
Naschinen.

zeigte sich schon bei den fUr die Datenerfassung ver-
wendeten Lochstreifen-Ochreibmaschinen, die bei 44 Tasten
in Gra- und ideinumschaltung lediglich die direkte Dar-
stellung von maximal 88 Zeichen zulassen. Bei einem der-
art geringen Zeichenvorrat ist vielleicht noch die Her-
stellung einfachster hataloge möglich, nicht aber die
Herstellung einer National-Bibliographie. Das Problem des
begrenzten Zeichenvorrats stellte sich such bei der eigent-
lichen Datanverarbeitung, denn der benutzte Computer
IBN 1460 arbeitet im BCD-Code. Im BCD-Code sind nur 64
Zeichen direkt darstellbar.

Den gestellten AnsprUchen nicht gerecht wurde such die
fUr die Ausgabe eingesetzte Bleisetzmaschine LINOQUICK.

nachteilig wurden insbosondere die im Verhältnis zur
Verarbeitungsgeschwindigkeit des Computers geringe Setz-
geschwindigkeit, die unzureichenden Nöglichkeiten der
typographischen Gestaltung und die relative Hdufigkeit
von Setzfehlern empfunden. SchlieBlich waren auch Silben-
trennung, Fahnenkorrektur und Umbruch durch den Computer
noch nicht möglich.

Deshalb entwickelte die mu) in enger Zusammenarbeit mit
der Deutschen Bibliothek ein verbessertes System fUr den
Computersatz. Die Verbesserungen reichen von einer mehr
analytischen Datenerfassung Uber programmtechnische Ver-
feinerungen und Erweiterungen bis hin zum Einsatz einer
ungleich leistungsfähigeren Photosetzmaschine.

Die Grundkonzeption dieses verbesserten Systems mdchte
ich Ihnen im folgenden kurz darlegen. Dabei lessen Sie
mich Ihnen zunächst den organisatorischen Ablaut' des Pro-
jektes erldutern, um anschlieBend zu zeigen, wie die
beschriebenen NUngel und Nachteile des alten Systems
beseitigt wurden.

Die Erfassung der Daton erfolgt auf 8-hanal-Lochstreifen.
Diese Daten werden off-line mit Hilfe eines Konverters
zuerst auf ein Nagnetband Ubertragen, um die Eingabege-
schwindigkeit in den Computer zu erhiihen.
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Bevor mit der eigentlichen Verarbeitung begonnen werden
kann, muB das Material bestimmten Galtigkeits- und
Plausibilitatskontrollen unterzogen werden. Die vom PrUf-
program festgestellten Fehler werden mit einem Korrektur-
program beseitigt. Dieser Zyklus wird solange durchlaufen,
bis das Material fehlerfrei ist.

In der nächsten Phase wird das Material für die weitere
Verarbeitung aufbereitet. Das bedeutet vor allem Zeichen-
umwandlungen, Textumsetzungen (z.B. Herausziehen von Autoren,
Deskriptoren u.a. Mr die Erstellung von Registern),
Sortieraufbereitungen und anschlieBendes Sortieren oder
Mischen der Daten.

In der Ausgabephase schlieBlich werden die Daten fa, die
Setzmaschine zusammengestellt. Das heiBt: Zeilenaufberei-
tung mit Silbentrennung, Umsetzung des Computer-Codes
in den Code der Setzmaschine und EinfUgen der Steuerzeichen
für den Photosatz.

Das Material wird dann abgesetzt auf Photopapier. Jede
Zeile ist in dieser Phase noch mit einer laufenden Mummer
versehen. Anhand dieser Mummer wird in einem weiteren
Programmlauf die Fahnenkorrektur durchgefiihrt. Sind die
Daten fehlerfrei, erfolgt der Umbruch und 3chlieBlich
der Satz des umbrochenen Materials auf Film. Damit endet
die Verarbeitungskette durch Computer bzw. Setzmaschine.

Folgende Maschinen und Geräte werden verwendet:
Für die Datenerfassung wird eine Lochstreifenschreibmaschine
vom Typ VONAMATIC benutzt; die Konvertierung vom Lochstreifen
auf Magnetband erfolgt auf einem Konverter GIER 3000. Der
eingesetzte Computer ist eine IBM 1460 (16K) mit ange-
schlossenen 6 Magnetbandeinheiten, 5 Magnetplatteneinheiten,
Schnelldrucker und Kartenabfahl- und -stanzeinheit. Fur
die Silbentrennung und die Umsetzung in den Code der Setz-
maschine wird eine IBM 1130 (16K) verwendet. Die Setz-
maschine schlieBlich ist eine Photosetzmaschine vom Typ
LINOTYPE 505.

Nachdem auf der Ausgabeseite eine Maschine zur Verfügung
stand, die bei einem Zeichenvorrat von rund 1000 Zeichen
wohl allen Anforderungen gerecht wird, galt es in erster
Linie das Problem des begrenzten Zeichenvorrats bei der
Datenerfassung und -verarbeitung zu Ibsen. Die bereits
erwähnte Lochstreifenschreibmaschine hat einen Zeichen-
vorrat von 88 Zeichen. Sicherlich gibt es Erfassungsgerdtel
mit denen mehr Zeichen darstellbar Bind. Es gibt aber

erfeb
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bisher kein Gerilt, mit dem alle gewUnschten Zeichen zu
erfassen wUren. Auf der anderen Seite ist ein erhöhter
Zeichenvorrat bei der Erfassung nur dann sinnvoll, wenn
diese Zeichen auch zu verarbeiten sind. Das ist direkt
bei dem Zeichenvorrat von 64 Zeichen der IBM 1460 nicht
möglich. :Luch der Einsatz etwa einer Byte-Maschine wUrde
dieses i.roblem nicht Eisen, denn hier liegt die Begren-
zung bei 256 Zeishen. Dieser Zeichenvorrat wUrde zwar
fUr die Herstellung der Deutschen Bibliographie ausreichen.
Da aber das Problem des begrenzten Zeichenvorrats ein
generelles Problem in der nicht-numerischen Datenverarbei-
tung ist, d.h. die Easchinen lassen die direkte Verarbei-
tung aller gewUnschten Zeichen nicht zu, mullten andere
;lege beschritten werden.

Eine generelle Lösung dieses Problems hat die ZED mit der
Entwicklung der sogenannten Protypen gefunden. Protypen
sind provisorische Typen, die nicht vorhandene Zeichen
ersetzen und erst bei der Ausgabe durch die Setzmaschine
auf die urspranglichen Zeichen zurUckgefUhrt werden.
Dadurch ist es möglich, alle gewUnschten Zeichen ohne
Informationsverlust zu erfassen und zu verarbeiten, auch
wenn die verwendeten Easchinen nur einen begrenzten Zeichen-
vorrat haben. Das Prinzip, bestimmte nicht vorhandene
Zeichen durch vorhandene Zeichen zu ersetzen, ist im Drucke-
reiwesen schon lange bekannt. Die ZED hat dieses Prinzip
erweitert und in eine systematische Ordnung gebracht.
Das hat die Verarbeitung dieser Zeichen im Computer
erleichtert bzw. Uberhaupt erst ermöglicht.
Doch wie sehen diese Protypen aus? Wie sind sie strukturiert?

Eine Protype besteht grundslitzlich aus drei Zeichen: einem
Grundzeichen (Grundbuchstabe oder Grundziffer) und zwei
Folgeziffern. Zur Lennzeichnung dieser drei Zeichen als
Protype' wird ein Steuerzeichen (z.B. g) vorangestellt.
Ein nachfolgendes Steuerzeichen ist nicht erforderlich,
da eine Protype immer dreistellig ist.

Wir kennen zwei Arten von Protypen:
1. Protypen zur Darstellung von Sonderbuchstaben.

Die Protype besteht aus einem Grundbuchstaben und
zwei Polgeziffern;
z.B. Sonderbuchstabe wird dargestellt als

ga22

-- Steuerzeichen
--*Grundbuchstabe
--1Folgeziffern
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2. Protypen zur Darstellung von Sonderzeichen.
Die Protype besteht aus einer Grundziffer und zwei
Folgeziffern;
z.B. Sonderzeichen % wird dargestellt als

g364
7!

-----*Grundziffer
Folgeziffern

Eine vollstilndige Liste eller Protypen finden Sie in der
Veröffentlichung der ZND: "Typen und Protypen fill. den
Fotosatz mit der LINOTRON 505. Hrsg.: ZND (ZhD-A-22).
Berlin, Köln, Frankfurt(Main): Beuth-Vertrieb GmbH, 1970,
30 S.

Die Vorteile dieser Form der ZeichenverschlUsselung sind:
1. Zur Darstellung der Protypen werden lediglich die

26 Buchstaben des Alphabets und die 10 Ziffern
ben8tigt. Das bedeutet: Protypen sind mit jeder
normalen Lochstreifenschreibmaschine zu erfassen.

2. Das System der Protypen ist offen, d.h. gewlinschte
Erganzungen durch den Benutzer sind möglich.

3. Die Struktur der Protypen ist immer gleich. Das
erleichtert das Ablochen bei der Erfassung und
macht, insbesondere durch die Verwendung des
Grundbuchstabens, die Protypen lesbar.

4. Protypen sind sortierfahig.
5. Alle Protypen sind ausnahmslos auch als Indizes

darstellbar. Zu ihrer Kennzeichnung ist lediglich
ein zusätzliches Steuerzeichen notwendig (z.B.
Ober- oder Unterstreichungszeichen).

Diesen Vorteilen steht als Nachteil eine quantitative
Erweiterung des zu erfassenden Materials gegenilber, denn
es sind zur Darstellung eines Zeichens vier Zeichen abzu-
lochen. Doch wird man diesen Nachteil sicherlich in Kauf
nehmen, wenn es darum geht, alle Daten ohne Informations-
verlust zu erfassen und zu verarbeiten.

Nachdem das Problem der Vollstandigkeit bei der Erfassung
der Daten durch die Verwendung von Protypen gelöst war,
galt es, das Material so zu erfassen, daft ein weitgehend
direkter Zugriff zu den einzelnen Daten möglich ist.
Dazu ist es notwendig, diese Einzeldaten zu kennzeichnen.
Eine Kennzeichnung der Daten ist grundstitzlich möglich
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durch Steuerzeichen oder durch die Verwendung von Kate-
gorien. Die Deutsche Bibliothek hat ein Erfassungsschema
erarbeitet, das die Benutzung von 99 unterschiedlichen
Kategorien zultiBt. In der ersten Phase der Verarbeitung
durch den Computer werden zunächst die Adressen dieser
Kategorien (Adresse = Stelle innerhalb der Titelaufnahme)
in einem Adreauch zusammengestellt. Bei einem derart
analytischen Erfassungsschema ist dann über das AdreBbuch
ein direkter Zugriff zu den Daten mbglich.

Die programmtechnischen Verbesserungen des neuen Systems
beziehen sich in erster Linie auf die Ausgabephase, in
der die Daten fUr den eigentlichen Computersatz auf der
LINOTRON 505 zusammengestellt werden. Es war das Ziel,
die beim Bleisatz notwendigen manuellen Eingriffe weitest-
gehend auszuschalten und die Meglichkeiten der Photosetz-
maschine voll auszunutzen.

Als Vorteile dieser neuen Konzeption seien genannt:
1. nhere Setzgeschwindigkeit

Eine Aussage Uber die tatsächliche Geschwindigkeit
einer Setzmaschine Mat schwer2 denn die Setz-
geschwindigkeit ist u.a. abhängig von der Anzahl
der belegten Magazine(Bleisatz) bzw. Rahmen(Photo-
satz), der SchriftgroBe und der Zeilenlange. Geht
man davon aus, daB nur ein Magazin bzw. Rahmen
belegt ist, daB die SchriftgröBe 8 Punkt beträgt
und die Zeilenlange 50 Zeichen nicht Uberschreitet,
so setzt nach unseren Erfahrungen die Bleisetz-
maschine LINOQUICK ca. 3 bis 5 Zeichen und die
Photosetzmaschine LINOTRON 505 ca. 70 bis 80 Zeichen
pro Sekunde. Beim Photosatz wird also etwa die
20-fache Setzgeschwindigkeit erreicht.
Dadurch ist die Diskrepanz in der Geschwindigkeit
zwischen dem Computer und der Setzmaschine zwar
nicht beseitigt, aber doch verringert. AuBerdem
wird der Computer zeitlich weniger belastet, denn
statt des bisherigen TTS-Lochstreifens wird jetzt
ein Magnetband zur Steuerung der Setzmaschine
erstellt.

2. Bessere typographische Gestaltung
Auf der Bleisetzmaschine LINOQUICK wurde nur in
einer Schriftgrae gesetzt. Das farte zu einer
gewissen Einttinigkeit des Schriftbildes. Die
LINOTRON 505 kennt 15 unterschiedliche Schriftgrii-
Ben. Per Programm werden die gewunsohten Schrift-
gröBen fUr Oberschriften, Text, DurchschUsee,
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FuBnoten, Nebeneintragungen u.a. vergeben und der
LINOTRON 505 über Steuerbefehle mitgeteilt. Auch
wurde eine Verbesserung des Schriftbildes durch
eine maschinell durchgeflihrte Silbentrennung
erreicht.

3. Ausechaltung manueller Eingriffe
Manuelle Eingriffe an der Bleisetzmaschine sind
immer dam notwendig, wenn ein Zeichen gesetzt
werden soll, das nicht erfasst werden konnte.
Entweder die Maschine lauft auf einen Stop und
der Setzer muB das gewiinschte Zeichen in die Maschine
eintasten oder das fehlende Zeichen wird nachtrUg-
lich hineinkorrigiert. Da nur in einer Schriftgrösse
abgesetzt wurde, muBten auch die Oberschriften
manuell gesetzt werden. SchlieBlich waren auch die
notwendigen Fahnenkorrekturen und der Umbruch vom
Setzer durchzufiihren.
Alle diese manuellen Eingriffe sind jetzt nicht
mehr notwendig, denn es sind bei Verwendung der
Protypen elle Zeichen zu erfassen und deshalb per
Programm bei der Ausgabe direkt in den einzelnen
Rahmen der LINOTRON 505 anzusteuern. Die Ober-
schriften werden vom Prosramm in den Text eingefilgt.
Auch die Korrektur an den abgesetzten Fahnen und
der zweispaltige Umbruch einschlieBlich des Setzens
einer lebenden Kolumne und des Auftreibens der
Spalten werden vom Computer ausgefUhrt. Das ver-
ringert nicht nur die reine Absetzzeit ganz erheb-
lich, sondern hilft auch, Fehler zu vermeiden, die
vor allem beim manuellen EinfUgen der Oberschriften
immer wieder vorkamen.

Zusammenfassend iäBt sich sagen: Die Verwendung der Pro-
typen und die programmtechnische BerUcksichtigung der
maschinellen Gegebenheiten der Photosetzmaschine erforder-
ten einen nicht unerheblichen zusatzlichen Programmier-
aufwand. Doch wird die Frage des Aufwandes bedeutungslos,
wenn man an die beschriebenen Vorteile denkt. Ich darf
daran erinnern, daB es bei dieser Form des Computersatzes
ein Zeichenvorratsproblem nicht mehr gibt, daB sich die
Vorteile in der Setzgeschwindigkeit und den umfangreicheren
typographischen Gestaltungsmöglichkeiten zeigen und daB
schlieBlich manuelle Eingriffe nicht mehr notwendig sind,
da Silbentrennung, Fahnenkorrektur und Umbruch per Programm
durchgefUhrt werden.
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COMPUTER TYPESETTING WITH AN
EXTENDED FONT OF CHARACTERS

Horst Zuchel
Translated by the author from the German original

In 1964, the German Library in Frankfurt started to check the possibilities of using
an electronic data processing machine for production of the German Bibliography. The
constantly increasing number of publications and the staff needs required appropriate
steps in order to shorten the period of production of the Bibliography. At that time,
the period of production was about 16 until 18 months. The system developed by the
ZMD, the Center for Mechanization and Documentation, allowed to process data by com-
puter from the data recording until the printing phase. As output, the computer
delivered a six-channel TTS-punched paper tape for steering a line casting machine.
So, the German National Bibliography was the first national bibliography in the
world produced with the aid of a computer. It was published on January 6, 1966.

Therewith, the fundamental problem was solved in a typographically appropriate
manner to produce automatically bibliographies, registers, catalogs, etc. But this
system wasn't quite satisfactory. First of all, it used machines that had to be re-
garded as weak points. That would be found at the punched paper tape typewriter
used for data recording. Usually these machines have 44 keys in upper and lower
case which allows for the representation of 88 characters only. Such a limited font
of characters seems to make it impossible to produce a national bibliography which
could meet the approval of all users. The problem of the limited font of characters
was also found at the stage of real data processing, because the computer used (an
IBM 1460) has the BCD code. Only 64 characters can be represented in this code.
The linecasting machine, LINOQUICK, used in the output stage, also did not satisfy
the required demands.

The speed of typesetting is too low in relation to the speed of the computer.
Also the possibilities of hyphenation, page make-up, galley-proof correction and of
an appropriate typographical layout are limited.

Therefore, the ZMD had developed, in cooperation with the Deutsche Bibliothek,
a more efficient system of computer typesetting.

The improvements range from a more analytical data recording and an extension
and refinement of the programming system up to the employment of a photo composing
machine. I want to present this more efficient system to you in the following.

First of all, I want to point out the organizational running off and then I want
to show you how we have eliminated the above described weak points.
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The data ate recorded on 8-channel punched paper tape. These data are converted
on a magnetic tape, in order to increase the input speed for the computer. Before we
can start the real processing, we have to check and to correct the data. Then it is
necessary to prepare the data for the following program. That means character trans-
formation, permutations (for example, extract of authors, descriptors for producing
registers), preparing for sort and the following sort or merge of data.

In the output stage the data are prepared for the typesetting machine. That
means line preparing and hyphenation, changing the computer code into the code of
the typesetting machine, and to insert the control signs for the photo composition
machine. Then the data are set up in type on the galley proof. Each line has a
current number for proof corrections. If the data are flawless, we can do the page
make-up and finally, the typesetting on film. This is the end of the processing
chain.

The photo composition machine, LINOTRON 505, has a font of about 1000 characters.
That satisfies all required demands.

Now, it was necessary to solve the problem of the limited font of characters at
the data recording and processing. The mentioned paper tape typewriter has a font of
88 characters, I am sure that there are recording machines which can represent more
than 88 characters, but I am also sure that there is no machine which can represent
all the characters you want. On the other hand, an extended font of characters at
the data recording is only effective if you can process these characters. That is
imPossible with a font of 64 characters of the IBM 1460. Also the use of a type-
machine wouldn't solve this prcblem, because the limitation of this machine is about
256 characters. Of course, this font of characters would be sufficient for product-
ion of the German Bibliography. But as the problem of the limited font of characters
is a general problem in the field of non-numerical data processing, it was necessary
to find a way to extend the available font of characters as comprehensively as
possible.

The ZMD established systematic tables where special characters are represented as
so-called "Protypes". Protypes stand for the original characters which cannot be
otherwise represented during certain processing pahse, e.g. especially during data
recording. In principle, the method of replacement is well known in the printing
business. But in contrast to the old fashioned replacement methods, ZMD arranged
comprehensive collections of special characters and organized them systematically in
tables. The representation chosen takes into consideration a simple handling for
data recording and the further computer processing.

Seen in detail protypes consist of three characters: the basic letter or figure
and two following figures. Protypes have to be marked in the text 'y a preceding
control character, e.g. § There is no necessity to mark the end of the protype
because of its fixed length.

There are two kinds of protypes: 1) protypes for rpresentation of special letters.
For example, the apecial letter, h, is represented as pa 22, with the paragraph sign
as the control character for the protype, a as the basic letter, and 22 as the follo-
wing figures. 2) Protypes for representation of special characters. e.g., the special
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character %, is represented as § 364 with the paragraph sign as the control character,
3 as the basic figure, and 64 as the following figures.

The advantages of this kind of character encoding are:

First: you need for representation of protypes only the 26 letters and the 10 fig-

ures. That means protypes can be types, without exception, with any normal punched
tape typewriter.

Second, the system is open ended and further diacritics may be added and any cor-
responding letter with its two-digit number has already its fixed place.

Third, protypes are always built in the same way no matter what they are used for.

Fourth, all protypes can be used without exception as indices. Only one addi-
tional control character must be inserted between the first control character and the
protype. The inserted control character indicates whether the following protypes is
in superscript or in subscript position. The additional control character is repre-
sented as overlining or underlining with a not movable type-bar of the typewriter.
The protype itself remains unchanged. It is important for a simple handling of
recording and for the proof reading.

The disadvantages of this system have to be seen in a quantitative extension of
the recorded data, because it is necessary to type four characters for the represen-
tation of one character, but certainly, you would put up with this disadvantage if
you have to record all data without loss of information.

The improvements of the program were, first of all, the output stage. It was
the aim to eliminate the manual handling by using a linecasting machine and to make
the best of the possibilities of the photo composition machine.

The advantages of this system in using a photo composition machine are:

1. Higher speed of setting. It is very difficult to give a generally valid
judgement on the real speed of a typesetting machine. The speed depends on the num-
ber of covered magazines (by linecasting) or frames (by photo composition), the size
of font and the length of the line. For example, if only one magazine or frame is
covered, the size of the font may be 8 points and the length of a line doesn't exceed
50 characters, we have found that the line casting machine, LINOQUICK, sets up in
type about 3 to 5 characters and the photo composition machine about 70 to 80 charac-
ters per second. So we can say the photo composition machine is 20 times faster than
the linecasting machine.

2. More extensive typographical layout: the line casting machine LINOQUICK sets
up in type in one size of font only which brings about a rather monotonous layout.
The LINOTRON 505 has 15 different sizes of font. So we can in the program have the
heading, the text, the spaceline, the footnote, etc. set up in the type all in dif-
ferent sizes of font. Furthermore, we have improved the typographical layout by
automatic hyphenation.

3. Elimination of manual handling: manual handling on the linecasting machine
is necessary, if there is a character to set up in type which could not be recorded.
It is also necessary for setting up headings (titles), for proof-correction and for
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pagination. All this manual handling is superfluous now in the new system.

Finally, let me say: All desired characters we can record and directly set up in

type on the photo composition machine. The headings are inserted into the text as

well as the galley-proof correction and the page make-up are put through by program.

That reduces not only the setting up time but dlso it means the avoidance of typical

errors made in hot-metal typesetting.
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MECHANIZATION OF PUBLICATIONS

M.D. Martin, P. Simmons, M.J. Vernon
(INSPEC, The Institution of Electrical Engineers, London)

SYNOPSIS

INSPEC's integrated computer-based production system
for its publications is described in three parts: the
background to the developments undertaken during the
past four years; an overview of the system as it now
operates; and a survey of some of the problem areas
which have been encountered in day-to-day running.

On January 2nd 1969 The Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE)
published the first issue of physics Abstracts to have been
produced by computer-controlled phototypesetting techniques. Since
that date, the whole range of INSPEC publications - abstracts
journals, indexes, and titles bulletins - has been compiled and
produced as part of an integrated computer-based system.

The present paper describes INSPECIs experience with this system,
concentrating particularly on those aspects which concern the
production of printed publications, though it must be remembered
that this is only one of a number of facets of the total system.

The development of the INSPEC_production system

Since 1898, the IEE has published Science Abstracts which today
comprises three abstracts journals covering physics, electrical and
electronic engineering, and computers and control. Each section has
an associated titles publication under the generic name Current
Papers. The abstracts aro of papers selected from the periodical
literature and from conference proceedings, books, reports, patents
and dissertntions. The present volume of publication amounts to
some 140,000 abstracts per year.

The abstracts aro published within a subject classification having
some 600 chapters and sub-chapters, and each is indexed by subject
under some 3000 controlled headings, with free-language entries, to
enable a six-monthly index to be prepared. Each issue of the abstracts
journal carries an author index, which is also cumulated each six
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mouths; and a number of other indexes are provided. The titles
publications are classified to the same level as the abstracts
journals, but have neither abstracts nor indexes, and aro designed to
serve as a current-awareness tool for individual scientists and
engineers.

The decision to mechanize the production of all these publications
was taken early in 1967, following a series of research studies.
This decision would probably not have been taken - certainly not at
such an early date - if it had been viewed solely as the
mechanization of a conventional publishing operation, for it cannot
be claimed to have reduced the printing and publishing costs, taken
in isolation. Nor, on the other hand, has it significantly
increased them; and it must be borne in mind that the break-even
point between conventional print production and computer-controlled
phototypesetting, in the context in which INSPEC operates, is almost
certainly getting closer year by year.

The importance of the decision to mechanize the INSPEC publications
was that it represented a commitment to develop a total computer-
based information service, of which printed journals would be only
one of a number of products. Other products, such as magnetic tape
services and SDI, are outside the scope of this paper, but they have
been considered as an integrated part of the system from the very
beginning. Their implementation has been phased over the past two
years, and is continuing at the present time.

The heart of the INSPEC production system is a single data base into
which are entered bibliographic records covering the whole subject
field of the services which INSPEC provides. Each record contains an
abstract, bibliographic description, classification and subject
indexing. From this single data base the required subsets are
selected and processed to provide a variety of different outputs.

S stem overview

In outlining the production system as it now operates, it is
convenient to describe the procedures used for journal literature,
which forms over 70% of the data base. For other types of literature,
the system is similar in principle but differs in detail.

At acquisition, the receipt of the journal issue is recorded, and a
control sheet is attached to the contents page. The issue is marked
out to the particular group of information scientists which
regularly handles this journal, and an identification number is
entered on both the control sheet and the contents page. The issue
then passes to the group leader responsible, who marks up his
selection on the contents page, by entering ono or more of the
letters, A, B or C against each title, to indicate whether the item
is required for Ph sics Abstracts, Electrical & Electronic Abstracts
or Computer & Control Abstracts.
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Almost all English language material, or material carrying English
abstracts, is dealt with in-house. Some foreign-language Journals
are handled completely by a single outside abstractor; others are
dealt with by sending individual papers to abstractors.

For English-language material, the information scientists classify and
index the paper (entering the classification numbers and index
entries on a work sheet). They may compile an original abstract or
edit, abridge or augment the author abstract, as required.

After the editing stage is complete, the issue is returned to the
acquisitions section to be marked off against their records, and the
copy prepared for keyboarding. Wherever possible, the original title
page of the paper, torn from the journal, is used as copy for the
keyboard operators, who themselves pick out the various data elements
such as title, authors' names, abstract etc.; so that transcription is
reduced to a minimum. The information scientists' worksheets aro
attached to the corresponding title pages, and the batch of copy is
headed by the journal control sheet. The contents page is filed as a
historical record.

At the present time, all input to the data base is keyboarded on to
paper tape, using specially modified Floxowriters. No capital letters
are used; instead, the ribbon colour shift is used and capitals appear
as lower-case letters in rod. The upper-case positions on the type
bars aro used for common Greek and mathematical symbols, while other
special symbols are entered by moans of an escape code.

Tho paper tapes are run on to the computer and added to a "Current
File", of material awaiting publication. At the same time,
validation checks are applied by computer program, and a proof listing
with error reports is produced. Since the line printer has a
character sot of only 64, it is necessary to represent other characters
in a special way. In general this is done by putting the name of the
character (or an abbreviation) between a pair of delimiters. Thus
Greek y is printed as "ANNA 4.

The computer-produced proof is road by a specially-trained staff, and
corrections are marked on the printout. Papers which require no
corrections aro immediately released for production use; i.e. there is
no need to wait for a complete primary journal issue to have been
corrected before releasing individual papers.

Corrections are keyboarded on to paper tape, and merged with the
Current Filo as part of a single daily update, at the same time as now
items nro added.

Records are released into tho data base by directives on paper tape
which aro also entered during the same update run. The records
remain physically on the Current Filo until a Journal production run,
at which point they are removed from the filo and processed for
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publication.

The production of an issue of one of INSPECIs .pcience Abstrncts
journnls stnrts nt the point when the material for that issue is
already in existence on the Current File, having been input, corrected
and released since the last issue of thnt journal. The processes
described npply equnlly to any of the three abstract journals; the
production procedure for the titles bulletins is essentially similar,
though somewhat simpler.

The first computer program in the production suite selects material
from the Current File which is required for the particular issue,
rejecting incomplete or uncorrected items. The Current File is
structured in batches, each of which represents a complete journnl
issue or other source publication, so thnt much information as "journal
title" and "date of publication" need be stored only once nt the head
of each batch. The next stage of processing involves sorting the
journal file into classification order. At this point the file loses
its former batched structure, so that it is necessary during the
selection run to ensure thnt the informntion which previously
appeared only in the batch header is now nssocinted with each
selected recerd individually.

The selected file is sorted into the classification sequence indicated
by n chnpter code which is assigned to each entry by the editors.
Additionnl chnpter codes ere assigned for creating cross-reference
entries. Within the sequence indicated by classification codes,
iteme from the same source publication are grouped together in page
number order.

The next program in the suite performs the functions of numbering each
item on the sorted file and of creating n file of cross-references and
an index file. The numbered journal file contains all ttle main
entries for the abstract journnl in the correct classification
sequence. Each entry on this file has nll the information which was
included in the original Current File record, and it is this file
which is merged with those from previous numbered issues to produce
the archive file for retrospective searching. Each entry in the file
of croas-references includes n chapter code, the title of the
document, and the abstract number to which it refers. The index file
includes nuthur index entries and entries for special conference,
report, patent, book and bibliogrnphy indexes which appenr in each
issue of the abstracts journal. Since subject indexes are produced
only on a six-monthly bnsis, their production is handled separately.
The file ef cross-references is sorted into classification sequence
in the same way ns the main journal file. It is then merged with the
numbered journal file and with a permanent filo of classification
headings, to create the complete text file ready for composition.
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Up to this point the text files contain few of the codes needed to
format the records for printing. Apart from upper and lower case
shifts and occasional words or symbols in the text of the abstract
which are required in italic or bold, the entries contain no style or
formatting codes which, wore they present, would make searching or
other uses of the data more difficult or loss efficient.

The formatting of the records for printing is achieved by computer
program. It is done in two stages, mainly because of restrictions in
the size of the computer store. The first stage combines all the data
elements needed in each printed entry in the required sequence
according to sots of parameters in the composition program.

The typesetting software is highly generalized, and is driven by two
levels of parameters. The first level identifies the boundary
conditions required between records of different types; i.e. the
spacing and style changes which occur, for example, when a main
heading is followed immediately by a sub-heading, or when an abstract
is followed by a sub-heading. The second level identifies the data
fields which aro to be selected from each typo of record, the sequence
in which they are to be printed, and the style, spacing and punctuation
which is required for each field. Fixed literal information can also
be entered into the parameter list, and the parameter format allows
certain typos of conditional statement to be used to vary the output
in accordance with the presence or absence of selected fields.

The structured records contained within the input file are thus
converted into a continuous character stream including typographic
function codes, and the program Justifies the text, hyphenating
automatically where necessary, and writes each line forward to
magnetic tape. This tape is input to the final program in the suite
which breaks the text up into columns and adjusts the inter-entry
spacing so that each column has the same length. The column make-up
program also introduces running headings and page numbers, and
performs the function of translating the filo into the code structure
for driving the photo-composing machine. At present a Photon 713
Textmaster is being used to filmset the INSPEC publication.

As far as possible, INSPEC production software has been written in a
general-purpose way in order to minimise the programming effort
required to process INSPEC files, and so that the software can
easily be adapted for filo maintenance and typesetting work for other
applications.
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Probloms of a mechanized nubllentions system

There can bo no doubt that all the major problems which have boon
encountored in over two-and-a-half years' running have fallen within
what may broadly be doscribod as the "Input" end of the system, i.o.
botween tho initial keyboarding of new Items end their release for
publication.

Once a clean record has been reloased into the data base, its
subsegnent processing is straightforward and, with proven progrnms, hes
turned out to be nlmost entirely error-froe, as might haw: been
nnticipated. The only remaining source of difficulty has been in the
compilation of periodic subject indexes, for two masons; ono, that it
hes not as yet boen possible to implement a system for the comploto
validation or subject index headings at the input stage; and socond,
thnt indexers do still find it very desirable to be able to review
their choice of terms in the light of the appearance of tho final
sorted index; so that it has been necessary to permit corroctions to bo
entered oven at this late stage. This is the only situation in which
the system departs from the guiding principlo that a clean rocord
should result from the initial input procedure, and be procossed
therenfter without outside intervention.

Tho finnl output from the system to the photo composing machine has
similarly been quite trouble-free. Somo minor problems of tape
compatibility and certain anomalies in tho control codos for the
filmsetter were successfully overcome nt tho beginning of tho projoct.
Somo slight misalignment occurs from time to time as a rosult of
electro-mechanical faults, but this is normally idontifiod by tho
printer and corrected by a re-run of tho relovant part of tho job.
It is worth pointing out that, whilo it is likoly that tho system
will be transferred to a faster filmsetter in tho noar futuro, tho
comparatively slow speed of the Lumitypo 713 (somo 70,000 characters
por hour) has never seemed to be a mattor of roal concorn. Tho movo
to a newer machine will be justifiod on grounds of cost and
flexibility, not on grounds of speed. The improvement in currency to
be gained by roducing the filmsetting time of an abstracts journal
issue from 1-2 days to 1-2 hours is not ronlly significant within
tho overall timescale of production.

Returning to the input area in detail, tho major factors aro probably
tho difficulty of dealing with a very large charactor set within tho
limitations of conventional computer input/output dovicos, and the
problems of automatically validating much of the typo of datn which
tho systom handles.

Tho total INSPEC character sot amounts to somo 700 characters. If tho
distinctions botwoon roman, bold, italic, normal, subscript and
superscript are oliminnted, the sot roducos to just undor 200 discroto
symbols. It has proved possible, with quito surprising succoss, to
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handle this character set with modified Flexowriters and a wholly
standard 64-character line-printer as the proofing medium; but
nobody who has been associated with the work would regard this as a
satisfactory long-term solution.

Current developments at INSPEC arc leading towards the use of on-line
visual displays for correction and release, perhaps associated with
an extended character set line-printer for proofing; with some parts
of the original input on-lino, and others entered by off-line
keyboarding on to magnetic tape. At the present time we arc still
sceptical of the economics and the effectiveness (particularly in
terms of operator acceptability and efficiency) of using visual
displays for proofreading.

It is easy to talk of using on-line displays; until recently there
has been a real problem in trying to go beyond theoretical studies.
In general, computer and peripheral equipment manufacturers arc
oriented towards a commercial data processing market, and towards
large-scale batch production. There have been many display terminals
on the UK market: few, if any, have been suitable for handling
large volumes of scientific text. This position is changing slowly;
96-character displays arc replacing 64-character displays as the
norm, and hardware-generated set of 192 characters now seems to be
feasible at a reasonable price.

The problem of validating bibliographic records and reducing error
rates to an acceptable level is a difficult one. The fundamental
conclusion to be drawn from INSPECIs experience that if an item can
be validated in any way by computer program, it is worth doing. Most
numeric or alphanumeric codes used in the production system curry
check characters. Classification codes arc specifically checked by
table look-up. Some fields, such as the text of an abstract, arc
regarded as wholly intractable. Others, such as author names, which
appear on the face of it to be almost impossible to validate, can
in fact be subjected to certain simple checks concerned mainly with
format and presentation. Caro has to be taken in many instances to
ensure that the punctuation in the input record is consistent with
the punctuation which is applied by computer program at the
typesetting stage. Additionally, where much of the data consists of
free text, it is necessary to take careful account of things which
a keyboard operator may do which would not appear to be'incorrect at
keyboarding time, but which would cause anomalies in the output:
eg. the introduction of superfluous 'space' characters at the end of
a line.

There is much scope for the use of authority lists in an input system
of this kind; these aro used in the present system for journal titles,
classification codes and chapter headings; and at the tndox
production stage for subject index headings. In the near future it is
hoped to implement a direct access system for using the autority
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file of subject index headings at input; and to study the feasibility
of a similar approach to dealing with frequently-cited organisation
names and addresses.

Despite these problems, the present system has proved itself in
operation over the past two-and-a-half years, and has been one of the
first to demonstrate the feasibility of integrating the total
production of a large-scale abstracting service into a single
computer-based operation. After some teething problems during the
first year, the system has settled down satisfactorily and currently
achieves a throughput time which is notably better than the previous
conventional operation, both as regards the abstracts journal issues
(now averaging less than three months from the receipt of a primary
document to the despatch of the printed abstracts journal) and the
periodic indexes, which are normally with the printer within four
weeks of the production of the final issue for the period.
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COMPUTER AIDED TYPESETTING FOR THE ENCYCLOPEDIA JUDAICA

Heir Doron
Keter Publishing House, Jerusalem

SYNOPSIS

The 16-volume Encyclopedia Judaica prepared by the
Keter Publishing House is being produced by computer-
aided typesetting. The system, described in this
paper, saves time, ensures easy updating, and avoids
the need for skilled typesetters. The Index volume,
which will include 200,000 entries, will be ready two
weeks after the final volume is completed.

The Keter Publishing House (a subsidiary of the Israel Program for Scientific Transla-
tions) has its own typesetting, printing and binding facilities. In 1968 these type-
setting facilities consisted of Mbnophoto (1st generation film typesetting) equipment.
When the firm decided to publish the Encyclopedia Judaica (16 volumes of 800 pages
each) it was realized that additional equipment would be required, especially when
considering the very tight schedule which called for publication before the end of
1971. The management of the firm decided to go into computer-aided typesetting for
five major reasons.

1. Possibility of easily updating future editions of the Encyclopedia Judaica.

2. The ease with which material can be sorted by computer would permit the
setting of articles In random order as they come out of the editorial depart-
ment without waiting for a complete volume. This would save months of time.

3. Making corrections by updating computer tapes rather than stripping in cor-
rections by hand would solve the acute problem of lack of skilled manpower
for hand corrections.

4. The possibility of automating or partially automating the preparation of
the index volume would save months of time.

5. Since there were no experienced typesetters available, the problem of train-
ing a large staff in a short time would be less complicated for a computer-
aided system.

The following hardware was used

1. Input was in the form of paper tape punching equipment with hard copy.
Originally five Facit 6200 keyboards were purchased but these proved to be
too unreliable. They were replaced by ten Friden Flexowriters.
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2. The IBM 360-50 of the Mekoroth company was used to process the material
on a time rental basis.

3. A Photon 713-10 Textmaster d':iven by a Hewlett Packard 2020 magnetic tape
reader as well as its own paper tape reader, was purchased by the firm.

4. For making final corrections directly by hand, Friden LCC-VF keyboards
were used.

The software was prepared by "Natam", who planned the whole system in close cooperation
with Mr. Moshe Shalvi and the staff of Keter. The tight scheduling required some hectic
work by the programmers to meet the deadlines.

Input,

The prime requirement was to make the system as uncomplicated as possible for the in-
experienced typists who had no knowledge of typesetting.

Since the hard copy was to be proof-read, it was typed on continuous stationery, each
page having room for a header and line numbers from 1 to 30. The basic unit in the
Encyclopedia was the article, which was subdivided into pages and lines. Control codes
were identified by a square on the hard copy which was a "dead" key so that letters
could be typed inside it. (On the perforated tape it_gpeared as a unique code) so that
the control codes for italic look like thisED, bold Lk' , roman 00 , small caps m ,
8 pt, 9 pt, etc. [ J

, end of paragraph 110 and many more.- If the typist felt
that she had made a mistake she could cancel one or several letters by hitting the back
space key (a unique code), slashing out the unwanted letters, and then typing the letters
correctly. The proof-reader then simply ignored the slashed letters. The typist was
not allowed to break words nor war she required to keep to any line length. Accented
letters were set in two codes but on the hard copy the letter appeared in the regular
way. For example, "a" was set thuss"" (a dead key) and "a". To the proof reader it
appeared then actually as Wa".

Ligatures were ignored by the typist but were converted by the computer.

The resulting paper tapes were read into the IBM 360-50 of Mekoroth and processed through
the input stage which formatted the job, checked for wrong codes (v.hich were drawn to our
attention by a print-out of error messages), and held on magnetic tape for future up-
dating. Meanwhile the proof-readers read and marked the hard copy.

Corrections to the hard copy

These were executed by the same typists. They accessed the proper place for the correc-
tions by typing (along with the proper control codes) the article number, and page and
line number on the hard copy. They had the option of correcting the whole line or cor-
recting "unique phrases" which contained the word before and after the word to be cor-
rected. The correction tapes were then sent to the computer where they went through
the input program and were then used to update the original tape in the update program.
The updated tape was then put through the composition program which cut the text into
lines and created new line numbers. At this stage, because of the many editorial
changes that were expected, the lines were still unjustified and no word breaks were
made. The next stage was the conversion into Photon codes by the computer.

The resulting magnetic type vas converted into type by the Photon 713-10 at a speed of
about 25 characters a second. A special type matrix drum was designed for the Encyclo-
pedia Judaica project. Since there was room for 768 different characters, we were abla
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to include all the required type fonts, accents, and special signs. We used Times'

New Roman, with italic, bold and small caps, Univers Bold and Medium, Greek, superior
and inferior numbers and many accented letters. Almost all accents were in the form
of floating accents, so that a very few places on the matrix drum could produce a
much larger number of accented letters. Our list of matrices and their different com-
binations actually come tc rore than 18000 characters.

The resulting bromide print was copied onto sun-print paper and passed onto the proof-
reading department and frora there to the editorial department for an editorial check
and possible last-minute updating.

Corrections to the unjustified first proof

They were prepared exactly as were the hard-copy proof corrections except that this
time the typist used the new line numbers as generated by the computer. In addition,

it was necessary at this stage to arrange the articles in the proper alphabetical order.
Since the rules for alphabeuaing are rather complicated it was decided, rather than
writing a program, to punch IBM cards with the names of the articles and arrange them
in proper order by hand. The computer then sorted out the articles accbrding to the
order of the IBM cards.

Further, the lines had to be justified now (the Photon actually did the justifying,
but they had to be cut into proper length by the computer), and the IBM hyphenation
sub-program hyphenated the words that had to be broken at the end of lines. This
program uses a logic system as well as an exception dictionary. This program worked
very, well for English, but did not always break foreign words or names correctly. If

the break was not correct, this particular word was then added to the exception dic-
tionary and was therefore broken correctly from then on.

This new tape was again run off on the Photon with new line numbers down the sides
(generated by the computer). The resulting justified galley proof was again passed
on to the proof reading department for checking.

Corrections to the second ',rood (jwstified)

The whole procedure was repeated as above except that the output of the Photon this
time was on film rather than on bromide paper.

Corrections to the film and make-up

Since it was expected that the film would be almost completely free of errors, any
minor corrections still to be made would be set on justifying keyboards (Frlden LCC).
The resulting paper tape was put through the Photon and the correction lines stripped
in by hand.

At the beginning, we planned for automatic page make-up by the cor?uter, which will
indeed be used on the index volume (see below). The inclusion of thousands of illus-

trations would make a fully automatic system impractical especially from an esthetic
point of view. We found that manual make-up would be faster and cheaper.

Occasional changes were made in the procedure outlined above: the hard copy correction
was almost completely abandoned part way through the job. It was found not always to
be the same as the input tape due generally to some procedural error on the typists/
part. Besides, it was found that proofreading was much more accurate when reading the
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actual type rather than interpreting control codes. Occasionally, due to heavy edi-
torial changes, we introduced another round of corrections for certain articles. At
other times we skipped certain rounds especially for articles arriving late.

At the writing of this paper all the material for the encyclopedia has been input, and
the first ten volumes (out of 16) have actually been printed. The rest of the ency-
clopedia is scheduled to be completely bound before the end of the year.

The index volume

One complete volume of the encyclopedia is to be an index, containing over 200,000
items. An index of this size, prepared by conventional means would be finished many
months after the completion of the rest of the encyclopedia. By using an automated
system, the index volume will be ready only two weeks after the last volume is
completed.

Dr. Posner, who heads the index project, together with the people at Natam, devised
the following system:

1. The indexers read the manuscript and mark each word that is to appear in
the index with codes containing serial numbera jj Lti,11 cp,CD 131,
etc.), the entry-words for each article being nOibered from .

2. At the same time the indexers prepare a file card, marking down the word
or words to be indexed, the article number in which it appears and the
serial number in that article.

3. The file cards are edited into main items, sub items, etc. and filed alpha-
betically in boxes, As new items come in, re-editing is often required.
Several identical items may appear on one card each one with its article
and serial numbers.

4. The input typists type each card in its proper alphabetical order, giving
the item, article numbers and serial numbers. This operation was started
a short time before all the articles were actually set, any additional
entries being included as corrections (see below).

5. Proofs are read on hard copy and then on a Photon run of the computer input.
All the items in this stage still appear in their unconverted form exactly
as they were input. Corrections are punched and the material updated.

6. Since make-up of tLe encyclopedia itself was not automated, it is now
necessary to "inform" the computer which article is contained in each col-
umn of the encyclopedia. (for example: column 532 contains article number
535403 from line 23 to line 78). This operation proceeds immediately upon
make-up and will be finished in time for the next stage.

7. The computer then converts the serial and article numbers into volume and
column numbers (the columns are numbered rather than the pages). This
means then that the item is identified as in any index, the reader being
directed to the proper page.

8. This is run off on the Photon, corrected in the usual way, and made automa-
tically by a computer program, which arranges the material in four columns
with running heads and page numbers automatically inserted.
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MECHANIZATION AND AUTOMATION IN PUBLISHING

Lowell H. Hattery
Professor of Management
and Public Administration
The American University

Washington, D. C.

SYNOPSIS

To achieve maximum potential of technological innovation in
publishing, a higher order of systems concept and man-macliine
relationship is required, including on-line, inter-active edit-
ing. Substantial investment must be made in systems research
and software development. Information specialists should be
leaders in conceptualization, research and action toward more
effective mechanization and automation in publishing.

Mechanization and automation of the printing-publishing process
has several significant points of impact.

Technological change in printing and publishing is of'special in-
terest to the printing industry for it alters methods of production, changes
economics and affects organization and managerial processes. It is signifi-
cant to publishers and to users because technological changes may affect the
nature of the medium, cost per unit and time of delivery. Technology is of
interest to the author for the form of his manuscript may be constrained,
and because he too is interested in time, cost and output form.

Finally, technological change in printing and publishing is of in-
terest to the information speciaist since it affects the input, the store
and the output of information for an information system.

Information Systems Slow to Automate

A somewhat inexplicable lag in adapting new technology has charac-
terized information services. Despite the fact that electronic information
processing machines have been available for 25 years, information special-
ists have been very slow to mature a concept of achieving optimal integration
of new technology into operational information systems.
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One of the reasons for this deficiency is the historical separation
of the functions of information development, printing, storing, retrieving,
reformatting, distributing, and revising the store. Even if one institu-
tion has control over these functions, occupational specialization has
effectively maintained separation in thought and action.

Yet the sequence of functions can be viewed as a single process;
they must be so viewed to utilize new technology optimally.

Another barrier to achievement of automated systems in information
has been the absence of standards and standardization. The myriad of type
faces, different forms of citation, various indexing and classification
systems, spelling variations, etc., etc., all contribute to confusions in
the system which complicate and increase the cost of computerization and
automation.

Electronic Composition

One of the most intriguing innovations in the information process
is electronic composition, also referred to as computerized typesetting.

Although application of the electronic computer to typesetting
seems an obvious and straightforward process, it is just becoming a
significant production factor. A dozen years of fumbling experimentation
is now clarifying the nature and the economics of the process. Modifica-
tion and refinements of hardware, software and production methods have been
developed encouragingly in the last three years. And a better understanding
of input requirements and of output potential gives a basis for optimism
for the future.

Of greatest potential impact for electronic composition is a better
design linkage with information stores.

A second important contributor to the growth outlook is the avail-
ability and utilization of smaller, lower-cost machines, somewhat comparable
to the development and popularity of minicomputers. The editor of Repro-
ductions Review said recently: "In the past decade the art of phototype-
Tarr.rIghas evolved from the prohibitively expensive province of the giant
publishers to a versatile tool avallable to both high and low volume user
at either end of the price scale."1

In its 1970 survey of computer typesetting, Composition Information
Services, Inc. reported that in the United States 1,400 computers are in use
or on order for typesetting. CIS also reported in surveys of available
equipment that the number of "low-priced typesetters ablR to accept unjusti-
fied type" has more than doubled in less than two years:4

Riley, W., "Phototypesetting Today: Where Is It", Reproductions Review,
April 1971, p. 24.

2 CIS Newsletter, February 1, 1971
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Printing industry consultant P. L. Andersson discusses the growth
of computer typesetting in the following statement:

The reasons for the popularity of phototypesetters are
simple and direct. First, much more printing is being done
today than ever before, and the higher speeds possible with
electronically driven phototypesetters are needed to keep up
with the market. Second, more and more printers are convert-
ing to offset lithographic printing, rather than letter press
The lithographic process uses a photographically prepared
plate, and thus is more compativle with photographic type-
setting than the letter press process which utilizes the out-
put of type and line casting machines directly. Third, and
more to the point, computers have gained a wide acceptance in
the printing industry as machines which will hyphenate, justify,
format, edit, and merge corrections and alterations.3

The most critical unsolved problem in electronic composition is the
development of adequate software.

Efficient software is a most formidable task if the machine system
is to perform in the patterns similar to manual composition. Decisions
about hyphenation, etc. require a very complex set of rules and a large
store of exceptions: page make-up is a complex task if the decisions are
to be entirely machine-controlled.

Unfortunately, software research and development has not been given
adequate support.

The requirements for a comprehensive software project are presented
by John W. Seybold in the proceedings of a 1970 conference on computer
composition.4 Mr. Seybold noted the need for "general-purpose computer type-
setting software which can be used on standard medium-scale computer equip-
ment." He adds: "I do not believe that any present software is sufficient,
or adequate, or general enough, or straightforward enough, or versatile
enough."

Development of satisfactory general programs for computer composition
will require a considerable investment of time and money. Standardization
of many variations among composing conventions is highly desirable. Inter-
national cooperation in standardization of conventions especially and in
software development could be helpful to all.

3 Andersson, P. L., "Phototypesetting -- A Quiet Revolution," Datamation,
December 1, 1970, p. 22.

4 Landau, R. M., editor. Proceedings of the ASIS Workshop on Com uter
Composition. Washington, D. C.: -American TECIety for InTrmation
Science, 1g71, pp. 87-98.
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Composition Input

Efficient input for automatic composition is a principal concern of
industry specialists.

High time and cost factors in printing and publishing reflect in
large measure preparation of a manuscript and the introduction of that
manuscript into composition of various possible forms. Only recently has
hard attention been directed to designing input systems which are directly
related to an automated concept.

Optical character recognition is an obvious approach and several
machines are available.

The principal commercial use of OCR has been the high-volume pro-
cessing of less than page-size documents such as credit card and charge
slips. Page readers are more costly. Nevertheless, there is increasing
use of OCR for publishing. P. L. Andersson estimates that if the type
font can be controlled, the overall cost of reading OCR scannable copy
into a typesetting system can range from 1/4 to 3/4 the cost of reading
perforated paper type. Andersson is optimistic about future applications.
He adds:

On the basis of the success to date of these installa-
tions eICR page scanners7 and on the continuing improvements
in tec nology as well as rapidly decreasing costs, applicaticm
for OCR in the graphic arts can today be considered to be in
the same position as typesetting computers enjoyed in 1963 when
there were only three such installations. believe that we can
look forward to a rapidly increasing machine population...new
pattern recognition techniques, new direct optical computation
techniques and a growing appreciation of the need for editing
and correction capabilities will aid in continuing this growth.5

Andersson adds that "OCR must be regarded as the only feasible
electronics system for releasing the graphic arts from its enslavement
by the fumbling fingers of the keyboard operator."

Reformulation of the System

A private study produced for the printing industry by Battelle
Research Institute was reported in a 1970 conference known as "Comprint 90".
The report and the conference looked twenty years ahead. In a summary and
commentary, a trade journal editor stated:

5 Andersson, P. L. "Optical Character Recognition for Typesetting,"
in Lowell H. Hattery and George P. Bush, editors, Technological
Change in Printing and Publishing Management. Waihington, D. C.:
Spartannooks, Inc.7In press.
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Half an industry and half a communications system,
the printing industry will be the first manufacturers to
feel the consequences of a society dominated by information
rather than commodities. As the Battelle study put it,
"The printing industry will be the world's first to Luse
the computer as its principal means of production." In
this central role, the computer will replace the printing
press.6

The versatility of computer production of packaged information is
also noted by Guy Farrell: "Computerized information can be used to create
a book, magazine, microform, facsimile newsletter, or video-cassette pro-
gram with only variations in procedures. The possibilities for creating
different products from the information resources available to diversified
publishers are virtually limitless."

This flexibility serves too the increasing demand for output of
publications in limited numbers of copies -- the "short-run" print-out.

Publishers are in fact developing a new perspective about their
role in an information system for a "knowledge-oriented,society," according
to Paul D. Doebler, editor of Book Production Industry.' Doebler points
out that publishers have begun-Ea-iEi-Elra-ff5Ublishing is not simply the
business of producing books or magazines -- or for that matter, radio and
television programs. It is, rather, the business of moving information
from those who have it to those who need or want it, by whatever means
apply." Doebler observes further that, "while information science developed
from a library orientation, much of its essence is basically publishing
rather than storage and retrieval." This concept is reflected in a new
publishers' trade association in the United States which is incorporated
as the Information Industry Association.

Electronic Editing

Theifacility for editing text for publication on a cathode ray tube
display is another important element in the publishing system. One editing
system, for example, displays 50 lines at a time. Corrections can be made
through a keyboard and immediately appear on the screen. Lines are auto-
matically justified. An approval signal dispatches the copy for typesetting.

6 Farrell, G., "The Larger Meaning of Comprint 90," Book Production
Industry, January 1971, p. 32.

7 Doebler, P. D., "Publication and Distribution of Information" in Carlos A.
Cuadra, editor, Annual Review of Information Science and Technology,
Vol. 5. Chicagd7-117- riVelopaedia Britannica, Inc.71970, p. 223.
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One of the most exciting experiments in bringing the author closer
to the machine and therefore to output has been carried out by Jerry A.
Carlson, managing editor of the Farm Journal, a large-circulation magazine.
Carlson himself points out a lonTrliEOTTZT fruitless efforts to persuade
writers to compose on Monotype machines and Teletypesetter keyboards. How-
ever, the editing possibility on these machines was negligible.

Mr. Carlson first developed a research project with Iowa State
University. Within the Journalism Department a "scientific study of video-
tube writing" was conducted. He reported that the study "established that
a useful number of our editors would and could write and edit articles with
on-line video terminals."

Although there are several ongoing examples of on-line, video screen
composing and editing, the process is still in early stages of development.
Carlson analyzes its usefulness for three writing situations:

1. The "quick-and-rough" writer under pressure will key his story
into a video terminal, a rewrite editor will call it up onto his terminal,
correct it with light pen and keyboard and send it to the computer. The
article "never saw manuscript paper, paper tape, red pencils, green pencils,
or blue pencils."9

2. The creative author, such as the book author, will key in his
text. "He can just close his eyes and type, never worrying about carriage
returns, janmed keys or typos. He simply empties his heart into an
electronic heart miles away... Next morning, the author can scroll up
through his previously written thoughts, correct the typos, repair his
transitions and perform other insertions and deletions."

3. The author who must develop highly polished or concise copy
"will insert, delete and revise a great deal as he goes along," according
to Carlson. One of Carlson's editors commented: "The words become almost
physical, plastic -- you can hammer and pound and sculpture them into
shape."

Carlson summarizes his view of video editing: "... the new tech-
nology offers writers and artists wide opportunity for greater aesthetic
and intellectual achievement."

Carlson, J. A., "Video Editing" in Hattery and Bush, editors.

In press.

9 Carlson, a. cit.
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Output

Many significant refinements have occurred in the press room. They
inclLde the introduction of the belt press, automatic quality controls and
automatic process control. On the other hand, these changes are evolu-
tionary rather than revolutionary.

Revolutionary changes in output are called for by the nature of
changes in the total printing-publishing technological, managerial and
distributive system. The possibility of storing encyclopaedic information
in computer readable form facilitates "on order" publishing.

Numbers of copies of output may range from one to a very large
printing. In fact, the output may be "published" on a video screen.

Producing the output on film in a photocompositor or from a
computer-output-on microfilm (COM) device, provides a flexible base to
produce either film or hard copy output in size ranges and varying
numbers of copies.

Mana9ement of Printing-Publishing Technology

Although the problems of the new technological systems at the oper-
ational level are indeed challenging, it is at upper levels of planning and
entrepreneurship that mind-stretching and vigorous initiative are called
for.

That printing-publishing is a complex process has been noted. That
the steps in the process are increasingly interdependent rather than dis-
crete has also been noted. However, the role of information science planner
and manager has been ignored except inferentially.

Yet the planning-managerial implications of mechanization and auto-
mation are most significant. They call for a new total concept which should
be the context of all managerial and planning action.10

Centralization of planning and managing is essential, even though
operational decentralization is possible and for some processes supported
by the new technology.

10 For a case study of broad managerial concept which incorporates computer
composition and other advanced technology, see the doctoral dissertation:
Bracken, M. C., "An Analysis of the Evolution of the National Library of
Medicine: Implications for the Development of Scientific and Technical
Information Networks," The American University, Washington, D. C., 1971.
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Whether centralized concern with the total process of creating text,
processing text, "typesetting" or composing, "printing" and distributing is
with a business organization, a professional organization, or a governmental
organization does not modify its necessity.

In the United States, industrial mergers reflect these forces of uni-
fication and centralization. Many information scientists and policy
officials have been slower to recognize the inevitability and significance
of organizational response to printing-publishing technological change.

The potential contribution to society of balanced support for
elements in the process is very great. The "information problem" can be
brought under control with present and emerging technology if policy
planners and managerial statesmen turn attention to it and extend support.

Research and the Information Specialist

Comparatively small investment has been made in research and develop-
ment in the printing-publishing process. Most fundamentally significant
innovations are "fall-outs" or "spin-offs" from research for other end
objectives. The small direct investment has generally been applied to very
specific objectives which have localized significance but tend to be trivial
in relation to the total system.

Similar criticism can be levied against planning and support of
research and development for science information.

A larger strategy for research and development and larger investment
of resources is needed critically if technology is to be utilized anywhere
near its potential.

Information specialists can be especially helpful in: (1) planning,
developing and operating information banks; (2) assessing in advance the
needs of users; and (3) providing specifications for outputs from the system.
In order to carry out these functions, the information specialist must think
and operate in relation to the new technology of printing-publishing as an
interrelated system.
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Session Seven - Discussions

PUBLISHING AND REPROGRAPHY
Chairman: Mr. J.H. d'Olier (France)

MR. E. OFFENBACHER (Israel): Reprography and information centers are well known sub-
jects; however it is desirable to note what is special about the needs of developing
countries in this field. In developed countries there is a steady flow of incoming
requests for information to the information center. In a developing country, or as it
is more adequately called,in a young country, it is necessary to stimulate the use of
the information center. The information needs, therefore, are quite different from
those of industrialized countries. The material to be published and distributed by
the information center is also different, and so are the reprographic needs and
possibilities.

Because of the rather difficult economic and administrative situation, the frame-
work in which information centers have to work in a young country is quite different
as far as the technical means are concerned. The famous slogan - what is good for
America is good for you - is true only for industrialized nations. This is not be-
cause techniques developed in America, England, Russia or any of the big industrial
countries haven't proved themselves, but rather because the economics of their uue is
quite different in a young country.

I would like to give a few examples of the sort of economic considerations I am
referring to. To use micromaterial you need readers. There exist reasonably priced
readers. For instance, there is an American product which sells in the US for $80
which is a very reasonable price. Translated into Israeli pounds, this is about
IL.350. Add insurance, shipping costs and taxes and it comes to IL 650. You can buy
approximately the same things in Israel with an Israeli pound as in the States with a
dollar. So 650 Israeli pounds would mean in America $650. In the States $650 is a
considerable price for a microfiche reader and it would severely limit the possibility
of popularizing the microfiche system. This is a typical problem of developing
countries.

Another example is the calculation to be made to find out if a certain piece of
equipment is worth acquiring. The depreciation of reprographic equipment is calculated
at about five years, but in practice only three years are considered realistic. After

three years, there will be a new model on the market or even a new technique which will
make it desirable to acquire new equipment even if the old equipment is still usable.
After three years in an industrialized country, such as Germany, England, Holland or
Sweden, the machine will have amortized itself. In a developing country, this is
doubtful. Then there is the choice of throwing away a machine which has not yet amor-
tized itself or of foregoing the benefit of an improved model. The question of invest-
ments and other economic considerations is thus quite different in a young country.

There is another falacy which I would like to mention here. We often hear that
"any office girl can do it." Any office girl can indeed push a button, but to be sure
that the machine always responds when the office girl pushes the button, we must have
highly skilled technicians who can maintain and repair the machine. This again is a
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problem in young countries. Being situated far from centers of development in Europe
and the US they don't always have experienced technicians and this makes it impossible
to use the same sophisticated machinery which works beautifully in the more developed
countries. On the other hand, there are prestige motivations to acquire sophisticated
equipment which can't be profitably used in a developing country.

MR. M. DORON (Ierael): There are two reasons for computer-aided typesetting of the
Encyclopedia Judaica. The major reason is the shortage of trained compositors in
Israel. We would have needed for the Encyclopedia around 20 trained compositors which
is out of the question. You just can't find that many people on the labour market.
We therefore set type on flexowriters, which require very little knowledge on the
part of the typist. A compositor takes at least a year or two to train. Our typists I

were working after one week of training.

Rather than go through a complicated mechanical procedure, we simplified a lot of ;

operations; for example, every time we wanted to set italic type, we simply had the
typist strike a dead key which doesn't move the carriage along, in the form of a
box. This punched a unique code on to the paper tape. After that for italic, she
punched the letter "i". So lii preceding a group of words or even pages would cause
everything that comes after it to be set in italics.

This also simplified the preparation of the index volume. The index editors, ra-
ther than waiting until the whole text had been set and made up and then going over it
and deciding which words should be in the index, took the manuscript and indexed that.
In other words, if there was a certain word, for instance "Moses", which we wanted to
index, the word would be marked on the manuscript in front of the word Moses n DU- ,

The capital no means that this is a word to appear in the index. The g means that
this is the first word in this particular article that is to be indexed. This is for
later accessing. These codes did not appear in the proofs of the text itself but were
in the margins for checking that the computer accepted them.

The indexer, at the same time as he marked up the manuscript, also prepared an
index card. On the card he wrote "Moses", the article number, and the number of this
particular word in the article that was to be indexed. He then manually sorted the
cards in alphabetical order. He also edited the cards if necessary. "Moses" may
not be a main item but a sub-item to some other main item. The cards were edited
constantly until all the articles were included. Then they were put on paper tape on
the flexowriter, and set with the word "Moses", the article number and the index num-
ber. Since wo did not use automatic makeup on the text itself, we had to inform the
computer exactly what article appeared on which page. The computer, as soon as it
knew the article end the index number where a particular word appeared in an article,
could automatically convert the article number into actual voluma and page nunber.
This is then printed out on our Photon 713, automatically made up into pages, and
after corrections, is ready for printing.

We used the computer for several additional purposes, e.g. sorting of articles.
We didn't set the articles in alphabetical order. The computer sorted them out and
every time we were ready to close a certain article we could sort it out very simply.
Anyone who has worked at a printing house would know that this wolild have been impos-
sible to do without the computer.

In addition, the computer justified the lines and the typist did not have to do
this at all. We used automatic hyphenation which only experienced compositors could
do. Corrections were handled by updating the computer memory. Make-up of the index
wa also done automatically, a time consuming operation in any printing house.
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All these things may not have saved money on this project, but undoubtedly saved
lots of time. The index volume will appear two weeks after the last volume is printed.
The whole encyclopedia will be ready by the end of the year.

PROF. L.H. HATTERY (US): My principal objective is to try to generalize,for the in-
formation scientist the impact of the evolution, and to some degree, the revolution,
of the technology of reprography and of printing. My thesis is that the processes of
printing, of publishing, of librarianship and of information science are merging into
a single complex. process. It has been interesting to note that in very few meetings
of information scientists has the topic of printing been identified as a major topic
of concern, and it seems to me significant that at this point in time, at this Confe-
rence in Israel, that it should be identified as a major program topic. In our curri-
culum in information science at American University, we have had now for about three
years a separate course on the automation of the printing process.

It is perhaps interesting to note that despite the general lack of attention by
information scientists in professional meetings and professional journals to the tech-
nological evolution in typesetting, nevertheless, the primary impetus for the develop-
ment of automatic, electronic typesetting did come from information scientists. And
I think perhaps If one were to write the technology history, the information scientists
at the National Library of Medicine would deserve a large amount of credit.

The papers presented by my colleagues h:.Ize have been very impressive and have indi-
cated the degree to which the advanced and sophisticated technology of reprography and
printing is already operational. In the States, there are more than 1400 computer
typesetting installations. More than one-third of the newspapers are being composed
by computer. Although there has been a great deal of discussion for a number of years
about other technological developments such as the use of optical character recognition,
there has not been much operation, so we are nomewhat inclined to discount the likeli-
hood of these technologies becoming significant in the near future. I suggest that
the technology and the economics of optical character recognition for the automatic in-
put of information into composition systems, for example, is not likely to be a signi-
ficant development within the next five years.

The important issue is to try to identify the useful and necessary implications
of these developments for us as information scientists. One is that we must be pre-
pared to accept lower quality output. There are examples of high quality output which
suggest that it is possible with the new technologies to produce high quality material.
Nevertheless, this is at the cost of more time, and a great deal of effort. There are
some who are upset when they see justified right hand margins, and some when they see
ragged right hand margins, because it seems that the esthetics of justifying right
hand margins may not be economically justified within the practical problems of commu-
nication. I would suggest, at the risk of horrifying some of my colleagues, that
hyphenless composition may be acceptable in many fields. Some of the newspapers in
the States converted to hyphenless composition and very few of their readers noted
this conversion. I think the same thing may be true for the readers of scientific
and technical information.

Another implication of technological innovations is the expectation of highly
mixed media for any complex - hard copy, microforms in various aspects, tape displays.
This has grave implications for our forward planning.

Let me suggest several of the specific problems that we ought to be taking into
consideration in forward planning. There has been some reference to the matter of
building to hold new collections of books. One of my battles is against library
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architects. In the information sciences we who need to build a new building must
depend on architects who have been trained to build a building to hold books only.
Even within my own university, the principal concern and goal of our university li-
brarian has been to build a large new library to hold more volumes. It seems that

the investment ought not to be in physical facilities for traditional hard copies
but rather for the mixed media which are already available and which can be made
available to substitute for hard copies.

'A second concern in the area of planning is the establishment of networks. Those
who are engaged in planning networks beginning with UNISIST through to component net-
works, need to have greater input from information engineers to devise standards for
media mixes which are optimal for large networks. It seems to me that because most
of the documentation that relates to network planning does not take technology ade-
quately into account, plans will prove obsolete within five to ten years.

Finally I suggest that the developments that I have been referring to in technology;
and their applications to major forward planning in terms of facilities, equipment,
personnel and networks, call for a substantial degree of centralization of planning
and support. In the US and other countries, governments and professional associations
have not given adequate attention to financial support for the kind of planning and
preparations necessary for the effective and optimal use of the new technology.

DR. M. CREMER (Germany): I would like to mention two possible applications of micro-
fiche, The first is in the distribution of doctoral theses. In my country, we have

the problem that, on the one hand, the students and the faculty do not want to shoul-
der Lhe financial burden of printing theses in conventional form. On the other hand,

the university libraries are very keen to get copies of theses and dissertations for
exchange purposes. We started to develop a national program to put doctoral theses
on microfiche and I hope to convince my library colleagues to accept this program.

The second application relates to archives and office records. Large offices

like governmental departments, archives, big scientific organizations, etc. put their
records on microform not only to save space, but also to have access to them through
a combination of microform and computer search, thus making the records of the office
or of the archives available as a kind of integrated information service.

MR. OFFENBACHER: To Dr. Cremer. I have found that new Ph.D.'s who just presented
their theses are rather reluctant to make them available before they have appeared
in the press. Only a few copies are required for the university authorities. The

question is if microfiche is economical under these circumstances, since I doubt
that professors would be prepared to read the microfiche in order to give their
opinion about the thesis.

MR. D'OLIER: In France we have a program for all French speaking countries, many of
which are developing countries, so the question of price of micro-documents is of
paramount importance to us.

MR. P. TURA (Israel): To Mr. Thiele and Mr. Offanbacher. Because a small country

can't afford to buy a lot of sophisticated and expensive equipment, the manufacturers
and designers of this equipment should get to work. Microequipment for the viewing

of microfilm and microfiche could be produced at a cost not exceeding by much that of

a pair of good spectacles. I have seen some readers for viewing film slides for
tourists and possibly this or a stereoscopic viewer might be adapted for reading
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microfilm, at low cost. This would allow every scientist to buy a cheap microfilm-
microfiche reader which would operate in daylight or on batteries. Microfilm-micro-
fiche can also be viewed with a slide projecter.

MR. G. THIELE (Germany): To Mr. TUra. A manufacturer can make cheaper readers if he
can make them in large quantities. This is only possible if he is sure of a large

market. If there are various microfiche sizes you have to have various types of
equipment. In Frankfurt we have an automatic enlarger for microfiche.

MR. OFFENBACHER: To Mr. Tura. I am afraid what works well for a tourist looking at
slides wouldn't work as a reader for microcopies. There are too many details to be

read which we don't look for in a snapshot.

MR. U. PUMPIAN (Israel): To Mr. Thiele. Could you give us some more details about the

plan to publish abstract periodicals? Is it done in co-operation with publishers? It

would be useful to shorten the period between the time data is collected and the time
it is published.

MR. THIELE: To Mr. Pumpian. With the periodicals there is some trouble, mainly the
problem of copyright. When there will be some agreement on copyright I think there
will be agreement between the producers and the users.

MR. L. FAFIER (US): Research is being carried out in the United States on the accepta-
bility and effectiveness of microfiche. One study has been completed at the University

of Denver on the use of microfiche. We have a big project with the Am. Assoc. of
Junior Colleges in a learning situation with the whole course produced on microfiche,
highly controlled where variables are determined. These variables are things like
whether it is data or information, positive or negative film, type of reader, etc. I

just want to bring out that we do have a little more hard data on microfiche, micro-
form than we had in the past.

MRS. S. WEIL (Israel): Users of microfilm or microfiche use microform collections for
eliminating not needed material. If they find a reference or if the SDI service brings
to their attention a document which exists only on microfiche they come to our library
and read only the abstract or the main points. If the document is of interest, they
ask for a full copy. The microforms are more for the archives than for the user. I

would like to know if my colleagues in other countries have the same experience or if
their users are really reading the microfiche and using them at home with a reader.

MR. Y. SHALEV (Israel): In the documentation unit at the Ministry of Defence we
recently distributed some 35 readers to our users. The price of each reader is
$60 - $70 and is paid off in a year if only 35 reports of MPIS are read per annum,
as the microcopy of the report costs only 95 cents. Another economic point which
should also be considered is that storage space in the Tel Aviv area is IL 1,000
per sq./m. per year.

MR. OFFENBACHER: To Mrs. Weil. You are quite right. Microcopies
to be read but only to be scanned. When it becomes apparent that
is to be read, the text should be enlarged.

were never intended
a whole publication

MR. THIELE: To Mrs. Weil. I agree that it is impossible to read a
of 60 pages. We can make copies in about 3 minutes, and the price
is 12 Marks.
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If a publisher produces a printed periodical and a microfiche, in Germany he re-
ceives the same price for both. In the case of reports, there is only the microfiche
as the manuscript is used only for filming.

MRS. WEIL: To Mr. Thiele. It seems very important to have the possibility to acquire
journals both in the form of microfiche and the full size copy. For browsing, readers
need the latter, whereas for back searching the microfiche is very suitable. If we
had a combination price that would allow us to buy both at a reduced price, we would
save storage space as we could discard full size back volumes.

MR. U. BLOCH (Israel): I don't see arty reason why someone who wants to buy the full
sized journal and the microfiche should pay the editor and the author twice. As
Mrs. Weil said, we need the hard copy because people want to browse and we need the
microfiche to save storage space. Why should the microfiche not be available at the
actual cost of preparing it which would come to something like ten per cent above the
price of the hard copy. This would enable librarians to start working in a new direction.

To buy the film later is expensive and if the microfilm is prepared not from the
original its quality is entirely different. If there are any representatives of pub-
lishers present, they should take this discussion into consideration and think about
offering the microforms at a reasonable price.

In addition, I'd like to know whether the speakers have any idea of what will be
the next step in the development of faster typesetting machines. Perhaps on-line
displays photographed directly to the film, and then shipped to the printer might be
the ;text step.

MR. P. SIMMONS (UK): To Mr. Bloch. New composing machines come out every day. Speeds
of something like 10,000 characters a second have been recorded. People have problems
with powerful computers keeping up with them. I can give you the names of these ma-
chines but they are probably meaningless. Speed at the composing end of the system is
not the problem. Time span from the acquisition of the material to its actual publi-
cation is very much longer than the two or three days of work on the 713. This could
obviously be reduced to a few hours but with a time schedule of two or three months,
it makes little difference.

DR. S. SCHWARZ (SWeden): To Mr. Zuahel. The question of transformation of text to
magnetic tape is one of time saving. You have a system where four-punches represent
one character. The Japanese have developed a system which enables them to represent
about 2,500 characters with two-key punching which is done not sequentially but simul-
taneously. This punching seems to go with great speed. Have you a comparative economy
of these different systems?

MR. SIMMONS: To Dr. Schwarz. We have a similar problem with some 700 different charac-
ters we need to encode. We have adopted the technique of taking one character followed
by a shift number of which there are six, and following that with a specific character.
For example, we would take a character which corresponds directly with the paragraph
sign and follow it with "1" for the Greek alphabet, and "a" thereafter would indicate
alpha and so on.

MR. H. ZUCHEL (Germany): To Dr. Schwara. A system of prototypes which we use is open
ended; the only thing you have to do is cover the frames of the composition machines
with the systematic tables for Japanese characters, for example. You can put in these
tables what you want; all characters are possible.
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DR. SCHWARZ: To Hr. Zuchel. It was a question of timing. Does it go as quickly as
punching two keys simultaneously?

MR. ZUCHEL To Dr. Schwarz. Yes, it is a question of timing, but timing is not in-
teresting in this case. The problem is to record all the data without loss of informa-
tion. We have solved this with this system. You do need more time for four represen-
tatives of one character.

MR. L. SLUM (Israel): To Mr. Doron. Are you considering the possibilities of making
any form of micro-reproduction of the encyclopedia? Is the body of knowledge accumu-
lated in this encyclopedia going to be updated in some way? Are you considering any
kind of secondary publications from the accumulated knowledge?

MR. DORM: To Mr. Elpern. No microphotography is anticipated as yet, but we will con-
sider your idea. As for future updating, that of course is one of the prime reasons
that we use the computer. Future editions of the Encynlopedia will be much easier
and quicker to update than would have been ordinarily possible. Updating within a
few years is anticipated. The third point - using the accumulated knowledge in other
forms, such as separate books or other publishing ventures, is also being planned. We
plan many side products to the Encyclopedia. A huge amount of knowledge has been
gathered and since it is computerized, it is readily accessible.
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THE INTERNATIONAL NETWORK OF ISICLLINKED NATIONAL INFORMATION CENTERS

Eugene Garfield, Ph.D. and Morton V. Malin, Ph.D.
Institute for Scientific Information, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

SYNOPSIS

During the past six years The Institute for Scientific Information
has, through private investment, constructed a multidisciplinary
machine-language data base covering nearly two million source arti-
cles. This file is increasing at present by approximately 400,000
items per year or 8,000 per week. Use of ISI's information services
offers a method of establishing an effective national information
system at a cost acceptable to smaller and developing nations.

Customarily,"discussions of information networks are concerned with the concept
of interrelating the activities of information centers on a national or international
scale. Only slight, if any, attention is given to the already existing international
network for scientific information exchange which is the scientific community itself.
Scientists have disseminated information and communicated with one another using a
variety of methods, but primarily through the published literature.(journals), cor-
respondence, scientific meetings and more recently telephone and other modern media
of communication, for several hundred years.

It is understandable that discussions of information networks do not become
involved with these first order networks but concern themselvos with, what I shall
call, second and third order networks. The second order networiais are those intended
to establish a system of information interchange on an international level, and the
third order networks are those which involve systems for linking national information
centers. The concern with secor and third order networks is understandable because
the processors and disseminators of information are faced with the problem of manag-
ing the information flow that results from the research and scholarly activities of
the scientific community. The concept of network systems, international or national,
reflects the desire to make the output of the scientific community more readily avail-
able to a greater number of potential users of information, and to do this more ef-
ficiently by establishing methods which will reduce duplication of effort. These
objectives are important because all of us are aware of the duplication of effort
that.exists and of the high price that is paid as a result.

Too often, however, the demand for efficiency translates itself not into making
better use of that which already exists or improving the operation of existing
systems, but into developing new and different methods and systems.
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ISI's approach.to establishment of a network of internationally-linked infor-
mation centers has been to develop better methods for dealing with the comennication
system that already exists among scientists and to expand and nourish it. This is
done not only by computerized services, Which is the main focus of my talk, but by a
variety of services, both manual and machine oriented, that play a significant part
in ISI's role as a processor and disseminator of information at all levels -- indi-
vidual, institutional, national, and international.

Before considering the relationship of ISI to the information centers located
in more than a half dozen countries in Which IS1 tapes are used, it is important to
describe ISI's approach to providing the totality of its services to individual
countries-IR their efforts to establish national information centers which can link
up to the ISI network.

ISI's services can be characterized both functionally and by subject area. The
first category includes:

1. Current Awareness Services

2. Retrospective Searching Service

3. Selective Dissemination of Information Service

4. Library Service.

Although the subject areas covered in ISI services include every field of scholarship,
I shall delineate these areas broadly as follows:

1. Life Sciences

2. Physical Sciences

3. Chemical Sciences

4. Agricultural Sciences

5. Engineering and Technology

6. Behavioral and Social Sciences

7. Education.

I mention these subject areas only to indicate the broad coverage available through
ISI's services. More important, I believe, is the description of the types of---
services offered as categorized by function, although I shall at a later point talk
in some detuil about ISI's chemical information service.

Using as input approximately 5000 journals from almost every country in the
world, current awareness service is provided through the medium of five Current
Contents® editions. These are:
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1. Current Contents/Life Sciences

2. Current Contents/Physical 5. Chemical Sciences

3. Current Contents/Agricultural, Food, & Veterinary Sciencet

4. Current Contents/Engineering Technology

5. Current Contents/Behavioral, Social, Educational Sciences

The purpose of Current Contents is to provide prompt current awareness of research
results pnblished in the leading journals of the world in the broad areas shown
Above. Each week the contents pages from the journal issues received at ISI are
reproduced in one of the five Current Contents editions. Each Current Contents also
includes an author address diriaMTWIZE777Teders can use to send to authors for
reprints of articles they have found through Current Contents. /t has been estimated
that five million reprint requests per year result from use of Current Contents. An

important feature of the current awareness service is the fact that ISI has estab-
lished relationships with publishers throughout the world Which enable us to obtain
journals quickly, the contents pages of many journals are obtained in advance of
publication.

Retrospective searching capabilities are provided by 1SI through the Science
Citation IndeA (SCI1) and permuter0 Subject Index (PSI) and !Si's Search Service.
The SCI and PSI are comprehensive multidisciplinary indexes which provide a variety
of unique methods for retrospective searching of the scientific, agricultural, tech-
nological, and biomedical literature. The SCI provides access to the literature by
author, citation, or organization, and the PSI is a natural-language subject index
which complements the sCI, providing access to the literature by words taken from
the titles of current articles processed into the sa data base.

The SCI data base is derived from a core of approximately 2500 of the 5000
journals received at ISI. Each journal issue is indexed into the system from cover
to cover and all substantive items are processed. The SCI and PSI are published
quarterly with annual cumulations. In 1971, the data base will consist of approx-
imately 400,000 current articles and 4,000,000 citations. This year will also see
the pUblication of a cumulative SCI covering the years 1965-1969. The total SCI

file now includes over 1,500,000 source items and 20,000,000 cited references.

Retrospective searching is also provided through the ISI Search Service Which
is used by many sUbscribers When they require special literature searches to be
performed.

SDI is available from ISI either through ASCPAIV, the Automatic Subject Citation
Alert service operating at ISI's headquarters in Philadelphia, or through lease of
the Science Citation Index tapes which can be used by organizations to provide SDI
to their staff. The data base used for ASCA, or available from ISI tapes, is the
same one Which is used for the SM. SDI-WEvices, however, are provided weekly
through sUbscription to ASCA or, if tapes are used, these are also supplied weekly
to the lessee. The ASCA service is unique in the fact that citation questions, as
well as words, can be used to develop the user profiles. Tape users also have this
feature available to them if they wish to obtain the citation tapes as well as the
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source tapeu, and vary important is the fact that the ASCA software can be bought or
leased from ISI.

Among the functional service areas mentioned previously was IS1.'s library
service. This service called OATS'S, Original Article Tear Sheet service, was
designed to provide users of /S/0o system with the means of obtaining hard copy of
any article which their use of any of the current awareness, retrospective searching
or SDI services uncovered, When such articles are not readily available through reg-
ular library channels. In fact, in many cases the OATS service is used by libraries
and individuals even if the journals mre available in their libraries because of the
convenience and the speed with Which they receive tear sheets and because, on a cost
benefit basis, the service is relatively inexpensive. Some ASCA customers have
requested that articles reported on printouts be sent to them automatically;
we call this service ASCAMATIC.

I have only, in the preceding, described very briefly the four major service
functions performed by IS/ Which IS/ feels are solutions to the four basic aspects
of the problem of disseMating iBrentific and technical information. These solu-
tions are keeping users of it:formation current on scientific and technological devel-
opments* Current Contents, keeping them informed on a selective basis of develop-
ments having direct bearing on their work; ASCA and Tapes, enabling them to learn
quickly What :um been published in the past; SCI, retrospective searching capability;
OATS, enabling them to retrieve documents quickly and efficiently.

I stated previously that IS/ has a specialized chemical information service
Which / shall describe briefly before commenting upon the ISI-lihked international
information network.

ISI's chemical information services group consists of the publication Current
Abstracts of Chemistry and Index Chemicus' (CACAIC1), the Index Chemicus Registry
Syrefar, and the Chemical substructure Index157-7Errent Abstracts of Chemistry and
In ex Chemicus is a weekly abstract journal of theceaces
special emphasis on reporting new compounds and renotions. In addition to the tra-
ditional abstract, structural diagrams and reaction flow diagrams are also provided.
Indexes to the weekly issues are published monthly and cumulated annually. Current
Abstracts of Chemistry and Index Chemicus is the source for preparing the Index
Chemicus Re7istry System. The compounds reported in CACSIC are encoded into
Wiswesser Line Notations, which permits preparation onTiggetic tapas that are
computer searchable. Searching can be by compound family, substructure, biological
activity, authors, journals or index terms since the tapes contain not only the
encoded compoundz, but also bibliographic information for the article in which the
compounds were reported and information regarding the other searchable items men-
tioned. Tapes are provided monthly and programs are available for use both for
retrospective and current awareness searches of the file.

The Chemical Substructure Index is derived from the ICRe) and is a published
permuted listing of tho compounds encoded into WLN. This Index provides the capa-
bility of doing substructure searches for the most recently reported chemical
compounds by manual means. It is pdblished on a monthly basis and will be cumulated
annually.

My purpose in providing this brief overview of ISI services is to lay the basis
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for describing how ISI serves as a mechanism for linking information centers and
explaining how ISI's services can be obtained on a national level to help in
development of national information systems.

ISI is a supplier of its SCI data base to national centers in five countries
for SDI use and also supplies these tapes to approximately half a dozen private
organizations which use them for internal SDI services. The ICRS tapes are
presently supplied to a nuMber of private chemical firms but are also available to
national centers.

In making these tapes available on a lease basis, 151 has, in fact, already
aided in the establishment of an international network of information centers in
whiCh ISI, as the processor of information produced on an international scale,
services as a distributor of reprocessed information to an international clientele.
The present system is not a formalized one with rules, by-laws, standards, etc. But,
there is no reason why the process cannot become more formal. In fact, since ISI
is prepared not only to lease its tapes but also to lease or sell its whole ASCA
software system and to help in its installation and guarantee its operation to any
country, many of the obstacles whiCh inhibit establishment of networks are eliminated.
There exists at this very moment the capability for every r:ountry represented at this
meeting to have, without the need for excessive development costs, a national SDI
system, simply by obtaining from IsI the rights to the ASCA system.

Even more important, the wholf ISI system consisting of the four components,
current awareness, SDI, retrospect.ive searching capability and library service, is
also available because ISI is prepared and willing to cooperate with national in-
formation systems to supply all its services and publications to a central authority
for redistribution to the scientific, engineering, technological, educational, and
managerial communities in each individual country.

Such an arrangement has already been negotiated with the Ministry of Education
in Spain, negotiations are now in progrqss in several Latin American countries for
obtaining all ISI's services on the national level. Negotiations have been com-
pleted with a representative of the Japanese Government for use of the ASCA and ICRS
system on a national level in that country. I am also sure you know that IsI tapes
are used by the National Research Council in Canada, the Royal Technical Institute
in Sweden, and by COSTI here in Israel.

In its arrangements for service on a national scale as, for example Spain, ISI
provides to the central authority or national system bulk shipments of the five
editions of Current Contents and Current Abstracts of Chemistry and Index Chemicus,
sets of the SCI for placement in universities, rasearch institutes and other libraries,
provides OATS service through the national center, and Search Service on demand.

We aid in the establishment of a national SDI system through a phasing-in process
by supplying ASCA from Philadelphia until the computerized system is installed locally
and by providing technical and educational service. These services are designed to
guarantee the operation of the system and to train both the administrators and users
of the system in the techniques of profile preparation and refinement, and in man-
aging the system. I "fish to stress very strongly that IsI takes its responsibilities
in uuch cooperation very seriously because we insist on providing training to local
personnel on the operations, administration and use of our system. The management
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problems of building a system are well known to all of you and the literature is
full of articles reporting on these problems; ISI's objective is to eliminate them.

ISI stresses that it will provide complete administrative and management
support in oonnection with the supply of its services. This support includes
advising on the type of organizational structure that should be established for
the system mul in providing training for clerical and technical personnel who will
be responsible for operation of the system. This training will include instruction
in record keeping, acquisitions procedures, and methods for establishing distribution
procedures for the published and computer-generated services, and for establishing
financial and administrative procedures to insure efficient operation of the system.

In regard to the ASCA system, IsI provides as part of the software lease full
documentation of the programs. Its computer systems personnel will help install
the programs at the local computer center, and train operators and systems and
programming people in its use. ISI will also provide training on profile prepara-
tion and profile input processing at the local center and to personnel sent to
Philadelphia. Finally, I should stress that ISI is prepared, as part of its training
responsibility, to develop instructional materials on all its services in the local
language.

I shall conclude my talk by saying that it is universally recognized that the
future growth of any country in the world today depends on developing a strong
educational and research and development capability. Development of this capability
is a major requisite for establishing the base for future economic growth and solving
the pressing social problems faced by all nations. A major contributor to the solu-
tion of these problems will be properly controlled and disseminated information to
the individuals Who are engaged in working toward the solutions. The cost, to any
nation, of solving the information problem by itself is very high and in many cases
actually prohibitive. The answer, consequently, is to take advantage of resources
already available as well as to develop systems to meet specific individual needs.
Recognizably, no country widhes to remain completely dependent on outside resources
indefinitely, but.also recognizable is the fact that economic necessity and good
management require that the development of national information systems be done in
the most efficient manner possible. Exploiting available resources Which are cheaper,
oostwise, than development of new similar resources is an important way to keep devel-
opment costs low.

I suggest that effective national and international systems and networks can be
developed by linking into available systems inch as ISI's.
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CAN/SDI PLUS TWO
CANADA'S NATIONAL SDI SERVICE
FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Jack E. Brown
Director, National Science Library, Ottawa, Canada

SYNOPSIS

The National Science Library's national SDI Service, after two
years of operation, is proving to be a successful and valuable
service. Employing six data bases covering 900,000 papers
per year, it provided in 1970, 52,000 tailor-made bibliographies
to 1400 users. Steps in the development of the service are sum-
marized, strengths and weaknesses of the system discussed, and
plans for future development outlined.

The Canadian Selective Dissemination of Information Service (CAN/SDI), a na-
tional computerized information retrieval system, for Canadian scientists and
technologists, has now been fully operational for two years and three months.
During this period five papers have been published in the national and interna-
tional literature dealing with specific aspects of the service - e. g. systems
desigg and programming, training of users, and user reaction to the serv-
ice4" 7' 8'19. This, the sixth paper ir. the series, is an attempt to provide
an overview of the CAN/SDI system with particular emphasis on the strengths
and weaknesses of the service from the point of view of the providers and users,
and a look at plans for future development.

For those of you who have read these earlier papers we apologize for what may
appear to be inexcusable and useless repetition. For those who are not familiar
with the service, we apologize for the omission of technical details which are
certainly important but which cannot be dealt with adequately in a paper of this
nature. For both groups, particularly those who are experimenting with or
considering a similar service, we trust this summation of our experience will
prove interesting and useful.
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The National Science Library of Canada

The CAN/SDI service is one of many national information services provided by
the National Science Library (NSL) and to see this program in proper perspective,
it is necessary to briefly review the role of the NSL as Canada's major agency
responsible for the dissemination of scientific and technical information (STI).

The NSL, a Division of the National Research Council of Canada (NRC), is not a
library in the conventional sense of the word but rather an information transferral
agency. Its total activities are designed to supplement and complement local in-
formation services and to ensure that Canadian scientists, technologists, indus-
trialists and managers, have ready access to publications and information required
in their day to day work. The NSLIs resources, now totalling some 800,000
volumes, and its information services, have been developed in close cooperation
with all major libraries in Canada. Through these and related cooperative meas-
ures, and through the utilization of Telex linkage with world-wide information
services, the NSL serves as the focal point of a national scientific and technolog-
ical information network.

A detailed description of the nature and extent of the NSL's resources and serv-
ices may be found in the NSL's Annual Report and Guide to Resources and Serv-
ices 1969-706, and need not be repeated here. However, to emphasize the rather
unique role of the NSL, as compared with the information services of similar
agencies in other countries, two points should be noted:

I. The NSL's information retrieval and dissemination services and the essential
backup resources form an integrated administrative unit.

2. The NSL is the major unit of a national decentralized scientific and technolog-
ical information system.

Development of a National STI System

The NSL had its beginnings in 1925 as the library serving the NRC of Canada. Its
change from that of a library serving a group of federal laboratories to that of a
national information centre has come about through a long series of government
decisions and directives - the change has been evolutionary not revolutionary.
One of the most important of these decisions was made in December 1969 when,
as the result of a series of government studies of science and science information
policiesl, 2, the NRC was named the coordinating body responsible for the further
development of a national STI network.

This action recognizes the effectiveness of a decentralized information system in
a country the size of Canada as opposed to a highly centralized system. It also
represents a crucial point in the development of Canadian information policy, for
the government directive contains chlises intended to ensure that a national
system for STI, which is the responsibility of the NRC, and a national system for
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information in the humanities, social sciences and the arts, which is the respon-
sibility of the National Library, are completely compatible and developed in
parallel. A full account of this development may be found in a paper entitled "A
National STI System for CanadelO.

CAN/SDI - Basic Principles

The NSL is continually experimenting with and developing new techniques to facil-
itate the storage, retrieval and dissemination of information. The CAN/SDI
system is one of the more successful of these techniques and is regarded as an
extension of the Library's Reference and Research Services and as another tool
to assist researchers obtain maximum use of pertinent literature.

The CAN/SDI service was inaugurated as a national service in April 1969, after
three years of testing and experimentation using NRC and other Ottawa scientists
as guinea pigs. During this experimental period three major problems were
identified as requiring solution before a national service could be provided.

1. The incompatibility of available data bases or tape services from the point of
view of file formats.

2. The development of interest profiles for users remote from Ottawa.
3. The training of potential users of the system.

Development of a Standard File Format

The solution of the first of these problems, incompatibility of data bases, was the
one requiring urgent attention and the one which provided most difficulties. It
was obvious that anytime we wished to add a new data base to the system, a new
search and print phase had to be written a costly and difficult undertaking.
Accordingly, after much experimentation, a standard file format, based on the
MARC format, was designed. The steps leading to the development and adoption
of this format are described in a paper by J. Heilik9. All data bases used in
CAN/SDI are converted to this standard format thus requiring only one search
program for the data bases and one program to print the results of this common
search. The MARC format is extremely flexible and can handle with ease almost
any kind of information.

With the development of this standard format new data bases were rapidly added
and at present five tape services are being employed - Chemical Titles, Chemical
Abstracts Condensates, ISI Source and Citation, INSPEC and Biological Abstracts.
A sixth data base, MEDLARS, is also being used to provide both current-aware-
ness and retrospective searches, but the programs used for query formulation
and computer searches are those developed by the U.S. National Library of
Medicine. At present search requests are formulated at the NSL, but until the
MEDLARS II programs are available for use with the NSL's computer facilities,
the tapes are being processed at the Texas Medical Center in Houston.
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These data bases provide users of the service with access to the contents of
approximately 9000 journals or 900,000 papers per year in all fields of science
and technology. All cited journals are included in the 16,000 periodicp.ls received
by the NSL and photocopies of cited papers, not available locally, arelprovided
upon request.

Through the use of an IBM 360 Model 65 computer, interest.profiles are matched
against authors, titles, journals, key wordS and/or descriptors as stored on the
tapes mentioned above. Each subscriber receilles weekly or biweekly, depending
on the tape services which he uses, a computer print-out of references to papers
covering his specific fields of interest. The print-out is on sheets perforated to
produce cards the size of IBM key-punch cards. Duplicate prints containing ques-
tions regarding the relevancy of the citations facilitate feedback from users to the
NSL. A sample of a typical print-out with a key to the format is shown in Figure 1.

Solution of the second problem, the development of interest profiles for users
remote from Ottawa, while presenting fewer technical difficulties, has proved
equally costly and time consuming.

Training of Search Editors and Users

Again, during the experimental period, it soon became evident that while the
searching of data bases could be centralized, the creation of interest profiles
must be decentralized. Our present experience indicates that at least ten data
bases, providing an SDI service to 10,000 users, can be readily processed
centrally using appropriate computer facilities. On the other hand, it is equally
evident that effective interest profiles are more difficult to construct via telephone
conversations or correspondence, and that it is essential to arrange for face-to-
face conversations between the subscriber and someone fully trained in the art of
profile construction. This is indeed a major problem in a country where distances
of up to 3000 miles can separate potential subscribers from the focal point of this
SDI service. The problem was solved in two ways.

Seminars were established to train Search Editors in the art of profile construc-
tion'''. These two-day seminars are presented at the NSL in Ottawa, and initially
were held every two weeks. Now that the preliminary rush has subsided, the
seminars are held as required, usually unce a month. To facilitate training,
attendance is usually limited to ten participants. During this period the pupils
are thoroughly acquainted with the main features of the SDI program and are
given practice in the actual techniques of profile construction.

Search Editors are responsible for assisting SDI users in their respective or-
ganizations and constitute a direct link between the NSL and subscribers in all
parts of Canada. They are also responaible for submitting properly constructed
profiles to the NSL, for updating and sharpening profiles once they are operational.
and for scanning and distributing the printed bibliographies to the users thtty have
assisted.
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CAN/SDI - Print-out Format

I X RAY, FLUORESC, SPECTP, METAL
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OSAKA UNIV., SUITAg JAPAN).

OETERMINATION oF METALS IN AIR-BORNE DUST BY X-RAY FLUMESCENC
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BUNSEKI KAGAKU
VOLUME 0018, ISSUE 0008, YEAR 1969, PAGE 1032-4
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(1) Profile words that caused retrieval
(2) Pull reference
(3) Keywords or abstract (if available)
(4) Accession or abstract nester (AN).
(5) Profile number (I)
(6) Expression muster (IN)
(7) Threshold weight (IA)
(A) Height total (NT)
(9) Tape service, issue, year or voluse(5)
(10) Zype of publication (IP)
(11) language (if available) (1)

Figure 1
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To supplement the training sessions held in Ottawa, the NSL conducts seminars
in other parts of Canada where there is a concentration of potential subscribers,
as for example at large universities and industrial parks.

As of April 1971, 250 Search Editors have been trained. Of this number 30%
came from federal and provincial government agencies, 40% from universities,
20% from industry and 10% from hospitals, public libraries, provincial research
councils, etc.

The training of Search Editors and of users has also been facilitated through the
preparation of a "Profile Design Manual"3which is distributed without charge to
Search Editors and SDI users. The Manual, 'now in its second edition, is period-
ically reworked and updated to incorporate refinements in the system and to
clarify instructions. Some research workers have found the Manual sufficient to
enable them to construct effective profiles without the intermediary of a Search
Editor. The majority of subscribers, however, prefer to work directly through
a trained Search Editor.

Costs and Subscription Fees

Now a few words about costs. Until recently subscribers to the CAN/SDI service
were charged $100 per year for an interest profile of up to 60 terms and the use
of one data base. An extra $15 per year was charged for each additional data
base used. Two major factors were considered in establishing this fee. It was
designed to recover the major costs of providing the SDI service, and to produce
a fee which would discourage the diletante, but not deter the serious research
worker. The figure, while initially little more than an educated guess, accom-
plished its purpose for within two months after announcement of the service, 210
subscribers had signed contracts, and this for an experimental service which, as
far as users were concerned, had not proved its worth.

After two years of operation we are now serving approximately 800 subscribers
requiring a total of more than 3500 individual computer queries, and resulting in
the preparation each week of over 1000 personalized bibliographies. Because of
group profiles and profiles containing multiple questions, the program actually
serves 1400 individuals representing 7000 questions or subject interests. During
the past year 52,000 tailor-made bibliographies were supplied to SDI subscribers.

This growth in the use of the CAN/SDI service has come about primarily through
word of mouth between satisfied subscribers. Except for brief announcements in
NSL Newsletters and articles in national journals, no attempt has been made at
large scale publicity measures. Staff shortages and inadequate budgets made it
impossible to cope with a faster rate of growth in the number of subscribers.
However, NSL staffs and budgets have been increased in keeping with the wider
'responsibilities now assigned to the NSL, and an extensive publicity campaign is
being prepared. With such measures it is anticipated that subscriptions will
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double within the next 12-18 months.

The CAN/SDI program is carried out at the NSL by a staff of eight - a director,
assistant director, one systems analyst, two search editors, two clerical assist-
ants and one key-punch operator. This number does not include staff support
provided by the NRC Computation Centre.

After two years of service the CAN/SDI program has proved to be a valuable
information retrieval service. During this time the NSL has also had an opportu-
nity to determine the actual costs of providing this service. Based on this new
information and effective April 1, 1971, a new pricing schedule was implemented
to reflect actual use, computer time, staff salaries, leasing of tapes and mailing
charges. The annual subscription concept. has been replaced by a system of
charging per tape searched. A minimum fee of $40, which provides for a profile
of 60 terms is now being charged. At the end of each 12 month period the
subscriber is invoiced for an additional amount based on his use of the data bases
available. Under this system, and with a profile not exceeding 60 terms, users
of ISI Source tapes and CA Condensates will be charged $117 per year. Users of
Chemical Titles, INSPEC, Biological Abstracts and MEDLARS will be charged
$45, $78, $81 and $60 respectively. The new schedule will thus result in
increased costs for some subscribers but for others there will be a considerable
reduction.

Feedback from users, via the duplicate citation print-out, has clearly indicated
the usefulness of the CAN/SDI service and the general satisfaction of subscribers.
The value of the service was confirmed when, after one year of operation, 80% of
the original users renewed their subscriptions. In no case was there a cancella-
tion because of dissatisfaction with the service. Cancellations were due primarily
to changes in occupation or responsibility, lack of the necessary fee, or unsuit-
ability of the data base.

User Evaluation of CAN/SDI

Because of the experimental nature of the program, the high investment in tape
services, staff and computer time, and in spite of favourable response, it was
decided that a wider sampling of user reaction was required in order to plan
future developments. In June 1970 a questionnaire was mailed to 604 users of
which 406 replied. The questionnaire sought expressions of opinions regarding
completeness of subject coverage, additional tape services, deficiencies in the
system, multiple use of computer produced bibliographies, and usefulness of the
service8.

Coverage of chemistry, physics, electrotechnology and mathematics was judged
good, but there was a strong demand for better coverage of the biological
sciences. The NSL responded by adding Biological Abstracts and BA Previews
to its list of data bases.
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There was an overwhelming demand for a retrospective searching service, which
up to this time is available only through the MEDLARS tapes. Studies are now
under way to determine whether the CAN/SDI service, which is essentially a
current-awareness service, should be expanded to allow for retrospective
searches, or whether a complementary national service to deal with back-file
queries should be established.

A major criticism of the service centred on the delays experienced in acquiring
hard-copies of cited papers. This comment was particularly disconcerting since
the NSL, in initiating the SDI service, had guaranteed that all source literature
covered by the various data bases would be available either in its own collections
or in those of local libraries and information centres. Clearly there is a contin-
uing need to strengthen the resources of local libraries. Furthermore the
communications processes whereby information is transferred from the NSL to
the ultimate user, must be improved. With the establishment within the NRC of
an Advisory Board for Scientific and Technological Information and increased
support of NSL resources and services, the prospect of correcting these defi-
ciencies is most encouraging.

The questionnaire raised the perennial problem of relevance. Some users of the
CAN/SDI service are satisfied with a 10 - 15% relevancy, while others want and
claim to have achieved 95% relevancy. In any case the comments indicated that
only the user can and should decide as to what is relevant, marginally relevant,
or irrelevant. The comments also underlined the importance of developing a
satisfactory procedure for preparing individual profiles and for continual adjust-
ment through feedback.

The question regarding usefulness of the service produced some startling informa-
tion - namely that those users who responded to this question had achieved a
combined saving of 39,000 man-hours per year gathering interest related informa-
tion through use of the CAN/SDI service. A surprising number of users also
indicated that, because of their use of CAN/SDI, they had given up conventional
search procedures.

The survey confirmed that the CAN/SDI is an effective current-awareness service
and that it is becoming an important element in the Canadian national system for
the dissemination of STI. It has achieved considerable success in reducing the
time spent by researchers in monitoring the current literature while at the same
time providing increasingly reliable and extensive coverage for industry, univer-
sity and government.

Plans for the Future

The ever expanding need for information by science, government and industry,
and the rapid improvement in techniques for processing information, makes it
extremely difficult and perhaps unwise to make plans for future action, unless
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the plans can be readily changed. In these matters the NSL's crystal ball is no
clearer than ones used by other countries which are also struggling to improve
the dissemination of information.

With these reservations in mind, and speaking only of the CAN/SDI Project, the
NSL does plan to extend and improve its SDI services along the following lines:

1. Extensive publicity to acquaint more Canadian scientists, technologists,
managers and others with the CAN/SDI Project.

2. Expansion of the user training program.
3. Utilization of new data bases to obtain wider coverage of scientific and tech-

nical literature.
4. Development of retrospective searching programs.

Simultaneously, and in keeping with the government's directive to develop in
concert with existing information organizations a national STI system, there will
be a continuing study of the project to determine:

1. The degree to ,thich central processing of tapes can or should be expanded.
2. Those activities of the CAN/SDI Project which could be performed more

efficiently by private agencies, e.g. tape searches and distribution of print-
out.

3. The desirability of assigning to other agencies responsibility for providing
within CAN/SDI, an SDI service covering subjects in which they have special
competence.

4. The cost-effectiveness of the service.

Conclusion

This has been a rather hasty and incomplete review of one country's rather
halting steps to provide a national SDI service through the adoption of an informa-
tion handling technique which was developed as early as 1958. Any claims to
originality and uniqueness rest primarily on the designing of a program which
effectively overcomes the problem created by the incompatibility of data bases,
and the utilization of both centralized and decentrali2ed procedures to provide a
current-awareness service to a relatively large population in one of the world's
largest countries. Whatever success the program has achieved is due entirely
to the ingenuity and efforts of the staffs of the NSL and of the NRCIs Computation
Cen'..re, and to the cooperation and enthusiasm of those Canadian scientists who
served as guinea pigs in the early stages of experimentation.
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THE COSTS OF DOCUMENTATION SERVICES BASED ON MAGNETIC TAPES
Basis for the Choice of Price Policy

Scandinavian Conference in Copenhagen, 28th - 29th October 1970

Reported by: Helge J. Skov
Documentation Department
National Technological Library of Denmark

SYNOPSIS

The actual costs of running computer-based SDI services
can be split up in 4 main components: Disbursement to
the supplier of the tape system, working expenses of the
documentation center, costs of the electronic data pro-
cessing, and expenses connected with the procurement of
the original material to the subscribers. The costs per
profile for running 50 or 300 profiles in the Chemical
Abstracts Condensates system are analysed, and distribu-
ted on the four components mentioned.

1. Background, Introduction

The Nordforsk committee of technical information, which is the expert group of
Nordforsk in the field of Documentation and information, has for several years been
concerned with the problem of cooperation between Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Sweden in connection with computerized documentation servik:es. As part of this co-
operation a number of conferences and some smaller meetings have been held in order
to discuss the problems of computer based documentation. Issues of current interest
which have been discussed at these conferences, are the establishment of Scandinavian
agreements regarding the procurement of documents, the use of tape services and re-
lated activities, the training of staff, and a common price policy. In this connec-
tion the need for a concrete numerical basis for the discussions has arisen.

The committee of technical information has therefore decided to arrange a conferonce,
which through lectures, discussions and meetings of working groups should give a
realistic picture of how much it actually costs to run a tape service. Furthermore
the conference should serve the purpose of creating an analytical instrument for the
policy-forming institutions of information and documentation in particular countries
and form the basis for decisions related to the running of local or other tape ser-
vices. The conference was planned and arranged by Mr. H.J. Skov, National Techno-
logical Library of Denmark.
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2. The Programme, Participation

The programme and list of participants appears from appendix No. 1.

The conference was divided into three sessions: Approach to the problem, groupwork,
and conclusions.

Altogether 22 persons took part in the conference, namely 5 from Denmark, 4 from
Finland, 5 from Norway, 5 from Sweden and 3 from Nordforsk. Participation in the
conference was based on an invitation of the Nordforsk committee of technical infor-
mation after consultation, with the central institutions of scientific and technical
information and documentation of each individual country.

3. Working Groups

As a concrete topic for the discussions of the conference a system as for instance
Chemical Abstracts Condensates (CAC) with 50 or alternately 300 annual search profiles
was chosen for elucidation from an economic point of view. It was assumed that the
total costs could be divided into 4 main components: Disbursement to the supplier of
the tape system, working expenses of the documentation center, costs of the electronic
data processing, and expenses connected with the procurement of the original material'
to the subscribers.

After an introduction by Mr. Th. Franck and Mr. H.J. Skov short lectures of 20 minutes
each were given by Mr. Anders Kellner, Mrs. Ch. Lindqvist, Mr. Peter Svare, and
Mr. J. Brandrud as introduction to the group work.

4 working groups were established in accordance with the competence and wishes of each
participant. Each of the 4 groups was given the task of elucidating one of the 4
mentioned cost components. At the end of the group work each group presented a
written summary of its work. These summaries are included as appendices No. 2a-2d.

Plenary Meeting

The conference finished with a plenary meeting including a discussion of the results
of ti,e working groups and a conclusive debate under the leadership of Mr. Th. Franck.
A summary of the conclusions appears in appendix No. 3.

According to the results of the conference
appendix it is possible to put forward the
for the cost components of a system of the
below in per cent per profile per year for
20 search terms).

and with the reservations stated in the
following approximate distribution formula
type CAC. The cost components are stated
50 and 300 profiles (one profile comprises
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Number of profiles:

I. Disbursement to the

supplier.

II. Working expenses of the

documentation center

III. Costs of the electronic
data processing.

IV. Expenses connected with
the procurement of
original material.

Total:

S.Kr.

(Swedish Crowns)

Choice of Price Policy

%

50 300 50 300

600 150 15 4

1000 1000 25 30

1400 1200 35 36

1000 1000 25 30

4000 3350 100 100

The calculations, which were made in Swedish currency, revealed that the total amount

for CAC per profile per year is between 3,700 and 4,400 Swedish Crowns for 50 profiles

and between 3,000 and 3,800 Swedish Crowns for 300 profiles. The variations in zhe

estimated costs of the documentation center and electronic data processing is not
surprising in this very first attempt to make a cost estimate of components of docu-

mentation services. Later on comparative calculations may give less varied figures.

Approved 30th January 1971
Vibeke Ammundsen
President of the Committee of Technical Information, Nordforsk.
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Appendix No. 1

Participants

Denmark:

Finland:

Norway:

Mrs. Inge Berg Hansen, M.Sc.

National Technological Library of Denmark

Oster Voldgade 10
11K-1350 Copenhagen K

Mr. Denis Dion, Chief adviser

I/S Datacentralen
Ved Stadsgraven 15
OK-2300 Copenhagen S

Mr. Holger Friis, Deputy Librarian

The University Library, Division II.

Noirre Alle 49
DK-2200 Copenhagen N

Mr. Helga Skov, M.Sc.
National Technological Library of Denmark

Documentation Department
Oster Voldgade 10
DK-1350 Copenhagen K

Mr. Peter Svare, M.Sc.

I/S Datacentralen
Ved Stadsgraven 15
OK-2300 Copenhagen S

Mrs. Birgitta Holm, M.Sc.
Centrallaboratorium AB

Box 101 36
Helsingfors 10

Mr. Sauli Laitinen, M.Sc.
Helsinki Technological University Library

Otntis

Mrs. Christina Lindqvist, M.Sc.

Finska Socker AB
Harju 1B 12 Kantvik

Mr. Ilkka Roman, M.Sc.
Helsinki Technologica University Library

Otnas

Mr. J. Brandrud, Deputy Librarian

The National and University Library in Oslo

Drammalsveien 42
Oslo 2
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Sweden:

Nordforsk:

Choice of Price Polio:,

Mr. O. Brisner, Administrative secretary
Norwegian Industries Development Association
Forskningsveien 1
Oslo 3

Mr. H.M. Fagerli, Technical adviser
The National and University Library in Oslo
Drammensveien 42
Oslo 2

Mr. W. Holst, Manager
Norwegian Industries Development Association
Forskningsveien 1
Oslo 3

Mr. K. Thalberg, Library director
Library of the Technical University of Norway
Trondheim

Mr. Hans Baude, Library director
The University Library in LinkSping
Fack
581 83 LinkBping 1

Mrs. M. Edstedm, Librarian
Royal Institute of Technology Library
100 44 Stockholm 70

Mr. A. Kellner, Dr., University lecturer
Royal Caroline Institute
Fack
104 01 Stockholm 60

Mr. Wolfram Uhlmann, M.Sc.
Fftsvarets Forskningsanstalt
FOA Index
104 50 Stockholm 80

Mk. Kjell Olmestrand, Head of terminal
Inst. fSr ekonomi och statistik
Datasektionen
750 07 Uppsala 7

Mk. Th. Franck, Managing director (Member of the
board of directora of Nordforsk)
Danish Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
HOrsholm Kongevej 2
DK-2970 HOrsholm
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Mrs. Vibeke Ammundsen, Library director (President of
the Committee of Technical Information)
National Technological Library of Denmark
Oster Voldgade 10
DK-1350 Copenhagen K

Mr. Erling Hagen, M.Sc.
Nordforsk
Main secretariat of Nordforsk
Box 5103
102 43 Stockholm 5
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Appendix 2a. Record from Working Group I:

Disbursement to the Supplier of the Tape System

Participants: Denis Dion

Helge J. Skov
Birgitta Holm
K. Thalberg
A. Kallner

Task

Construct and analyse a model of the disbursement to the supplier of the tape system
taking into consideration the subscription and licence fee for e.g. references printed
out (hit) both for current awareness services and for retrospective searches. Attempt

also to estimate how much a supplier of a data base could be expected to demand as
compensation for allowing storage of the data base on e.g. a disc to which many docu-
mentation centers or users might have direct access.

Account

In the following account we will confine ourselves to the conditions which affect
Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) and the data bases made by CAS, firstly Chemical
Abstracts Condensates (CAC). The reason for this is the fact that CAS has a relatively
long experience with tape systems in this connection and that their systems are re-
latively comprehensive. Furthermore the policy of CAS has been of guidance to many
other documentation systems as for instance BIOSIS, COMPENDEX, ABIPC, etc.

CAS has asserted that in the future strict agreements should be made on the basis of
a fixed base price and a certain royalty according to which CAS will receive an income
in relation to the use of the system. The working group believes that the absolute
level of the base price and the royalty cannot be discussed objectively in this con-
nection, but is of the opinion that the present level is reasonable.

According to the working group the cost component of a profile with which the sub-
scription contributes is as follows: Base price $ 4,400, freight, magnetic tapes
etc., $ 1,000. A profile gives on average 26 references per search, which corresponds
to a price per profile of approximately $ 120 and $ 30 at a load of 50 and 300 pro-
files, respectively. The above calculation does not take into consideration the pos-
sible use of the data base in connection with retrospective systems.

The group is also of the opinion that a leasing agreement with CAS as the formal
owner of the tapes is acceptable.

The main objection to the proposed contracts concerns the restrictions according to
the wishes of CAS regarding the use of the data bases. According to CAS every form
of reproduction and issuing of the tape contents should be explicitly forbidden. CAS
assumes that the customers of the documentation centers will accept this condition.
As far as we can see, this will, to a great extent, prevent a rational exploitation
of computerized documentation services without clearly reducing the possibilities
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for companies to sell their printed publications and magnetic tapes. We are of the
opinion that these two documentation systems supplement each other and will not com-
pete when within a few years a less dramatical situation can be foreseen.

Consequently the working group suggests that a future discussion concerning the for-
mulation of the contract should aim at the abolition of these limitations. We suggest
that three main lines of action be tested; these are listed below without any relevant
priority:

1. Another form of financial agreement should be pursued. It is obvious that the
Scandinavian countries in common or separately could take part in delivering input to
the system. This could be done for instance by the Scandinavian countries undertaking
(like U.K.) the editing and drawing up of abstracts and indexing of articles which are
published in the Scandinavian technical journals.

2. Negotiations should be started with the purpose of establishing a price at which
the producer (CAS) is willing to sell all material without the present limitations
of use. In this connection several specific partial solutions could be considered,
which allow e.g. the building up of retrospective files, direct access, the printing
out of text on the tapes, etc.

3. An adequate indexing of scientific literature is not only of international interest,
but also to a high degree an international responsibility. This should not be super-
vised by one single national institute or organization, instead one should aim at
attaining a "multinational indexing-institute" where different nations for instance
the Scandinavian countries, in common or separately, commit themselves to grant a
certain financial support to the indexing institute without a direct relationship to
the use of the institute. An estimation of this financial support could serve as a
feature in the discussion of item 2 above.

28.10.1970
A. Kellner
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Appendix 2b. Record from Working Group II:

Working Expenses of the Documentation Center

Participants: Holger Friis
Sauli Laitinen
Christina Lindqvist
W. Hoist
Malin Edstam

Task

Construct and analyse a model of the working expenses of the documentation center.
Which and how big a staff is necessary and how much will it cost? Appraise the
office rent, travel expenses, instruction and teaching work in connection with a
modern and progressive center. Estimate also the costs involved in the current
training of the staff required.

Account

Since none of the members of the group have experiences from Chemical Abstracts we
had to base our conclusions on the experience of KTH (Royal Institute of Technology
Library) in Stockholm with its 12 tape systems and THB (Helsinki Technological
University Library) with PANDEX as well as Danish experience with MEDLARS.

Regarding the alternatives, 50 and 300 profiles, the group found that a total of
50 profiles would not be sufficient to form the basis for a documentation service
based on tapes except for an introductory period.

The group has summed up the staff requirements as follows:

For the profile formulation: 2 - 4 hours/profile.

In order to raise the number of profiles to 300 when starting from sctatch 1/2
manyear is required.

In order to maintain these profiles in connection with cancellations, new subscrip-
tions and changes, it is necessary to have:

minimum: 1 information officer

maximum: 2 information officers

with the supposition that 50% of the time is used for work with the profiles while
the other 50% is spent in keeping contact with clients including time for training.

In order to follow up this work by punching profiles, copying and sending out print-
outs each week, as well as invoicing and procuring articles for copying it is neces-
sary to employ:

minimum: 1 secretary

maximum: 2 secretaries
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The Necessary sales work sums up to 1 manyear, however, the group has included this
work in an overhead of 100%.

Once-for-all procurement of
brochures and leaflets

Annual demand for brochures

D. kr. 10.000,00

D. kr. 5.000,00

The salary level is clearly different in the four Scandinavian countries. The group
has agreed upon the following salary base (D.kr. = Danish Crowns):

Documentalist (3 years experience) 70.000,00
Secretary 35.000,00
Sales staff 70.000,00

The staff costs amount to (D.kr.):

The working up of 1/2 manyear 35.000,00
300 profiles

.,Maintenance of minimum 1 - 7000000
300 profiles maximum 2 - 140.000,00

Assistance minimum 1 secretary 35.000,00
maximum 2 secretaries 70.000,00

Instructive
material,
brochures, etc. 5.000,00

Total: Minimum (D.kr.) Maximum (D.kr.)

The building up 35.000,00 35.000,00
Maintenance 70.000,00 140.000,00
Secretary 35.000,00 70.000,00

140.000,00 245.000,00
Overhead 100% 140.000,00 245.000,00

280.000,00 490.000,00
Brochures 5.000,00 5.000,00
Travelling 10.000,00 10.000,00

295.000,00 505.000,00

With 300 profiles this gives a cost per profile of:

minimum: D.kr. 1,000 (S.kr. 750 with a rate of exchange of 0,75)

maximum: D.kr. 1,700 (S.kr. 1,250 with a rate of exchange of 0,75)

28.10.1970
W. Holst
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Appendix 2c. Record from Working Group III:

Costs of the Electronic Data Processin&

Participants: Peter Svare
Ilkka Roman
O. Brisner
H.M. Fagerli
W. Uhlmann
K. Ohlmestrand

Task

Construct and analyse a model of the costs related to the operation of hardware and
the development of software as for instance search programs. Furthermore evaluate
from an economic point of view whether print-outs of references with long abstracts
are more profitable than print-outs which only contain author, title, keyvords, and
journal reference.

Make also an appraisal of the advantages and drawbacks of having a computer center
of its own in comparison to running the tapes on a bigger center on time sharing
basis.

Account

Costs of development

Reformating programs:

A general information retrieval system requires one reformating program for each tape
type. The purpose of the reformating program is to edit data from the original tape
to the format of the search program.

Planning, programming and testing of a reformating program costs about 5.000 -
10.000 S.kr. (Swedish Crowns).

Other information systems:

The other information systems consist of programs for reading in, searching, sorting
and printing out. The costs for the development of such a system are highly dependent
on how complicated a system is required. As an indication of the costs we have chosen
the figures corresponding to CORSAIR and TELETEXT.

The development of CORSAIR has to date cost 1/2 - 3/4 million Swedish Crowns.

The development of TELETEXT has to date cost approximately 1/2 million Swedish Crowns.

The present annual development costs are for CORSAIR 100-200,000 S.kr. and for
TELETEXT/BATCH approximately 40,000 S.kr.
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The Working Expenses

The working expenses cover the use of hardware and operator assistance during the
runs. HoWever, the preparation of search runs is not included since it is assumed
that the preparation is done at the documentation center.

Costs connected with the reformating:

The magnitude is 100 S.kr. for 1,000 references of 1,000 characters each.

Costs of seorching and printing out:

The scanning of a tape with 5,000 references and printing out of 100 lines per profile
costs about 20 - 25 S.kr. per profile.

The following formula can be used for the calculation of the cost magnitude in con-
nection with other numbers of search terms:

Costs: (120 + 0,03 T + 0,00013 S T + 0,1 L) 0,83 S.kr.

T = number of references searched
S = number of search terms
L = number of lines printed out.

Compared with the other costs of the data processing the number of lines printed out
is of less importance and should therefore be determined from a documentation point
of view.

Regarding the question whether a documentation center should have its own computer
or not, one can state that generally there are considerable advantages connected
with the running of big computers.

28.10.1970
Peter Svare

Note:

The total cost is:

for 50 profiles (CAC): 1,300 - 1,550 S.kr. yearly per profile.
for 300 profiles (CAC): 1,100 - 1,350 S.kr. yearly per profile.

E. Hagen
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Appendix 2d. Record from Working Group IV:

Expenses Connected with the Procurement of the Original
Material to the Subscribers

Participants: Vibeke Ammundsen
Inge Berg Hansen
J. Brandrud
H. Baude

Task

Construct and analyse a model of the costs connected with the procurement of copies
of journal articles, patents, etc., often from libraries far away. In this connec-
tion one should also take into account the consequences of more rigorous copyright
conditions according 'to the trends in the big countries, since efficient SDI-services
will reduce the industrial users' requirements for having their own subscriptions
to periodicals.

Account

FUndamental considerations

1. Free copying for subscribers is considered unrealistic.

2. Payment is required only of the actual costs excluding labour costs.

3. The documentation center should have a reasonable coverage in its own collection
of literature in relation to the service it offers. For reasons of time and
economy one should aim at Scandinavian coverage of the-relevant journal literature
to the greatest extent possible; this implies the existence in one form or
another of a certain survey of the stock of periodicals at the scientific libra-
ries in Scandinavia.

The question of the translation services should be evaluated separately.

4. Each particular Scandinavian country should as far as poasible cxploit its own
resources, but in such a way that specialized libraries should still be able to
establish direct contact across the borders.

Cost calculations

The expenses connected with the procurement of original material is difficult to
calculate exactly and will vary from subject to subject. The expenses are also de-
pendent on how the material is procured. Time consumed on the ordering side could
on an average be estimated at 1/2 hour per order. The calculations are based on the
technical or scientific articles having an average length of 8 pages accoTding to
the National Technological Library of Denmark. Furthermore (for practical reasons)
the calculations are based on the prices of National Lending Library. The expenses
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connected with the procurement of a copy of an article can then be characterized as
follows:

Labour costs: 1/2 hour at 30 N.kr.
Payment for copies
Various expenses (postage etc.)

Minimum cost per copy of an article:

15 N.kr. (Norwegian Crowns)
5 N.kr.
2 N.kr

22 N.kr.
= ==

It is also possible to calculate the costs per profile. We lack accessible data re-
garding Chemical Abstracts Condensates, but the experience of the National Technolo-
gical Library of Denmark from their work with Chemical Titles shows that on average
180 copies (pages) per profile (1 profile 20 search terms) per year are ordered.
This corresponds to approx. 22 articles of 8 pages each. Accordingly a profile will
cost approximately 500 N.kr. per year. The reservation is made that many of the
users have access to big collections of their own. If all orders for copies were
handled by the documentation center one would have to allow for an addition of 25%,
which would give a price per profile of approximately 625 N.kr. per year.

If the calculations were transferred to CAC then at least a doubling, that is at
least 1,250 N.kr. per profile, can be expected.

If one also takes into account a possible future copyright fee of e.g. 15% (of the
copy costs), the price per profile for CT amounts to approximately 660 N.kr. per
year.

On the assumption that the expenses of labour should be covered by the community
the customer would pay 140 N.kr. of an annual cost of 625 N.kr. per profile, while

" the documentation center pays the rest (485 N.kr).

In the above calculations it has not been found relevant to include the costs ef the
stock of periodicals.

Copyrimht _problems

Mere rigorous copyright conditions would have a restrictive influence on the utili-
zation of research reaults. It is desirable to reach decisions which do not stimulate
violations of the rules by the restrictions they impose. The establishment of an
obligation to pay the publisher/author a fee for copying is recommended by analogy
with the arrangement existing for musical works. This would give the periodicals a
compensation for sales losses and probably also prevent misuse.

The group has not found it possible to take up a position as regards serious copyright
restrictions hindering or delaying copying for research purposes.

28.10.1970
J. Brandrud
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Appendix 3,

Summary of the Records from the
Working Groups. Conclusion

The results of the working groups are stated below as costs in S.kr. (Swedish Crowns)
per profile per year for a tape system like CAC with a load of 50 alternatively 300
profiles (one profile comprises 20 search terms).

The comments from the plenary meeting and the total costs are mentioned below.

Number of profiles:

CAC costs per profile per year

50 300

I. Disbursement to the
supplier. 600 150

II. Working expenses of the
documentation center.

III. Costs of the electronic
data processing.

750 - 1250 750 - 1250

1300 - 1550 1100 - 1350

1V. Expenses connected with
the procurement of
original material. 1000 1000

Total: 3650 - 4400 3000 - 3750

Re. I:

The utilization of the database in connection with a retrospective system has not
been taken into consideration in the calculations.

Re. II:

The calculations have only been carried out for 300 profiles, since 50 profiles is
considered too small a quantity to constitute a proper economic foundation for a
tape-based service of one's own. In order to obtain a realistic standard of refer-
ence the cost interval corresponding to 300 profiles is also used in the case of the
50 profiles.

Re. Ms

The calculations are presented as costs evaluated in the case of starting a new es-
tablishment. However, if leased computer tima is to be used on a commercial basis
then the prices will vary within relatively wide limits; accordingly a certain margin
will probably be applicable to this coat component.

On the basis of accounts for the period 1968-70 an average annual cost per prftfile
for CAC of 803 S.kr., corresponding to a load of 276 profiles (of 25 search terms
each) has been indicated by the Swedish participants. The market price for computer
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time was in this case 755 S.kr. per hour.

Re. IV:

In this case the costs per profile are dependent on the number of profiles. The
numbers given are based on Chemical Titles, while CAC is expected to imply a doubling

of the copies ordered.

The total costs are here rounded off to 1000 S.kr. per profile per year.

Re. Total:

The stated sums of the components should not be taken as being based on accurate and
fully valid calculations but rather as an expression of a magnitude. By stating
approximate average values for eardl cost component one should therefore be able to
simplify the account without introducing new errors of importance. If this is done

the cost distribution in S.kr. and % becomes:

Number of profiles:
I. Disbursement to the

supplier

II. Working expenses of the
documentation center.

III. Costs of the electronic
data processing.

IV. Expenses connected with
the procurement of
original material.

Total:

CAC costs per profile per year
S.kr.

50 300 50 300

600 150 15 4

1000 1000 25 30

1400 1200 35 36

1000 1000 25 30

4000 3350 100 100

The distribution in 2 which mainly becomes the same even though the maximum/minimum
values for II and III are used shows that the disbursement to the supplier of the
tape system constitutes only a small part of the total costs for a load of 300
profiles. The computer costs for the number of profiles included in these calcula-
tions amount to approximately 1/3 of the costs. The working expenses of the docu-
mentation center and the expences comected with the procurement of the original
material are according to the above calculations, approximately the same, and
constitute an increasing part of the total costs for an increasing number of profiles.

Without drawing too far-reaching conclusions from this disttibution it is reasonable
to assume that the conditions with regard to other commercially available documentation
services based on magnetic tapes do not deviate essentially from the service described

above.

Stockholm, November 9, 1970.
Mims Magma, Mac.
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COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION SERVICES

B. Doudnikoff
President
Dataflow Systems Inc.
Bethesda, Maryland, USA

SYNOPSIS

To start a comprehensive new library or information center usually is an
expensive operation. In fact, the expansion of coverage in an existing library or
information center is also linked with relative high cost. A number of "packages"
are available to help in these areas. These "packages" come in various forms,
including magnetic tapes for processing on a computer, microform, hard-copy (paper or
forms) and combinations of these.

Introduction

In an effort to assist librarians and information specialists (and to make
some money) numerous organizations have assembled "packages." Presented here is a
selected sample of these packages. Unfortunately, some very good ones are excluded.
However, if the concept behind these "packages" is of interest to the reader it is
relatively simple to pursue specifics in a particular discipline area.

To present these sample "packages" the medium versus the discipline was
considered. The medium won out. Therefore, if discipline is of key interest,
selections must be made from each medium. Microform, computer magnetic tapes, and
hard-copy publications are the media. For the purpose of this description the hard-
copy services are being de-emphasized.

Microforms

The miniaturization of information and data onto a variety of microforms has
been done for many years on a custom basis. As organizations realized the cost
economies of mass production of microforms a new era of micropublishing has evolved.

The specific microform (16mm reel or cartridge/magazine, microfiche, etc.)
will not be discussed here. If detailed information on the media and the required
reader and reader/printer is needed, it can be obtained from the firms that sell the
hardware or from the firms that sell the software (the "packages").

Listings of the selected microform irwkages areehown as follows:
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BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS ON MICROFILM

BioSciences Information Service of Biological Abstracts, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. 16mm cartridge, bar code, image count, serial sequence, external book
indexes (computer produced). Commercial lease. 125 cartridges. 1926 to present.
Updated bimonthly.

Two million abstracts of articles and reports in life science research, $1600
first year with back files, $600 thereafter for current films, but the subscriber
must also purchase the current hard-copy index for $800 per year.

Biology Biostatistics Weapon Effects
Biochemistry Biophysics Bioengineering
Behavioral Biology Ecology Botany
Zoology Forestry Food Technology

Order from: BioSciences Information Service of Biological Abstracts, 2100
Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103, Attn: Dr. John H. Mason. Telephone
(215) L09-1100 extension 37 or 38.

"CARDSET" LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGING DATA ON MICROFILM

Information Design, Inc., Menlo Park, California. 16mm cartridge. Separate
index, also on 16mm microfilm. Commercial subscription. Over 100 cartridges.
Current, updated every other week.

Covers all English Language cataloging included in MARC (see magnetic tape
ddscription). Index stations can be leased separately. $3850 per year for total
system.

Additional information from: Information Design, Inc., Menlo Park, California
94025, Attn: Mr. Brett Butler. Telephone (415) 369-2962.

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS ON MICROFILM

Chemical Abstracts Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. 16mm
cartridges, bar code, accession number sequence, external book index. Commercial
lease. Current, updated 8-10 times per year.

An English language abstracting and inUexing service, Chemical Abstracts
covers chemistry and chemical engineering wordwide. Estimated 1970 volume is 270,000
abstracts from all sources of chemical literature. Indexes not microfilmed. Chemical
Abstracts Service is a division of the American Chemical Society.

Chemical Abstracts
Chemistry
Chemical Engineering

Prices effective in 1971, $2,200 for next twelve months including back issues
from 1907 to present, $1,550 for succeeding years, to current subscribers of printed
issues of Chemical Abstracts.
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Additional information from: Chemical Abstracts Service, Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio 43210. Attn: Marketing Department. Telephone (614)
293-1929.

CUMULATIVE MICROFILM INDEX TO USGRDR

Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Springfield, Virginia. 16mm reels or cartridges, sequential order.
Government sale. 20 reels. Reissued in 1969.

The Clearinghouse has been experimenting with an index on 16mm microfilm which
cumulates the United States Government Research and Development Reports Indexes from
July 1964 to July 1969. This index was developed on an experimental basis to use in
handling general reference searches received by the Clearinghouse.

The result is a product containing over 150,000 titles that represents the
first comprehensive computer-generated index to the U.S. Government report literature.
It allows reference searchers to browse this literature quickly for retrieval pur-
poses.

While the file is not polished, its continuity of coverage may make it useful
to librarians and technical information specialists working in the information field.
This file is now available to the general public.

The Index is in two segments - July 1964 - December 1967 (Reels 1-13) and
January 1968 - June 1969 (Reels 14-20).

Technical Reports Chemistry Chemical Engineering
Electronics & Electrical Mechanical Aeronautics
Engineering Engineering Astrophysics
Social Sciences Mathematical Physics
Space Technology Sciences

The Microfilm Index is available in the following format:

Twenty 100-foot reels at $100
Twenty 100-foot 3M cartridges at $155
Twenty 100-foot Recordak cartridges at $135

Order from: Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Virginia 22151. Inquiries: Telephone
(703) 321-8560.

IDEP ( INTERAGENCY DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM)

Army/NASA IDEP Office, U.S. Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama.
16mm reel or cartridge, bar code, accession number sequence, optical coincidence and
computer listing type index. Limited availability to qualified agencies and
contractors. About 285 cartridges. Updated quarterly.

Covers aerospace and missile test reports and specifications of components
and parts as prepared by participants other than original manufacturers. Also covers
test procedures, reliability history and failure analysis. Contains about 30,000
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test reports and 15,000 calibration procedures. Uses optical coincidence index, and
book index by subject. Sponsored by Army, Navy, Air Force, and NASA. Other IDEP
Offices: Fleet Missile Systems Analysis and Evaluation Group (Code E,-63), Corona,
California 91720, and Los Angeles Air Force Station, Code HQ SAMSO (SMSDI), Los
Angeles, California 90045. Limited to agencies and contractors in aerospace and
weapon systems area participating in actual testing.

Components Specifications Reliability
Missiles Aircraft Tests
Performance Tests Mechanical Parts Failure
Mechanical Properties Calibration Procedures Test Equipment
Measuring Instruments

For additional information about IDEP, contact: U.S. Army Missile Command,
Army/NASA IDEP Office, Redstone Scientific Information Center, AMSMI-RBP, Redstone
Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama 35809. Telephone: Area Code (205) 876-8720

"IMPACT" COLLEGE CATALOGS ON MICROFILM

Dataflow Systems, Inc., Bethesda, Maryland. 35mm roll film. External "peek-
a-boo" index. Commercial subscription. 20 rolls. Current, updated quarterly.

Covers about 500 leading U.S. colleges and universities undergraduate catalogs.
Index, "College Suggestor" also sold separately. Price range from 1175 per year
(regional coverage) to 11495 per year (total selected coverage).

Additional information from: Dataflow Systems,Inc. 7758 Wisconsin Avenue,
Bethesda, Maryland 20014. Attn: J.B. Malcom. Telephone (301) 654-9133.

SHOWCASE MICROFILM LIBRARY FOR CONSTRUCTION (SML-C)

Showcase Corporation, Detroit, Michigan. 16mm cartridge, sequential frame
numbers, book and filmed index. Commercial lease. 100 cartridges. Current, updated
quarterly.

A complete microfilm library designed specifically for the construction
industry and design profession, containing manufacturers' catalogs, selected specifica- 1

tions from the U.S. Government (including pertinent Federal Specifications, U.S.
Department of Commerce Specifications, Federal Housing Specifications and Standards,
Army Corps of Engineers Guide Specifications, and others), and relevant information
from industry associations, institutes, and government agencies. The file is indexed

1

by product, keyword, trade name, and manufacturer's name.

Civil Engineering Vendor Catalogs Specifications 1

Construction Equipment Construction Materials Construction

Order from: Showcase Corporation, Showcase Building, 6230 John R. Street,
Detroit, Michigan 48202, on annual lease for $2,800.

UNITERM INDEX CHEMICAL PATENTS ON MICROFILM

IFI/Plenum Data Corporation, Washington, D.C. 35mm and 16mm reel accession
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number sequence. External dual dictionary index and magnetic tape search system.
Commercial sale. 1959 to current. Updated monthly.

All U.S. Chemical patents from Official Gazette classification and all
chemically related patents from other classes. Filmed in IFI accession number
sequence by years. Available in the following series to complete patents contained
in the Uniterm Index:

1959 - 1963 (58,113 patents) 35mm reels $1,850.
1964.- 1966 (50,007 patents) 16mm reels 900.
1967 (18,964 patents) 16mm reels 515.
1968 (18,000 patents) 16mm reels 515.
1969 (20,000 patents) 16mm reels 515.
1970 (20,000 patents) 16mm reels 515.

Also available:

Patent Claims contained in the Uniterm Index:

. 1950 - 1969 reel or cartridge 16mm $1,350.
1970 reel or cartridge 16mm 200.

Minor Terms contained in the Uniterm Index:

1950 - 1963 (282,000 compounds)
6 cartridges 16mm

Chemistry
Chemical Engineering
Patents

$2,200.

Order from: IFI/Plenum Data Corporation, 1000 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. Attn: H. Alcock Telephone: (202) 296-4936

U.S. PATENT SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE

Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Code 52.12
(Subscription Sales), U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Virginia. 16mm reels,
bar code, patent number sequence, no index provided. Annual subscription. About 250
reels per year. 1966 to present. Updated as required.

All U.S. patents are contained in the Offical Gazette, which serves as an index.
Reels issued as accumulated, about one month after announcement. Back years from 1966
are available at $895 per Srear. Annual subscription all classes, is $895 per year.
General and Mechanical category only is $600 per year. Electrical category is $400,
per year and Chemical category only is $300.per year.

Patents Mechanical Engineering
Chemistry Electronics & Electrical Engineering
Chemical Engineering

Order from: Clearinghouce for Federal Scientific and'Technical Information,
Code 52.12, U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Virginia 22151. Attn: Mt.
Foster. Telephone:(703) 321-8507
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VSMF DESIGN ENGINEERING FILE

Information Handling Services, Division of Indian Head, Inc., Englewood,
Colorado. 16mm cartridge, bar code number frames, book and film index. Commercial
lease. About 220 cartridges. Current, reissued quarterly.

Catalog data, specifications, drawings, and test reports on parts, materials
and services used in industry. Indexed and filmed by product groupings.

Vendor Catalogs Specifications Engineering Drawings
Vendor Part Numbers Test Reports Mechanical Engineering
Electronics & Electrical Components Mechanical Parts
Engineering

Available on monthly lease for $480 per month, or annually for $5360.
Order from: Information Handling Services, 5500 South Valentia Way, Englewood,

Colorado 80110.

VSMF MILITARY SPECIFICATION FILE

Information Handling Service, Division of Indian Head, Inc., Englewood,
Colorado. 16mm cartridge, bar code numbered frames, filmed index. Commercial lease.
About 205 cartridges. Current, updated monthly.

Specifications and book standards used by industry, covering 483 Federal
Supply Classifications, MIL SPECS, QPL's, MIL STDS, JANS, FED SPECS, and FED STDS, in
six military specification files. Numeric index on film. Also available in 8mm.
Historical file also available.

Specifications Federal Specifications Military Specifications
Military Standards Federal Standards Standards
Qualified Product Lists

Available on 16mm on annual lease as follows:

Assemblies - $450
Electrical - 1120
Instruments - 450

Mechanical - 1065
Procedures - 165
All - 3350

Order from: Information. Handling Services, 5500 South Valentia Way, Englewood,
Colorado 80110.

VSMF MILITARY STANDARDS FILE

Information Handling Services, Division of Indian Head, Inc., Englewood,
Colorado. 16mm cartridge, bar code, numbered frames, filmed numeric index. Com-
mercial lease. 10 cartridges. Current, updated bimonthly.

Microfilm cartridges of MS, AN, AND, NASA Standard Parts: MIL-D-1000, MIL
Handbook H4-1, H4-2 and 300 on ground support equipment.
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Standards
Military Standards

Available on 16mm on an annual lease for $560.

Order from: Information Handling Services, 5500 South Valentia, Englewood,
Colorado 80110.

MAGNETIC TAPES (FOR COMPUTERS)

Instead of disseminating information in microform some organizations have
chosen the media of magnetic tape. Unlike, microform, magnetic tape information/
data must be processed on a computer to make it useable/readable. However, this
added complexity also is the key asset of magnetic tape services. The infcrmation
is "tailored" to local needs on the local computer. The microfilm is non-flexible,
but is directly readable with minimal need for machines (outside of the relatively
simple microform readers and reader/printer).

A quick review of the better known services is as follows:

BA PREVIEWS

BioSciences Information Service of Biological Abstracts, 2100 Arch Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Subject Matter: Research literature of the world dealing with life sciences
in any of their manifestations.

Types of Source Items Input: Approximately 8000 journals ere reviewed for
input, and an average of 4500 of these are productive during a calendar year. Of
these journals 69% of them are English language publications: Journals represent
84% of the total input. Monographs, published proceedings, theses and selected
abstracts from the Referativnyi Zhurnal Biologia account for the remainder.

Subject Analysis/Indexing: Items are assigned an average of 19 index terms or
descriptors. Words from the title and abstract are used as keywords or descriptors.
In addition, the title is enriched by adding descriptors and uncontrolled descriptors
are selected from the text. No thesarus is used in indexing.

Searchable Data Elements: Keywords, CROSS index (subject headings),
Biosystematic index, author, Journal source (CODEN).

Time Span Available: 2 years in BA Previews format. (11 years in machine
readable form for inhouse searches).

Frequency of Tape Issue: 3 tapes per month (BA semimonthly, BioI monthly)

Average Number of Source Items Cited Per Tape: 6400

Subscription Cost or Leasing Details:
Tapes are available on lease. $3800 (includes 2 monthly tapes from BA of

5800 citations each and 1 tape BioI of 7500 citations) lease price on site.--loyalty
for additional customer use is negotiable. Those interested should contact the
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source.

Software Availability: None

Type of Inhouse Service Offered:
CLASS (Current Literature Alerting Search Service), an SDI-type service based

on each tape as it becomes availiMe. The cost ior this service is $100/year per
sesta profile. Retros ective Searches are available. The cost for this service is
$150 per search with the right reserved to refuse a search at this price if it
presents extraordinary probleus).

Publications Produced from Base by Originator:
B.A.S.I.C., BioResearch Index, Annual Cumulative Indexes to Biological

Abstracts, BioResearch Index, Abstracts of Mycology, Abstracts of Entomology.

Additional Information from: BioSciences Information Service of Biological
Abstracts, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19103, Attn:
Mrs. Phyllis V. Parkins. Telephone (215) 569-1100.

PANDEX - CURRENT INDEM TO SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL LITERATURE

CCM Information Corporation, New York, New York

Subject Matter: 2100 scientific, technical and medical journals. 6000
scientific technical books. 50,000 U.S. Government technical reports.

TYpes of Source Items Input: 2100 journals have all articles contained in
them entered into the data base. Of these journals 70% are English language
publications; 310 non-English. Journal articles account for 80% of the data base;
18% of the input is taken from government reports; 2% are monographs.

Subject Analysis/Indexing: Each item has ,an average of 6 terms assigned to
it. Terms are selected from a controlled thesarus. In addition to the indexing,
titles entered into the record are "enriched" by adding descriptive words to the
published title.

Time Span Available: 1966

Frequency of Tape Issue: Weekly

Average Number of Source Items Cited Per Tape: 5000

Subscription Cost or Leasing Details:
Educational, industrial, government or quasi-government organizations using

the tape for inhouse use: $6500. The same price applies to non-profit regional
information centers providing profile searches to customers at stated rates. Multi-
user groups providing SDI service from central computer group to a group of companies
in industry or a group of universities should contact CCM for price details. Profit
information centers providing profile searchea should also contact CCM.

Software Availability: COBOL programs print-out and SDI. IBM 360/DOS. 32K

core. 7 or 9 track 800 BPI. Coding is EBCDIC, BCDIC, or ASCII. Fixed field or
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MARC II format.

Publicatione Provided from Base by Originator:
Pandex -- Current Index to Scientific & Technical Literature. Bi -weekly

publication. Free hard copy is supplied to tape subscribers.

Additional Information from: CCM Information Corporation, 909 Third Avenue,
New York, New York 10022, Attn: Richard P. Kollin. Telephone (212) 935-3087.

'CA-CONDENSATES

Chemical Abstracts Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

Subject Matter: Bibliographic citations plus Keyword Index Phrases from
Chemical Abstracts iesues.

Types of Source Items Input: The tape is to provide searchable data items
from the corresponding issue of Chemical Abstracts. ,There is an aCcompanying printed
version of the corresponding CheMical Abstracts issue.

Subject Analyvis/Indexing: Titles of articles and patents are enriched by
adding descriptors. Words from the title and abstracts are used as descriptors.
Unvontrulled descriptors or keywords from text are selected and added to the record.

Searchable Data Elements: Words in title, keyword phrases, author name(s),
and journal CODEN.

'Abstracts: None. However, the record does include shorter phrases which may
be used in lieu of abetracts.

Time Span Available: Available from July, 1968.

Frequency of Tape Issue: Weekly.

Average Number of Source Items Cited per Tape: 5000 (250,000 new articles
and patents each year).

Subscription Cost or Leasing Details:
Tapes are available on lease-subscription at $4400/year plus cUsts of tapes

and mailing. Interested subscribers should contact CAS as to type of lease/license
for which they qualify.

Software Availability: Contact the source regarding this item.

Type of Inhouse Service Offered: Search of file based on customers search
profile. Cost: $4400 plus charge for computer time.used.

Notes Further details describing aervices are included in Information Services 1971.
Available upon request from Chemical Abetract Services.

Additional Information froM: Chemical Abstracts Service; The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio 43210, Attn: Marketing Department, Telephone
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(614) 422-1929.

U.S. GOVERNMENT RESEARCH & DEnuatorr REPOWIS

National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia

Subject Matter: Broad coverage of all sciences, technical subjects and
social sciences.

Types of Source Items Input: Many of the documents announced in USGRDR
are received from the Department of Defense (DOD), the National Aeronaut=nd
Space Administration (NASA) and the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). Contributions
from other federal departmentstske up the balance of input.

Of the total input, approximately 16% is reprints resulting from federally
sponsored research and published in professional journals; 10% is translations;
and 5% is foreign language documents.

Subject Analysis/Indexing: An average of 10 index terms selected from a
thesarus of controlled descriptors, are assigned to each.document record. Uncon-
trolled keywords from the text are also part of the unit record.

Searchable Data Elements: See page of data elements which follows:

Abstracts: Abstracts provided for 73% of itenis.

Time Span Available: Tapes available beginning with January 1970.

Frequency of Tape Issue: TWice monthly.

Average Number of Source Itema Cited per Tape: 1800.

Subscription Cost or Leasing Details:
$1500/year for domestic subscription.
$1835 for foreign subscriptions, including air mail costs.
Tapes are available only on subscription basis.
Test tape of USGRDR v. 69, no. 13, available at $25/tape.

Software Availability: No programs for using the data will be made available
by the Servict.

Type of Inhouse Service Offered: Limited search service now offered. Subject
search done on only 20% of subject terms considered most central to document. Title
listing and accession number provided.

PUblications Produced from Bnse by Originator:
USGRDR, Clearinghouse Announcements in Science & TechnolulY, U.S. Government

Research & Development Reports Index (USIGRDR-I).

FUrther data in CFSTI brochure of 20 March 1970 which includes: Clearinghouse
Announcement Journal Available on Magnetic Tape (Flyers); Subjects Covered;
Data Elements; Description and Format for Clearinghouse USGRDR Magnetic Tape; Order
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Term for Sample Tape.

. Additional Information from: National Technical Information Service, 5285

Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22151, Attn: Marvin E. Wilson.

COMPRI= (Computerized Engineering Index)

Engineering Index, Inc., New York, New York

Subject Matter: All fielthibf engineering end certain Melds of applied
science and management, pertinent quality research applications literaturevassmables
the various engineering disciplines side by side with interconnecting cross reference.

Types of Source Input: More than 3500 sources of engineering literature --
professional and trade journals, publications of engineering organizations, papers
from conferences and symposia, books and other documents.

Subject Analysis/Indexing: Items are assigned main headings, subheadings, and
cross references, as required,'from "SHE" (Subject Headings for Engineering), an

authority list in use by Ei editorial staff. An average of 6 access terms (includ-
ing subject headings and subheadings) are &aligned input items. A maximum of 5 fres

language terma may be assigned.

Searchable Data Elements: Users have the option of searching the complete

record (full text search) or searching selectively on chosen data elements; Subject
heading and subheading, document ID number, author(s), ti abstract number, codes
assigned to the CARD-A -LENT service divisions, on most records the access words
(which are cross references chosen for the printed version of Compendex), and on
most records the free language terse.

Abstracts: Abstracts are included.

Time Span Available: 1969-1970 and subsequent

Frequency of Tape Issue: Monthly.

Average Number of Source Items Cited per Tape: 6000.

Subscription Cost or Leasing Details:
Tapes are available on lease only with subscription to inaineerine Index

(monthly Lind annual issue). Cost for combined package $6800/ioar (for 1970: $6000

for lease; $500 for combined annual and monthly indexes; $300 for 12 tape reels).
Commercial (for profit) organizations should contact Ei to determine Compendix)
availability and limitations on its use.

years.

Software Availability: None. (Tapiblis in TEXT-PAC input format. TE(T-PAC

is an IBM program for text search; available from IBM).

Publications Produced from Baae by CWiginator:
None.

For Additional Information: Compendex brochure, Engineering Index, Inc.,

345 East 47th Street, New York, New York 10017, Attn: John W. Carrigy, Telephone
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(212) 752-6800. The brochure contains input Mmsmat, data elements information on
TEXT-PAC and various details regarding this service.

CCNBINED SOURCE AND CITATION DATA TAPE

Institute for Scientific Information, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Subject Natter: Broad interdisciplinary coverage of journal literature,
including the primary journals of basic and applied science, engineering and
technologf, medicine, psychology and psychiatry, and the behavioral sciences.
(Data appears on tape within 15 days after publication.)

Types of Source Items Input: 2180 journals are input cover to cover
and these articles comprise 98% of the data base. The remaining 2% of the tape ia
from monographs, published proceedings, theses, etc. Certain regularly apearing
symposia reports of proceedings, are routinely processed an they are published.
50% of the baae is from English language publications and 50% from non -English
language oublications.

Subjecta Analysis/Indexing: Indexing" in the senee of aasignLng either
keywords or descriptors is not done. It is suggested that in lieu of this field the
reader consider searchable data elementa.

Searchable Data Elements: It should be noted that this tape includes not
only the title of the original paper but all referencia cited in that paper.
Searchable elements therefore include: 1) Citation line identifying any earlier
published paper, book, patent, etc. 2) Words in a title including initial floating
and terminal words stems or phrases. 3) Author currently publishing (the source
author). 4) Authors whose earlier works have been cited (ell cited authors). 5)
The current journal title, i.e. the journal in which the original article appeared.
6) Earlier issue(s) of any journal(e) which has been cited in the references of this
particular pRper (cited journal). 7) Address where the work was done, i.e., the
addresses of all authors.

Time Spnn 1964 to date.

Frequency of Tape Issue: Weekly.

Average Number of Source Itema Cited per Tape: 6500

Subscription Coat or Leasing Details:
Subscription is S20,000/year; the use is restricted under subscription

contract.

Software Availability: Software packages are available from the aoarce of
the tapes and detaila will be supplied upon inquiry.

Additiona1 Information: Institute for Scientific Information, 325 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106, Attn: Melvin Weinatock. Telephone (215)
923-3300.
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MARC (HACHINE4EADABLE CATALOGING) DISTRIBUTION SERVICE

The Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

Subject Matter: Current English language monographic cataloging data.

Type of Source Items Input: The entire input is taken from monographs which
also includes government reports/documents and conference proceedings.

Subject Analysia/Indexing: An average of 1.5 subject headings are assigned
each item. The items are classified using The Library of Congress Classification
Schedules.

Searchable Data Elements: Each data element is searchable. Fixed and vari-
able fields are included in the record.

Time Span Available: The past 2 years. 1969-1970.

Frequency of Tape Issue: Weekly

Average Number of Source Items Cited Per Tape: 1,200.

Subscription Cost or Leasing Details: Tapes are available on subscription
for $800 per year.

Software Availability: None.

Type of In-House Service Offered: MARC tape searches are performed in-house
on a time available and cost recovery basis.

Additional Information: The Library of Congress, Washington,D.C. 20540,
Attn: Henriette D. Avram. Telephone (202) 426-6068.

INFORMATION ON MARC MAY RE FOUND IN THE FOLLOWING PUBLICATIONS:

The MARC Pilot Project: Final Report on a Project Sponsored by the Council on Library
Resourceni_Inc. 1968. (183p.) TOr sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20420, at $3.50 a copy. SC1.2018/2.

A detailed description of the format, character sets, bibliographic codes, input
procedures, and cost of production of MARC records during the experimental MARC Pilot
Project. Report includes summary descriptions of computer programs used and, in an
appendix, reports written by each of the participating libraries that received and
used the weekly magnetic tapes.

MARC Manuals Used by the Library of Congress; preparod by Information Systems Office,
Library of Congress. 2d ed. Chicago ALA, ISAD, 1970. For sale by the American
Library Association, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611, at $12.50 a copy.

This 4-part volume of more than 300 pages contains three handbooks and one special
study. The first handbook "Books: A MARC Format," provides specifications for
magnetic tapes in the MARC II format. It is designed for programmers who will be
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implementing gyatems using MARC records. The "Data Preparation Manual: MARC
Editors." is a detailed guide to procedures followed by the MARC editors at The
Library of Congress in preparing bibliographic records for conversion to machine-
readable form. The "Transcription Manual" provides similar formation for the oper-
atora of the magnetic tape typewriters used in the MARC system. The special study,
"Computer Magnetic Tape Usability Study," provides a list of data processing equip-
ment which can handle MARC tapes.

BOOKS

A MARC Format: Specifications for Magnetic Tames Containing Monogramhic Catalog
Records in the MARC II Format. 4th ed. April 1970. (70 p.) Distribution free upon
request to LC Card Division subscribers.

This volume is a reviaion of the document formerly publiehed under the title:
Subscriber's Guide to the MARC Distribution Service. It describes the tape and
record formats, the character set, and the data fields in the MARC records.

Serials: A MARC Format. Waehington, Library of Congress, 1970. (72p.). For'
sale by the Superintendent of.Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402, at 1.70 a copy. LC1.2:M18/7.

Bmgv A MARC Format. Wadhington, Library of Congress, 1970 (45p.) For sale by
the SuPiilaerX717717-BOCTI6ents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402, at 1.05 a copy. LC1.2:M18/6.

Motion Pictures. Filmstrips, and PVojected Meida Intended for Fvojection: A
MARC Format, Washington, Library of Congress, (in preparation).

CONCLUSION

It is interesting to note that many of the information collections are avail-
able in both microform and magnetic tape form. Which is selected depends on the end
use, as well as on the availability of computers, etc.

Most users of the listed services and other similar services agree that
internal operations are enhanced considerably from viewpoints of time, money, man-
power and convenience by using these "packages." However, a caution must be noted,
that in the construction of these packages a generalization has been built in to
make these acceptable to a relatively wide audience of subscribers. This generaliza-
tion can prove to be disconcerting for people that have always done things in a
precise fashion uniquely for their own organization needs.

In brief, the "package" concept of information services can be of great as-
sistance to getting started rapidly and/or expanding existing activities with wide
yet directed coverage.
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COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE SEBVICES
Chaimman: Mr, D.C. animal (South Africa)

DR. E. GARFIELD (US): The fact that beginning with January 1972 there will be a
weekly subject index to Current Contents will have a very significant impact on com
puter services. One of the critical problems that computer oriented services have is
timing. Computer services have become popular because in their own rather costly way,
they have overcome time barriers which stood in the way of printed services. When-
ever traditional services become competitive in time and cost, and certainly they are
competitive costwise, the computer service will either have to improve in terms of
timing or in terms of cost.

We are the largest producer of a magnetic tape base in the world. We cover approxi-
mately 400,000 articles per year. Many centers throughout the world, however, do not
use our services. The main deterrent to greater use of our data base, which is inter-
national, multi-disciplinary, and cooplete in the coverage of 25,000 journals, is,
among other things, that additional journal coverage is desirable.

The data base that we have constructed is based upon an analysis of citations which
- shows those journals which are most frequently cited in the scientific literature. I

will soon be publishing a list .of 500 most important journals of science. I am leaving
with Mr. Berea in Israel a copy of a list of journals which I presented a few weeks ago
at the Cranfield Conference in England. This list is important to show what the usual
patterns of literature are. But although these 500 journals account for about 752 of
all relevant literature, I do not underestimate the importance of additional hundreds
and thousands of journals, that people want covered in specific situations.

Dr. Brown of the National Research Council of Canada gets from us lidata base
covering 25,000 journals and I am sure he can justify the need to cover 500 or 1000
more in various areas that are of interest to his users, and similarly Mk. Skov and
others from Scandinavia. We know that the group at the Royal Institute of Technology
in Sweden are processing journals on their own, to satisfy certain special needs.

If you can't justify the cost of importing journals on your own, then it is purely
a matter of economics to come to ISI or any other data base supplier and may: here le
a list of journals that we want you to add and here is the money to pay for it.

We do what is economically feasible but we cannot perform miracles. If we had
large Government subsidies we could do more. I night point out that almost all the
data bases that we are talking about today could not be offered at the prices at which
they aro offered were it not for the fact that they are by-producte of other services
we are producing like Science Citation Index, etc. After all, it is inconceivable that
a data base which costs millions of dollars per year to produce, as ours does, could be
sold for $8,000 to a dozen or more users.

As producers, we are ready and able at any time, whether through UNISIST or just in-
formal discussions with our present or potential users, to add to this file any number
of journals they want.
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1,14 J. BROW (Canada): My paper was wTitten several menthe ago. The service in

Canada is developing rather rapidly, so that techniques have since changed somewhat
and the figures stated in the paper have also changed.

The National Science Library operates as a division of the National Research
Council of Canada. The name "Library" is misleading in this case, particularly if
you interpret the word library in a traditional sanner.

The National Science Library is really an information transferral agency whose
job is to develop techniques to provide scientists, engineers and research workers
with information on publications which they need in their day to day work.

The National Science Library originated as a National Research Council Library,
but since its inception, it has been operated as a National Science Library. Its

reources have been developed in very close collaboration with other major libraries
in the country, so that the resources and the services provided by the National Sci-
ence Library complement and supplement resources and services of other libraries.

The SDI service is regarded as an extension of the information services provided
by the National Science Library. It is a very mall part of it.

The SDI service, as it is now, operated on an experimental basis for about three
years. Before being offered as a National Service we did a market analysis and at-
tempted to find out of what use to the population it might be, what the interests of
the users are, and what price they would be willing to pay for such a service.

We are now using 8 tape services: Chemical Titles; CA Condensates; LSI Source and
Citation Data Tape; INSPEC; Biological Abstracts Previews; MEDLARS; GEO. REF; and
MARC Distribution Service. Recently we have added the ERICTAPES, the COMPENDEX, and
Metals Abstracts Index tapes. That makes 11 tapes.

We discovered very early that these tapes are incompatible as to software and
hardware, so that one of our big problems was to develop a data base which would eli-
minate the necessity to rewrite programmes every time we added a new data base.

A great deal of time, effort and soney was spent in developing what we call
standard file format, which enables us to take any data base and reprogram it to this
standard.

The other problem we were faced with was the development of interest profiles.
Here again we discovered early in the game that it is very difficult to develop in-
terest profiles by telephone, by correspondence and so on. What is really required
la somebody who is familiar with the techniques of SDI, who has a subject backgrou,,'
and who can sit down with the user and develop his interest profile.

So we started a training program for what we call search editors. We offered a

two day seminar in Ottawa to teach search editors how to use the SDI program. There

was a great interest in this and people were willing to come to Ottawa at their own
expense.

To date we have trained about 250 people located in university libraries, company
libraries, industrial libraries, Industrial Research Council libraries, Government
libraries, etc. Training of search editors is a crucial matter in this program and
we are inclined to extend this further, and to train them on a more formsl basis.
They will be trained and paid by the National Science Library, and then located in
specific regions across Canada, where their job will be to conduct local seminars,
assist in the development of interest profiles, and travel around the country and
sell the service.
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We have found that some of the best search editors are good reference librarians.
The techniques in constructing interest profiles, whether for mechanized or conven-
tional systems, are the same.

When the service was first offered on a national scale, over two years ago, we
did not have good cost figures. The price we charged initially was $100 per year,
plus an additional $15 if the person wanted to use more than one data base. We re-
cent1:: have changed these prices because we now have a very good picture of what it
is costing us. We find that the cost at the present tine is $2 to $2.50 per profile,
per search. The new price schedule represents our total cost; that is, computer time,
personnel, paper, mailing charges and so on. It does not include the costs for leasing
the tape services we are using.

We reasoned that as when compiling a bibliography, we do not charge the user for
the cost of the literature used, we should not charge the user for the cost of acqui-
ring tape services.

After the service had been in operation for a little over a year, we attempted to
evaluate it. At present we have about 800 subscribers serving about 2000 people and
we circulated a questionnaire asking which data bases they would like to have added.
We also attempted to find out whether this service was saving the user any time.

We came up with rather astounding figures. People who answered the question were
saving about 39,000 manhours per year. Converted into dollars, this is quite a sub-
stantial sum for relatively few people.

Some of the users even indicated that they no longer used conventional search tech-
niques which we were not too happy about. People should continue to use normal proce-
dures for literature searches and our service as a supplement to catch material that
might have been missed.

One of the repercussions of our service is that the demand for literature loans
has skyrocketed. When we initiated the service we promised subscribers that the Na-
tinnal Science Library would hold all the journals which are cited. There is nothing
more frustrating for a research worker receiving a list of citations than to find that
he cannot get the original papers.

The figures I have given here represent the use of a service which has not really
been publicized. We were operating under austerity conditions so we had to be rather
cautious, but we are now taking steps to expand. In the survey of user reactions we
found that there was a great demand for retrospective searches.

The only data bases which are available today to carry out retrospective searches
are MEDLARS and the ISI Citation Tapes. A current awareness search is quite a dif-
ferent matter from a retrospective one. You cannot use the same program. You can
run the tapes sequentially, but when you have a tape coming out monthly and you have
five years accumulation, searching sixty tapes is a very costly business as far as
computer time is concerned.

So we are struggling to develop a technique whereby we can do retrospective searches
at a reasonable cost.

MR. H. SKOV (Denmark): I am going to represent
the worK done in Scandinavia regarding the real
magnetic tapes.

We have about 5 years experience in running
advisable to make a common pricing policy. But

actually costs to run a tape service.

the users point of vieo and report en
cost of documentation services based on

services of that kind and we found it
to do this we had to know how much it
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VIII Carmi.rcially Available Services

CA Condensates were chosen for analysis with fifty or alternately three hundred
annual searcn profiles. Based on practical experience we assumed that tha cost of a
service to industry and research can be divided into four components: (i) disbursement
to the supplier of the tape system; (ii) working expenses of the documentation center;
(iii) cost of electronic data processing; (iv) expenses connected with the procurement
of original material to the subscribers.

We organized four working groups. The first had to find out what would be the
cost of a system operating for either fifty or three hundred profiles. The second had
to find out the cost of all the practical work of the documentation center; the organi-
zing of the system, selling the profiles, instructing people, and so on. The third
dealt with electronic processing, which can be done by having your own computer or by
buying ttne. The fourth investigated the cost of material per profile. The findings
are stated in my paper.

The cost of one profile is about $800 where 50 profiles are served, and about
$700 for 300 profiles. Costs will go up. Costs of documentation work depend on the
efficiency of the service. To serve users well you must expect rising costs. Better
programs, faster computers might make it easier in the future, but since the data base
constantly increases, more machine time will be required.

The procurement of literature is indeed an increasingly expensive business. Sup-
plying the customers with a copy of the original article requires time; we often have
to write to remote cities, we have mailing expenses, maintenance of mailing lists, etc.

Our figures are a valuable aid to policy makers who decide whether or not to pay
for a service. In Copenhagen we buy electronic processing time from a big computer
center. We intend to cooperate, as far as possible, internationally, with other cen-
ters in Europe. I expect in the future that we shall exchange or buy profiles.

There are now about forty to fifty tape systems in the world. From some of the
systems we could serve only one or two profiles in Denmark. That would not pay, so
we buy them. If our figures are correct, a profile in chemicals costs about $800.
Three of these profiles cost bout the same as a subscription to the printed period-
ical. Does it pay for a firm to pay for a subscription or to use a few profiles?
We tried to see it from the users point of view and we have made this survey to in-
fluence to some extent the data base manufacturers and also to give some figures to
our financial authorities. Every country will have its own policy regarding how much
shall be subsidized by the State and how much shall be paid by customers. The figures
presented here are based on Scandinavian prices, but they have some use for other
countries as well in their attempts to come to a sensible pricing policy.

MR. FINGWILL: The question is how many subscribers should a national agency have to
make it worthwhile to subscribe to one of the commercial services and provide a ser-
vice on a nationel basis as is done in several countries now.

The other aspect which concerns smaller countries particularly is the question of
making the conventional sources available. When you contemplate subscribing to these
tape services and providing the SDI service based on them, you are faced w4.th the
problem of providing the hard copy as well.

In South Africa this relates tt the problem of building up scientific and technical
information sources. The commercial services aim, as Dr. Garfield has pointed out, at
providing information from the most Important journals to the greatest number of users.

In his paper, Mr. Doudnikoff says that the medium versus the discipline was
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Disonsetome

cossidered. The medium won out. Therefore, if discipline is oC key /stowage, selec-
tions must be made from each medium. Microform, imgmetic tapes, mod herd espy pill-
catious are the media. for the purpose of his description the herd coy seemices axe
being do-emphasised. litmeger, I want to bring to your attentiom the remelts ef a sw.
vey made by one of my staff concerning the problem of the bard copy.

She found that the tape of the American Goolosical Institute (C006 110 smears
items from about 1000 journals. Of these, 300 have all articles entered. MO tapes
of the AI? dealing with all areas of physics and astronomy enters articles from 65
journals. NAthematical Offprint Service enters all articles from about 170 journals.
Mathematical Reviews reviews 1,100 journals of which 180 are entered cover to weer.
Basic Journal Abstracts of Chemical Abstracts enters articles from 35 leadimg leereals
in chemistry and chemical engineering. Chemical Titles processes 700 mod the C1TB tape
of Insilteering Index covers 300 "core" technological journals in plastics and electro-
nics engineering.

This gives you some idea of the problem we are faced with.

AUt. F. LIEBESNY (UK): TO Dr: Garfield. I was rather distressed by your forecast that
the costs are going up. I should have thought that in an economic organisation, am
efficient organization, the larger the turnover, the lower the cost. Why not?

DR. GARFIELD: TOW. Liebeeny. I do not know where you got the impression that I said
t& i)W.CWtare going up. On the contrary, what I said was that if the size of theists
base is to be increased beyond what it already is, we will be glad to eater into in any
kind of cooperative arrangements with the tape suppliers whereby we can add to the al-
ready existing coverage of 2500 journals, if they want to help support the additiomal
cost of input. I did not say that ISI had stopped adding journals.

We operate the ASCA system. Anyone who wants to, can subscribe tomorrow for about
$135 a year in Israel, $115 in the United States. Incidentally, er. Skov sigia compare
that to his cost of $800. I do not know the details of what he is searchimg for $800,
but it seems to ne that since we have a range of profile users beginning at $100 sod
going up to $2000 per year, that our average customer spends about $150 per year per
profile. I am confident that we can provide weekly turnouts where the customer cam
sit at his desk and throw his own computer out.

In the first year of operation, we covered 600 journals. Without increasing the
price during six years, we have increased the coverage to 2500 journals. That, in
spite of inflation, is not an increase, but a very significant decrease in price.

There is no price incvame contemplated for ASCA in the coming year. Om the com-
trary, ISI tapes will certainly not go up, and may even go down. So the somber of
users of our tapes definitely affects the future and present pricimg. Every time we
get a new user, whether it is at $150 a year or $2000 a year, there is an allocation
made for new journals. Whenever we get a substantial new user, let us say a subscrip-
tion for tapes from somebody interested in petroleum, we would stipulate the coverage
of I nunber of petroleum journals for that particular user.

10. H. SCHUR (OK): TO Dr. Bram andMr. Skov. Could you give us moms details of who
your users are? Where do they work? Are they at universities, or is industry, amd
if in industry, are they in the large firms or in the small ones? I am particularly
interested because in Denmark and in Canada the technical information service is
something on the lines of the industrial liaison officers in the UK. I would, there-
fore, like to know whether any computerized services are also used by the ITS services
and not just by the universities.
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VIII Commercially Available Services

DR. BROWN: To W. Schur, The SDI service operated by the National Science Library is
a very personalized service. At present, users from industry comprise about 202 of
the total user population. This figure is going up. The data bases that were avail-
able at the time we started our service were heavily oriented towards the basic sci-

ences. As we are now gradually adding other data bases, such as COMPENDEX, INSPEC,
and so on, we are acquiring more and more users from industry.

TIS - Technical Information Service - is operated by the National Research Council
and works in close cooperation with the National Science Library. TIS has also develop-
ed an SDI service based on the programs developed by the National Science Library. It

is a less sophisticated system because it is directed towards an individual industry,
a textile or furniture manufacturing industry, etc.

I suspect that many of the individual users of the NSL SDI service are also pro-
fiting by the SDI services offered by TIS.

An amusing thing came up in connection with cost. We have a very sophisticated
system which searches the contents of about 9000 journals at a fantastic speed, over
weekends, and the print-outs are sent out every Monday morning. We ran into a bottle-
neck because we had great difficulty in speeding up the mailing of these print-outs.
We had to get a rather large clerical staff to tear the sheets apart and stuff them
in envelopes. However, the problem is not yet solved.

MR. SKOV: To Mr. Schur. There is an approximate 50-50 distribution between research
people and people from industry. Our system in Denmark hinders researchers from
using more profiles because they have very small local budgets for purchasing infor-
mation. In England students in their last year can get profiles without fee to get
accustomed to this new system. Unfortunately we in Denmark cannot afford that for

the time being.

MR. D.H. BARLOW (UK): To Mr. Skov. I think one of the main points that came out in
your remarks, was the ratio between printed publications and tape services. Tape

services are generally a spin off. As the number of centers using tapes increase,
so will the provision of information to the various users, who are traditionally
users of the printed publications. I think there is a very real problem that has to
be faced by the users of information, that the producers have to maintain the balance
between information produced through retail outlets and through wholesale. This has

not been taken into account in previous studies.

MR. SKOV: To Mr. Barlow. As to the modern systems as against traditional ones, we
have had some customers who have cancelled their subscriptions for quite a lot of
periodicals. Maybe we killed the basis wc work on. I do not know what will happen.

The new system has great appeal to some people and many who never did very much con-
ventional reading, do read now.

DR. GARFIELD: Mr. Kingwill mentioned the difficulty in deciding when a center is
ready for tapes. How many profiles does this require? There are many centers which
can justify tapes for a very small number of profiles for reasons of confidentiality.
We have centers using our tapes who may have as few as 30 or 40 users. They do not

want to buy a commercial service because they would have to submit their profiles
which they prefer not to do. It is true that by examining profiles you can find
out quite a bit about what the firm is doing. Some military organization might not

particularly relish the idea. Also, the size of the individual profiles is very

significant.
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Discussions

The final point regards the implementation of tape services. Every installation
that we sake, unless the user le sophisticated enough, or prefers not to have it, is
supported by 'a training program. We do not sell any service that is not backed up
by the proper installation and continuing training. Even the customer of a $150
profile gets help in the construction of his profile.

I mlght add that I spend more than fifty percent of my time on the problem of
the so-called less developed countries. I do not consider Israel one of these coun-
tries, but in some South American or African countries, I would never recoemend the
installation of a tape system. They can, through our own coamercially available
services, buy, for $150 per profile, something which will be much easier for them
to use and thus not be confronted with all the problems of programing, training com-
puter people, training information scientists, etc. On the other hand, if there are
political or other reasons why they must have a computerized service, we will send
key'people to those places to help them install those systems.
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EVENT INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF ISRAEL AND OTHER MIDDLE
EAST COUNTRIES USING THE FACILITIES AND DATA OF THE

WORLD EVENT/INTERACTION SURVEY (WEIS)

Emil Schafer
University Computi ng Center

University of Southern California

SYNOPSIS

The use of four generalized programming languages to collect, structure, and
analyze data related to political and other events or interactions among
countries of the world is described. The data management language GIS is
used to construct and maintain hierarchic files from which data is condition-
ally selected for statistical analysis using BI-MED and SPSS. Event data
for Israel , UAR, Jordan, Syria, Lebonan, and Iraq are analyzed for the
4-year pericd 1966-69; clronology of events for June 1967 is listed, and
frequency distributions of acts by country are plotted for the same month.

Introduction

The study of international political systems has become a major area of research in the
field of international politics. This paper is a report of a project to incorporate such data into
files capable of being conditionally queried for quantitative data analysis and qualitative review
of event interactions. The relative ease and power of high-level data management languages to-
gether with packaged statistical programs are illustrated. These methods and techniques have
been taught to classes of graduate students who have been able to use them to describe and con-
struct data bases for individual and group research projects. In this way, students and other re-
searchers with no prior exposure to data processing have been able to do fairly sophisticated data
manipulation and to effectively increase their time available for interpretive study.

The World Event/Interaction Survey (WEIS) is a program of education and research in
the Department of International Relations at the University of Southern California whose purpose
is to develop the ability to describe, trace, compare, explain, and hopefully, to predict, under
theoretical discipline, a particular range of international behavior by means of indicator data.
The research is expected to contribute findings that might shed light on external performance
traits and tendencies of countries, and also on configurations of actions and responses In the
political exchanges among countries. The central topics are: how are problems coped with, and
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IX Proceasing for Autanation - I

how are conflicts generated and resolved.

WEIS is also a data gathering and data analysis program to analyze structures and
processes of actions and responses at what is defined as the "national control level " of interna-
tional politics. Each data item is defined as a report of an international event, e.g.,

ITALY EXTENDED A TWO MILLION DOLLAR LOAN TO MOROCCO.

SYRIA REPORTED THAT SYRIAN PLANES SHOT DOWN 5 ISRAELI JETS.

There are almost 35,000 such data items presently in the WEIS files. These have been extract-
ed from the descriptive and explanatory materials of news stories contained in daily newspapers.
The problems, issues, contests, conflicts, and adjustments which arise in international political
relations are the subject of WEIS data gathering and analysis. Each such data item is defined as
an event/interaction. These are included as long as they relate to specific and discrete acts
which have been committed. Excluded are editorial reports, speculations on future international
affairs, and generalized reports on series of events. The WEIS is primarily interested in what
nations do as they act and respond in international political situations.

Source Data Descriptions

Two source tape files were received for this demonstration project: the WEIS Analytic
tile and the WEIS Descriptive file. The Analytic file is a file whose fields are compatible with
access by several statistical programs; the Descriptive file contains short abstracts or descrip-
tions of the event interactions. For each record in the Analytic file. there should be a corres-
ponding record in the Descriptive file. These two source files were constructed of 80-column
(or 80-byte) card images containing the fields shown in Table 1.

ANALYTIC FILE FIELDS DESCRIPTIVE FILE FIELDS

YEAR MONTH
MONTH DAY
DAY YEAR
ACTOR DESCRIPT
EVENT COLLID
TARGET SERIALNO
SOURCE LINEID
CODER DECKTYPE
ARENA
COLLID
SERIALNO
LINEID
DEC KTYPE

Table 1. Analytic and Descriptive Source File Fields.
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World Event/Interaction Survey

The fields ACTOR and TARGET contain numerical codes which designate countries
initiating and receiving some action; the type of action is coded in EVENT. The field ARENA
localizes the area in which the event took place, while SOURCE codes the newspaper source of
the data. The collection identification is encoded in COLLID, while the individual coding the
raw data is designated in CODER. The field LINEID has meaning only for the Descriptive file
where several source cards may constitute one logical record. DECKTYPE identifies the file:
a "1" is the Analytic file; a "2" is the Descriptive file. The fields YEAR.,MONTH, DAY, and
SERI/M.140 are self-evident. (Details of the coding used for both files are contained in Ref. 1).
Figur: 1, below, contains several examples of the Lypes of coding used.

ACTOR or TARGET EVENT/INTERACTIONS SOURCE

002 USA 011 Surrender; yield to order;
070 Mexico submit to arrest.
305 Austria 012 Yield position; retreat;
651 UAR evacuate.
666 Israel 013 Admit wrongdoing;

retract statement.

COLLID ARENA

02 Berlin crisis
17 Middle East
12 WEIS 1968
24 Sino-Soviet interactions

01 New York Times
05 Middle East Journal

Chronologies
12 Times of India
17 Middle East Journal

010 Arab-Israeli conflict (general)
013 Events during 1967

020 Vietnam conflict
050 Sino-Soviet conflict
160 Red Guard activities

Fig. 1. Representative code and decode values for Analytic and Descriptive fields.

An example showing the same record, as it might be coded for both the Analytic and Descriptive
formats is shown in Fig. 2.

DESCRIPT IVE

10 17 68 VTN REJECTS USA DEMAND FOR RECIPROCITY FOR
10 17 68 BOMBINGS OF VTN.

ANALYTIC

68 10 17 816 111 002 01 26 025

12064212
12064222

12064201
Fig. 2. Source Analytic and Descriptive card images.
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IX Prodensing for Automation -
Creating the Analytic Data Set

To create the new AnalyUc data set, two file descriptions were written using the GIS
data description language. The first DDT (or Data Description Table) describes the source file;
the second, the new file to be created. The DDT for the source file is shown in Fig.3, while
that for the new Analytic file is shown in Fig.4. The new Analytic file is described as a one-

level GIS file, like the source file, except in
two respects: (1) Each record is compressed
in size (from 80 to 30 bytes) to remove inter-
vening blanks, and (2) The file is defined to
be a generation data group (GDG) which makes
it possible to use GIS for easy file mainten-
ance functions. It was also desired to provide
automatic field decoding facilities for all the
coded fields. This can be done by including
decode tables in the DDT, (see Fig.4).
For example, if the coded value "09" is pre-
sented for the field MONTH, the decode func-
tion will print out "SEPTEMBER". Again, if
the field ACTOR has the coded value "130",
the decode function will generate "ECU", the
acronym for the country Ecudor. The keyword
ENTRIES=2 in the DATMIlItement indicates
that GIS will maintain two generations of the
file. The SEGM or segment statement serves
to collect all the field statements above it into
a GIS segment. The decode functions may be
easily controlled by the user, i.e., they may
be turned off when not wanted.

PPT;
FILE:NAHE=UEISATAP;
FLD: NA:T=YEAR,
FLD: !1:41:=SLAH!:1,
FLD: DArE=rnNTH,
FLD: :V11=GLANK2,
FL9: ::A:T=DAY,
FLD: NArE=2Lt""3,
FLP: :%".:T=ACTUR,
rLD: Aff=P.LANK4,
FLP: lAfT=EVENT,
rLD: '!A;T=r1LA:!:0,
FLr: rArE=mnET,
FLD: NA!...E=LANKC,
FLP: NA',E=OCU:10E,
FLD: ::AtT=DLANK7,
UV: NA:;2=COPEr,,
FLP:
rLD: ':!-E=ARENA,
rLD:

NA:T=0OLLID,
FLV: NA:T=SERIALNO,
FLP:. PAIT=LINEID,
FLD: :!ArE=DECKTYPE,
SEG:1:::IXE=ANALYTIC,
f,TYPE=RECORD, UNIND=Y, ;

rSODT=YEAR,A,SERIALNO,A;
*;

DATM:DS0110=FS, CDEATE=NO, CATLG=;
PIES, UNIT=2400, PCD=(DEN=3), ;

I;LRECL=CO, N.rsIN=32no, D.ECF/1=;
#FC, VOLUHE=SER=0010rG, ;

rDSNAIT=VEISDATA;
END;

LENOTH=2;
LENOTH=1;
LENGTH=2;
LENGTH=1;
LENGTH=2;
LENGT4=1;
LENGTH=3;
LENGTH=1;
LENCTH=3;
LENGTH=1;
LENCTH=3;
LEWITH=5;
LENGTH=2;
LENOTH=1;
LENUH=2;
LENGTU=3t1;
LNICTH=3;
LP:PT:1=1;
LEWITH=2;
LENOTH=4;
LENOTH=1;
LENOTH=1;
LEVEL=00, ;

Fig.3. DDT for the Source Analytic File.

By providing additional DDT's
for the same file (the same DSNAME), it is
possible to readily describe the file different-
ly. For example, if one would want to have
the field names print out in words of another
language, a simple addition to the field state-
ment makes this feasible.

The final step in the creation
of the new Analytic file was to write a small
program in the GIS procedural language to de-

fine the mapping of fields from one file to another. This mapping is usually partitioned on a
segment basis. The conversion program, as shown in Fig.5, reads source file records into a
special GIS file (HOLD5) where they may be sorted. The word QUERY initiates all the process-
es of locating the data set in the system catalog, requesting tape mounts, opening files, etc.
The word SORT defines and initiates the sorting actions. Finally, the word CREATE initiates
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DOT ;
* THIS onT OFFINES THE WEIS ANALYTIC FILE;
FILE:NAMEsWEISAGIS;
FLO: NAMEagYEARg LENGTH=2, JUSTuLt
DECD:TYPSPC=LKUPg LGTHAs2g LGTHF=4, FEDVAL*66,1966,67,1967,68,19660;
M69,1969,70,1070,71,1971,72,1($72:
FLO: NAMEalatinit LENGTHIg2g JUSTIILI
DECO:TYPSPCIALKUPg LGTHA-2g LGTHF119, EEDVAL0I
001, JANUARY g;
0020 FEBRUARYg;
(Mg MARCH g;

004, APRIL g;
NOS, MAY gt

006, JUNE II

007, JULY it

001, AUGUST g;

NOggSFPTEMBERg;
11110, DCTDBER g;
lIgNOVFMBER g;
112,DECEMBER ;
Fo: NAME=DAY, LENGTH=2, JUST=L; .

FLO: NAMEmACTOR, LENGTH=3, JUST=L;
D ECD:TYPSPC=LKUPg LGTHAm3g LGTHF=3, CONVA=Sg CONVF0S1 ;

SFEOVAL0002gUSA10201CAN10401EUR1041,HA1,042gOOM,0510JAM,052,TRIg053g;
NRARg0100EX,090,GUAgOOlgHONg092gELS,093gNICO94gCOSOOS,PANg100,COLg;
101,VENg110,GUY,130,ECO,135gPFR,140,BRAg145gROL0150,PAR,155,CHL01600;

,.. 165gURUIIR8gAFp.i.."110AS,200gUNK,20SgIRF.210,NTH,21 DFL0212gLUXgt
FL4g-, 27100C--',....e.., 25,SWZ1230,"?.. 2gAND,235 GMW.265.:
Fo: -Mt. E.--'-',,-- LENG1-, 30501) ,44-'h. 15g .4 ATg;
FLO: NAME41U.41(TYPEI LENGTHs. e.'

/4 OBL, HEAb.,_ TTPE1
-. ..

*; ,...

SEGM:NAME=ANALYTIC, LEVELA00, TYPE'RECORD, UNINOiY, t
SORT=YEARgAgSERIALNOIPAI
*; .

'se 45; CREATE0YES, CATLGaYES, DSNAME*H183ARU.WEISANTR,
NTRIES02. 80110EN0310 LRECla30, SLKSIZEw30013, RECFM0F111

ii:114/Vvam

E S.

Fig.4. DDT for the new Analytic file incorporating decode tables for all fields.

the creation of the new file as defined by the mapping of the STRUCTURE statement. The vett
INSERT implies the insertion of the entire segment on a non-duplicating basis. The last step
is not a part of the file conversion; it merely lists out the first 25 records of the new file for
visual inspection. Fig.6 shows a brief listing of these records In an automatic GIS format pro-
vided from the information stored in the DDT. Note that the decode table for the field ARENA
includes a print value of FIELD EMPTY for en empty field; othenvise GIS will indicate this
condition by a string of asterisks. If there is no decode function for a given argument in the de-
code table, GIS will indicate this with a string of pound signs MOM. As post of the file crea-
tion process, GIS performs the cataloging of the new data set.
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Creating the Descriptive Data Set

In a mwmer pwallei to that
for the Analytic file discussed above, two
DDT's were written for the Descriptive files.
The first was to describe the source file;
the second, to describe a GIS hierwchic
file. The objective hire was to create a
file of varying record length due to a vari-
able number of lines of abstract or descrip-
tion. This was accriplished by placing the
lines of descriptive text in subordinate seg-
ments. subordinate, that is, to a master or
zero-level segment containing record identi-
fication and other information. A count field
In this segment keeps count of the number
of I ine s of description in each record. The
DDT for the new hierwchic file (Fig.7),
describes a variable length, blocked record,
containing a varithle number (up to nine)
of fixed length segments called SUB, each .

of which contains one line of description,
and one fixed length segment naned MSTR.

QUERY WE I SATAP
LOCATE RECORD
HOLD HOLD5 RECORD
EXHAUST RECORD

SORT HOLDS ASC YEAR, SERIALNO

CREATE WEISAGIS FROM HOLDS
STRUCTURE ANALYTIC FROM ANALYTIC
INSERT ANALYTIC

QUERY WEISAGIS(.1)
LOCATE RECORD
LIST RECORD
EXHAUST RECORD OR 25
END PROCEDURE

Fig.5. Three-step GIS procedure to create
new Analytic data set. Fowth step only
reads 25 records of new file.



World Event/Intervotion Survey

DOT ;

FILFINAMF=WFISMS:
FLO: NAME=alLit LFW,TH=7, JOST=L;
DECO:TYPSPC=1KOP, LGTHA=7, LGTHF=4, FEDVA1=66,194b,67,19A7,6$4,1940,;
06q,1940,70,1970,71,1911,72,1912;
FLO: NAMF=SEPIALNO, LENGTH=4, JOST=L, HFAnFR=SEKIAL No.;.
FLn: NAME=MMTHI LFNGTH=7, JOST=L:
DECD:TYPSPC=1KOP, LGTH1=2, LGTHr=4, FFOVAL=;
Ol, J4NOARY I;

%ROA

NAME-V LENGTH=P, JOST=L:
FLO: NAMEICOLLIO, LENGTH=2, JUST=L, HEADFR=COLLECTION ID;
DECO:TVPSPC=LKUP, LGTOA=2, LGTHF=40, CONVA=S, CONVF=S, EEDVAL=;
001,SINO-INDIAN BOROFR WAR (HOGGARD)
NO2,RERLIN CRISIS (MCCLELLAN))

3,TAIWAN CRISIS ( A(E STUOY)
TNAM WAR

N21, A1L
122,16 I IONAL CONFLICTS 1FITZS1MMONS).,
023,16 INTERNATIONAL CONFLICTS 1FITZSIMMONS).;
N24,SINO-INDIAN INTFRACTIONS (HOGGARD) l;
027,TIMES OF INDIA SAMPLE ;
FLO: NAMF=OESCCNT, LENGTH=1, JUST=R, HEAnER=NUMBER OFsc LINES;

SEGM:NAME=MSTR, LEVEL=00, TYPE=RECORD, UNIND=Y, SORT=YEARIA,SERIALNO,A

DATM:DSORG=PS, CREATE=YES, CATLG=YFS, FNTRIFS=3, DSNAMF=H1R3ARUANTREL
NRLKSIZF=6524, LRECL=652, RECFM=VB, UNIT=2400, nCR=(nEN=3);

FLO: NAME=OESCRIPT, LENGTH=62, JUST=L, HEAnER=DESCRIPTION;
FLO: NAME=LINFID, LENGTH=1, JUST=L, HEADER=LkNE In;

SEGM:NAME=SUB, LEVEL*Ok, TrE=TRAILR, OPTION=CNT, ;

NOPTFNN=DFSCCNT,.UNINn=Y, SORT=LINEID,A: IENIk

Fig.7. DDT for new hierarchic GIS Descriptive file indicating a 3-generation data set.

Like the DDT for the Analytic file, the DDT for the Descriptive file contains many
decode tables; note the decode table for COLLIE/. The file conversion procedure is very similar
to that for the Analytic file with one important exception: since there is now a subordinate seg-
ment , the mapping statement is "up" from the lowest level segment (the SUB segment). There
is only one stftscture partition, STRUCTURE SUB FROM MSTR, where SUB is the name of the
segment in the file to be created, and MSTR is the name of the source file segment (the source
file only has one segment, i.e., MSTIO. The entire procedure to create this two-level hierarch-
ic file is shown in Fig.8.
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QUERY WE I SDSOR;
READ RECORD;
HOLD HOLD20 RECORD;
EXHAUST RECORD;

SORT HOLD20 A5C YEAR, ;

iSER I ALNO, L I NE I U;

CREATE WEI SDGI S FROM HOLD20 ;
STRUCTURE SUB FROM MSTR;
I NS ERT SUB;

QUERY WEISDGIS(4.1);
READ RECORD;
LI ST RECORD;
EXHAUST RECORD OR 25;
END PROCEDURE;

Fig.8. Three-step GIS procedure to
create new hierathic Descriptive data set.
(Fourth step only reads first 25 records).

Information Retrieval with GIS

Using the two data sets just
created, one might be interested in several kinds
of "information retrieval". First, are the extrac-
tion of subsets from the Analytic file in a format
amenable to further processing by one or more
statistical programs. Second, one might wish to
be able to read a chronology composed of abstracts
from a certain time sequence, e.g., all events
during May 1968. Third, one might wish to
query both files using the Analytic file as an in-
dex or parameter list to retrieve particular records
from the Descriptive file. Information retrieval
for any of these three purposes is relatively easy
using the GIS data management language. In the
examples which follow, we will demonstrate
information retrieval for each of the three types.
(In these examples, processing was always in the
batch mode; GIS has teleprocessing facilities
but they were not implemented at the time these
programs were run.)

00 Level
MSTR Segment

01 Level
SUB Segment(s)

1YEAR [ SERIALNO I MONTH ] DAY 1 COLLID1 DESCC NT
DESCRIPTION (line 1) LINEID

LINEIDDESCRIPTION (line 2)S_ESGEBaRIIIL
Fig.9. Pictorial representation of the WEIS Descriptive file hierarchic structure.

Action Within the Middle East Group, 1966-69

' In this first example of information retrieval, we wish to construct a table showing
frequency and pementage of event/interactions among the six countries ISR, UAR, SYR, JOR,
LEO, and IRQ for the four year period 1966-69. That is, we wish to generate a subset from
the Wr.IS Analytic file where the ACTOR and TARGET is any of these countries. The subset
will then be processed by a statistical program to generate the required table. The first step is
to write a DDT (a few minutes work), which describes the file (subset) to be created (see Fig.10).
Note that this file includes only selected fields. Since the mapping defined by the STRUCTURE
statement is by field name, within the named segment, only the named fields are mapped into
the subset file. The second step was to write an SPSS (Statistical Packar for the Social
Science) program to consteuct the required table. (See Fig.11). The third step was the writing
of a simple procedure to create the subset of the Analytic file.
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DDT;
FILE:NAME=WEISDEM1;
FLD: NAME=YEAR, LENGTH=2;
FLD: NAME=MONTH, LENGTH=2;
FLD: NAME=DAY, LENGTHs2;
FLD: NAME=ACTOR, LENGTH=3;
FLD: NAMEsEVENT, LENGTH=3;
FLD: NAME=TARGET, LENGTH=3;
SEGM:NAME=DE401, LEVEL=00,
#TYPEsRECORD, UNIND=N, SORT=;
NYEAR,A;
DATM:DSORGsPS, CREATEleYES, ;

#CATLGOES, UNIT2400, ;

IRECFM=FB, LREC0115, BLKSIZEs;
#3000, DCBs(DEN=3),
IoSNAME=H183ARU.SUBSET1;

, END;

QUERY UEISAGIS;
LOCATE RECORD;
IF ACTOR EQ

0660°,°6670,°666';
AND TARGET EQ '645°,°651','652',;

0660°,°663°,°666';
HOLD HOLD1 RECORD;

EXHAUST RECORD;

SORT HOLD1 ASC YEAR, SERIALNO;

CREATE WEISDEM1 FROM HOLD1;
STRUCTURE DEMO FROM ANALYTIC;
APPEND DEMO;
END PROCEDURE;

Fig.10. DDT defining file for use by an SPSS program. The file creation procedure (on the
right), selects records conditionally from the Analytic file.

// EXEC SPSS360,TIME=3,REGIONs150K,PARk010000'
//GO.FTO2F001 DD DUMMY
//GO.FTO8F001 DD DSNIEN183ARU.SUBSET1,0 ISP=OLD
//SYSIN DD *
RUN NAME WEISDEMO
FILE NAME LEISDATA
VARIABLE LIST YEAR,MONTH,DAY,ACTOR,EVENT,TARGET
INPUT MEDIUM TAPE
OF CASES ESTIMATED 2000

INPUT FORMAT FIXED (3F2.0,F3.0,F2.0,1X,F3.0)

RECOUE

RECODE
VALUE LABELS

PRINT FORMATS
FASTABS

ACTOR,TARGET (1 THRU 644,646 THRU 650,653 THRU 659,
661,662,664,665=0) (645-6)(651=2)(652=3)(660-5)
(6632+4)(666=1) (667 THRU HIGHEST=0)
YEAR(66=1)(67212)(68=3)((i9=4)
ACTUR,TARGET (0) OTHER (1) ISR (2) UAR (3) SYR (4) .

JOR (5) LE8 (6) IRQ /YEAR (1) 1966 (2) 1967
(3) 1968 (4) 1969
YEAR TO TARGET (0)
VARIABLESsACTOR(0,6)/YEAR(1,4)
TABLESsACTOR BY YEAR

OPTIONS 3,5
READ INPUT DATA

FIg.11. SPSS peogram to process data In SUBSET1 file. The first RECODE statement
assigns values to the ordinates, the second to the abcIssa. VALUE LABELS assigns row and
column labels; FASTABS dimensions the table way; title is assigned by TABLES= statement.
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COUNT
COL PCT

YEAR

1966

1

1967

I 2 1.

196,8

3 I

1969

4

ROW
TOTAL

ACTOR
1 54 I 125 I 158 I 299 636

I SR 35.1 I 39.2 I 43.6 I 47.1 43.3 !
I ,

2 26 I 69 I 68 I 186 3491
UAR 16.9 .1 21.6 1 18.8 1 29.3 23.7 j

I 1 I
3 40 I 54 I 16 I 35 145

SYR 26.0 I 16.9 I 4.4 1 5.5 9.9

4 23 I 55 I 103 I 72 253
JOR 14.9 1 17.2 I 28.5 1 11.3 17.2

1

5 1 1 3 I 14 I 26 44
LE B 0.6 I 0.9 I 3.9 .1 4.1 3.0

.1
6 10 1 13 I 3 I 17 43

IRO 6.5 1 4.1 1 0.8 1 2.7 2.9
I I 1

COLUMN 154 319 362 635 1470
TOTAL 10.5

. . 21.7 24.6 43.2. 100.0
. . .. _ ...._ .... ____ ...._ . .

Fig.12. Table constructed by SPSS program of Fig.11 showing frequencies and percentages
of event/interactions among the six countries ISR, UAR, SYR, JOR, LEB, and IRQ for the
period 1966-69. Each element of the array contains absolute counts and column percentages.
Total number of event/interactions is 1470.

This table illustrates information retrieval and organization using GIS and SPSS.
Data in this table may be interpreted as follows: During 1966 ISR was the ACTOR country
among the group 35 .1Wof the time with 54 out of 154 yearly events. During that year SYR
was in second place with 40 events and 26.0% of the action. However, during 1967, second
place went to UAR with 21.67. of the event action. In 1968, JOR overtook UAR for second
place with 28.5% of the event activity.

The table in Fig.12 shows ete.nt/interactions on an annual basis. In order to pre-
pare for some statistical programs, another table was prepared, like that in Fig.12, but indicating
event/interactions on a monthly basis. A typical row in the table of crosstabulation totals by
country would be:

ISR UAR SYR JOR LEB IRQ ROW
BY ACTOR I 2 1 6 1 1 1 12
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Using the data in the "Monthly by Actor" table, punched cards equivalent to each
row of the table were prepared for each month in which the row total was not zero. This set of
data was input to the BI-MED program BMDO3D (Correlation with deletion) which computes a
simple correlation matrix, omitting values of variables which the user may specify. The output
from this program includes (1) Correlation matrix printed, and (2) Number of pairs of observations
used in computing each correlation coefficient. Another similar program, BMDO2D (Correlation
with transgeneration) computes correlation coeficients, averages, and measures of dispersion on
entering variables and/or transgenerated variables from selected cases whose values for specified
variables have a precise logical relationship in agreement with a specified Boolean expression.
Output from this program includes a) sums, (2) Means, (3) Cross-product deviations, (4) Stand-
ard deviations, (5) Variance-covariance matrix, and (6) Correlation matrix. Optional output in-
cludes a one-page cross-tabulation plot of any two variables.

Regression Analysis of GIS-Generated Data Set

This second example of information retrieval, data organization, and data analysis
using M-created files and the SPSS statistical package, uses the same data set created for
the previous example (Sae Fig.10). What is desired now, however, is to compae ISR as ACTOR
to ISR as TARGET (ISR output to ISR intake) from tlwee countries UAR, JOR, and SYR , for
month-by-month distributions. For this data, multiple and stepwise regression regressions were

// EXEC SPSS360,TIME=4,REGION=200K,PARM='400001
RUN NAME WEISDEMO--REGRESSION ANALYSES
VARIABLE LIST ISROUT FROMUAR FROMJOR FROMSYR
SUBFILE LIST PROB4B,PROB5B,PROBa

OF CASES 48 48 48
PROCESS SBFILES EACH
INPUT FORMAT FIXED (4F3.0)
REGRESSION VARIABLES=ISROUT TO FRDMSYR

REGRESSION=ISROUT WITH FROMUAR TO FROMSYR (2)1
REGRESSION=ISROUT WITH FROMUAR TO FROMSYR (1)

READ INPUT DATA

Fig.13. Program deck for SPSS regression analysis. PROCESS SBFILES EACH indicates
that each subfile is to be considered separately and in order. Each subfile consists of 48
cases (months); subfile 4B compares all events; subfile 5B calculates for all "cooperative"
events; while subfile 6B calculates for "conflict" events. The first line of the REGRESSION
statement requests multiple regression; the second, stepwise regression.

done with intakes from ISR from each of the three countries as independent variables, and ISR
output as dependent variable. This analysis was performed for tiwee types of event/interaction:
all events; "cooperative" events; and "conflict" events. For illustrative purposes, only the
analysis for cooperative events will be shown here. The SPSS program for these regression
analyses is given in Fig.13. The output from this program, multiple stepwise regression calcu-
lations for cooperative events in shown in Flg.14. In addition to these SPSS calculations,
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01444440 141100 0.41492 oeslowo 66. 61.61401 8.46268
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O 5060&5 1.01101 O. 0.116011 61.006
00041711 0. ----- 0.111640 0.28496 7.1162
rotrucm 0.11604 0.07611 0.15664 0.511
1211/4 ----- I 0.11010

swum, 7A140

0AR141111 OULVIOLF 11 A SOUIRI RSO CNINGI SIPPLE R S 11114

flinnuall 5.44311 0.46065 0.46060 0. 1.00107 I.
FROPSIR 1.74011 O. 0.01011 0.84241 8.51111 0. -----
5111144N4 O. 0.00010 0.00622 0.09066 0. ----- 0.17441
I0041741111 o.

Fig.14. Stepwise multiple regression calculations by SPSS program comparing ISR output
to ISR intake from LIAR, JOR, and SYR for cooperative events.

similar calculations were carried out using the BMDO3R program (Multiple rewession with case
combinations). Output from this program includes (1) Sums and sums of squares, (2) Regression
coefficients with standard errors and t-values, and deviation about regression with degrees of
freedom and F-values, (3) Partial correlation coefficients, and (4) Intercept value. Also, for
each selection and subproblem, a table of residuals can be obtained. Illustrated in Fig.15 is the
output from the 81-MED multiple regression calculations for cooperative event/interactions data.
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SELFCTIflN Nfl. - 2

SA'qpLr SIZF 4M
NO. nr VAIl AOLFS 4 NI. flF VAOIAMLFS
OEPENDEN? VAMIAILF IS N Nfl.

CflErFICIENT (F OFTFPMINATION 0.3552
MULTIPLF CflRP. CflFFFICIFNT 0.7451

SUM flF SQuARES AETRIRUTANLE Tn .ECWFSSIfl'I
SuM nF SQUARES nr flFVIATtflN ElfiN REGRESSION

VaRIANCE OF ESTIMATE 0.94269
STD. ERROR flE ESTIMATE 0.9709?

INTEICEP. (a VALUE) 0.21711

ANALYSIS flF VAlIANCE
LINEAl AFGNESSIO

SnUNCE OF VARIATIfiN O.F.

01W Tfl REGRESSION 3
OEVIATION ARDUT AEGFESSION 44

TOTAL 47

DEIFTEn

FflR THE

SUM
SQUARES
51.77179
41.47121
93.25000

0

51.77179
41.47021

MULTIPLE

flF MEAN
SQUARES
17.25726
0.9426'

F

VALUF
15.3065

VARIARLE MEAN 510. MEG. STO.ERRflM CflMPU?ED PAITIAL SUM flE SQ. PROP. VII.

Nfl. OEVIATIflN CflEFF. OF REG.(0E. T VALUE COIl. COE. ADOED CUM.

2 0.45133 0.19119 1.03106 0.15439 6.50965 0.70043 43.79504 0.46963

3 0.21053 0.93945 0.15044 0.74440 0.11743 0.45973 0.00525
4 0.11150 0.49060 0.41711 0.25994 2.51022 0.39104 7.41711 0.05029

0.47500 1.40536

CaMP. CHECk ON FINAL COEFF. 0.11711

VMIAALES DELETED... 0

Fig.15. Multiple regression calculations output by BMDO3R proam, comparing ISR
output to ISR intakes from UAR, JOR, and SYR for cooperative event/interactions
in the period 1966 - 1969.

Information Retrieval from both the Analytic and Descriptive Data Sets

For this example, we wish to select and print out abstracts from the Descriptive
file relating to records in the Analytic file where the ACTOR was USA, USR, UAR, or ISR,
and the time was June 1967. What has to be done in effect is to sea,th the Analytic file
until a record is found satisfying these conditions, then run through the Descriptive file until
the corresponding record Is found. Then data from fields In both files will be. printed out.

1'

The file search logic portion of'the GIS procedure to select and print out'the required
abstracts is given in Fig .16. The QUERYstatement indicates the two files to be searched.
The Analytic file CWEISAGIS) is searched to locate a record meeting the required conditions.
The numbers in the ACTOR EQ statement are the code numbers corresponding to the four
countries: OO2USA, 365USR, 651UAR, and 66615R. The READ WEISDGIS state-
ment indicates that the descriptive file is to be read until a record IDNUMBER in that file is
found which corresponds to that previously located in the Analytic file (YEAR and SERIALNO
of the Analytic file concatenated). When such a record is found, the subordinate segments con-
taIning the lines of abstroct or descriptIon are to be read untIl the subordinate (SUB) segments
are exhansted (EXHAUST SUB). SInce only one such DescrIptive record is to be read for esch
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QUERY WEISAGIS, WEISDGIS
LOCATE WEISAGIS:RECORD
WHEN YEAR EQ '67'
AND MONTH EQ IOC'
AND ACTOR EQ '1e2,,'3E5l,'651',,666'

READ WEISDGIS:RECORD
WHEN IDNUrBER EQ WEISAQIS:YEARIWEISARIS:SERIALNO

READ SUB

IReport Format Statements

EXHAUST SUB;
EXHAUST WEISDRIS:RECORD OR 1
EXHAUST WEISARIS:RECOPP
END PROCEDUIIE

Fig.16. Logic search portion of program to search both Analytic
and Descriptive files for records of event/interactions during June
1967 where the ACTOR was USA ,USR AJAR or ISR.

Analytic record, the
program drops down to
the next statement,
EXHAUST WEISDGIS:
RECORD OR 1. Control
is then given to the
next statement, which
continues the search of
the Analytic file until
all qualifying records
have been LOCATE'd.
The statements omitted
in the partial program
shown in Fig.16 serve
to control the format and
location of data from the
fields of both files, to
control lines per page,
and to qualify the repe-

tition of a field value. For example, one would not wish the value of the field DAY to print out
for every record; rather,, it is desirable to print out the value only when the value changes.
This is readily done by the qualifying statement: DAY ON DAY CH. This prints DAY only when
the value of DAY CHanges. A sample page output from this search is shown in Fig.17.

CHRONOLOGY FOR JUNE 1947

DAV SERIAL NO ACTOR TARGET DESCRIPTION

09 2519 UAR USR

2522 UAR ISM

2523 ISR UAR

2525 ISR USA

YEW YORK TIMES FIELD EMPTY
MIN.-MILITARY optuNsTRATION, wALKam ON

USA otmoNstwoRs TRIED THREE TIMES TO STORM USA MASSY IN UA

NEW YORK TIMES
SUSPEND NEGATIVE SANCTIONS, TRUCE

UAR ANNOUNCES WAR WITH ISM ENDED

NEW YORK TIMES
SUSPEND NEGATIVE SANCTIONS, TRUCE

UAR ANNOUNCES WAR WITH ISM ENDED

ARAB-ISRAELI 1967 WAR

ARWISRAELI 1967 WAR

NEW YORK TIMES ARA6..ISAAELI 1967 WAR
CHARGE, CRITICILE, BLAME, DISAPPROVE

ISR PAM sikto USA PAS MAD PROMISED GREAT THINGS Rio IN END ISM
moo VIRTUALLY ALONE AGAINST ARAII WORLD

Fig.17. Abstracts indicating event/interaction chronology for June 1967 for the Actor
countries USA, USR, UAR, and ISR. Decode values for SOURCE, EVENT, and ARENA shown.
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Plots of Frequency Distributions

It is often of interest to be able to visually or graphically show frequency distributions
of event/interactions by specific countries over a limited time period. As an example, plots were
made of acts by the countries USA, USR, UAR, and ISR for the 30-day period, June 1967.
The required data file was constructed by GIS using appropriate search logic of the Analytic
file. The total number of acts found was 319; it might be of interest to record weekly totals:

FIRST WEEK SECOND WK THIRD WK FOURTH WK

USA 29 19 23 30
ISR 15 34 9 19
UAR 29 16 6 18
USR 17 13 21 21

Table 2. Weekly totals for USA, ISR, UAR, and USR as ACTORS during the
month of June 1967. Total acts (event/interactions) for month is 319.

MEI -me so

FF - THE FREQUENCY OF ACTS BY I S R IN JUNE11967

LL - THE LEAST SQUARES TREND Y=R+BX, WHERE

13=

3.39080

-0.05317

Fig.18. Graphical display of daily event/interactions by ISR for June 1967. Plots
done on a Series 2000 High Speed Incremental .Plotter (Graphic Systems Division of Com-
puter Industries, Inc.), showing least mean square line coefficients.
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IX Processing for Automation - I

The program written to perform the plotting operations and to calculate the least mean square
constant and line coefficients was in FORTRAN . The main prowam performs the plot
dimensioning and reads the data set containing the frequency information; a subroutine calculates
the constant and x-coefficient for the least mean squares line, y = a + bx. The calculated
values of a and b are returned to the main program. The graphical output for this combined
data retrieval and presentation is shown in Fig.18.

Conclusions

The practicality of retrieving and presenting complex interactions in the area of
political science has been demonstrated with the use of several data management and statistical
programming packages. Extensions to more sophisticated analyses is possible and may be
readily implemented.
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MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS WITH PARAMETERS,

INFORMATION CODING SCHEME

SHELDON ISAACSON
MANAGER, CENTER FOR INFORMATION

AND ADVANCED TECHNOWE
KOOR INDUSTRIES LTD.

PLANNING A DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

SYNOPSIS

Thio paper suggests a documentation indexing system based on
Norphological Analysis coupled with selected Parameters (NAP).
This indexing, based on functions, boundary conditions, and
constraints, permits highly structured retrieval. This approach
uniquely classifies documents into discrete functional paths
permitting retrieval independent of discipline.
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Introduction

Today's rapid technological changes are producing new information and new
combinations of information crosslinking all scientific disciplines.
This information is highly structured. Most existing indexing and coding
systems exhibit low retrieval efficiency with highly structured inform-
ation. Perhaps one exception is the chemical field where the chemical
formulas serve to structure the information quite well.

For many years numerous renovned information scientists have suggested many
approaches to this problem at structuring information, such alp colon class-
ification, faceted systems, etc. Today, more than ever, these suggestions
are relevant. New applicatios for technical information, especially in
technical forecasting, advanced design and analysis and economic projections
foreshadow a trementious upsurge for structured technical information,
coupled with constraints, conditions and economics.

Economic constraints and cost-benefit analysis are having a tremendous impact
on selected technical situations. No longer is the first solution the most
important. It is the best solution that counts. It is most important to
have a coding system that extracts and presents this essential data from our
repc:ts. The pros and cons of such a system are examined in this report.

Past Experience

Aa a result of my practical experience with technical information center
users at various government, university and industry levels, my views on the
effectiveness of present-day coding systems have crystallized. For example,
some of the general types of information sought were:

1. Mat is the state of the art of Function X ?
2. Mat devices are available for performing Function Y ?
3. What are the specifications, operating conditions

and cost for System Z ?

The search for information - some highly mtructured - was usually carried
out by professional information specialists using existing techniques back-
ed by computer support.
Answers were supplied in the conventional manner; once in a while, however,
a cross-discipline solution or an alternative path would be suggested which
led to Rome unique solutions based on the function performed.

Functional Approach

Most information requests centered about specific functiohs within a
given discipline such as; detection, amplification, joinirg, mixing,
analysing, etc. Constraints regarding the function, such as cost per
function, operational and environmental criteria were desired but extremely
hard to retrieve. Figure 1 show. a typical matrix concerning
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performance of a function. In referring to function, constraint and boun-
dary conditions, we mean

Function - what is going to be performed ?
What will be the cost and what are the
limits of operation and environment ?

If available information could be coded in this manner, its usefulness as
well as its accessibility could be increased. Let us analyse some of today's
coding systems.

The shortcomings of most of today's indexing and claauification systems
lie in their inability to provide functional, highly descriptive data to
the users. The purpose of the classification system is to group similar
items together so that a suitable coding system may be devised for refe-
rencing these items.
In the UDC system, for example, automation equipment would be classed
under a variety oi headings:

620.1 Material Testing
621. 1/9 Machining Details
621.3 Eleutical Engineering
621.5 Pneumatic Energy
621.6 Fluid Distribution
621.8 Power Transmission, material handling, mecha-

nical fixing, attachment, lubrication
621.9 Tools, machine tools, maehinery

It has been said
I)

that each of these headings divide into 50 - 250
subheadings. UDC is too general to be applied to automation equipment.
Even with the sophisticated SDI Selective Dissemination of Information
system, using descriptors, there are shortcomings in that all fields have
to be coded to pick up the same function in any one discipline.

Discipline Crossover

Another factor to be considered is the impact of discipline crossover.
In the beginning the sciences were broken down into disciplines for
each field of saidy. Today these disciplines interact with each other in
various combinations, forming new disciplines, such as bioengineering,
magneto-hydro-dynamics, MUD, etc. This implies changes of search strategy
to find complete information in these emerging disciplines.

Another aspect of classification includes scale or level. We have in
mind the following levels - complete systems, subsystems, components,
parts or elements, materials, substances, atomic or subatomic levels.

1) A Classification of Standard Devices for Mechanisation/Automation of
Production Processes - W.T. Moodie, R.J. Sury

THE PRODUCTION ENGINEER, June 1969
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Morphologioal Analyais with Parameters

Communication of Technoloiv

If one asks oneself why we publish so much technical information, one may
answer it is to communicate scientific results so that we may advance
society as a whole. However, in order to accomplish this, we need to re-
trieve the data, interpret and understand it and apply it effectively.
This new knowledge should be made universally available, regardless of
which discipline developed it. One method of achieving this goal is to
employ functio...41 coding systems with discipline levels and boundary
conditions identified, utilizing morphological methods for deep indexing
of our technology.

Moroholoeical Method

The term Morphological Analysis was coined by Dr. Flax Zwicky. He sugges-
ted that, if one studies the features of any object (material or system),
its features can be described by a hypothetical Morphological Box. This
box would be composed of pigeonholes containing each feature. Zwicky
pointed out that this ordered analysis permitted full characterization of
known objects as well as characteristics of objects yet to be invented.
From this set of characteristics it is possible by permutation and combi-
nations to work out a complete system description. It is also my thesis
that this indexing system, coupled with boundary conditions, can fully
and accurately index our technical information.

Another aspect of the Morphological Method is that certain paths (solu-
tions) can be eliminated from retrieval by imposing laws of physics and
boundary conditions. Further refinements and selectivity can readily be
achieved,

If we take a problem that has many potential solutions, we usually analyse
the problem by breaking it down into its basic functions and generate
alternatives with parameters. Then, in finding the solution, we limit the
conditions and select the answers based on optimized parameters.

In the course of establishing the solution "matrix" we can arrive at all
potential solutions to a problem. This matrix becomes an indexing tool in
that it pinpoints discrete solution paths. The matrix can be used to index
technical articles describing a particular solution to the problem. Figure
2 shows the path from problem to solution via the functional parametric
route:

FROMM

AA %
A

7.;

A ..:::,14.401.UnMt

4?
A.. #

Figure 2
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IX Processing for Automation I

In order to illustrate the operation of the Morphological Analysis Para-
meter Information Coding scheme, we should examine a few typical systems.
Zwicky's method concerns the totality of all the solutionsof a given pro-.
blem. For example, if we were to examine possible propulsion power plants,
and if only.one specific device, method or system is asked for, this me-
thod immediately generalizes the inquiry to all possible devices, methods
or systems which provide the answer to a more generalized request. We can
also start out with the functions and parameters to establish the matrix.
Each partmetIr Pi will possess a member of Xi independent irreducible
values p , p pi. If one element is encircled in each functional ma-
trix and all the citcles connected, each resulting chain (isomorph) repre-
sents one possible solution of the original problem - this scheme of ma-
trices can be used to construct an N-dimensional morphological box. The
morphological method is an orderly way of looking at things and provides
a systematic perspective over all possible solutions of a given problem.

Figure 3 illustrates Chemical Propulsion Power Plants:

= Intrinsic a extrinsic chemically active mass

= internal a salmi Mont matron

intrimsk, extrinsic, and zero thmst seementation

= lok.nal, ratansl east alimentation

= positive and negative jots

2 .3 .4 nature of the emersion of ths clinical gamy in:3
6 ° r6 ' r mechanical @nem

p, . vsomm, sir, motor, earth

1 P1 , 14] = transitory, rotatory, oscillate", and No notion

Pi 41 = paean, 'liquid, solid stole of prosslint .

Zwicky remarks that
woWd n Ake possible

if k 2 x 2 x
1.1

= contrite= and intermittent "idiot

= sslf.lpitlng and not self-ipiting malls*

" this, if no internal contredictioms were present,

3x 2x 2x4x4x4x3i2x2 t=36,1164

Figure 3
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Morphological Analyst:8 with Parameters

If the totality of the paths was considered and no contradiction was
present, a possibility of 36,864 propulsion engines could be construc-
ted. However, internal restrictions and physically impossible combina-
tions reduce the number to 25,344 propulsion engines of which only 30
types exist today.
This system describes these engines - both those that exist now and
those that can exist. In addition to the basic operational parameters
cited, the specifications and environment factors can be considered,
as shown in Figure 4. Additionally, the cost factors can be included
to arrive at the best economic solution.

Speci

Envir

limn TO VALUE I* com .
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IX Processing for Automation - I

A simplified version of the morphological analysis dealing with the

electric clothes dryer was presented by Alger and Hayes, as shown in

Figure 5 below:

1 Air

Nitrogen

Oxygen

CO
2

OL AL

Rotating
Vertical

Lift and
Fall

Rotating with
Oscillation

. Rotating
Horizontal

(Tumbling)

------_.

Figure 5
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Morphological Analyeie with Parametere

A very detailed application of the Morphology Method was made on the OSCAT
2)

project dealing with the best processing route from an ironbearing feed-

stock (ore) to a shaped pure iron product.

The metallurgical operation of extracting metal from ore involves three

functions:

(1) Separation - extracting and purifying the metal values from the

gengue

(2) Reduction reducing the metal compound to metal

(3) Shaping forming the metal into useful shapes

One set of conditions is wet or dry processes:

Wet

Dry

- iron is always liquid or solid

- Vaporized as a volatile compound

(Only wet processes were considered).

A comprehensive list of separation methods is shown in Table 1.

Figure 6 shows the complexity of the problem and the network of alterna-

tives.
FEFDSTOCIC)

Comminution Pretreatment

Halogenation
CwbonytatIon

Su *nation
Aalemetion

Ewan*. le NOR

Workmen

Foamem

10

4": *Air Li
-47,1:::;1111.1:

m

Thema dm,*

LoOpeoela/Dleheis

rhatESOn

Ekildiemion

Prelan

c.mN00.

.0.0w I .a

Figure 6.

Leeching
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Crystalli:stion\
Precipitetion

filtration

tiljo '-';f- 1=0,7wiggol

Wimmaftutim

0 1 '.1$Pt thddation

.s1 ,,,,"14, Clathretion

Orgenommeltica

Sweating

Etiological leaching

Abeorpdon

1111FrAmetgamation

5 '7------- Ale
Zone melting ,

REDUC HON ( METAL) ELECTROLYSIS

2) A.V. Bridgewater M.Sc. Thalia, University of Astor in Birmingham, 1966.
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IX Processing for Automation - I

(Absorption G-L
Adsorption G-S, L-S
Amalgamation L-S
Biological leaching L-S
(Carbonydation G-L, G-S)
Centrifugation M G-L, G-S, L-L, L-S
Chromotography G-G, L-L
Clathration L-S
(Condensation G-L, G-S)
Crystallization L-S
Cyclone M G-L, G-S, L-L, S-S
Dialysis L-L
(Diffusion G-G)
Distillation G-L
Electrodialysis L-S
Electrolysis aqueous L-S
Electrolysis fused L-L, L-S
Electrophorosis L-S
Electrostatic separation M G-L, G-S, L-S, S-S
Evaporation G-L
Filtration M G-S, L-S
Flotation L-S
rluidization M G-S, L-S
Foam G-L
Gravity M G-L, G-S, L-L, S-S
(Halogenation (non-aqueous). G-G, G-L, G-S, S-S)
(Ion beam G-G)
Ion exchange L-L, L-S
Ion exclusion L-S
Leaching L-S
Magnetic separation M S-S
Organometallic O-L, L-L, L-S
Osmosis L-S
Oxidation G-G, G-L, G-S, L-L, L-S, S-S
Precipitation chemical G-S, L
Precipitation electrodeposition L-S
Precipitation electrostatic G-S, L-S
Production (chemical) G-G, G-L, G-S, L-L, L-S, S-S
Solvent eictraction L-L
(Sublimation G-S)
Sweating L-S
Thermal decomposition G-S, L-S, S-S
(Volatilization G-G, G-L, G-S)
Zone melting L-S
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Morphological Analysis with Parameters

Some processes are inherent aids (M) to other processes. Thus, the first
stage reduces down to 27 possible separation methods. The complete treat-
ment was broken down into 6 stages - complete permutations indicated:

27 Routes of Stage 1
729 " " Stage 2

19,683 " " Stage 3
531,441 " " Stage 4

14,384,907 " " Stage 5
387,420,489 " " Stage 6

Boundary -limitation: 1. Compatibility
2. Economics

What are the implications? First of all, over 387 million classes of pa-
pers could be written about ore reduction to final form, each describing
some particular route and each presenting an index point. If the boundary
conditions are defined, wet or dry process, starting state of metal, etc.,
this would provide a reduction of routes. Furthermore, if costs-benefits
are given per route, a tremendous fallout occurs, reducing the possible
routes still further. Figure 7 shows the convergence of routes as a function
of applying boundary conditions.

Figure 7
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IX Processing for Automation -

Each of theseapplications cite exact indexing points for complete retrieval
based on functional needs. The system provides for indexing of reports based
on theoretical system or systems yet to be invented. Precise retrieval is
possible, using this technique,

Coding System

One system proposed for coding the matrix is by functional parameters and
their variables.

PROPULSION (CHEMICAL)

P
11

21 21112 1111

P
11

indicating 11 parameters

and 21 ... 2 = K
2

2nd variable of parameter 1

111 = K
1

1st 2

The position of the number in the chain indicates the parameter. This code
can easily be handled by existing computer techniques.

Boundary Conditions

In addition to coding the functions and subfunctions, and their parameter
variations, it is necessary to code the boundary conditions. Some suggested
factors include:

A. Environment 1. Temperature
2. Humidity
3. Pressure

B. Dynamic Properties 1. Load
2. Strain
3. Stress
4. Strength

C. Mechanical 51 Physical Properties 1. Density
2. Weight
3. Elasticity
4. Size

D. Theoretical Concepts 1. Fatigue
2. Safety Factor

E. Economic 1. Cost Factors
2. Initial Cost
3. Operating Cost

These factors add a tremendous depth of value to the indexed technical re-
port. It allows one to determine the limits of a system, the cost per function
and to compare systems favorably with one another, independent of discipline.
This boundary condition coding also provides mote specifivity to the retrie-
val. In other words, given a set of boundary conditions, one could ask for all
solutions with emphasis on lowest cost.
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Morphological Analysie with Parameters

Complete Coding

In addition to MAP codes, there would be the boundary conditions codes for
each isomorph. These could be coded simply by letter, number and range
such as:

A - 1 - 50 C
2 - 50
3 - 100 PSI

B - 1 - 100,000 #

2 - 150,000
3 - 160,000
4 - etc.

Constraints on Authors

One of the negative factors of structural indexing is the constraint placed
on the authors in determining all these factors. Yet, on the other hand, this
deep indexing would force the the author to convey more information about
this subject, and would allow users to understand and analyse the report
more fully.

Rewards

If all documentation were coded in the same way, the users could readily
determine the effect of changes (isomorphs) and detnrmine the results, in
effect, using technical information as a system model.

The overall benefits would result in better communication of technology,
particulary across discipline boundaries. This would be especially true at
the device level where many dcvices perform the same basic functions, some
better than others, for example, the machining of metals can now be done:

mechanically
acoustically
chemically
thermally
optically etc.

The approach taken depends on the operating and boundary conditions.

Suggested Development of MAPICS

As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, MAPICS is only one approach
to skructural indexing. However, for this approach as well as the others,
certain development measures must be taken:

1. A 'functional thesaurus must be developed.
2. The boundary condition factors must be tabulated.
3. The system must be widely tested.
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Potential Benefits

If the system in its present or modified form proves useful for structural.
indexing, then certain benefits would be possible, such as:

1. Precise in-depth retrieval
2. Functional retrieval independent of discipline
3. Select'retrieval based on boundary condition limits
4. The ability to see "gaps in technology"
5. The ability to cross-fertilize disciplines by "gap filling" analogs
6. The abiWy to organize the development of a "function"
7. The ability to "predict" or "forecast" new technology based on possible

next steps
8. The ability to find wider applications for developed technology in

different disciplines
9. The aid to authors in preparing their papers for detailed coverage
10. The ability to'"see" small change effects on a total system
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THE NATIONAL SERIALS PILOT PROJECT

Tillie Krieger

SYNOPSIS

The Serials Pilot Project attempted to work out the
details in setting up a serials data base. Many of the
problems encountered resulted from variations in cata-
loging practice and rules. Some of the solutions are
suggested, together with a discussion of some of the
basic prOblems which have yet to be resolved.

Serial literature is one of the most important parts of a
library's collection and is indispensable to research in all areas
of knowledge. ttntrol of this type of publication has long been
of concern to libraries and to scholarly and research communities.

It is difficult to control because its data elements are mdbile,
tften independent of each other and require constant up-dating. A
serial is in a fluid state; it Changes to meet the needs of its
audience, the opinions of its editors and the desires of its pUb-
lishers. Each issue must be accounted for and estimates of the
nuMber of serial titles currently being published range upward from
250,000. Titles are often difficult to identify, describe and locate.

Background of the Project

The National Serials Pilot Project was undertaken to determine
the feasibility of establishing a National Serials Data Program.
The requirement for this system had been established by the
Information Dynamics Corporation study in 1965.

The three national libraries, i.e. Library of Congress (LC),
National Agriculture Library (NAL), and National Library of Medicine
(NLM), with the cooperation of the National Science Foundation,
the Council on Library Resources and the Joint Committee on the
Union List of Serials joined to implement the first phase of the
National Serials Data Program.
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IX Processing for Automation - I

Work on Phase I of the program was conducted by LC and resulted
in the MARC format for serials. Work on Phase II was to be more
detailed and procedural than that done in Phase I, which was largely
exploratory. Eadh of the national libraries had its own definition
of a serial and their practices of handling serials differed. A
decision was made to continue with Phase II outside the confines of
a particular library in order to be free of the policies and proce-
dures of a single institution.

Initial funds were furnished by NAL. The Association of Research
Libraries agreed to act as Executive Agent for the three libraries
and the National Libraries Task Force on Automation and Other Co-
operative Services provided policy guidance. An advisory committee
of librarians from across the country was appointed to advise the
National Serials Pilot Project.

Mr. Donald W. Johnson was engaged as the director in September
1969 and Phase II of the National Serials Data Program began.

Objectives and Goals

The objectives stated were:

1. To create a machine-readable file containing bibliographic
data on live serials in the fields of science and technology.

2. To produce a number of preliminary listings: a union list,
a list of titles held by the national libraries and a list of titles
not held by any of them.

3. To produce written reports detailing the findings of the
project: problems encountered, solutions attempted with the results,
and recommendations for future activities.

4. To develop files, techniques and procedures which would
demonstrate the feasibility of a national serials program and which
could then form the base for such a system.

The national libraries envisioned the possibility of using
compatible data bases for a number of purposes -- determining the
extent of their holdings, identifying gaps, locating items not held
by one of them as well as showing unnecessary duplication. It could
act as a basis for allocating resources and responsibilities among
them.

Data could be Obtained to assist in planning for effective
utilisation of their serial collections.

On a broader level it could increase the avnilability of the
world's scientific and technical serials both bibliographically and
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National Serials Pilot Project

physically. It could aid in the development of more effective and
efficient library networks and information systems It might-simplify
and expedite the processing of the literature and it would facilitate
the planning, evaluation, and direction of programs and projects
involving all of serial literature.

Among the users of the Program would be the national libraries,
all other interested libraries, individual users, pUblishers and
distributors of serials, and abstracting and indexing services. Such
a central store would allow the sharing of the results of intellectual
activity and minimize costs incurred in such a system.

The Base and Format Decisions are Agreed Upon

The Library of Congress agreed to re-write their MARC internal
processing programs in COBOL F, to provide source deeks and also to
provide temporary disc storage for Project data. The Project
utilized remote-access typewriter terminals CATS) which were linked
by telephone over ordinary commercial lines to the 360/40 at LC in
an on-line mode.

Each week the input data were to be read onto a magnetic tape
which was then to be processed on the NLM 360/50 in a one-batch-
per-week mode. For practical purposes then, the system was batch
mode.

The Union List of Scientific Serials in Canadian Libraries,
third edition, was selected as the source or base file. It was on
tape and available to the Project. It was a working system which
had gone through several editions. The form of entry was established
:According to the cataloging of a single library, and thus, had a
degree of uniformity.

An entry, as cleaned by the Cataloging Code, is the heading
under which a record of a bibliographic entif.y is represented in a
catalog or list, generally the altthor or title of the work.

The Canadian list had to be reformatted to the ATS output
format and from that stage converted to the MARC serials format. At
the time it was believed that the Canadian list could easily be re-
formatted. This turned out to be a false assumption. The structure
of the Canadian file had been devised many years ago and the file
characteristics were not known.

The reformatting took seven nonths to complete and, even then,
was not completely satisfactory. The MARC format is highly particu-
larized while the Canadian was less so, e.g. data elements were com-
bined in the Canadian list which were handled separately with MARC.
In a reformat program, one must be able to identify data elements in
the file being reformatted and equate them with data elements in the
file to be created. In this instant there was not a one-to-one
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IX Processing forAutomation - I

correlation between elements in the two formats. It was not possible
to break out the elements by computer. Going from the general to the
particular was not possible and each record required additional edit-
ing. In any event as time went on the reformatted file could not be
made accessible to the Project through its terminals because it was
on the NLM computer, to which the terminals were not connected.

The Project was the first group to make use of the MARC serials
format and since they were working in cooperation with LC, became
an effective field test for it.

The major decisions as to format and base were resolved in the
fall of 1969. In February of 1970 two librarians were added to the
staff, which until then had included only the director and his sec-
retary. /t was time to begin developing procedures and testing
theories.

Work Begins and Basic Problems Assert Themselves

While the reformatting of the base file was underway, another
list of titles which had been reformatted to the ATS output format
was made available. This was a list of serials indexed in Index
Medicus, a total of 2243 medical titles. The staff compared this
printout against the printed volume of the Canadian list. All titles
which were found would ultimately be entered into the Master file
via work on the Canadian list. Titles not on the list were to be
entered on a custom basis.

Approximately 275 titles were thus segregated and the process of
bibliographic verification, or searching began. /t was necessary to
search for and verify the various data elements for content and form.
This would lead to each bibliographic entity being described in a
unique way which would be identified in the same way on all lists
and in all files. Since the 275 titles were specific to medicine
it was not surprising to find that LC had records for only about one-
sixth of the titles. Once searching in two libraries had begun,
problems immediately arose.

The Task Force at this time directed that LC files were to be
considered prime authority and that all searching was to originate
there. The choice for entry, as well as the form of the entry were
'to be taken from LC files. Only if the title were not found in those
files were other sources to be used. It was hoped that this proce-
dure would result in an authoritative serials data base.

A Basic Problem: Entry

Since LC was considered to be prime authority and knowing that
they had the largest collection, it was assumed that the number and
degree of inconsistencies might be reduced. Other sources generally
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followed the examples set forth by LC.

Catalog rules, or the manner in which a bibliographic entity is
identified; were formulated for the purpose of making the content of
the collection available to readers. It serves its purpose best if
done according to an established system.

Various access points leading to material are the author(s), and
title(s). These are the entries. When one speaks of an entry there
are really two facets to the term and each should be considered
separately.

The first deals with the manner in which the entry is represen-
ted, which rules to follow so that a consistent approach may be
followed and a manner of representation stylized. The second facet
concerns itself with the ordering of these entries so that the main,
or primary entry may be identified and given special status.

A "main" entry is the fundamental or primary heading under.which
a record is represented in a catalog. The concept has meanigewhen
one wishes to make a single entry listing, where each itemairbe
represented only once. It has meaning when one wishes to produce a
catalog card. The concept loses that meaning in a machine file where
a list can be specified in any order from a single input. Yet the
rules which govern the basic records from which the machine file is
built cannot be ignored.

Throughout the history of cataloging the method of determining
the main entry has changed. When a change in the main entry occurs,
be it author or title, the work has been re-cataloged. A change in
a secondary or added entry might involve up-dating, an easier and
less costly procedure than re-cataloging.

Since the Project used the results and decisions of cataloging
procedures to enter the material into the machine file, conflicts
developed over the need to re-catalog which meant a new record, or
the need to up-date. This leads to the subject of successive vs.
consolidated entries, about which more will be said later.

The problem regarding the form or representation of the entry
has not been consistently followed in each of the libraries. In
1967 the Anglo-American Cataloging Code was issued and shortly there-
after adopted. This involved a new approach and led to a different
type of representation. An example:

old rules-- American Library Association. PrIlt.c Library
Association. Armed Forces Librari7:ns
Military Library Standards Committee.

7Lit. under
new rules-- Public Library Association. Military Lib7:ary

Standards Committee.
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This is only one of the variations possible when working with the new %
rules as opposed to the old rules. Yet the catalogs in all libraries
show the effects of various rules and rule changes over many years.

The decision to accept LC also meant accepting their policy of
"superimposition". This means that if the library has already estab-
lished a form for an author, personal or corporate, it will continue
to use that form. It will continue to use that form even for new
works produced by that body. Should the body change its name, which
would involve cataloging a new work, then the newly done work would
be represented according to the latest rules. All names new to the
library's collection would be formulated according to the latest
rules while previously established names would continue under older
forms.

This results in having at least two sets of rules in a single
data base. The only way of reconciling the difference is to develop
an authority file in the new serials data base.

An authority file would establish the form used, variations to
that form would be entered into the file with a guide to the form
selected:

I.S.L.I.C.
see

Israel Society of Special Libraries and Information Centres

An authority file enlarges the possibility of locating the desired
material regardless of the approadh of the user and does not require
that he know the rules being employed at any time.

An authority file built at the same time as the master file of
serials would permit the most consistent file, as well as one which
can be drawn from as it is being built. It cannot be built prior to
the file upon whiCh it is based since there is no way of judging
what will be needed. It can be built later, but this would involve
looking at records a second time, a more costly procedure. Errors
which have been made in the absence of such a file might never be
detected.

If there is not time, or money, to build a complete file with
its necessary adjuncts now, how will there be time to go back and
build what is needed and correct the errors made in the meantime?

The MARC serials format attempts to work with the identifying
elements of the particular.work. It does not include an authority
file: it does not preclude the use of one.

Very early in the life of the Project, mr. Johnson recognized
that an authority file would have to be built. He suggested at that
time that each record carry its own authority. Once searching began
it became apparent that this would lead to an extremely large file
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and not be as efficient as one would like.

The Pilot Project was Charged with the responsibility of listing
material as they found it. They had neither the means, staff, nor
the authority to change or up-date what they found. They were to
present the problems to the Task Force.

Resolution of Other PrOblems

The manner in which other data elements were found presented
inconsistencies for which the Project developed procedures. These
included:

Mbdified letters (diacritical marks)
Capitalization
Language of Place and Volume designations
Holdings information

Modified Letters'

Some of the sources checked contained diacritical marks, others
did not. Some sources had a variable approadh. The staff did not
always recognize when the marks had been eliminated and the file
being produced has at least as different languages represented. The
Project people discussed the variations found and the fact that the
Project was employing three machines, each of which had a different
Character set. They reasoned that the marks originated as sounding
devices and questioned the need for them. Checking for each language
would have involved much time and cost. They concluded that elimi-
nation of all modifications would be the most useful, since it would
be consistent.

Capitalization

The Task Force requested that the output be in upper and lower
case. The sources of bibliographic data are inconsistent but no
rules for capitalization have been developed whiCh the Project could
employ. This led to the acceptance:and transmission of data as
they were found.

Language of Place and Volume Designations

Place and volume designations varied. At times they were in the
vernacular, or the language of the material; and at times in English
regardless of the language of the piece. It was not always possible
to locate the form in each of the many languages The English form
was easily determined. The serials were not readily accessible and
one could not assume what they carried. The decision was made to
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enter uniformly place and volume designation in the English form.

Holdings Information

An important objective of the Project was the inclusion of.
holdings. When holdings were easily available, such as on the Index
Hedicus list which included detailed holdings for each title, tEgi--
were included. Checklists were sent to the libraries to indicate
what titles were contained in the Project Master File, and such
holdings as were provided were entered.

At time the holdings were entered in detail and at times in a
code which indicated the fullness of the holdings. By means of the
code developed by the Project it would be possible to know if the
holdings were unknown, complete or substantially so, incomplete, held
for a limited time, or if received but not held.

Entering holdings on a detailed or specific level would require
constant up-dating and a continuous inventory on the part of the mem-
ber libraries. It would not be possible for all of the participating
libraries to up-date in a constant manner, nor would it be possible
for the system to enter such data. The increase in file space would
be prohibitive even if only a few libraries were to be represented.

It might, however, be possible perhaps for the local members of
a network to carry holdings in a more detailed fashion while the
national data bank listed only the code for a library indicating it
held a particular title.

Successive vs. Consolidated Entry Approach

A consolidated approach to the cataloging of serials means that
the serial is cataloged under the latest title with the complete
history of the serial included in the notes. This approach is also
referred to as the "entity" approach.

Successive entry cataloging does not involve re-cataloging each
time a serial changes its name. Each distinctive title is cataloged
with a note made to indicate the immediate predecessor and successor.
More items are cataloged, but fewer and less complex notes are
required. Also, fresh cataloging is simpler than re-cataloging as
would be the case with a consolidated approach.

The MARC format for serials can handle either approach equally
well. Looking forward to the probability that a Standard Serial
Number (SSN) would be affixed to each distinctive title,the Project
took the successive entry approach. Each title was entered as a
separate record with machine links established so that the entire
history of a serial could be represented as a bibliographic chain.
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Standard Serial NuMbering Experiment

The Project was not-Charged with the responsibility for working
out details for an SSN proposal. But a complete serials data system
would include an SSN. The format allows a tag for the use of one
which will be used when the details have been worked out. The Project
used a tag designated as a Local System Number. Building a number
based on the ANSI approved SSN, they used the number to experiment
with the linkage structure within the format. Links can be made to
preceding, succeeding and all associated records.

Up-dating

Due to the temporary nature of the Pilot Project, no attempt
was made to organize an up-dating procedure. Any continuing project
would have to make provision for this aspect of maintaining the
files. As a network comes into being and develops the up-dating
procedures would be developed and strengthened. The Project could
not undertake this area of development.

Procedures of the Project

The period from September 1969 to November 1970 was largely
spent in learning the nature of the materials with which they
worked and in developing procedures.

The procedures used to gather data were, in the main, simple.
The bibliographers began by using the Canadian list as the base, and
choosing a live title, would examine the various records in the files
at LC. They would photocopy the catalog card when one was available,
or copy the information they found. When necessary, they would seek
additional information in other files.

The editing procedures whieh followedventailed indicating the
tags, indicators, delimiters, subfield codes and filling out the
fixed field data required by MARC. All information was entered
according to the MARC serials format and the MARC editing manual,
with certain additions made by the Project staff.

The ATS operator would then enter the data into storage. The
work would be revised and corrected and held. Once a week all of
the work done that week would be sent to queue. The data was de-
queued and transferred to magnetic tape. The tape would be picked
up at LC and taken to the computer at NLM for processing. The
additional material would then be added to the .Project Master Pile.

Specialised diagnostic listing were then produced, complete
with error messages. These would be gone over in the office and'
errors corrected. Procedures for correcting the file have been in-
cluded in the program padkage.
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A programmer joined the staff in September 1970 and the work of
completing the programs and providing the documentation went forward
rapidly.

Prom November 1970 until the end of the Project, June 1971, the
time was spent in attempting to go into the demonstartion stage. This
led to a substantial amount of file building. Two editors and an ATS
operator were added to the staff. A second port to the LC computer
was made available.

The 275 titles from Index Medicus resulted in a file of over
400 records as associative titles were found and included. As each
record was searched all previous and succeeding titles as well as
supplements were also searched and added to the file.

It was with these related records that the Project was able to
establish and test procedures involving the linkages provided by
MARC.

Major concepts were stated in the formation of the Pilot Project.
Working with the details has produced refinement in those expecta-
tions. The technical feasibility of the initial program has been
proved.

Mr. Johnson has just completed his final raport, and this
report, together with the systems flow-charts, documentation and
procedure manuals 'provide greater detatl than were available at the
time of this Writing.

Solutions to the basic problems must be arrived at before work
proceeds. The problem of entry and the consideration of the forma-
tion of an authority file might well be solved if a small group of
individuals, faced with the immediacy of the problem, and each with
a knowledge of serials cataloging and computer technology could be
formed to work out the details and make the necessary decisions.

The capability is here, the need is felt, may we now expect the
decisions?
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THE COMPUTER AND THE M.I.T. LIBRARY

Myer M. Kessler
Assoc. Director, Libraries; Director, Technical Information Program (TIP)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

SYNOPSIS

The COmputer Applications Division of the M.I.T. Library sup-
port. a Technical Information Program (TIP) that is engaged
in the design and operation of computer facilities to serve
the information needs of the teaching and research community
an our campus. TIP is a general data and text management
ubsyetem which serves an a tool for search, retrieval, edi-
ting, formatting and general manipulation of organized files
such as data, bibliographic lists and mixtures of text and
numeric information.

In.the past three years an information system has been operational at MIT which was
origimally designed with a considerable experimental component in mind. We were not
constrained by the requirement that it be useful immediately.

After the period of experiaentation and design, the system as of two and one-half
or threa years ago, was imbeded in a rather mature computer and communications network
bn the MIT caipue. We were operational entirely on the ttee sharedremote access system
-known to some of you as the MAC system. It was a central computer with some 250 or 300
toneoles distributed largely in offices, laboratories, and dormitories around the MIT
Campus, although there were several, a dozen or so, in people's homes and two or three

in other cities. Largely, it waa a computer communications network on the MIT campus.
This vas a generalized computer facility. That is, it was not designed or intended
primarily for information purpose.. It was intended for education, for research, for
program writing, and computing.

On this system, we constructed the additional function of information access and
to begin with we used as our experimental medium what is a rather sizeable data base
in the physicvlitarature. I will not describe it to you except to say that it con-
sisted of titles, authors and the usual informaticra needed for access.plue some rather
unique feature..

At any rate, considerable prior experimention by us and by some outside judges
convinced us that oni could do a respectable job of on-line retrieval and of an inter-
active mode available to the users., So the computer environment was a time-shared
remote access system without a public and private memory sector. The literature was

well beyond the critical size; that ié, five years of physics literature, of some
40 or 50 journals. The langu4ge of interaction was natural language, fairly convenient
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for us. It did not require any programming experience and people took it very well.
The in-put out-put machinery was largely a typewriter console although we had about
a dozen or so cathorayscopes in various places.

The MIT community is quite different from many of the customary user communities
in that it is a University community, rather similar in size and function to the
Weizmann Institute or the Technion but with important differences. MIT, although it
is an engineering and science school, is somewhat different, somewhat broader in its

educational policy. We do have a school of music, for example. We have philosophy

and literature, economics and so on.

Second, MIT is essentially an educational institution and everything is directed
at that. Even the research that goes on at MIT has a very large educational component
so that our measure of success had to include student participation in the system.

The other important factor is the method of payment. From the beginning we deci-

ded that at least for a while the payment scheme would be that of the partial subsidy;
the setting of the system, the design, its maintenance and the services of data base
will not be pro-rated and charged to the customer. The only thing that the user
would pay for would be to pay for incremental costs of the actual time used in his
interaction. So it was not free to the user but he did not by any means pay the entire
cost of the system.

When this was first presented to the MIT community, we were in a state of great
euphoria because it looked as if the world was going to beat a path to our door. Lit-

erally hundreds of people used it, including students, but it turned out - it was
obvious within three months - that there was a great novelty effect in the thing, and
that the user population was beginning to thin out and within six months we settled to
a much smaller incidence of users, which gave us some bad moments. But, on the other

hand, this small curve is beginning to grow slowly. So the on-line response was

rather satisfactory.

However, it became clear within six months and in fact this has been reinforced
in the past two years, that in the on-line use of the system what we expected did not
happen, and some very surprising things did happen in the user behavior pattern.

We thought that there would be a lot of interactive manipulation of the literature,
and we all had plans and expectations for on-line interaction and man-machine inter-
action. I don't know whether that is a local situation and to what extent it will be
repeated in other places, but thia did not happen in our case. What happened wad that
.the user very soon discovered that his needs don't change from month to month; that
after a period of experimentation he can design a fairly acceptable and satisfactory
profile, or method of inquiry and that it doesn't change at all. The user finds him-
self asking the same questions month after month as new data is loaded. He very soon
learned that it doesn't pay to sit at the computer. The facilities are available to
leave a standing order, so to speak, in the computer and every month as the new
literature is loaded, it is swept through these various profiles and whatever matches
the profile is merely deposited in the private memory of the particular user, and he
can go away for six months and find the answers in his private file.

Intimate interaction with the literature did not happen and I should say this was
universal. It was obvious within six months that people will not sit and converse
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with the literature, and the mode of operation is tending in the direction of SDI,
although to be sure there is no human interaction. The profiles are designed and
adjusted and manipulated by the users.

As thls went on, it became clear that it is too expensive to maintain long back-
logs of literature for retroactive searches because physicists did not use is much,
and so we removed the bulk of the literature from the storage, from the direct access,
but we announced to our people that any time they want to make an retroactive search,
we will load the tapes and I must report to you that in two years we have not had a
single request to do that. In chemistry, on the other hand, there is considerable
call for retroactive information. But the physicists behave as if there is no history.

Now, other things began to appear. Immediately word came to us from the users:
"look here,every month I am getting a response from the computer. I don't want to be
receiving these little print-outs. I want to save the results on my own private
memory and merge the monthly retrieval results as they come along." And this was an
on-line interaction. We did not do it for the customers. We said, very well, we
will develop a merge program and you do it yourself. And so the users began to accu-
mulate a private library of their own consisting of the results of the monthly
retrievals from the general literature.

The next request went something like: "very well, we now have results of retrieval
from the generally available line. However, we go to conferences, we speak to people,
we get letters, we have some information sources that come to us froa other roads,
from other channels. We want to incorporate those information sources into the re-
sults of our monthly retrieval or monthly SDI." So we had to develop simplified in-
put techniques, editing techniques, up-dating, so that now the user could not only
accumulate the results of his SDI retrieval on the computer but he could also add
information, documents or even comments that came to him from other sources and in-
corporate that into his file.

What you see here is a trend for every user to develop a private library, inde-
pendent of what iv in the central library.

The next tendency that we noted has great implications, and.that was the use of
the computer as a communications device rather than as a text manipulating device.
In the field of physics, for example, there are at NIT at least a dozen groups working
on various aspects of solid state physics, who said to themselves: "let's get together
and merge all our accumulated information and get rid of the duplicates and create
a sort of grand NIT file on solid state physics." This is a communication device b,-
cause in a sense they published a bibliography for the small audience of the MIT solid
state physicists.

This is the way the on-line experience grew, rather than through intense, intim-4.z:
interaction with the literature. It grew in the direction of information manipulat..m,
editing, sorting, adding, merging, rather than in an intensive search.

Other things happened as time went on. It occurred to people that a text handl,1
program such as we developed for information handling, can be used for other pul.p.
And so a professor of physics, who also happened to be the associate dean of tilt.: . .tte

school, said to himself: "if I can have a list of physics articles and retrieve
want, why can't I alao use the same program to have a list of graduate studelt.
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details - age, name, department and so on, and use the same program for retrieving
that. Requests came to us to generalize our programs, to handle things other than
what we would ordinarily call document information because there are many files of
information that are structurally or formally very similar. For example, the list of
all the buildings at MIT and all their facilities, how many elevators, how many class-
rooms and so on. Formally that file is not different from the list of all the arti-
cles in some field of physics, and this has led to a broader and broader use of the
program and more and more requests to expand the facilities. For example, the use
of our retrieval program in non-literature search led to requests that we supply
some primitive means for numeric analysis, e.g., to get the average of the salaries
of professors or the average age of students. And so into our system went some minor
arithmetic capacity.

The surprise was in the use of the on-line; it did not develop in the direction
that we expected, the intimate search and manipulation of the literature files, but
rather in the sorting and arranging and formatting of information, adding new informa-
tion, merging and so on. This is what saved the system from extinction, because had
we insisted that the user must sit and interact witt the literature, I have a feeling
that would not have happened and the system would not have gained acceptance.

I should add one more expansion of the system, in two directions. Within the
university, there are many disciplines that do not have national services, for example,
musicology. We have to provide facilities for day to day file creation, editing, and
formatting of these smaller enterprises whose needs are nevertheless to be satisfied
in a university. We have been asked to do text analysis, such as frequency of words,
word associations and so on,rather than retrieval. What I am describing here is a total
system, the same set of programs built in such a way that they can be put together
to perform various functions. This generalization of functions, their broadening,
contributed to the acceptance of our system.

We are using the same text management system in the area of library management,
acquisitions, serial control and so on. Here again there was an ppansion of utiliza-
tion because acquisitions in the library, is really 90% what business managers call
purchasing; if you develop a system that handles library acquisition of books, the
same system can be used to manage the buying of chalk and erasers and pencils and
papers.

This is the road we took to broaden the functional utility of the system in order
to make it economically feasible.

The system now is operational and it is beginning to look as if its initial goal,
which was to provide an information retrieval system is at least economically a by-
product of many other functions, that are really supporting the system financially,
and we are in a way getting a free ride in the matter of information retrieval.

We are now in the process of getting on to the third generation computer, so I
have gone through the agonizing experience of writing programs, developing systems
and getting them going, three times. The computer industry and the computer engineers
keep telling us that the next generation of the computer will be cheaper, faster',
bigger - especially cheaper. It is obvious to everybody except those people who use
computers that they are right. For the user of the computer, it takes two years to
develop n functioning system on a new computer - the programming, the arrangements,
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the management aspect, the introduction to the user population. That is a costly
enterprise. And although it is clear that in some of the newer computers, given a
three-year setting up period, the subsequent life will be more comfortable and cheaper
and faster, the fact is that after three years, they will come and say, we now have a
new one. We no sooner develop a comfortable environment in a computer and start
profiting from its capability, then the industry introduces a new set'of computers
and we have this initial, costly, painful and annoying work all over again. I think
we have come to the state where we must say, no, we will not accept new hardware. We
have a set of problems that are facing us that can very well be solved and observed
with the old hardware and the problems that I am talking about are educational - I
don't want to use the word sociological because it's been used a great deal - it is
the human configuration that has to be built into the computer and that cun very
well be done on the second generation computer. We need not go to the third. We
are going to live with this computer for some time and we will resist very strongly
afiy attempt from the computer engineers - and at MIT they are a sizeable lobby -
from enticing us to a better, faster, cheaper machine, after this.

We want to stabilize this aspect of the problem because there are many others

that have to be looked at.

Another problem that is very serious is the multiplicity of the data. This has
been referred to again and again. At MIT, chemistry abstracts, physics abstracts,
Euratom are all showering us with data bases. There is a great deal of duplication.
Then a group of three or four professors comeaand they say, "look here, we are
starting a new program in ecology. Everybody is excited about the quality of life
and MIT should do something about it. The students are demonstrating, protesting.
There is money in ecology." What is the data base for ecology? Chemistry, physics,
engineering, economics, politics, aesthetics, everything.

How can I respond to this type of need? What has happened is that this has be-
come a national problem and sure enough there is a group in Raleigh, North Carolina
that is going through all these various data bases, and making a tape called ecolo-
gical abstracts. This simply cannot work. What is happening is that we are constantly
repackaging the same data bases. Perhaps we have to develop a technology of review
writing, of collections of papers, and present that to the user. population rather
than the raw data of abstracts and indices.

The other lesson that we have learned is that although MIT is a sizeable scienti-
fic community, it is not large enough to support many rather obvious and useful appli-
cations. The scaling factor is such that we cannot possibly run an economically
self-sufficient application if we apply ourselves to MIT alone. For example, the
manipulation of the census tapes which was completed in 1970 is a huge complex of
data. Sociologists, economists, etc. are very much interested in it, but at MIT
perhaps 50 people want to use it and the cost of processing it is huge and simply
cannot be done on a local basis. We must regionalize a great many of our activities.

In the States we find th6t the choice of the regional group is very sensitive;
we are experimenting with conglomerates, such as Harvard, MIT and the Boston group
of universities. There is a beginning of that.
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ACCESS - AUTOMATION PROGRESS AT THE ARGONNE CODE CENTER*

M. K. Butler, C. Harrison, Jr., and William J. Snow
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, U.S.A.

SYNOPSIS

The Argonne Code Center serves as a central information agency
and depository for computer programs primarily in the areas of
nuclear physics, and reactor design, engineering, and operation.
ACCESS, an acronym for Argonne Code Center Exchange and Storage
System, identifies the information storage and retrieval system
designed to automate the Center's operation. Implementation of
ACCESS is on the Laboratory's IBM 360/75 computer.

I. The Argonne Code Center

In 1960, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, in response to a proposal by the
Mathematics and CompUtation Division of the American Nuclear Society, approved the
establishment of a central information agency and computer program library at
Argonne National Laboratory. Membership of the Division, consisting mainly of
physicists, nuclear engineers, mathematicians, and computer scientists, desired a
formal center for the collection and transfer of information on computer programs
of common interest. The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission viewed the Center as a
means of maximizing its investment in computer program research and development,
and at Argonne the facility was established as an extension of the Applications
Program Library within the Applied Mathematics Division. Today, while the Center
remains within this Argonne division, it is a separately-funded activity of the
Reactor Physics Branch of the USAEC Division of Reactor Development and Technology,
with a European counterpart at the Euratom Research Center in lspra, Italy, spon-
sored by the European Nuclear Energy Agency.

The Center has two products the computer program abstract and the program
"package." The abstract describes a computer program, the problem it is intended
to solve, the machine hardware required, and the material contained in the program
package available upon request from the Center. The package consists of the
material required to effectively transfer the program to another installation,

perhaps even to a different computer configuration. It includes the computer
source deck, run deck, sample problem, data libraries, auxiliary or adjunct routines,
and the traditional documentation, such as the computer program report, user's

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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manual, and programmer's manual. A program abstract often describes mere than one
program package since the library collection includes separate program packages for
each machine version of a program. The programs in the library are identified by
accession number and classified into problem categories according to the type of
problem they were created to solve. The current collection contains 306 programs
distributed among 18 problem categories as shown in Table 1. These programs repre-
sent a total of 432 program packages maintained and distributed by the Center.

Number
Classification Category Identification and Definition of Programs

A. Cross section and resonance-integral calculations 29

B. Spectrum calculations, generation of group constants,

lattice and cell problems 44

C. Static design studies 43

D. Depletion, fuel management, cost analysis, and reactor
economics 36

E. Space-independent kinetics 11

F. Space-time kinetics, coupled neutronics-hydrodynamics-
thermodynamics and excursion simulations 14

G. Radiological safety, hazard and accident analysis 19

H. Steady-state and transient heat transfer 21

I. Deformation and stress distribution computations,struc-
tural analysis and engineering design studies 27

J. Gamma heating and shield design problems 13

K. Total systems analysis 1

L. Data preparation 7

H. Data management 7

N. Subsidiary calculations 5

0. Experimental data processing 13

P. General mathematical and computing system routines 12

Q. Radiation effects 2

Z. Nuclear data 2

Total 306

Table 1. Argonne Code Center Library by Problem Classification,
AND-7411 Supplement 5

Th activity of the Argonne Code Center can be treated in three parts: infor-

mation service, computer activities, and cooperative efforts. In carrying out this
three-part program, the Center staff is supported by a network of "cooperative instal-
lation" representatives at participating USAEC laborstories, interested universities,
USAW-contracting institutions, and industril organisations. Each cooperating
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The Argonne Code Center

inetallation designates a repreeentative to serve as liaison with the Center. These
repreeentatives relay information to the Center concerning programs or requests orig-
inating within their installation and apprise colleague. of the Center's program
collection and operating procedure..

Information service, provided by the Center include the preparation, editing,
and publication of the program abetracts, the answering of technical inquiries on the
program collection its nee and computer implementation, the compilation of computer
program bibliographies, and the reproduction and dissemination of the program pack-
age.. Over 5000 program packages, or portions thereof, have been distributed since
the Center was organized. A histogram of the yearly distribution statistics through
fiecal 1970 appears as Figure 1.

1000

600

200

741

485

848

907

816

Through 6/30/65 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Fiscal Year

Figure 1. Number of Program Packages Distributed, 1962-70

Computer activitiee encompass the review and assimilation into the library of
the computer-media portion of the program package, the tenting, evaluation, and main-
tenance of the program collection, and automation of the Center's operation through
the design and implementation of ACCESS. The collection ie compoeed of program pack-
ages offered the Center by author. or inetallation repreeentativee, programs sub-
mitted in compliance with USAEC-contract provieions, thoee obtained from the ENEA
Computer Programme Library through international agreement, and thou solicited by
the Center to meet outetanding or anticipated requeete. The volume of program

acoieition activity ie indicated in Table 2.
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Fiscal
Year

Argonne Code
Center Programs

ENEA Computer
Programme

Library Programs Total

1962
1963
1964

41
40
48

41
40
48

1965 39 14 53

1966 87 16 103
1967 52 43 95

15.968 87 34 121
1969 65 34 99

1970 105 10 115
564 151 715

Table 2. Number of Program Packages Contributed to the Center, 1962-1970

Cooperative efforts cover activities of joint interest undertaken with the par-
ticipating installation representatives, the Mathematics and Computation Division of
the ANS, or the ENEA Library. In the past, these efforts have included publication
of a cooperating installation computer facilities handbook' and a benchmark problem
report,2 preparation of documentation guidelines3 and recommended programming prac-
tices for computer program exchange, and collaboration on program testing and stan-
dardization of library interchange procedures. These, and the other activities of
the Argonne Code Center, were described in a paper presented last year at the
International Atomic Energy Agency's Symposium on Handling of Nuclear Information.

4

II. ACCESS - An Overview of the System

In mid-1967, when Argonne National Laboratory put into operation an IBM 360/50-75
system with large on-line storage capacity and terminal editing capabilities, plans
were made to automate the assimilation and distribution of the computer-media portion
of the program packages and the maintenance of the extensive magnetic tape library.
Preliminary specifications for ACCESS were laid out in November of 1967, incorporating
statistical and record-keeping functions of the Center along with the library automa-
tion. The system as designed provides storage, retrieval, modification, and display
facilities for information utilized in the operation of the Center and the performance
of Center services. Due to funding limitations implementation of the system was
delayed almost two years; programming started in 1969 and progress to date is reported
in this paper. The Laboratory computer configuration on which the system is being
built is shown in Figure 2.

Any computerized information storage and retrieval system consists bttaically of
two components: the stored information, or data base, and the computer programs
written to create, update, manipulate, and retrieve this information. ACCESS contains
six interrelated but dissimilar data bases:

1. requests to the Center for computer programs;
2. statistics maintained by the Center on program package transmittal;

3. a directory, or table of contents, of the Center's program package library;
4. descriptive abstracts of the library collection;
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IX Processing for Automation - I

5. library program packages including such items as the source program,
object or "run" program, input data for a sample problem execution,
auxiliary library data and routines;

6. information on cooperating installations or recipients of library programs,
such as hardware facilities, mailing address, library program
holdings, and selective dissemination of information (SDI) profile.

Four of these are split into two segments a "current" segment and a "history"
segment to increase the efficiency of the system and to provide an archival facility
at reduced cost using off-line rather than on-line devices for information storage.

The system is programmed as a collection of modular programs, each written to
perform a specific task utilizing one or more of the data bases. A single program
or sequence of programs, or tasks, may be executed at run time. Three types of
modules exist in ACCESS. These are identified as the file construction and mainte-
nance modules, the file editing or report-generating moudles, and the special func-
tion or task modules. This last type includes many program modules written to
automate existing manual or semi-automatic Center procedures, such as the preparation
of the semiannual supplements to the compilation of program abstracts published by
the Center.5 kstandard ACCESS vocabulary consisting of file-maintenance and report-
generating verbs and data-identifier nouns has been defined and is used throughout
the system. The commands ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, and PRINT direct the updating and
checking of the data bases while the verbs SELECT, ORDER, and EDIT provide the
retrieval and editing capabilities. FINIS is used universally to terminate a command
string. Data identifiers such as NUM for library accession number, NAM for the pro-
gram or installation title, CAT for the problem classification or distribution
category, ITM for the file entry's item identification, and KEY for SDI keyword or
Boolean keyword-combination are invoked with these verbs to update data bases and to
prepare publications, reports, and transmittal labels. Few commands are required with
the function modules, where programmed conventions and default options are applied;
however, the two general terms OVERRIDE and SPECIAL have been adopted to overide
programmed conventions when required and to permit substitution of input data for file
information on a temporary basis.

A schematic diagram of ACCESS is presented in Figure 3 and a description of the
system data bases is given in the following section.

III. The ACCESS Data Bases

As noted earlier, ihe six data bases while interrelated are quite dissimilar in
structure and size. Before proceeding with a description of each of the six individ-
ual data bases, a look at the over-all system data base characteristics is in order.
By far, the largest data base in terms of storage requirements is the program package
collection; it is also one of those most frequently accessed. Four of the six data
bases have both current and history segments. In each case, the history segment has
been designed for retention on magnetic tape. The two remaining, the request and the
statistics files, do not contain archival data. Accompanying each data base is a
directory containing the pointers and other control information used by the program
modules to access selected entries, or particular items within file entries, to ex-
pedite the information retrieval function. Tha program modules utilize the structure
definition provided by the PL/1 programming language to accomplish this. Table 3
imarises the estimated maximum data base storage requirements for the system and
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IX PPocessing for Automation - I

for each of the individual files, and indicates the size of each established file at
this time. To date, no effort has been made to create either the request or statis-
tics data base; this will be undertaken when the package file is established.

Identi-
fication

DATA BASE

Est.

STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

DEVICEContents

Maximum Implementation

Entries Ras Entries Bytes

REQ Unanswered and in-
complete requests

2,000 724K - - IBM 2314

STA Transmittal
statistics

4,000 896K IBM 2314

TOC* Directory of pro-
gram package
collection

2,000 240K 432 52K IBM 2314

ABS* Program abstracts 1,000 7,200K 306 2203K IBM 2314

PKG* Program packages 2,000 300,000K 6 720K IBM 2314"

IBM 2321

CIR* Coop installations 500 121K 105 30K IBM 2314
Other recipients 680 128K 678 127K
Library holdings 18,000 144K 5,000 65K

*
History segments of these files reside on magnetic tape.

Table 3: ACCESS Data Base Storage Requirements

The request (REQ) data base was designed to replace a manual "pending" file
71intained in the Center office. The Center receives, in addition to the routine
requests for copies of material in the library collection, queries on the availabil-
ity of programs known only by title or by citation, and requests for information on
nonlibrary programs. In such cases the staff attempts to locate the appropriate
program and to obtain the information, or the program, desired. The ACCESS request
file is set up to accommodate as many as 2000 pendins program requests and queries
at any time. It is a fixed-format file, structured to permit as many as 11 informa-,
tion items for each entry. These information items are:

1. request number,
2. date of entry, .-
3. cooperating or requesting installation identification,
4. program package identifliation,'
5. package contents symbols,
6. override option codes,
7. special requester's name,
8. address option codes,
9. special address information,
10. special transmittal instructions, and
11. Center comment or miscellaneous information.

Both items 1 and 2 are assigned automatically at the time the request is entered into
the file.
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The statistics (STA) data base takes up where the request file leaves off. When
a request is filled, the request file entry is transferred to the STA file with the
date of transmittal appended as an additional information item. Present plans call
for entries in this data base over two years old to be purged annually. Archival in-
formation will not be stored in this detail. The data base is maintained for two
purposes to provide the facility to check recent transmittal activity to eliminate
filling of duplicate requests and to provide summaries of transmittal statistics for
Center reports.

Data bases 3 and 4, the table of contents (TOC) and program.abstracts (ABS) files,
were originally maintained as punched card files to expedite a semiautomatic prepara-
tion of the Center's Compilation of Program Abstracts report.5 The fixed-format struc-
ture of these files follows the publication format. The TOC data base permits up to
2000 current entries; each entry consisting of 120 characters. The first 80 characters
are the original card format and contain the following information items:

1. a tag indicating BCD or EBCDIC code,
2. a tag indicating restricted or unrestricted distributiOn,
3. program accession number,
4. program name and description,
5. machine identification,
6. programming language designation,
7. package contents symbols,
8. a tag indicating whether or not transmittal is via magnetic tape, and
9. problem classification category.

Characters 81 through 120 of each TOC entry are allocated for pointers and control
information relating to the contents of the corresponding program package entry.

The ABS file has an entry for each program and the current ABS segment allows a
maximum of 1000 entries. Abstracts containing fewer than 7200 characters are stored
in one section of the file; those longer than 7200 characters are stored in another
section. Presently, this data base contains 306 entries and the.average entry length
is 5760 characters. The 17 information items correspond to the published abstract
items as defined in reference 3; these are:

1. program name,
2. machine identification,
3. nature of physical problem solved,
4. method of solution,
5. restrictions on the complexity of the problem,
6. typical running time,
7. unusual features of the program,
8. related and auxiliary programs,
9. status,

10. references,
11. machine requirements,
12. programming language designation,
13, operating system'or monitor under which program is executed,
14. other programming or operating information or restrictions,
15. name and establishment of author,
16. material available, and
17. problem classification category and keywords.
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The largest data base is the program package file; entries in this file are in
one-to-one correspondence with the entries in the package directory, or TOC, file.
Program packages are supplied the Code Center by program authors, cooperating in-
stallation representatives, and the ENEA Computer Programme Library. The package
consists of both computer-media material and the traditional library matter or docu-
mentation. ACCESS is concerned only with the computer-media component. This material
is received in the form of cards punched with either the IBM 026 code or the IBM 029
code, or in the form of magnetic tape recorded in binary, BCD, EBCDIC, UNIVAC
Fieldata, CDC display code, or a mixed binary-BCD mode. These tapes may have been
written at 200, 556, 800, or 1600 bpi, in 7- or 9-track recording, with blocked or
unblocked format. The system must be able to handle any form acceptable to the
IBM 360 hardware. Currently, there is no 1600 bpi tape capability on-site, and when
such tapes are received at the Center they must be copied to a lower density off-site.
Each package file entry is stored as a contiguous block of records; an entry may con-
sist of as many as five items analogous to the package contents symbol definitions of:

1. source program (S),
2. object program (B),
3. sample problem input (P),
4. data libraries (L), and
5. auxiliary routines (X).

Source program statements are compressed prior to entry by deleting trailing
"blank" characters in each statement. Binary programs are stored as byte strings.
An entire IBM 2314 disk is dedicated to this data base with overflow directed to the
data cell. The system is designed to allocate disk space to the most recent and most
frequently-referenced entries.

The cooperating installation and recipient data base (CIR) consists of three
sections the cooperating installation roster, other recipients, and library hold-
ings. This file replaces a manual Rolodex file containing mailing list addressee
information, Ai card index where library transmittals are recorded by requesting
installation, and several program notebooks in which the name and address of each
recipient of each library program is recorded, together with the date of dispatch
and an indication of the material sent. In ACCESS the cooperating installation sec-
tion is capable of holdina 500 entries; each entry consists of the seven information
items:

1. Installation identification,
2. machine identification,
3. subscription categories,
4. name of representative,
5. his telephone number,
6. his mailing address, and
7. the installation SDI profile.

The other recipients section has provision for 680 entries consisting of the
three information items 1, 3, and 6 listed above. Item 3, the subscription cate-
gories, identifies the Center mailing lists on which this entry appears. Section 3

of the CIR data base contains an 8-character entry for each program package trans-

mitted. The information stored is:
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1. the year of transmittal (fiscal year),

2. identification of recipient, and
3. program accession number.

These six ACCESS data bases are permanently resident on two IBM 2314 disk packs
and an IBM 2321 data cell. No redundant information is stored in the system; instead,
pointers and control information are utilized by the system's program modules to
access the information in the various data bases.

IV. ACCESS Program Modules

This final section describes the ACCESS program modules which have been wzitten
in PL/1 or ASSEMBLER language. The modules are kept on the IBM 2321 data cell in
both source and object form, and may be modified and executed from a remote terminal.
Implementation of ACCESS started with the creation of the TOC and ABS data bases,
development of the ACCESS vocabulary, and specification of general file construction
and maintenance and file editing and report-generating facilities. Efficient opera-

tion of the system requires that:

1. the routine information storage and retrieval functions be performed
as rapidly as possible, and that

2. the dissimilarities of the data bases be minimized by adoption of a
standard vocabulary and common procedures for system-user communications,
thereby reducing the number of operational errors.

ACCESS data bases are structured as fixed-length records on the direct-access
storage devices. A directory, accompanying each file, contains the relative track

location information for each file entry. When a file is referenced, the directory

is brought into core memory and this record address information is directly acces-
sible. Most program modules transfer data base information between core semory and
the permanent storage device in full-track units, checking to determine whether a
track is in core before searching the permanent storage device, to optimize system
performance.

An independent update eodule services each of the data bases. The most extensive
facilities are those provided for the larger program package and abstract files; these
utilize the ADD, DELETE, and MODIFY commands. By moans of these commands, issued via

card or terminal input, the system user uay add or delete entries (abstracts), or
blocka of entries in the ABS file; he may also modify entries or entry items. No

abstract with an accession number identical to an accession number already in the file

will be added. When an abstract is added or modified the date of this action is auto-
matically recorded in the date field of the abstract record. The package file update
facility allows the user to add or delete entries (package contents) or entry items
(components) in the PEG file; he may also modify entry items, or lines and blocks of
lines within entry items. Package data may be entered from cards, eagnetic tap*, or

a terminal. When data are entered the corresponding package contents symbols in the
TOC fileare checked for consistenchand if a discrepancy is found the user is
notified.

Update programa for the smaller data bases do not utilise the ADD or MODIFY comr
mends but rely instead on a "replace" convention. If an entry is supplied, the file

contents are checked and if that entry is already present in the file, a MODIFY com-
mend is assumed, and the new entry replaces the old. If that entry is not present,
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an ADD command is assumed, and the entry is added to the file. The systerassigned
request number identifies the entry in the REQ and STA files. A "blank" request
number implies an ADD command to the request update nodule and an error to the sta-
tistics file maintenance program. The installation identificatiom symbol, or number,
identifies the entry in the CIR file, and the program accessios number combined with
the machine designation is used for the TOC data base.

The DELETE and FINIS verbs are recognised by all file update programs. When
FINIS is encountered, the maintenance programs terninate providing a printed listing
of the added, modified, and deleted date base information processed. The PRINT com-
mand elicits a conplete edit of the updated file for all system data bases, except
PKG. Data base information prepared on an IRM 026 keypunch is universally acceptable
as input, as well as; the standard IBM 029 information.

File editing and report-generating facilities have bees developed in a mintier
manner with independent programs servicing each of the data bases. The commends used
by these modules are SELECT, ORDER, and EDIT. The SELECT verb extracts, or selects,
a particular subset of data from a data base for use as a temporary file. The data -
identifier nouns described earlier serve to identify the subsets to be extracted.
When the.temporary file has been constructed, it is arranged or ordered as prescribed
by the ORDER command. The same data-identifier nouns, NAME, NUM, CAT, DAT, ITN, and
KEY prescribe the arrangement of the temporary file. When ordered, an EDIT command
is issued to output, or edit, the contents of the temporary data base. Titles and
page headings may be appended and the number of lines per page specified.

Probably the most elaborate file editing program is the one written for use with
the abstract data base. This program pernits the system user to prepare the edited
progras abstracts and the problem classification guide included in the semiannual
supplements of the ANL-7411 report. The commend string used to produce these edits
for the most recent supplement was entered via a card deck prepared as follows:

Card 1 SELECT NUM0295,329,358,368,411 -449
2 ORDER NUM
3 EDIT TITLEPROGRAM ABSTRACTS, SOMEHOW 5

4 SELECT NU15-1-999 1711-31

5 ORDER CAT NUN
6 EDIT TITLDEVI, PROBLEM CLASSIFICATION min
7 EDIT PAGE(A)A. CROSS SECTION AND RESONANCE INTEGRAL CALCULATIONS
8 EDIT PAGE(1011. SPECTRUM cacuurIons,commom ouGaour CONSTANTS,
9 EDIT PAGE(B) LATTICE AND CELL PROEMS

10 EDIT' PAGE(C)C. STATIC DESIGN STUDIES

4 Next to
.
.

.

lapt card 'EDIT PAG E.(Z)Z. NUCLEAR DATA
Last card FINIS

The first card instructs the'ABS edit module to select abstracts for programs
with accession numbers 295, 329, 358,368, amd 411 through 449 sad transfer them from
the ABS data base to the temporary file. The seeped card causes the program, to put

these abstracts into numerical order by program accessiom weber, sad the third card
tells the program to print a title page with the legend shows, followed by.an edited
listing of the temporary file. Complaties of the SELECT, ORDER, EXIT sequence termi-

nates action on this temporary data blue, and the SELECT os the next cartindicates .
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that a new report is to be generated. This econd equence of commands elects item 3
from each ABS entry, replacing the item heading with the program name. These items
are then arranged in alphabetical problem classification order, with the items within
each category in program accession -nueber equence. This econd edit producea the
problem classification guide. The FINIS command terminates the module's execution.

Analogous input used with the request data base editor can produce a list of
pending requests, from a particular installation, over a specified period of time, or
for selected program accession numbers. Transmittal activity reports can be generated
from the STA file showing fiscal year package distribution, by library program acces-
sion number, or by requesting installation identification. Address labels for Code
Center' mailings can be run off using the CIE edit module, and a telephone directory
or roster of cooperating installation representatives is readily constructed from the
installation data base using the file edit facility.

In addition to the two general program module types described, there is a third
type of program module in ACCESS. This is the function or task module. These are
special-purpose programs written to perform a specific task. A good example of this
type is the KWIC program module which produces a keyword-in-context index for the
A14L-7411 supplements from the TOC data base.

Another task program has been written to process the routine program package
distribution requests. Program package information is usually transmitted on magnetic
tape because of its sise; however, punched cards and listings are alternate trans-
mittal media employed for the smaller programs or upon request. Unary information
in the package data base is stored without change and without regard for word length.
All other information is stored and maintained in ISM 360 EBCDIC format. Facilities
are provided in ACCESS and the COPY program which permit program package material to
be distributed in any of three forms. One of theme is the format in which the pack-
age was submitted to the Center, i.e., the TOC machine designation format. The
second is the format compatible with the machine at the cooperating installation, and
the third is.a special machine format specified with the request. To provide this
service a table of machine format characteristics is maintained within the COPY
program. Characteristics included are:

1. machine word length (bits/word),
2. binary representation (bits/character, octal or hexadecimal),
3. character sets (card and tape),
4. tape recording specifications (number of tracks, parity, density).

The COPY program first checks the entry in the ItEll file to determine if a SPECIAL
format has been requested. This option allows the user to specify a record blocking

factor and the four machine format characteristics. If a SPECIAL format has not been
requested the program will attempt to complete the request using the appropriate
installation format. If no installation format data exist the TOC machine designa-
tion is used to select the format from the PKG machine characteristics table.

Other task modules have been prepared to perform'system utility functions such
as disk-to-tape and tape-to-disk transfer and terminal entry. New programs can be
readily added to the system as needed due to the modular design of ACCESS.
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COMPUTERIZED PRODUCTION OF LIBRARY CATALOGS

Justin M. Inismayer
Director of Automation Services

Tarrant County Junior College District, Forth Worth, Texas

SYNOPSIS

This paper discusses the decisions and considerations necessary
for the computerized production of library catalogs. General
computer requirements for data storage and processing are out-
lined. Three methods of library catalog production are consi-
dered and estimated costs of production are provided for each
type.

A desire of librarians for many centuries has been to produce a library catalog
that is accurate, complete, easy to update and economical to maintain. Several
varieties of catalogs have been proposed and attempted over the years. Each has ad-
vantages and disadvantages. This paper assumes the premise that Lhe production and
maintenance of library catalogs through the use of modern cosputer techniques is a
valid concept and ray be at leset a partial solution to some of the problems that
plague other library catalogs.

Library catalogs have always been prepared in one of iwo ways; either in a card
format, with all its problems of mlafiled cards and difficulties of reproduction, or
the bound book format that is out of date as soon as it is printed. Computerized me-
thods of library catalog production eliminate the misfiling problems of the card
catalog. The speed of the computer permits new catalogs to be prepared often enough
that the out-of-date problems of the book catalog are overcose.

Computers opened new avenues of exploration concerning the production of library
catalogs. Computers print extremely fast, amazingly accurate and for long periods
of time without having to stop. These qualities alone are enough to arouse the full
attention of library administrators operating with less than adequate staffs. The
computer, however, is able to assist in other areas concerned with bibliographic con-
trol. The computer can store the data relatively inexpensively in machine-readable
form, It can arrange the data in any demised predetermined sequence, and it can in-
terfile different groups of data arranged in the same manner at speeds measured In
millionths of seconds rather than hours or days. All of these attributes of com-
puter indicate that it. utilisationlor the preparation of library catalogs is worthy
of consideration.

Recording the required data in a machine-readable form, storing the data ane
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processing it for priatim seed to be the Mat analasentions he utilities congistate
for the preparatios sod production et lihmay catalogs. disties librettos with large
collections face the meet diff icult declaims conemeles hos emesert their data to
aschisereadable form. The mot care asthma is simply t aweet the shelf list
f ile to punched cards sad thee process them tate the angretat. This mailed ropisse
a considerable length of time to complete emel a Matt if trained loymmeh sperstors.
For sample in 11167 in Mama. Illenessta, project called the Mignipaspla _Wm
Ostalost Protect wee sedertahom. This project ens to prim a emime catalog et the
holdings of three local college libraries emel the cites pollic Mum mime emegeter-
ised methods. The total holdings were estimated at 230,1N0 e1t1 The method of
coaversion selected was peached cards. staff et sin fell-tima hey pooh spersters
was employed. Eighteen months aped OM later, the me sista bpi finally hem
converted.

Other methods of data commies are babsdheelepoi sods' pectimber interest tin
libraries with.large collections are the eptiodcbmotat romiers. Aistbds tschnime
matures and se automatic format recognition techniques me devalismi, misting shelf
lists can then be converted astematically sled anichly.

Various storage mediums are available to stem the emmermildEOUrgrephicera.
The three most common amd most often considered ars: penthed cords (2) anapestic
tepee sod (3) gametic disks.

Punched cards, as the most Otos used mem of commeetits dote to a machies-tool-
able form, arm perhaps the first storage medium emsiderei. I. mmell systems mime
the total iumber of cards does mot emceed a memo et andllien, It is pesibla te
use punch cards. In largo systems ether ationmemmilamo alma& is aninfilanal. Mks-
netic tapes are perhaps the most roma tamps maim fa um for the steam of large
amounts of data. Common tape recenthigdWmaitias am 1.60111its per bail. Am encase
of 46 edition bits of data cam be recorded em me 2.4141tent runlet moustic tape.
Many thousands of titles caa be recorded in 4su1u4aa bits of data. Mimetic disin
are the most recent storage medium comidend for Implollretemem &tattles. The
soot obvious advantage of disk storage met sure timpanist stamps is the capshility
of being able to access amy individeal record em urine tether em a sequestial
basis.

In evaluating each of these three types of both stememodEmen, the type thst
best fits the needs of library catalog predectims fa a hmeltitemet is semetic taps.
In utilisimg magnetic tape storage, large amortise' items be stared lea smell
amount .of space. TM data is atoned im ammikhosresdabiatteem and the dem ma
easily be updated and processed by the cesputer. Punched cod tiles, on the ther
hand, require large norms of storage space to atom smell =mete of data. Eipdietteg
punched card files is an emdless amd seemingly improdhle teased the speed al pro-
cessing is slow when compared to that 0 osmotic tape. Mtgantle dist storm is
advantageous only if the Entire filament be en-lime costimenely. If the system plam
is to sort and to print the entire file rather, them randemt, aebadtamilddeploy me ta-
dividual.record, the cost of malatatets mimetic dirk film as comma te mimetic
tape files cannot be justified.

Storing bibliographic data requires divest dental' moommoseedima the record
forsat and the "completeness" of the record. /he fleet dociatems Wirier& are
those regarding the identificatiom and speelfication et exactly what data elements
are to comprise the stored record. The storage of the tetel amount ef dem contained
on cards produced by the library of Common lamest comas is am fassible, desired
or needed. Usable storage space Matte practical limits sod shoal& be conserved as
much as possible. In the msjority of educational lamtitsitimmtedsy, the umslth of
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Ubragry Catalogs

information contained on a Library of Congress printed card is not required. A. Mo.-.

breviated form of entry contains all of the necessary data to locate a particular
item. Figure 1 is a typical example of an abbreviated entry. By providing an ade-
quate number of indexing points and by assigning subject classifications that ade-
quately reflect the contents of the title, the material will be easily located and
th ? entry will be usable.

Figure 1

a-

The actual layout of the data record should be performed by a competent systems
analyst in order to ensure the most efficient computer processing possible. This
processing requires the sorting of data into the proper sequence for printing. At
this point a decision must be reached regarding the type of sorting to be performed.
The normal computer collating sequence is not desired by many institutions. These
libraries must then set a programmer about the task of developing a set of sorting
rules to permit filing according to the Anglo-American, American Library Association,
or some other set of filing rules. The designing of hese rules depends, almost al-
ways, on the input data according to a specific format. If the normal collating
sequence of the computer is selected,.a specific format for the input of data must
also be developed. The use of the computer's nátual collating sequence will also
permit faster processing times; in that fewer program manipulations are required.
What the computer does naturally may be the best decision to make.
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The output format desired is the next decision that is required. The most basic
portion of this is to determine whether a dictionary or divided type library catalog
is wanted. The dictionary approach has much to offer in that records are filed in
one alphabetic arrangement and the user has only one source to go to for informatios.
The divided catalog does force the user to choose either an author, title, or subject
approach to his problem before using the catalog but the computer is capable of prow
ducing the divided catalog more easily that the dictionary catalog. In a dictionary
catalog, some clear-cut means of identifying between author, title and subject entries,
must be utilized. The normal manner of doing this is with either boldface type or
red ink. The computer has neither at its disposal. Dictionary catalogs produced by
a computer tend to be difficult for the user to use. For these reasons the best choice
is the divided library catalog with separate author, title aad subject volumes.

The exact printing format of an entry in each of the three catalogs generally fol-
lows the type discussed previously for abbreviated entries. Figure 2 is an illustra-
tion of the appearance of a single entry in in author, title and subject catalog.

F;gure 2

In finally deciding whether or not to utilise computer technology for tha pro-
duction of library catalogs, the moat significant factora to consider are cost and
appearance. This portion of the paper will be concerned with estimating soma act:.;1
printing and production costs of three'methods of catalog production. The costs
pertaining to data conversion: storage and processing are not included in the figures
nor ire any costs pertaining to systems development of programmdng. All costs udll

be estimated from that point when actual printing begins.
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Computer time on a machine large enough to handle the records of a library with
100,000 volumes or more rents for approximately $100 per hour. The line printers

most generally attached to these computers are rated as speeds of 1,100 lines per
minute. A more realistic output speed is perhaps 900 lines per minute. The average
abbreviated bibliographic entry including the blank line between entries is composed
of five lines of print. On that basis the cost of the catalog la approximately
.00945 cents per entry. A library with 100,000 volumes incurs an expense of $945 to
print one copy of one catalog. This figure is increased by a factor of three to
$2,835 which represents the computer printing costs for one copy each of the author,

title and subject catalog.

In a realistic library situation the public cannot be expected to have access to only

one book catalog. The computer printing of 100,000 entries in each of three catalogs
with an average of twelve entries per page produces approximately 25,000 pages of

print-out. No one wants to thumb through 25,000 pages of print-out. Figure 3 is a

sample of one page of a computer printed catalog.
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In order to overcome both of thtse problems, the next step in library catalog pro-
duction in book form is to hire a coumercial printer to photo-reduce the computer -

print-out by as much as fifty percent and to produce multiple copies. Mese costs
vary, but an average working cost is $2.00 par page for the finished catalog, bommd
in 150 copies. Using these figures and a total of 6,250 finished pages, the photo-
reduction and duplication of the catalog costs approximately $12,500. This coot plus
the $2,835 for computer printing produces a total of $15,335.

This represents a significant amount of money. The point that should be hart In
mind, though, is that the catalog has been reproduced 150 times and is now capable of
being accessed by not less than 150 simultaneous users.

Another metbod of reproducing library
microtechnology. The library catalog can
film and then duplicated for greater user
machines are readily available at service
costs.

catalogs is through the utilisation of
be converted quickly and easily to micro-
accessability. Rotary camera microfilm
bureaus or from manufacturers for Gamins'

The most common reduction Tatio for these nicrofilm machines is 24s1. The origi-

nal 25,000 computer produced pages of cataloa represents a moss of 22,917 feet of
paper. Using the microphotograOly reduction ratio. of 24s1i this mass cam be reduced

to 955 feet of microfilm which is a considerable saving in space.

Unexposed microfilm for use in the nicrofilm equipment cost $10 for each 200 feet
roll. This price includes processing and developing by a silver halide process to
produce a negative exposure mister copy. The total cost for the 955 feet required
for the library catalog then 181450 for one negative nester copy. Duplicate copies
can be produced either negative Or positive, for an average cost of .046 cents per
foot or $44 per complete catalog copy. TO produce the same 150 copies as before,

the cost now la $6,600. This is approximately one half the cost of the book form li-
brary catalog. Figure 4 is an illustration of a library catalog produced by these

Figure 4
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The third method of library catalog production utilizes a relatively recent tech-
nological develop:sent called COM (Computer Output Microfilo). Thie technology has
been developed within the last five years and should be of considerable interest to
librarians concerned with producing library catalogs. A COM unit le an attachment tc
a computer or a unit that acts as an auxiliary piece of equipment to a computer. Th(

COM unit acts just like a line printer with the exception that it prints directly
onto mdcrofili at speeds far beyond any existing line printer. Currently operating
COM unite print at speeds up to 10,000 lines per minute.

The computer printing coats of $2,835 computed for the line printer can be reduc(
to approxbastely $300 by using a COM printer. The potential of COM for printing lar
'groups of data le obvious. It le something that libraries concerned with printing
book catalogs must take into consideration.

All coats is:Raining equal, the total production figuree.for the three methods of
library catalog production are: (1) book form, $15,335 (2) rotary camera microfilm,
$9,435 and (3) COM produced microfilm, $6,900.

In conclusion, the production of library catalogs has been shown to be a valid
concept from both a practi4s1 and an economdc standpoint. Processing techniques,
storage mediums amd output technology has reached a level of sophistication that do-
mande attention from library admdnietratore. Ihrough the use of modern computer
techniques, librarians may come closer to realising a library catalog that le accura
complite, easy to update and economical to maintain.
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Session Nine - Discussions

PROCESSING FOR AUTOMATION - I

Chairman: Prof. A. Beged=Dov (lerael)

MR. E. SCHAPER (16): In the WE/S project, essentially what we are doine is studying
the interactions of the nations of the world. We have within our files 160 nations,
each of them reacting or interacting with any one of the other 159. V. have alto-
gether 25,000 possible interactions. Sous of these interactions are from zero level.
The project is operational although it is a prototype. By prototype, I mean that it
le of limited boundary. Ve select naterial from essentially one newspaper, The New
York Tiams, but have also taken.data from such papers as The London Times, The
JerusaImPost, The Middle East journal, The Bangkok Times and so on. We cover about
25 to 35 newspapers, but due to limited funds we essentially confine.our coverage to
the articles in Me New York Times.

The articles are scanned by graduate students of the School of International 'e-
lations at the University of Southern California. Two graduate students scan and
code each article, so after a period of training, the coding is fairly consistent.
The data is presently entered on-line in a terminal which is located in the School of
International Relations. W. built a data set which is sufficient in size to contain
the entries for about a month (800-900 entries) of The New York Times. The coding
is validated at the terminal as it is entered. In addition, there is another pro-
gram for botch entry of deletions and corrections and these are entered in-batch in
another proiram which also validates all these coding..

In the file structure, there is a zero level or basic level of the segment which
le of a fixed length containing all the analytic code fields. There are subordinate
groups of segments. You can visualize these as arrays. The first array contains up
to 10 lines of abstracts. The other array, which because of financial limitations
isn't employed right now, is to contain a full text of the article. In that ve can
include several hundred lines, up to almost 1,000 lines of 62 charazters each.

We have used the GIS and other statistical program written by graduate studeats
in the School of International Relations. The students cone to the School without
any background in data processing. After a few hours of training, we have them ,

writing programs for information retrieval using the generalized information system.
However, thin involves a compilation which costs money and time.

Last month, I completed a PLI program through which people can put in the para-
meters of the search. As a result the cost of the search is between an eight and a
tenth of the cost of the GIS, because we are dealing with an object of marginal cost.

In addition, we have incorporated the possibility of searching on the text so
that if you want to find out what Abba Eban said during a certain time period, or in
the context of certain diacussions between groups of countries, this is possible.
Any number of searches may be entered at a given time. We are operating an information
retrieval program, which enables us to find out, not what has been done, but what is
happening now, so as to be able to make intelligent decisions based on that informa-
tion. We want to do it in the context of interactions between nations of the world,
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to find out what the patterns are and where the patterns are changing and who is doing '

what to whom.

It is not enough to be able to get a list of abstracts, in a chronological or in-
verse chronological order.. What we want to find out is the significance of what is
going on, and this is rather difficult because political and social sciences are notor-:
iously soft. How do we know that the data incorporated is correct? We don't. All we ,

can put in is what we read in the papers.

Since the data is soft, we have developed a series of programs called WEIS (World
Events/Interaction Survey) Process to interpret it. The WEIS Process examines the
data by various means, first by volume. We want to find out the national in-put out-
put parameters. Second, the differential behavior changes. This computes the rela-

tive uncertainty index. Third, it examines the structure of relationships between
countries and how they are changing, like the weather map. The WEIS Process monitor
is used continuously every time we up-date the file, which is done about every two
weeks. We construct the Nein file and also an Analytic file, and every time the cur-
rent up-date is entered into the file, the data in it is subject to this examination.
We can see if the updating has anything unusual and where the patterns are changing.

. We have fixed some experimental thresholds, the output of countries, and we want
to see if the in-put exceeds any of the experimental thresholds. The variety indi-

cator is sensitive to bi-lateral relationships. We build arrays of these dynamic re-
lationships and throw out the ones that have zero in them, and then we eliminate data
that have low usage and will result in no output. The result is about 100 bi-lateral
candidates which are paseed through subsequent screens where the output can be plotted..
The first is called INTSCAN I (International Scan). We can set the control parameters :

up or down, and these give us a summary on specific events.

Next we trace the linksges between the countries. For this purpose we are attempt-
ing to use graph theory. If the volume and variety correlate, this can be used to buil
a triad. We have a theory which gives some expectation parameters. We want to know wh

the third parties are and how they are involved in any relationship. We have assigned

sign values from the events coded.

We have nine different ways to go into this matter. Semantic differentials are

used to generate a valance matrix and to reveal triadic relationships. After monitor-

ing the data, we can use a time series analysis to examine what is going on in our
files and perhaps to predict to some extent what the interactions are going to be in

the relatively near future. We need to construct a model for computing simulations

in order to build a theory on what is going to happen. We are presently building two
sub-system models to determine the amount and type of behavior of the countries; for
example, the reciprocity relationships between the US and USSR. We try to determine

some fundamental theories. We have two right now that we are looking at: the reci-
procity theory of behavior and crisis theory and the shape and form; and the time
series analysis using what we call domain analysis in which we are looking at the time,'

the frequency and the amptitude. It is a kind of spectral analysis. Each event is

like a channel and results in a sort of inter-channel analysis. Actually we are learn-:

ing a good deal from electrical engineering.

As I said, the program is operational. We have some interesting observations and

hopefully in another year or two, we will be on firmer ground.

AUL S. ISAACSON (-fermi): In 1958 to 1962, a pioneering team working under the auspice

of a military organization in the US, developed some new techniques of information tran

fer. One of the techniques we developed in 1958 was the SDI concept in conjunction wit
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IBM. The other was an attempt at automatic abstracting. We took terms which we used

in indexing and strung them together into telegraphic abstracts. In 1960 we were able

to produce abstracts at about 39 cents each.

MRS. T. KRIEGER (US): Mast of the papers delivered this week have dealt with the in-
formation contained in documents. Most of the documents, however, are in the form of

serials. The tremendous amount of serials makes their control very difficult and lo-
cating them is often a matter of chance. Most libraries do their cataloging indepen-
dent of one another, and relevant to the nature of their own particular collection,
though in the US the Library of Congress does most of the cataloging. Much discussion
has taken place both in the US and in Europe on haw to control serials; how much con-
trol do we want to have; what data elements are important; can one do this on a

computer? If so, who is going to do it and who is going to make the decisions on
what data elements should be included and in what order? These discussions began
many years ago but the first formal study was made by the Information Dynamics Corpo-
ration in 1965.

Our study was started in 1969 by Mr. A. Lebowitz, who is now at the Technion in
Haifa, and Mt. Joe Sheraton, who is the director of the National Agriculture Library.
The three national libraries in the States, the National Agriculture Library, the
National Library of Medicine, and the Library of Congress began to cooperate to solve
some of these problems. As these libraries do not have centralized processing of any
kind because each is under a different department, the National Serials Pilot Project
was started.

The two big decisions which were made fairly early were that the MARC format for
serials, developed by LC, would be the accepted format, and that the Union List of
Scientific Serials in Canadian Libraries would be used. The start was made for sci-
tech materials, since money is more readily available for sci-tech than for humani-
ties or social sciences.

The objectives of the project are listed in my paper. Objective two - producing
a list of serials not held by any of the national libraries, was not attainable,
because this had to be based on a list of serials of the world and to date no one
knows what their number is. We have seen figures anywhere from 100,000 to a half a
million live serials.

There is a great deal of disagreement as to what a serial is. Conference papers
are treated as serials by one library sod as monographs by another. The data program
decided that a serial will be what anybody treats as a serial. Our machine problems
were enormous since we were using two different computers. Our programs had been
written in basic assembler language by the Library of Congress but we were not able
to use their computer for processing. But the machine problems, great as they were,
were easier to solve than the data problems. When we started there were 5 error
aessailtes. Now there are 270 machine detectable errors.

One of the basic problems was on entry. As I mentioned in the paper, there are
two facets to the term. We were concerned with the ordering of entries. Is there a
need in a machine file for a main entry, since one can pull out the material in any
order they like?

One of the recommendations made in the final report was that this be re-examined,
that one should discuss serials in the light of the nature of serials in an electronic
data processing environment.

Various universities in the lutes received grants from different sources to work
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out some of the serial problems. They have found much the same things as we. When
we started, we read many of these reports and found they didn't apply to us. On re-
reading them, we found that they really did apply to us. We were looking at the dif-
ferences rather than the similarities. At Colorado Richard Doherty, who attempted to
borrow a tape from another library and to alter it for the conditions at Colorado,
makes it very clear in his paper.

Some of our problems seem minor, e.g. =dined letterc. We decided to eliminate
them completely. If anyone has any ideas on that topic, I am certain that the people
at the LC now working on the project would be delighted to know about it. The ALA
has recently come up with a standard of 126 characters. Whether we will use them all
or a subset of them, I don't know.

The MARC system allows everyone to dream about putting everything into the system.
But if you put in everything, you don't have time to put in many different things. We
felt that if some information was contained in a fixed field, such as the beginning
date, there was no reason to repeat it in the body. The MARC format was designed by
the LC to produce catalogue cards, therefore, there is a lot of redundancy built into
it for their particular purpose.

V. did not use Standard Serial Numbers. We used a Local System Number to see if
we could actually link records together by these means. We came to the conclusion that
the up-dating procedures would have to be done at the same time as the base was de-
veloped because everything kept changing. Change seems to be the most common charac-
teristic of serials.

V. did not use much statistics as our file is rather unique. It is random only in
the sense that it was not planned. It is not a random selection of serials. It con-
tains 900 items from the National Agriculture Library, 2,500 items from the National
Library of Medicine and the rest is A to Z of the Canadian list. The idea was to get
it into a base to see what would happen when we try to esnipulate it. The file has
7,059 items, of which 6,221 are live. 3,800 started publication since 1946. In 800
cases the publisher was the main entry.

When we started we put in everything with as much redundancy as the system allowed.
Later we elisinated much of the redundancy and now we have a mean average character
record of 420 mod mean average number of fields of 9. Working in three libraries, one
basic problem was whose entry to take. Originally we took that of the LC but this
didn't work. We decided to take.that one which somebody gives us first. But in order
to reconcile the variations we are strongly recommending that an independent authority
file be set up. Without that, you must know precisely what the item was called in
order to retrieve it. Publications from 104 countries are included. Initially we
used a graphic code, based on political boundaries. This did not prove itself. Now
a code on geographic divisions has been developed which I hope will be more stable
than political boundaries.

We are aware that many of our recommendations are not feasible economically, nor
will they be greeted with joy Ly some of the libraries who must think not only of
serials but how serials fit into their holdings.

CHAIRMAN (Prof. Hegeoi-Dov): I will take this opportunity to mention another aspect.
It is not always necessary to understand the information so long as you get the right
reaction. A few years ago when we went to the States, my son was 7 years old. He went
to first grade and he had quite a few disciplinary problems. One day he came back home
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saying that he could not go back to school without either his mother or father. my

wife went and the teacher explained the problem. my wife did not understand her
English so she turned to my son and asked,"Rafi, what does she say?" To which he re-

plied, "Nether, what does it matter; start crying!"

Information science is in a state which certainly requires a very capable cadre
of technicians. It is certainly not a glamourous work and the glamour associated
with it wears out very soon and it takes perseverance to do it.

QUESTION: TO Mr. Schaftr. Where do you get The New York Times tapes and the use of
other data bases? The larger the data base the better your intelligence is going to
be. Though you use primarily The New York Times, it is a tremendous data base.

MR. SCRAPER: We have been negotiating with The Times to use their tapes on a reci-
procal basis. Because of the economic considerations, we aren't taking data from
other newspapers now. We have done some character studies of reports reported by two
or three other paper. to see what differences would result in the statistical program.
There are some differences, but we haven't found them really significant. So we are
confining our work to The Times right now. This is a prototype arrangement. Hope-
fully, in time, we will have established that the project is feasible and will then
have more funds, and be able to expand the coverage.

QUESTION: TO hrs. Krieger. I wonder if you agree with Dr. Garfieldla position that a
few hundred journals contain moat of the information. If you do, how do you justify
the investments in aerial control and if not, what la the benefit of control in relation
to coat?

MRS. KRIEGER: I don't know how true DT. Garfield's statement la. I do know that there
is a lot of duplication and we see it fairly often when we examine the journals. But
I don't know which journals are the important ones. This is a matter for each librarian
to decide. There have been studies shade on quality of journals, but this is not part
of our interest.

You asked about the cost of controlling aerials. At present almost every large
university is starting a aerials project. The projects are of two typee. One la a
union list, a list of the library's holdings for the benefit of other libraries, and
the other is an internal housekeeping program to take care of acquisitions, binding,
and the location of serials within their own university. All the systems which are
being developed are suited only to a particular situation. This seems like a tremen-
dous waste of time and money. If there were one central place where you could get a
tape which identifies every aerial, and could use it to make your union list, it
would be easier to interface with other libraries.

QUESTION: TO Mrs. Krieger. A. you perhaps know, UNESCO is trying to establish an
International Serials Data System. This system is based on the project of
Mr. M.D. Martin of INSPEC and will be located in France. It will be composed of lo-
cal and regional centers and the "international center". In the Working Group we have
already discussed basic data elements. Our project will be compatible with the
"Standard Serial Number" system. I hope that we can cooperate on the national level
with your project.

MRS. KRIZZR: We are aware of the Martin project and we hope that there will be a
lot of cooperation; primarily that we won't all be entering the same titles at the
same Use.
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MR. D.C. KINOWILL (South Africa:: In South Africa we have been using a native system;
we mechanized our union list of periodicals using an IBM print check, and we use dia-
criticals, because the major language in South Africa is Afrikaans which uses them.

With regard to the question about the number of journals which are useful, I think
in London the number is something like 150 and the number of titles is something like
36,000. The catalogue is the main difficulty. Many publications are published under
official names and many countries have changed their names, so the life history of
journals is quite a difficult matter. The Canadian system with some adaption has et
our requirements very well.

With the computerized system we are able continually to update, although the pub-
lished version takes sone time. On the Telex, we are dealing with 500 to 600 inqui-
ries a month for location of journals.

QUESTION: TO Dr. Kessler. I got the impression that after the first initial trial
period, the bulk of your inquiries could be handled through a batching process. Is

this the case?

DR. N. KESSLER (US): The answer is yes and no. It could be used in a batch mode.

But then it would become a terminal type of thing and would have no possibility for
evolution. By leaving it in the interactive mode, with a sort of pseudo-batch possi-
bility, in the sense that the user could instruct the computer to merely store the
inquiry and put it out once a month when new data comes in, it gives the user the
opportunity to experiment and interact with his profile statement; and change and
modify it, and measure its effectiveness against the response. That can be done on-'

line. The other possibility lies in the various forms that I described, like leaving
it in his private memory, or having it sorted in various ways. For example, some
people like their information sorted by journals; others like it chronologically or
alphabetically by author. There are a considerable number of options left to the
user in having it on-line, although it is true that one of the options is to treat
it as if it is a batch.

AMM4 A.M. DE BUSTAMANTE (Mexico): In the light of Mr. Kessler's experience it is ad-
visable to review some of our points of view. If I understood correctly, MIT created
a file for physics literature searching that nobody is using the way it was planned.
However, some of us are planning to create files, among other things, to do retro-

active search. Dr. Garfield believes that we have to keep our files for searching.
Yet one of the more advanced research Centers at MIT does no retroactive searching,
at least not for physics. They use the SDI and create their own files.

QUESTICW: To Ws. Krieger. In considering building the serial catalogue, was there
any plan for changing the card system?

MRS. MUER: There is no intention to eliminate the cards. They can be put into

books. What we are really talking about is putting the data into a computer and being
able to publish books in various ways, such as new serial titles. We are not talking
about eliminating catalogues, only about offering the information in such a manner
that it can be used in any way suitable for users' particular needs.

tfit. U. BLOCH (Israel): TO Dr. Kessler. I understood that Mrs. Krieger wanted to have
a tape and the idea is that you do not need cards or books. You have everything in

the computer, and can search for any field without having to have different cards
catalogues for the different entries you want to look for. The above also has some
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relevance to your problems because the Pilot Project will be another data base that
would worry you for your integrated system. I don't see why you are worried if an
additional abstract service, e.g. on ecology,is added. It means that instead of run-
ning through 17 services you have to run through only one, the one on the subject of
ecology. I don't see why it worries you unless different services are differently
structured.

Also, to what extent did you try to indoctrinate your physicists to use the sys-
tem interactively?

DR. KESSLER: To Mr. Bloch. Why.do I worry about having yet another tape on ecology?
As tapes multiply the housekeeping problem within an information system becomes
greater; it becomes a library in itself. There is the handling of tapes, their sto-
ring etc. Aside from that, what worries me is that abstract journals depend on
people's opinion as to how they should be indexed. Wbo are the people in Raleigh,
North Carolina to tell se what in CA is related to ecology? The abstracts are al-
ready one or two phases removed from the author and now we are introducing another
aiddle man. How long can this go on before it becomes completely divorced from the
author's intent?

Also, there is the factor of endless multiplicity; e.g. we have a department of
urban problems. What is the data base for urban problems? A. we get more and more
into multi-disciplinary problems, shall we just keep creating tapes?

As to your question of whether we tried to convince the user that it is worth his
while to use our services, here again, how do I know that it is worthwhile? We are
talking about the on-line interaction. It may be worthwhile in some cases and not
worthwhile in other cases. One ought to leave the options to the user and through
the evolving process of education, let him decide when it is worthwhile and when it
isn't. We held several seminars with the physics faculty and graduate students. We
have distributed printed educational material. We installed two consoles in the phy-
sics department with experts present who were available for consultation. I don't
want to overstress this. We merely gave them options. Some people do interact for
a few months and become trained in the use of the process and then find they have no
need for it and they don't and ve don't urge them.
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THE SYSTEME P.A.S.C.A.L.

J.H. dIOLIER

Directeur-adjoint du

Centre de Documentation du CNRS
15 quai A. France, PARIS 71

In order to attain maximum efficiency (speed, precision, adaptability to users'

needs) in scientific and technical information transfer, the Centre de Documen-
tation of the CNRS (French National Centre of Scientific Research) has developed

and is now operating system P.A.S.C.A.L. (Programme Appliqué 1; la Selection et h

la Compilation Automatiques de la Littérature).

Source Materials

9.000 journals, Conference proceedings, theses, reports, etc., are regularly scan-

ned and analysed.

Each abstract (500.000 per year) is given a classification code (or more if necss-
sary) and then indexed; bibliographic references are strictly controlled. The

basic work-sheet, on which have been entered the complete bibliographic record,

translatioN of the original title, short indicative abstract, key-words and rele-
vant codes, is sent to be punched for processing in the machine system, the final

object being multiple entrance to all information stored.

Methods

Input - Original documente are processed as soon as received. The work-sheets are

sent of keyboard operators for introducing into computer and printing by typogra-
phic methods which give more facilities for corrections than punching cards. From

the cadet; and key-words so entered, the computer eorts the lbetracts according to

a classification established in the beginning of the year; it generates also author
indexes in conformity with ISO rules and subject indexes with the key-words written

on the work-sheets when indexed.

Finally, the magnetic tapes are transfoimed by suppressing typographic codes and

SDI services are performed. Three groups of filo are processed as follows
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- One is an inverse file in which the key-words are classified in alphabetic order

and followed only by the document numeros

- The second is a direct file which contains the complete bibliographic descriptions

and abstracts arranged by their numeros

- The third file contains the SDI profiles.

Services afforded to users :

Besides the thirty sections of Bulletin Signalétique, monthly SDI services on per-
sonal or standard profiles (designed in collaboration with users) are possible in

all fields covered by mechanized sections (Polymers - Pharmacology - Microbiology
and Virology - Information Science -Astronomy and Geophysics - Earth Sciences -
Pathology - Genetics - Psychology - Electricity - Nuclear Physics, Chemistry and
Technology - Energy - Metallurgy - Applied Chemistry - Water and Air Pollution).

Retrospective searching

This service will be undertaken with computer in 1972 when one year of documents
will be accumulated on the magnetic tepee. As basic time for such services is five
years, the CNRS will give answers partly obtained from computers for the more recent

documents and partly retrieved by classical method.

After one year, the contents of the direct files with be transfered on a photogra-
phic memory because the processing on computer files is considered as not neces-

sary and too much expensive. However, we are also developing a retrieval system
based on the natural Language used in the titles and in the bastracts, which will
ccmplete the retrieval system by key-words. In the sections in which that study

will succeed, a part of that direct file will be kept in the computer and included

in the inverse file.
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Me STUDIES ON COMPUTMISID IIIPORNAT/ON RETRIEVAL
TECHNIQUES BASED ON CA CONDENSATES

P.N. Barker, W.11. Batten, D.C. Veal, B.K. Wyatt.

United Kingdom Chemical Information Servioe,
University of Nottingham, University Park,
Nottinghma NG7 2RD, England.

SYNOPSIS

An evaluation has been carried out based on the Chemical Ab-
streets Service magnetic) tape data bsee CA Condensates. The study
has investigated the relative write of searching title., titles
plum keywords and titles plus abstracts. Factors affecting profile
performance and methods of automatically oonetructing profiles for
natursl language searching have also been studied.

Introduction

At the beginning of 1968 Chemical Abstruots Service (CAS) =lacunae& a now
magnetic-tape service, CA Condensatel (CAC). This serviee' covers all the items
selected for Chemical Abstreots itse f,,and contain, for eadh item the title and
usual bibliographic data, enriched by keywords. Since this service made available
the total CAS database for the first time in nompnter-readable form it wessin
obvious target for detailed study. UKC/S began an experimental project on'this
data-base early in 1969, under the title of the CAD Evaluation.

Objectives

Thr.CAO Evaluation had the follewing objectives:

(a) performance correlation

Earlier MIS work (3) had investigated the extent to which profile per-
formance is affected by such factors se subject interest, type of user,
search logio, etc. The CAC Evaluation continued this work_and attempted to
overcome some of the methodological problems found earlier..
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(b) data-base comparison

The advent of CAC meant that three types of data base were provided by
CAS: - titles only, e.g. Chemical Titles (CT)

titles.plus keywords. e.g. CA Condensates (CAC)
titles plus abstracts, e.g. Chendcal -Biological Activities (CBAC)

These three types differ in having a different number of access points per item,
i.e. a different number of words available for searching, by which retrieval
may be effected. As the number of access points per item rises, one can ex-
pect recall to increase, precision to decrease, and the cost of searching to
increase. Obviously, information on the relative cost-effectiveness of these
three approaches is of great interest. One of the major alms of the CAC
EValuation was therefore to compare the three in terms of cost, retrieval per-
formanoe, and also currency.

(0) automation of profile construction

The CAS databases are generally constructed in natural language, that
is to say, no control is applied to the vocabulary used (although foreign
language items are translated and there are some rules governing the prepare,.
tion of keyword phreaes). %is means that search profiles to operate on these
databases must take into account grammatical and syntactic variations, syn-
onyaity,.broad-term/narrowterm relationships, and so on. The construction
of adequate profiles can thus present severe problems, particularly to naive
users. In the past one of the most useful ways to overcome these problems
ham proved to be careful study of papers already known to be of interest to
the topic in question. Such a study osn be most valuable in indioating the
variations in terminology and phraseology which should be covered by the pro-
file. The value of this exercise increases with the number of papers studied;
so, unfortunately, does the tedium. Hence, in the CAC Evaluation DKCIS has
been studying the feasibility of automating the analysis of known relevant
itamm. The long-term ail of this work i to reach a stage at which it is on-
ly necessary for the user to indicate whether items presented to him are of
interest or not. By analysis of these decisions the computer will 'learn'
what sort of mere the user is interested in and will itself devise the best
way of seleoting them. In other wordathe computer will write the search
profile. A more detailed description of the procedure ham been given else-
where (2).

(d) general

In addition to the above major objectives, several other aspects were in-.
vestigated. Those included the value of new logical facilities introduced'
by =IS at the start of the experiment and the distribution of relevant items
over the 80 sections of CA.

General Outline

The first item of the project vas the establishment of user population.
This wan done by selecting some 200 profiles from 45 different organisations in
the U.K. The profiles were carefully selected to cover a range of subject areas
and types of interest. The U.K. Universities *ere not generally included in the
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selection because they were already extensively involved in other evaluation studies

(4). All the profiles were searched against CAC, and appropriate subsets were also
searched against CBAC and POST (Polymer Science & Technology) for the data-base com-
parison. The searches were carried out in three phaseep

In the first phase uaers received a standard current-awareness service. This
was to enable them to develop profilei in a normal operational environment which
could then be uaed as a basisfor comparison with modified profiles developed later.

In the second phase repeated 'iterative' searches were made against fixed
files of information consisting of three issues of each data base (including both
three odd-numbered issues of CAC and three even-numbered issues.)

In the third phase the results of the fixed-file work were checked by provi-
ding current-awareness searches using competitive profiles for each topic.

Performance Correlation

The user, questions, and profiles are being analysed in accordance with a de-
tailed claseification scheme developed earlier (1). Some preliminary results about
the user population are given in Table 1, and Table 2 shows the subjeot areas co-
vered by the profiles, in terms of the five CA Section Groupingi. Note that Table
2 contains some overlap since 57 of the profiles involved more than one Section
Crouping. The correlation of these and other factors with profile performance is
now being carried out, using standard statiatical methods.

User Population

Industrial Government Other Total

Organisations 33
Users 110

Profiles 146

Table 1

6 6 45
20 12 142
25 22 193

SUbject Areas Covered by Profiles

Biochem Organic Maoromol Applied Chem Physical & Fringe
& Chem. Eng. Analytical

No. of profiles 54 58 44 15 71 9
Peroentage 28 30 23 8 37 5

Table 2
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Data-base Comparison

'This study involved 19 profiles which were suitable for searching againet
POST, and 29 suitable for searching against CBAC, in addition to CAC. The users
were given the opportunity of developing, for each topic, profiles specifically
adapted for searching titles alone, keywords alone, titles plus keywords, and titles
plus abstracts. These profiles were then searched competitively against the fixed
files, and the results are being compared. On CAC, the first three profiles were
also used in the final current-awareness phase. Results from the latter are not
yet complete, but some preliminary figures are glven in Table 3.

Automation of Profile Construction

Me profile developed during the initial current-awareness phase was sear-
ched against the fixed file, and the output vas assessed by the Amer, to provide
the initial batch of known relevant items for analysis. Mese items were analy-
sed by computer and potentially useful search terms were selected on the buds of
term frequency studies (2). The selected terms were automatically formulated into
a profile which was again searched against the fixed file. Any new output was
sent to the user for assessment and any new relevant items were added to the store
for analysis. This procedure was repeated iteratively until no new relevant it-
ems were retrieved. On average this required about three iterations and retrieved
an additional 20% of relevant material (thus showing that the recall of the origi-
nal profile could not have been higher than about 80%).

Comparative Performance of Title and Keyword Searches

Total Relevant Total Unique Precision (0) Recall (%)
Rite Rits Relevant

Titles only 365 243 361 67 67

Keywords only 574 269 361 47 75
Titles plus keywords 844 332 361 39 92

(N.B. Results for 10 profiles)

Table 3
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The study of the relative currency
of the data bases has been completed, and

the resu]ts are given in Table 4. All figures are percentages.

Delay (in weeks) Relative to Chemical Titles

a) Journal Issues

2 A. 6 8 10 12 1.4. 16 18 20

CBAC 0 2 22 31 19 14 7 4 -

CA (odd) 2 12 15 16 13 12 6 3 2

POST 0 7 17 20 17 16 12 6 6.

b)

CA (even)

Number of papers

0 13 20 21 18 13 6 4 2 1

CBAC 0 2 30 33 17 10 5 2

CA (odd) 1 12 29 31 15 7 4 1 0

POST 0 5 15 19 18 22 11 6 3

CA (even) 2 28 29 18 12 6 2 2 2 1

Table 4

The final search term list was used to modify the the original profile and
the original and modified profiles were run in competition during the final phase.
Again results are not yet complete but some provisional figures are presented in

Table 5.

Effect of Profile Modifications

Total Relevant Total Unique Pecision (1%) Recall (I)

Hits Hits Relevant

Original 3515 1314 1484 37 89

Modified 3102 1320 1484 43 89

(N.B. Results for 94 profiles)

Table 5
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General

The new logical facilities developed by UKCIS included syntactical linking
and IGNORE logic, a more flexible variation of NOT logic. After instruction and
recommendations by UKCIS staff 170;of CBAC profiles, 30A of POST, and 370; of CAC,
used the new facilities. The effect on profile performance is being studied.

The distribution of relevant and irrelevant items over the 80 CA sections
has been investigated for each profile. Theee results have proved very useful since
Section Numbers can be used as search terms.

Conclusions

Obviously much work remains to be done on this project and so it would be
premature to try to draw definite conclusions at this etage. Nevertheless the data-
base oompmieon is providing extremely valuable information for guiding the future
development of.computerised information services. Aleo, the preliminary results
from automatic profile construction have been sufficiently encouraging in the limit-
ed studies eo far carried out to justify extension of the analysis to cover term
pairs, term triplets, etc.
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CHEMICAL CODES IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

E. Hoffmann
National Center of Scientific and Technological Information, Tel Aviv

and

Department of Organic Chemistry The Hebrew University, Jerusalem

SYNOPSIS

Chemical codes are an instrument for gathering and refining
chemical information. The manipulation of chemical data and
information by computers necessitates the change of chemical
codes into alphanumeric chemical codes which can be divided
into 3 broad categories. Most of the development of these
codes has been carried out by industrial concerns for well
defined purposes and therefore a multiplicity of such codes -
each with different specific characteristics - has sprung up.
Thus chemical information stores with different alphanumeric
chemical codes are not easily compatible. However, on the
other hand, codes exist and can be adjusted to satisfy every
need of any specific chemical information system.

The subject of my talk covers a very wide area of interest and activity and it seems
unwise, in such a short talk, to try and give a comprehensive overall view of the
development in this field. Thdrefore I shall limit myself to the elaboration of spe-
cific points and shall assume that the audience is more or less familiar with the
pertinent background information.

Chemical codes in information retrieval sound suspiciously like mechanized chemical
information systems and the very first point I want to make - and emphatically so -
is, that this need not necessarily be so. The truth of the matter is, that chemical
codes as well as chemical information retrieval were practised in chemistry long be-
fore the advent of any mechanized information system; simply because any systematized
type of chemical communication or expression falls quite naturally under this category '

of codes. Thus any type of nomenclature - systematic as well as free nomenclature,
brutto formula, and finally structural formula is a chemical code with varying degrees
of chemical information content. None of these sprang into existence, de novo and
the development of the chemical sign and symbol language - or code, if you wish, as
exemplified today in the structural formula, runs a close parallel to the development
of chemical knowledge, concepts and understanding. Indeed the structural formula is
probably as basic as indispensible an ingredient in the development of.chemistry as
mathematical methods are for the development of physics. Here in chemistry, as well
as in physics, a special medium is necessary in which the subject knowledge can be
embedded, processed, reshaped and worked over. Indeed the whole conceptual development
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process is carried out within this matrix - which is the chemical structural formula
in chemistry and mathematics for physics. one of the most pertinent and widely quoted
examples of this interaction between the code language and the subject matter - in chem-
istry - is the development of the benzene formula by Kekule. Here, the substitution
of a specific structural pictural chemical code was able to solve the dilemna of the
unsaturation of the COCcompound. The true interaction between the development of -
the chemical sign language on the one hand - and the basic chemical understanding and
knowledge on the other hand - comes here to the fore. Thus the chemical structural
formula represents a chemical code - par excellence - and an extremely useful and
valuable one. Indeed our everyday chemical thinking operates in structural formula
terms and a large part of the chemical user.community namely the organic chemical
industry is inter Alia concerned with chemical structural problems as represented by
the chemical structural.formula, and is vitally interested in retrieving chemical
structural information.

Thus far, therefore, chemistry has done very well indeed with the structural formula
as a code for dissemination of chemical information, but two new developments tend to
impinge on this aiiization and a consequent change may be in the offering.

First; new basic chemical knowledge is being obtained which can be represented only
with difficulty with the chemical structural formula in its present two dimensional
shape. Thus in the mmantine a host of auxiliary descriptive devices have cropped up
especially for stereochemical information such as the Newman projection formula, the
boat and chair puckered form of a hexagon, the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog system for stereo-
chemical classification, the explicit notification of three dinensional structure by
bold and light face dashes. In addition there is a host of new electronic bonding
information available which cannot presently be accomodated within the structural
formula as drawn today. And so one is on the lookout for more appropriate pictural
representation of the accumulated chemical electronic knowledge.

Second. the amount of classical structural information - as represented by structural
formulas - available grows at such a rate that it cannot be usefully processed anymore
without the help of computers. This ans that a machine readable equivalent for the
chemical formula has to be created. All machine readable and processable chemical
codes use alphanumeric symbols and can roughly be classified into three broad
categories.

A) Topological systems
B) Notation systems
C) Fragmentation codes

A) lopolomical_svstems in general represent a complete replica of the structural formu-
la and its information content. Each atom within the molecular formula is represented by
a node and its connection with adjacent notes are explicitly specified. In this way
the whole structural picture is represented in a kind of numerical matrix (the nodes
being numbered). Tbe structural information is complete and all or any part of it
can be retrieved or querried. The system la extremely simple to process for imput
into the computer and this is advantageous in so far as no specially qualified perso-
nell is needed for this operation. The computer store needed is however very large
even with condensed canonical systems and this makes for the use of long computer
times in search queries. Thus retrieval procedures from chemical data stores based
on topological systems tend to be long and expensive especially where large stores
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are concerned. These systems tend to be non unique and unambiguous representations
of the structural formula but they can also be unique if they are canonical.

13) Notation s stems: These are a sort of short-hand scripture whereby symbols are
substituted for atoms or groups of atoms within the molecule. They can constitute

a unique and unambiguous representation of the structural formula, provided the nota-
tion rules are specific enough to make them so. They need to be learned in order to
execute an input, and the personell need to be qualified to a certain extent in
chemistry in order to choose the correct notation. They do not take too much storage
space and are easily queried and do not use up much computer time but not all struc-
ture queries can be answered by notation systems.

C) Fragmentation Codes assign code designations or terms mainly to specific groups
of atoms and bonds. The results are ambiguous codes that are not completely descrip-
tive of the corresponding structure, i.e. a number of similar structures are covered
by the same coding sequence. COmputer storage is relatively compact and relatively

easy to implement. Querries are answered fast but do give some irrelevant marginal
material (which is sometimes considered an advantage if there is not too much of it).

Having thus characterised machine readable chemical codes one should at once point out
that this broad classification into 3 so called different notation types is by no
means absolute. And this is so for some very curious reasons. A closer ecrutiny of
the development of computer stored and manipulated chemical information systems will
show that most of them were initiated and have been developed by industrial enterprises.
If we notice that most of these are commercial, profit-making, enterprises (government
agencies such as U.S. Army, Air Force, NASA etc. excluded) it must be supposed, inter-
estingly enough, that the development of such systems for these enterprises was - and
Is - economically Justifiable. This is a point which is still debated ln information
research - and research establishments. However each of these industrial enterprises
established and developed their own information systems - and the notation system that
goes with it - according to their own specific needs and interests, which are diverse
and different. Thus a multiplicity of different kind of notation systems have been
created not only in order to retrieve the absolute chemical information per se (which
is not essentially their main task) but in a way and in a manner specified by the aLms
and purposes of the prospective user. Thus the differences between the various sys-
tems are sometimes not abeolute ones, but conditioned ones and therefore tha argument,
which is the best notation system are really meaningless. Each system is and can and
should be adopted - or created - according to the specific needs of the user.

Thus there do exist presently quits a number of independent chemical computerised
information stores, each operated with its own developed system and using as input
any of the existing notation methods or even a specific version of one. Thus the
stores among themselves are very often incompatible in access and utilisation of the
stored information and even information stores which offer commercial tape services
fron their core are not always compatible to the chagrin of the user. Thus very
early in the game, the problem arose to make the various input methods - and with
them, of course, the so recorded information - interconvertible and InterLhangeable
by the superposition of special conversion programs. Much effort has been invested
in these endeavours and their aim and purpose has generally been in two directions.

1) Conversion intc topological systemas Since the topological system is generally
an exact and all encompassing equivalent of the structural formula and therefore
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carries all its chemical information content, the effort has been made to transform
less comprehensive notation systems such as linear notation systems and fragmentation
codes into topological system and thus be in a position to answer structural querries
which the store would have been otherwise unable to answer. Thus I.C.I. has developed
their CROSSBOW system which transforms their WLN stored formulas into connectivity
matrixes with consequent enhancement of their retrieval and answering capabilities.
Similar efforts have been made by DOW and N.B.S. and others, mainly effecting the
transfer of WIN into connectivity tables.

2) Conversion from t000losical systems: These efforts are mainly concerned with the
largest chemical computerized information store,i.e. the C.A.S. This store uses
connectivity matrixes as storage medium and comprises presently over 3,000,000
compounds with the file growing at the rate of 5,000 compounds/week. The enormous
size of this file makes it a very a valuable one but its topological structure makes
a serial search in it prohibitively expensive. Thus quite a number of efforts have
been initiated to transform this file into other storage media, line notations or
fragmentation codes, which lend themselves to computerized search in a much more
economical fashion. This type of transfer seems to be the more difficult one to
program - according to Lynchl - but recently a programmed automatic method for
transforming topologically stored formulas into WIN notations has been published2
A similar capability for trainsfcrmation into the Cremes system does exist3.

Soeetimes the various different properties of the different chemical codes have
been put to complementary use within one chemical information system. Thus I.C.I.
effect the input into their data store by encoding new chemicals according to the
WIN. These are then stored in the computer in WLN notations (or their equivalent).
I,C.I.'s experience is that encoding is very fast and efficient and the computer
storage is compact and economical. Searches on this store are carried out in its
original form whenever possible. A computer program exists which can transform the
WLN into a topological code system (CROSSBOW). This is being used for checking
purposes (the mol formula can be calculated from the topological matrix and com-
pared checked with the originally inputted mol formula) and for those querries
that cannot be handled by WLN. The topological matrix is not stored but is erased
after use and reproduced again whenever necessary. A different combination of codes
is being practiced by the I.D.C. The I.D.C. uses the GRENAS system for its retrieval
operations. However the chemical formula is encoded according to a topological sys-
tem because this is the method which necessitates the least qualification for execu-
tion. This stored topological matrix is then transformed by a special computer program
into the GREHAS code which is then utilized for search queries. Thus input is
effected as easily and as economically as possible and the same applies for output.

Another chemical code - a fragmentation system of special type was devised by the
"Dukumentationsring der pharmazeutischen Industrie" and is called the Ringdoc system.
The elementary dissemination unit of this system is not necessarily a magnetic tape
or disk storage but rather a punch card. Thus thie unit can be used as feed-in
into various computer. as well as manually operated search and retrieval spatting.
Every basic conceptual unit in chemistry is then represented by one specific hole -
or bit - of the 960 available on the punch card. Thus just as in any fragmentation
ayatem the compound to be encoded is dissected into a finite number of basic units,
each of which is punched on the punch card. Thus the totality of punches on it
represents the compound. The same procedure is carried out adjacently for the
corresponding pharmaceutical and therapeutical properties of the compound. In this
way a complete picture of the biological - chemical activity correlation is punche.d
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on one - or if necessary several connected punch cards to be read by a variety of

computers as well as by manual devises.
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MACHINE-AIDED INDEXING AND ANALYSIS FCR DOCUMENT AND FACT RETRIEVAL

Walter E. A. AXHAUSEN and Andrew E. WESSEL

SYNOPSIS

A program system both for semi...automatic indexing and
for searching literature is outlined. It operates in
the conversational mode via a data display terminal.
A laboratory version runs since May, 1970. Current im-
provements include the switching from document to
fact retrieval. Core memory space is less than 130 kb.

The utility of automated retrieval systems depends upon achieving
realistic solutions to the problems of datpAnalysis and preparation.
One such solution, a system called PRIMAS`-', providing computer..
ized techniques for direct use by human document indexers and ana.-
lysts, has been developed. It is currently being tested, at the Ger.
man Patent Office, Munich, Germany.

Its laboratory version - in operation since May, 1970 - is restric-
ted to the use of one data terminal, and of small quantities of data.
By the end of this year, however, a new version is scheduled to be-
come operational which will be capable of operating with several data
display units, and with large quantities of data.

PRIMAS relies on a set thesaurus which is maintained by an updating
service. This limitation is not to be understood as a simplification
of the program but rather is due to the fact that for many types of
documentation, a fixed thesaurus is desirable (see EURATOM).

For the maintenance of the thesaurus - a task which is necessary if
the documentation is extensive - every possible aid is given by the
computer. PRIMAS logs internally all the requests made to the
system and eva%uates the material statistically. This will enable
comparisons to be made concerning current use of the descriptors
both as a function of indexing and as a function of searching, and
conclusions to be drawn with respect to the thesaurus.

(x) Programmpaket zum RUckgewinnen und Indexieren mit Maschinen-
Wilfe (program sigtem for mschine.aided searching and ind.)
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Development is focused maf.nly on the computer-aided input of documents.
It is here that the major part of lho work of documentation occurs
together with the greatest likelihood of error 30 that the use of a
computer for this task brings notal:le improvements.

For reasons of economy at the user's end, the space for bibliographic
data etc. is restricted. Thus for 30'000 documents, one disc
pack is sufficient, at 27000000 bytes per disc pack.

The PUMAS indexing dialogue operates as follows:

Soon after the beginning, a check is made whether the document is an
old or new one. Next, any needed sector of the thesaurus may be
brought to the screen and therefrom, relevant descriptors will be
assigned simply by putting a "4." before them using a keyboard.
Wrong assignments would be erased again by a "-" sign.

As soon as a few descriptors have been assigned, or sometimes even
as early as after having noted the first descriptor, the computer is
able to propose other descriptors specially for the document at hand,
doing so of its own accord. This function is guided by all documents
previously indexed. Ours tests with the existing program have shown
that in many cases, not less than 70 % or the proposed descriptors
were relevant so that they were immediately assigned, by the analyst.

Moreover, the computer will be able to compare how far a document
just indexed concords with other documents already in the system.
If the degree of correspondence were high, the indexer would investi-
gate any differences by reference to the original, thus completing
her, or his, indexing job.

For actual indexing practice., the following dialogue is typical:

SCREEN USER ANSWERS
No. (automatic): (using keyboard):

1. *This is PAULA'S; do you want
a printed record of this session ?"; "YES" or "NO";

2. °The following modes of operation
are possible:

MACHINE-AIDED INDEXING AN,
EDIT DA,
MACHINE-AIDED SEARCH RE;

please select a mode of operation !" "AN"

3. *Number of document to be indexed ?" *1251367"
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No. SCREEN
(automatic)

Indexing and Analysis

USER ANS7iERS
(using keyboard):

4. "The rollowing descriptors charac-
terize document number 1251367:

No; this is a new document number;
please return to computer
by pressing button !"

5. Shows thesrurus beginning with
highest level of its hierarchy;

Presses button;

Chooses the relevant
aspects(s) of the
thesaurus, puts "S"
(for "please speci-
Ty !") before it and
thus causes the com-
puter to show second
highest and after-
wards still lower
levels of hierarchy;
as he goes on, he
assigns relevant des-
criptors by putting
"+" before them;

when one or more descriptors have been assigned:

"The following descriptors
are proposed:
rdescriptor
descriptor number
escriptor number

Continues to assign
(Two different suggestions all relevant descrip-
are available) tors by putting "+"

before them;

when some 15 ... 20 descriptors have been assigned
so that indexing has come to its end:

"Please show the cm.
plete list of des-
criptors assigned to
this document !":

"AUFL"

last Shows complete descriptor list,
no. for printed record.
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The facilities or PRIMAS chiefly result in

- time saved during indexing,

- economics in organization,

- better, particularly more consistent indexing
both over long periods of time and with various indexers.

For search purposes, an enquiry has to be entered in the form of a
logiarEanective of descriptors ("and", "or", "anl not"),
using parentheses whenever appropriate. As results, at first not
more than the quantity of relev,.nt documents is given so that the
search question might be re...formulated whenever too many, or not
enough, documents answer the original question. Thereafter, the
searcher gets a list of code numbers of all relevant documents
spotted by the computer.

It is therefore expedient to combine PRINAS with a microfilm system
capable of storing full text together with illustrations, graphic
representations, "work sheets" covering each document, the content
lists and the cover sheets of the periodicals from which articles
were indexed, a.s.o. This, no computer could store in any economic
way. In cases of such a PRIMASymicrofilm combination, PRISM also
outputs the addresses leading to the microfilm storage, as an
additional service.

Among the many data processing systems, PRIMAS is at present the
only one that permits computer-aided input. It is therefore one of
oux aims to create the conditions in which it can be used as an input
system in combination with any existing system: PRIUAS would pre-
pare the input tape for other search programs.

Today already, the current version of PRIMAS offers a system of
machine-aided techniques to index or describe documents using sets
of descriptor terms characterising the given documents. By offering
machine suggestlons (and oner machine help including various error
correcting processes) during indexing, PRIMPS further reduces the
intellectual and the "look up" labor of the human document analyst.
In fact, PRILAS incorporates the abilities and choices of a
"committee of experts" to help the individual indexer in her, or his
task of document description for machine entry.

Moreover, PRIMS rakes it relatively easy to develop, analyze and
test the thesaurus and to determine the quality of indexing
together wiTrInuse of the descriptor terms both for document
description aid retrieval. PRIMPS also offers

. an "EDIT" function to review and modify
existing indexed files
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- a set of automated search/retrieval processes
to permit the direct search of indexed files.

In addition to these "on-line°, interactive machine aids, PRIMAS
also includes a set of batchaprocessing programs which keep track
of the above processes and provide the means to perform various
statistical analyses for input to file and system managers

The recommended development of MINAS constitutes two series or
phases of modifications thereto. The first phase incorporates changes
suggested by the experimental tests to date. Completion ls feasible
within 1971 and within current resources. Phase II modifications,
however, involve a longer development plan starting in late 1971,
and a slight expansion of current resources.

Phase I modifications

The first set of rather uncomplicated improvements includes:

1. Multi-console operation,

2. Expansion of search files (removal Of any program.dependent Limit),

3. Removal of present 2000 dsscriptor limit for indexing,

4. Option for descriptor text wherever descriptor number appears,

5. Reduction of computer operating time for the °SUGGEST" mode,

6. The Bibliographic Data Block
to be associated with the document accession numbers,

7. Core memory space to be kept lower than 130 kb.

Work on these changes is well under way.

Phase II modifications

Not all users will require the ultimate solution envisioned here,
but almost all users will find some of these items most attractive
and essential.

1. "Pree.text" descriptors

At the minimum, PRIMAS will hdve the capability to assign dates
as well as names of individuals, organizational entities, and
places (or their accepted abbreviations) to documents containing
such terms even though such °descriptors" are not among the set
of °constructed" descriptors for that field. Given present hard-
ware, stch terms would be entered by keyboard
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2. Descriptor Qualifiers

In addition to the constructed descriptors, another type of docu-
ment identification material could be provided: "descriptor
qualifiers" refine and further specify the descriptors themselves.
For each constructed descriptor, a small set of qualifiers
functioning as adjective or adverbial forms could be formulated.

3. Stored Formats

For each constructed descriptor selected by the document indexer/
analyst, PRIMAS would offer a "data fill-in" format unique to
that descriptor. Other items in such formats could be the request
for strongly associated or "linked" descriptors, dates, or names
of individuals, organizational entities, places etc.

4. Descriptor Scope Indicators

Certain documents required by some users are already or easily
broken down into stipulated document parts such as

title - summary - conclusions a.s.o.;

drawings diagrams - other graphic portions a.s.o.

Descriptors applying to such documents' parts could be so speci«
fied. If the document parts themselves would be identified by
sub-accession numbers under the main accession number for the
document, search requests could be formulated so as to retrieve
the stipulated parts themselves or the entire document or both.

5. Indexing and Analysis for Item or Fact Retrieval

Of course there are occasions when a given descriptor applies to
the entire document. In any case from the point of view of the
search request, the use of descriptors results in the retrieval of
whole documents (or document accession numbers) satisfying the
search request. But often it is important to know the specific
part of the document (those specific items « or that item -
thereof) that triggered the descriptor assignment. This means to
specify exactly which textual item or items, phrases or words
provoked the descriptor assignment.

The key to item or fact retrieval lies in the development of com..
puter/console programs that enhance and permit the interaction

- of human analysts, textual material and data on one hand

and

- the indexing and analysis apparatus available with PRIMAS,
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This technology

- constructed and "free° descriptors, their qualifiers
and formats;

- onsiline error correcting, feedback, lookup, and "SUGGEST"
processes;

- scope indicators and identification of document segments;

needs only the additional capacity for handling full text for con.
trolled display to the human analyst, and the means to activiate
freely these PRIMAS procedures, by direct console commands.

This means that both on-line "graphics" consoles and large sized
storage are required. Further it is likely that a two screen console
- or two consoles, linked will be needed. It would enable the
textual material and scope indicators markers to be handled on one
screen while the descriptor selection and subsequent qualifier format
display or suggested data occur with the second screen.
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LIBRARIANSHIP AND THE USE OF
MACHINE-READABLE BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA BASES

Irving M. Klempner
Professor, School of Library and Information Science

State University of New York at Albany, U.S.A.

SYNOPSIS

The utopian dream of universal bibliographic control needs to
become a reality in the post-industrial era of the 1970's. Machine-
readable bibliographic data bases and the ancillary equipment which
has recently become available represent significant steps in the re-
alization of the above dream. Present and future incorporation of
these data bases into traditional library and information center op-
erations will have profound effects on almost every segment of the
information transfer chain, ranging from acquisitions procedures to
user feedback. Library educators as well as information service per-
sonnel need to adjust their orientation and service concepts to en-
compass the newly emerging developments.

One of the tasks which I had set for myself is to provide you with some kind
of framework, an overview if you like, which would embrace in a broad and general
sense the subject to be treated in this paper. I would also like to think that it
will be poaeible for me to place the subject in perspective, i.e., in relationship
to past end present bibliographic hopes and current realities.

Permit me to begin with some references to utopian thinking. You see, some of

us have at times been characterized as romantics and have been accused of advocating
utopian ideas. I believe it only prudent and just to do my paxt to li. up to these
characterizations.

Many of you may recall Sir Thomas Moore's work, Utopia, which, as you know,
depicts an ideal state, a state in which the curses of poverty, sickness, ignorance
and war had been eradicated and where all in society was arranged for the maximum
benefit of the individual. Of course, as a 1ibel4 the term "uttpia" was extended
to cover earlier and later descriptions of the ideal state. In general, wishing
and thinking about utopias was considered to be a relatively harmless exercise. It
became the preoccupation of those who sought a convenient vehicle for enumerating
and describing the shortcomings of contemporary society, who desired to offer sug-
gestions for vast and revolutionary reforms, and who, having done so, could never-
theless still feel secure, politically and economically. After all, utopians were
almost always impractical visionaries who were not to be taken seriously. No one
expected utopian writers and thinkers to specify the exact procedures and processes,
to provide the detailed flowcharts and programmed instructions by which the ideal
state might have been realized. The influence of past utopian projections may be
said to have been comprised of interesting intellectual exercises, thought-provok-
ing rather than practical. Certainly most of the individuals who sought to apply
utopian ideas to practical realities have often met up with failure, if not worse.
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And yet, dreams of utopias, in our particular instance, dreams of bibliographic
utopias, die quite hard. The aspirations and efforts in our field leading toward
universal bibliography, i.e., the dream of providing rapid and effective access to
the totality of man's recorded knowledge, can perhaps be traced to the librarians of
Alexandria or the cuneiform tablet-collectors of ancient Babylonia. Scores of indi-
viduals, within and outside the library profession, have been projecting and continue
to project bibliographic utopias culminating in the total acquisition, organization
and servicing of the world's cumulated knowledge resources. The ideas and visionary
hopes of the Gesners, Brunets, Otlets and Leontaines have been supplanted by those
of the giant brain advocates, the MEMEX projections of the 1940's and the computer
projections of the 1970's.

Writing about the "Fourth Revolution" in a recent issue of the Saturday Review,
Isaac Asimov states:1

"The printed word, in a computerized space relay world, will be capable of
being transmitted as easily and as widely as the voice...Facsimile news-
papers, magazines, and books can be readily available at the press of a
button. Perhaps eventually a single world computer will hold in its
vitals the library of mankind, any part of which will be available to any
man at any time."

Thus is the dream for universal bibliographic control and instant access to docu-
mentary resources envisioned.

The idle and visionary bibliographic dreams which prevailed during the more
leisurely earlier centuries, and the speculative projections of the more recent
bibliographic prophets need to be transformed, as never before, into hard realities
today.

We, particularly in the United States, live in what Daniel Bell, Professor of
Sociology at Harvard University, describes essentially as the first, "post indus-
trial" nation. While more than 60 percent of the labor force in Asia, Africa and
Latin America is engaged in the extractive industries, such as fishing, mining,
timber, and agriculture, i.e., preindustrial state occupations, while countries
such as the Soviet Union and Japan are engaged primarily in industry and manufactur-
ing, industrial state occupatiors,tbe majority of the labor force in the United
States is now engaged in services, of which commerce, finance, research, education,
and administration form the major and most significant segments.2 Thus, a pre-in-
dustrial society isiessentially defined as one based upon raw materials, an in-
dustrial society is organized primarily around energy and the use of energy for tho
production of goods, while a post industrial society "is organized around informa-
tion and utilization of information in complex systems..."3

It is not necessary for me to point out that complex systems, incredibly com-
plex and often in dire need of revision, represent the very essence upon which are
based our lives during the era of the 1970's. Information has been defined as the
fundamental ingredient essential in the decision-making processes. It is this in-
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gredient, of course, that fundamentally affects the operation and performance of
these complex systems. Not only information, but knowledge and wisdom are needed,
and will be needed by those responsible foT making major decisions andoindeed, by
all of us, to devise new systems, to improve existing systems, to make these systems
work humanely, efficiently and unobtrusively for the benefit of mankind rather than
for its destruction. Neither knowledge nor wisdom can be attained without the essen-
tial ingredient of information.

Thus, during the 1970's, more so than in any period of man's recorded history,
library and information service personnel have been cast into a pivotal role within
our society. As those who have historiceily geen given the responsibility for stor-
ing and maintaining the record of man's experiences and accomplishments, as those
who in more recent times have taken on the role of intermediaries in linking that
record with current user information needs, librarians and information scientists
need to deal not only with a variety of external social, political and technological
systems affecting our field, but also with sets of our own internal systems and sub-
systeMs. Obviously, it is our bibliographic apparatus, this internal set of systems
and subsystems for the acquisition, processing, storage and dissemination of inform-
ation which provides the key to the recorded discourse of our civilization.

Thus, library and information services personnel are confronted today with the
need to make decisions resulting in the acquisition of quality information rather
than trash, with the need for selecting and operating economically efficient rather
than inefficient systems for information organization, storage and processing, for
selecting and making use of desirable rather than undesirable channels or media for
information diffusibh.and disseMination, for disseminating equitably rather than in-
equitably stored information resources. For information is increasingly being
looked upon in our society as a national, indeed, a world economic resource. Broad-

ly defined here as the product of human conceptualization, information is considered
also to be an entertainment resource, an aesthetic resource, a moral resource, as
well as an economic resource. The culture of poverty in the United States is begin-
ning to be more realistically defined and measured by the degree of lack of inform-
ation rather than by lack of income or inadequacy of income.

That information, as a human capital input variable, can have profound effects
on corporate, regional, national, and, of course, individual well being, has been
documented by a new breed of economists, sociologists, and other researchers. Li-

brarians have only recently begun to assign some quantitative and qualitative values
to the effects of information on social, political and technological systems preva-
lent within our society.4-5

Let us consider some of the recently developed information system components
and see to what extent we have managed to attain the kind of bibliographic utopia
sought by our predecessors. The MEMEX machine has not yet been devised; we have
successfully linked computer memories within networku, but we have not yet developed
the projected single computer with a memory capacity A:xstoring the "library of man-
kind." Perhaps it is just as well since the wrong bibliographic utopia may have
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been projected here. In view of our recent experiences with the spectacular and in-
adequately controlled technological growth in the United States, the question may be
raised whether such a mass memory should be developed. It seems to me that it is
essential for us to keep in the forefront the thought that our objective is cer-
tainly not equipment as an end in itself, but quality bibliographic service for
humans. Access to the "library of mankind" may perhaps be attained more economic-
ally and humanely through a networks approach rather than via access to a single,
massive computer memory. Thus, even were the building of such a computer memory now
within the realm of our technology and economic resources, this should not necessar-
ily mean that such a memory ought to be built. Librarians and information scientisb%
just as any other group, are capable of developing tunnel vision, the kind of viSion
that often dictates that what can be done, should be done.

While considerable technological progress has been made in creating machine-
readable data bases, we have not yet developed the optical scanning devices capable
of transforming, at least easily and economically, the cumulated record of man's
civilization. The copyright problem is yet to be solved, privacy of data banks is
yet to be assured, linguistic problems are still to be defined, software packages
are yet to be developed, communications technology is yet to be enhanced.

Notwithstanding the obstacles and difficulties which I have just enumerated, an
assessment of the state-of-the-art bearing upon bibliographic utopias leads me to
the conclusion that one type of bibliographic utopia, one providing access to the
citations which refer to the "library of mankind" is much closer at hand than many
of us dare to realize.

Whether a by-product of initial bibliographic publishing activities or direct
bibliographic functions of documentation centers or information centers, within the
last decade many thousands of machine-readable data bases have become available.
These data bases cover almost every conceivable subject and are being packaged and
distributed in a variety of formats.6-7 In a recent issue published by the Informa-
tion Science and Automation Division of the American Library Association, you will
find an announcement to the effect that an ALA Subcommittee on Rules for Cataloging
Machine Readable Data Files has been established within the Resources and Technical
Services Division, Committee on Descriptive Cataloging.8 The primary function of
the Subcommittee is to isolate requisite points of bibliographic description and to
recommend methods of description. The concern of this paper is, of course, not so
much the revision and use of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules for describing
machine-readable bibliographic data bases, as it is with the consideration of the
use of these data bases.within the total bibliographic apparatus that has tradi-
tionally been available to us. The fact, however, that such a Subcommittee has been
organized is indicative of the growth of the newly emerging information storage
medium, the machine-readable data base.

Not only machine-readable information storage media, but also the machines to
read, process, and interpret what has been stored will play a vital role in the
transformation of traditional bibliographic services. The term machines embraces,
of course, new families of computers, transmission channels and services, communica-
tion terminals, photocomposition devices and a variety of on-line or off-lime equip-
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ment for printing facsimile, audio or CRT reproduction and display of information
stored in machine-readable form. As far as processes are concerned, the new pro-
cesses may tend to de-emphasize the significance of the main entry, may bring about
changes in ALA descriptive cataloging rules for foreign naoes, may affect filing and
alphabetization rules, may result in changes in classification schedules and nota-
tional Systems, and may, indeed, result in the introduction of entirely new systems
for file organization and processing.

The year 1970 marks the end of the second decade of high speed computers.
Costs per coeputer calculation have improved by factors of 4 to 10 with each new
generation of computers. IBM claims that in 1950, one dollar bought the processing
of 35,000 computer instructions, in 1967 a dollar bought the processing of 35,000,000
computer instructions. Technological improvements have been attained and are ex-
pected in all four main elements of modern computers: logic circuitry, main memory,
axiliary memory, and systems organization.

The number of computers in the United States increased from 600 in 1956, to
6,000 in 1960, to 60,000 in 1968, and 25,000 were on order in 1970. A 20 percent
annual expansion was forecast for the 1970's. Approximately 100,000 terminals have
been prodmed annually in the United States in the last several years.

If one were to make projections on the basis of the past history of scientific
and technological development, there is no question but that we would conclude that
additional improvements and innovationein both machines and processas will be made,
particularly as they affect computer technology, data base technology and communi-
cations technology, all essential elements in the developing of bibliographic utopia

. of the 1970's. Improvements may be expected ln miniaturization, repackaging of.in -
formation, decentralization of services, programming, marketing, networking and ef-
fective feedback from the user as well as feedback from within the internal bibli-
ograPhic subsystems and broader systems comprising the newly emerging bibliographic
utopia.

An analysis of the entire information transfer Chain, as outlined and defined
by Claude Shannon, leads me to the conclusion that, unquestionably, all of the
vital-nodes within that chain will be significantly affected by these projected
technological developments. Even if we were to confine ourselves only to the de-
velopments which have taken place within the last two decades, were these widely
utilized and applied today, they would result in a most drastic transformation of
current bibliographic activities and services.

The unfulfilled needs for in-depth information, the unmet needs for equitable
distribution of information to all segment's of our society, the need for rapid dis-
semination of information, the need for individualized, personalized, interactive
type of information can and will be met in the 1970's regardless of whether librar-
ians and library educators do or do not choose to participate in developing, shap.
ing and refining the bibliographic apparatus capable of supplying these needs. The
rapid growth and funding of national documentation centers, clearinghouses, informa-
tJon centers, media centers, professional society bibliographic services, the
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marketing of bibliographic products and services by industrial organizations attests
to the truism that when society is in need of particular service, such a service
will be supplied.

Obviously, the library schools and the library school graduates will need to be
aware not only of book catalogs and abstracting and indexing services available in
book form, but also of data bases available in machine-readable form, whether they
be magnetic tape, punched paper tape, disk, cassette, etc.

Illustrative of the kinds of developments that are taking place with respect to
storage media for recorded information may be a recent paper presented before the
Association of Scientific Information Dissemination Centers meeting in Washington,
D. C.9 The authors, Gloria L. Smith and Jeanne Herr of UCRL, note that using film
chips, rather than magnetic tape as a basic information storage medium, researchers
at UCRL have been able to demonstrate that this particular Mass Storage System
"offers a speedy and inexpensive method of information retrieval." For their ini-
tial experiment, 4-1/2 years of the Nuclear Science Abstracts data base was used.
Significant savings were attained by random searches of the "Chipstore" system as
compared to the more sequential searches necessary for the magnetic tape data bases.
A recent report from General Dynamics Corporation announced the development of a
coding technique, UNIDAR, which makes possible magnetic tape packing densities as
high as 33,000 bits per inch, an increase in the order of 90 percent over what is
the usual packing capacity. 10 Large scale digital storage, in the range of 109 bits
and upi, is already available through such techniques as laser recording. Other re-
centli announced developments such as eraseable holographic memories hold promise
of extremely high capacities with relatively low space and power requirements.

No dotibt, drastic changes in ordering, billing, cataloging and book processing
have already been attained through the use of MARC tapes and similar machine-read-
able records. We can expect that the advent of photo-composition devices and com-
puter controlled preparation of reproduction masters may result in library abandon-
ment of card catalogs in favor of book catalogs and will permit the updating of the
catalogs with speed and efficiency.

Significant changes are beginning to occur in the way we use information
stores. The reference librarian, if not indeed the user himself now has or soon
will have accesS either through a terminal or through a local mini-computer, to a
linked network system encompassing significant segments of the world's bibliographic
resources. Examples from the present which can be projected for the future may be
the following: In the latest NASA semi-annual report, we find that the NASA/RECON
system of remote consoles for on-line information retrieval which became operational
in February 1969 wss expanded into a nationwide network of 22 stations linking NASA
agency installations throughout the country. The House Committee on Science and
Astronautics arranged with NASA to install a RECON console for its use. In a talk
given on March 8, 1971 at the American Management Association's Annual Systems Man-
agement Conference, Dr. Glenn T. Seaborgt Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission
noted the following:
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our Oak

Ridge
National

Laboratory we are
operating a new

computer
informa-

tion
retrieval

system that
provides

immediate
access to

technical
literature

stored

in
computer

bamks some
2,600

miles
away.

This
system is

now able to sort
through

references to
about

50,000
technical

reports and
articles, and

within the next few

months
another

50,000
references will be

added. As an
experiment in

global
communi-

cations on
nuclear

research data we
recently

witnessed the
transmisiion of

nuclear

information via a new

Trans-Atlantic
Cable from a

computer-based
library in

Cali-

fornia to
scientists in

Paris. And
during the

forthcoming

International
Conference

on the
Peaceful Uses of

Atomic
Energy this

September we will be
transmitting

tech-

nical data
directly via

satellite from
our Oak

Ridge
National

Laboratory in
Tennes-

see to the
conference hall in

Geneva,

Switzerland." 12

The
study of the

many
technological

developments in the
information

science

field
and the

study of the
more

humanistically-oriented
field of

librarianship
leads

me to the
conclusion that

none of
us need

to cling
to the

printed
codex or

manuscript

to find
reason and

morality in the
1970's. It

seems to
me that

all of us,
librarians

and
information

scientists, must
learn to live

with the
newly

developed

technological

capacity, and live up to the new

responsibilities it
brings, not

merely
because it is

here, but
because

developed and
applied

wisely it will
help us

achieve the most

human
goals.
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Session Ten - Discussions

pRDCHSSING_FOR ADTOHATION - II
Chairman: Prof. Th, P. Looejes (Netherlands)

NR. J,Ii. D'OLIER (France): The basic principles.of the P.A.S.C.A.L. (Programme Appli-
que a la Selection et a la Compilation Automatiques de la Litterature) system can be
summarized as follows:

First, our customers require information more and more adapted to their specific
needs, so we hove to offer them more and more varied and specialized services.

Second, to provide such services, it is necessary either to create them independ-
ently or, after suitable adaptation, to use services gleaned all over the world. How-
ever, the cost involved would be too much for most of the French users, even for me-
dium-sized industrial firms.

Third, we know that several operations carried out on original documents are al-
most the same for a range of end products and services.

Fourth, an information center in science and technology which would cover all the
diversified and precise questions of our customers does not exist. Therefore, only a
cooperative system can be worked efficiently and economically.

Such a system must be studied and started from the beginning on a cooperative basis.
To answer the requirements stated above, it is necessary to study with the participants
the operations of documentation processing so as to come to precise and detailed
agreements.

What are the main operations? There are intellectual ones,such as abstracting and
indexing, and technical ones, like transcribing and transforming bibliographic des-
criptions according to international rules and acceptable for computer processing.

This has to include all the services and all the products which the system will
offer. The worksheet form has been thoroughly studied. Many corrections were neces-
sary but we came to the conclusion that the cost of corrections is lower than the
costs which would result from duplication of some of the operations.

The most important tool is the thesaurus. We are constructing a French thesaurus
using as a basis many existing thesauri - American and others. We are also constructing
a bi- and multi-lingual thesaurus in consultation with documentation centers in other
countrie. However, we had to start work without a thesaurus, adding new terms as we
go and we have a computer program which simultaneously constructs a thessurus and per-
forms selective diessminstion of information with the available vocabulary which has
been entered since the beginning of the operation.

Prom this in-put, the system produces a bibliographic bulletin, with author indexes
and a three level subject index. These indexes do not use the sems thesaurus a the
classification chema but are complementary to it. The computer also produces cummuls-
Uwe annuel author and ubject indexes in normal typography. Thim month we shall start
with SDI, but profiles will have to be in the vocabulary of the system. In medicine,
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pharmacology, arts and sciences - fields in which we have thesauri - according to
these thesauri; and in fields where we don't yet have them - in our own vocabulary.
In fields in which we don't have a thesaurus we prepare the questions ourselves since
we know our vocabulary, although it is not yet published and the users do not. The
vocabulary is specific to the different fields of science, but we are also preparing
a macrothesaurus to bridge the fields.

Next year we hope to offer SDI services in about 30 disciplines in science and
technology, thanks to close cooperation with more than ten documentation centers,
both in France and abroad.

We also intend to offer magnetic tapes and to begin retrospective searching. But

so far we have only one year's accumulation for retrospective searches. In 1971 we
shall have stored about 100,000 documents with their keywords, authors, titles, and
bibliographical references. Next year we shall store 300,000 items, and later we
shall reach 500,000 per annum. This is too much for retrospective searching. After

the first year it is less expensive to maintain a photomemory for abstracts and bib-
liographical references, and to keep on magnetic tape only keywords, authors and docu-
ment numbers.

An automatic connection will be arranged between the computer and the photomemory.
Therefore, from the beginning of next year our Bulletin Signaletique will be published
as hard copy and on microfiche. With an automatic system the search is mach easier
with microfiche than with a hard copy.

DR. W.E. BATTEN (VX): .1 offer you two new pieces of terminology to embrace the curious
topic of profile improvement: "profile cosmetics"; or, if you are more given to puns,

"profilactics". Either of them will cause the thesaurus makers the usual headaches.

The work described in our paper was done by Dr. Veal and his two colleagues, and
my only personal contribution was to say occasionally, you cannot have any acre money,
or, will you please run a little faster.

The present line of study will probably continue for many years, and it is much
too early yet co attach operational significance to the present figures. For the

present, we do seem to be moving in a vaguely hopeful direction, but violent.correc-
tions of course may be expected several times before we reach our objective.

One of our earliest observations as.an operational research center was that a
user's initial profile could usually be improved upon. There were two aspects to
tflis; first, users of computerized services were not accustomed to being highly ex-

plicit. They had been used to having search assistants who had a modicum of scientific
know-how and common sense. These assistants could move from the generic to the specific
without any programmed instructions, and great reliance is placed on this common sense
and on whatever familiarity with the subject the researcher has.

Secondly, the center itself was none too successful at first in translating the
natural question into a search specification even when the interfacial adviser wae
himself or herself reasonably familiar with the field of inquiry.

We decided to leave the creation of explicitness to our service department because
it is largely a matter of inducing in the inquirer a certain state of mind. On the

other hand analysis seems to indicate that the user is not automatically aware of the
richness of the vocabulary of his speciality. He may be still less aware that there
may be valuable points of access that have no semantic connection with his question.
Incidentally, Science Citation Index could be regarded as an extreme result of this
observation, although it came into existence for other valid reasons.
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Discuseions

Our openiag thesis was as follows: examining the out-put from an initial profile
we find both unsatisfactory recall and unsatisfactury precision. This resulted in a
series of research projects conducted with the cooperation of the user. We launched
a series of experiments to discover what, if any, improvement could be obtained by
an analysis of the retrieved items and the methodology was briefly this:

The user was given a period of ordinary SDI service to establish an initial per-
formance rating for his profile. We then put him on to a period of searching the
same profile against a fixed file of references. Then came a further period of SDI
service, using the profile that had resulted from the "iterated" use of the fixed file.
This gave a second SDI performance rating for the same inquiry and hence enabled im-
provement, if any, to be observed. Please note I decline to say "measured" - I will
stick with observed.

Now, the process of searching the fixed file was iterative. By intellectual and
statistical examination of the output, it was possible to make changes in the component
terms and sometimes in the logic of the profile. The amended profile was then searched
against the fixed file. This resulted in yet further relevant output which was again
examined and the profile again amended and this was continued until there was no far-
ther addition to the relative output. Usually, three iterations were sufficient. The
perfected profile was used for the second comparative period of SDI service.

A further effect was studied at the same time. That is the relative performance
of using titles only as the search basis for the same question. At the recently con-
cluded Cranfield Conference in July 1971 it was possible to give more deteiled analy-
sis than at the time of preparing my paper. These results will be available in print
soon.

Now, I will say a little more about the profile-improvement study. A campaign of
term analysis was conducted. For this purpose we recognized four types of terms:

1. Specific terms, which appear mainly in relevant items.
2. Non-specific but useful terms, which appear in fairly equal portions in both

relevant and irrelevant items.
3. Redundant terms, which appear either very infrequently or always in the

presence of other more frequent terms of type 1 or 2.
4. Detrimental terms, which appear mainly in irrelevant items.

When a user improved his profile by hand, he was unconsciously classifying the
potential terms in accordance with these four headings. It ought therefore to be
possible to mechanize the process of profile refinement if only we could find valid
parameters to enable term reference to be expressed. We felt that the terms must have
something to do with the frequency with which they cropped up in the out-put. We
adopted the concept of specificity value, which we define as being the number of re-
levant documents in which the term occurs, divided by the total number of documents
in which it occurs.

This is a ratio which lies between 1 and O. We took all the terms which had
assisted in the production of every relevant document, compiled specificity values
and listed the terms in order of specificity value and then according to the later
profile, according to the spread of the specificity list. We recommend to the user
to make use of all terms lying above a certain specificity level. When the Cranfield
Conference papers come out you can see the tabulated results. The qualitative nnd the
quantitative results of the analysis show:

1. Automatic analysis was useful since extra relevant items were retrieved from
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X Procecoing Pr Automation - II

the fixed files, sometimes in large numbers. This in itself wee sufficient
to convince users that their search profiles were missing interemting informa-
tion and they should look at them more closely.

2. This approach avoids the necessity of writing a statement of interest. This
may be of some use to people who find it difficult to maks a statement of in-
terest. The alternative is for the user to say that he can't find the words
to describe his interest, but does know that the following three references
are relevant. You can then start with these references and pick the terms out
of them.

Automatic analysis of relevant items produces a list of terms in which specific
terms appear first, followed by non-specific terms, followed by the more detrimental
terms. The method is still very crude since at present only single terms are taken
into account. It, therefore, produces the best results for single concept interests
and progressively worse results for two-concept and multiple-concept interests.

The specificity may sometimes suggest quite an unusual search semantically. E.g.,
in a search originally written as a two-parameter search, lead terms were linked with
toxicity terms. The specificity list suggests that the statement of interest should
really have been "air pollution by lead and mercury compounds" and that better results
would be obtained by searching for city names and terms concerned with traffic which
are specific to the topic. The original recall was 74%. The improved recall was 95%.
That's for CA Condensates 1. On CA Condensates 2, the tnprovement was from 88% to 95%.
The improvement was obtained by advisedly adding terms from the specificity Het. I

am bound to tell you that when we went by the specificity list only, the initial recall
was 85% but the improved recall was only 70%,and on CAC-2 even worse, the original re-
call being 907 and the improved only 33%. So you can have too much of a good thing.

The procedure used so far aids in the location and ordering of the more specific
single terms pertinent to a given topic. If all fields of interest could be described
in single terms, this procedure, with some refinements, such as choice of the "best
word fragments", would suffice for constructing a fairly adequate profile or refining
an existing one. However, the majority of queries contain at least two concepts linked
by AND logic and although some single terms may ta useful, the bulk of material is re-
trieved by term pairs. Therefore, we are now applying the Name technique to an exami-
nation of the frequency and incidence of term pairs. To date, we have carried out
only one manual experiment and the results are interesting. The original profile for
this particular tast topic contained 40 terms and achieved 24% precision and 692 re-
call with an output level of 34 per run; this profile would cost 1E100 per year at the
present pricing structure. With single terms from the specificity list, this level
of recall could be achieved at a cost of about E90 per year. With a ixture of single
specific terms and term-pairm, it could be achieved at a cost of about 110 per year.

I don't think this 'will lead us to the ultimate.perfection in construction. What
it will show, is the shape of the performance curve according to the dimcriminstm
power put at the user's disposal. We shall be able to plot that against a likely
price, so that a user who says, "I can pay E50," won't get the beet curve but the
best value for his money.

DR. R. HOFFMANN (Iorael): As chemistry develops, the chemiCal code must develop. The
structural formula of today is becoming inadequate to represent meaningfully all chemi-
cal information about a certain compound. There are all kinds of mecondary aid. with
which the chemist tries to get around thie, but somebody should think about a different,
more precise and up-to-date reprementation of chemical knowledge than the premant use
of the chemical formula.
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The enormous amount of information in chemical structure produced today forces us
towards mechanization.

If you squeeze the structural formula into the computer by ultranumeric means, you
are'liable to have an information loss; transfer from one code to another usually in-
volves an information loss, whereas what you want is an information gain.

You thus face a double dilemma. In order to enable your colleagues to reach all
the information, you have to go to the computer, but by doing this you incur a rather
substanvial information loss, which, considering the enormous development of the field,
may still grow in coming years.

In my paper I have reviewed the three categOries of codes which are in uae today,
and their various capabilities and uses. Many chemical codes can be put into these
three categories. Since chemical information systems were not developed at universities
but in industrial mission-oriented organizations, chemical codes were adopted for speci-
fic purposes. They were not meant to recover the total of chemical information, but to
do a specific job which they do very efficiently. Big chemical companies in the US
and the UK have their own information systems which use codes developed internally.

This fact leads us to the problem of compatibility. There is no easy way to trans-
fer one code to another mechanically without a conversion program. The problem is the
conversion into a topological code or from the topological code, because the topological
code is the code with the most information. It is also the most expensive code to ope-
rate. The vast store of Chemical Abstracts, archival in nature, is stored in a topolo-
gical system.

There is a great demand to make this store available in such a way that it can be
searched economically. This is impossible as long as the storage is in a topological
system. There are efforts to transform this system into one which would be cheaper to
operate, with an inevitable information loss. There is a possibility of using comple-
mentary coding where information is kept in different codes.

The other type of conversion is into the topological code. You encode your formu-
las compactly and store them with relatively little expense. If you want to get com-
plete information, which you do not have because you did not use the topological code,
you have to transfer your store into a topological system.

There is a third way of intermingling the various codes economically. You could -
and this is being done - encode the topological code. The encoding procedure is very
simple and does not require highly qualified manpower. Once you encode into a topo-
logical system, you can transfer it into another code better adapted for compact sto-
rage, and from that storage you can query economically.

MR. U. SOUR (UK): To Mr. d'Ulier. What are the problems of usirg French for indexing?
Do you use in the keyword index a mixture of English, French and other languages? In

other words, do you translate first into French and have French keywords only or do
you have a mixed language keyword base?

MR. D'OLIER: To Mr. Schur. We have a French thesaurus and French keywords, but our
thesaurus and our vocabulary are closely related to the English vocabulary and to
English keywords. For a question with non-French keywords, we translate with the help
of a multi-lingual dictionary. We are, however, planning to have English and German
keywords in many disciplines. For instance, in medicine, we have a tri-lingual the-
saurus, French, English and German. In arts and science, our thesaurus is developed
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in close cooperation with other science centers in the world. In meteorology we are
building three and five language thesauri. In Luxembourg there is such a program for

meteorology. If you ask a question in German you can have the reply in German although
the system works in English.

QUESTION: To Mr. d'Olier. As you know, ESRO (European Space Research Organization) has
a very important information center in Paris. It is working with English tapes and in-
tends to increase its services. Has the CNRS studied the possible over-lapping of these
two services both located in the same place?

MR. D'OLIER: Space science is not one of the fields we dealt with in the beginning be-
cause there exist several documentation centers in the field and there is a lot of in-
formation. We are dealing with some aspects of space science but with a different
orientation from ESRO. Our efforts are especially ori,ented toward our own industry
and research in astronomy. We do not intend to duplicate existing services, and in
space science English is predominant so in this field it is less necessary to have a
French documentation system. We are developing a French system with French keywords
because documentation must be aggressive and to command attention must talk to the user
in his mother tongue.

ESRO works entirely in English. If it supplies information suitable for French
users we do not intend to duplicate it, but if some users require another presentation,
maybe we will cooperate with ESRO. There is another field in which French may not be
necessary - atomic energy. Atomic energy today has wide applications. Some documen-
tation is desirable in French for its applications in medicine, plastics, chemistry,
meteorology, etc.

MRS. E. KATZ (Israel): To Mr. d'Olier. You state in your paper that you use 9,000
journals as your source material. What is the percentage of Chinese language journals
that you analyze and in what fields?

MR. D'OLIER: To Mrs. Katz. Zero. We haven't used any Chinese publications since the
beginning of the cultural revolution. But today we think that perhaps the Chinese
language will have to be scanned.

PROF. LOOSITES: To Dr. Batten. Do you treat documents with partition when partition of
certain documents makes the analysis more specific?

DR. BATTEN: To Prof. Loosjes. That is very much a matter of the content of the document.
We would not presume to divide an item which in the author's view was not heterogenous.
But, if it were the abstract of a symposium where there were several related contribu-
tions all following one general broad theme, you needn't avoid partition.

MISS N4 PARK (US): TO Dr. HoffMann. On page 14 of your paper you cited a figure of
3 million, and I wondered if that referred to the number of unique connectivity tables
in that file, or the number of unique compounds. Our number is about half that.

DR. HOFFhANN: To Miss Park. I meant the number of compounds.

hR. WOLTER: To Dr. HoffMann. In France Ne are developing a compact topological coding
system which has the advantage of keeping all the infornmtion in the topological code
compactly enough to be handled by the computer. Do you think it would be possible to
have some cooperation between your work and our system?
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Discussions

DR. HOFFMANN: To Mr. d'Ojier I must confess my ignorance of your system. Of course
there are other topological systems which you can produce from line notations. I have

" in mind ICI's Rossbow system. I think it is worthwhile to look into this.

QUESTTON: To Dr. HoffWann. In France we are developing auto-electronical methods which
make it possible to solve some of these problems. A balanced system between computers
and auto-electronic systems could solve some chemical compound problems.

DR. HOFFMANN: That is quite true. The question is at what price. The methods I have
seen in the US are still much too expensive for ordinary users. It will take a long

time until the facilities are available and the price has come down sufficiently to
consider operating these methods.

DR. BATTEN: There is one other subject where almost the whole of its compact language
could be properly described as a code and that is music. I have often hoped that some-
body would make an economic study of chemical topological codes and musical codes.
There is knowledge in both that might be mutually borrowed.

MRS. L. VILENTCHM (Chairmano ISLIC): Dear Colleagues, Guests and Israelis: with this
session the Conference comes to a close. I thank you for coming and for making this
Conference a success, by chairing the sessions with patience and humour, by evaluating
the papers before the Conference, by participating in the discussions from the floor,
by giving us, the Israelis, the opportunity to cement new contacts and friendships.
I hope you have enjoyed the Conference and your stay in our country, and I have only
to add, come again soon! Thank you.
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Open Meeting of FID/II

SUMMARY*

Chairman: Mr. C. Reran (Israel)

In continuation of the conference an open meeting was arranged to give the repre-
sentatives from the FID Study Committee "Information for Industry" (FID/II) an oppor-
tunity to present their views and experiences as to how information is communicated
to users in industry.

Mr. Rjeld laintOe (Chairman, PID/I1) first presented the underlying idea of FID/II
emphasizing the link between economic growth and the systematic application of knowledge.
A description was given of the fields of interest of FID/IT and of the various projects.

Mre. V. Vinca (UNIDO, Vienna) described the activities of the Industrial Services
and Institutions Division. This section of UNIDO assists developing countries in how
to organize industrial information facilities and how to get access Lo the information
stored in the industrialized countries.

Mr. D.G. Kingwill (CSIR, South Africa) outlined the organization of the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research and explained how the extension services func-
tioned, especially those serving medium and small-sized industry.

Mr. A. Liech (SNI, Norway) mentioned some of the activities of SNI which is a
center for technical information and documentation. The center publishes abstract
journals for the practical engineers in industry and has developed a computerized
retrieval system, POLYDOC.

Mr. E.G. Belong (National Research Council, Cdnada) surveyed the organization of
the Canadian information services working for secondary manufacturing industry. As
Mr. J.E. Brown had previously talked about the National Science Library, Mr. Malang
concentrated on the Technical Information Service with its field services for industly
and stressed the importance of the human approach in the transfer of information.

Mr. Rjeld Klintgfe (DID, Denmark) described the idea behind the Danish Technical
Information Service, an organization for marketing knowledge, whose fundamertsl acti-
vity iB the field liaison service. The special importance of interviewing IN!anagers
in industry was accentuated. Mr KlintOe also described the SDI and referral activi-
ties and mentioned the shift in interest from productivity methods over product de-
velopment to long-range planaing.

W. F. Liebeeny (ASLIB, United Kingdom) saw the eituation in the UK from three
viewpoints: subject oriented dissemination of information carried out by the research
asoociations, regional covering of industry's needs through the industrial liaisoL
officers, and field oriented information centers such as ASLIB.

*Editors' note: Thanks are due to Mr. K. faint& for puttiv thie summary at
our dispoeal.
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International Conference on Information Science

Dr. A. van Loen (ROBIN, Netherland's) described some of the problems facing the
newly established NOBIN, which is an advisory body to the government in information
matters. . .

Mr. C. Keren (COSTI, Israel) briefly mentioned the liaison service serving in-
dustry emphasizing the viewpoint that information is sold like any other product.

Dr. M. Cremer (Inst. flir Dokumentationewesen, German Fed. Rep.) emphasized the
growing interest of industry in an integrated information system comprising law, re-
gulations and other data.

During the discussion following the presentations, Prof. P.V. Raula described the
activities in India in the field of dissemination of information to industry.

As it was felt that the presentations at the open meeting of FID/II contained
much valuable material which deserves to be made more widely available, the Proceed-
ings will be published as a special publication in the ISLIC series "Contributions
to Information Science," publication No. 6, and can be ordered from the ISLIC Secre-
tariat, P.O.B. 20125, Tel Aviv, Israel.
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